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o s re we rece e o r b s
Please have mail and fax bids to us by: 5:00 PM, 
eastern time, tuesday, March 25, 2008.
there will be pre-sale and live bidding available on 
the iNterNet at www. stacks.com  
Pre-registration for live internet bidding is required 
by tuesday, March 25, 2008.  

Prices realized will be posted on the internet soon 
after the sale. See www.stacks.com
a printed list of prices realized will be sent to all sub-
scribers approximately 30 days after the sale.
For prices realized by phone: Call 603-569-0823. limit 
10 lots per caller.
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lot VieWiNg

The Dominic gaziano 
& PaPyrus Way collecTions

and other important properties

WeDnesDay  march  
1:00 pm sharp  Lots 1-1580

the tansa room
le Parker-Meridien Hotel 

118 West 57th Street (between 6th and 7th avenues) 
New york, Ny 10019

lot PiCk UP
Stack s New York Of ces 

123 West 57th Street, New York, NY
thursday, March 27  by appointment only

Stack s New York Of ces 
123 West 57th Street, New York, NY

ositively no lots ill e s o n at e ar er eridien otel

Monday, March 24  9:30 am to 5:00 pm
tuesday, March 25  9:30 am to 5:00 pm

Wednesday, March 26  9:30 am to 5:00 pm
Other times by appointment only
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Har e  . Stack, Co-Chairman, has over 50 years of 
numismatic and public auction expertise. an american 
Numismatic association member for over a half century, 
Harvey Stack was a contributor to the building of its 
Colorado Springs headquarters, which houses the 
Stack’s gallery endowed by his family and which bears 
its name. He was directly involved with the first aNa 
grading guide and has received the association’s 
Medal of Merit. in 1967 he represented the numismatic 
industry before the U.S. treasury Department and was 
instrumental in bringing repeal of the onerous and long-standing gold coin 
import regulations that had unfairly impacted coin collectors throughout 
the country. in 1973 he was the sole industry representative to appear before 
Congress advocating passage of the Hobby Protection act. Harvey was 
appointed by President Jimmy Carter to the U.S. assay Commission in 1976, 
the last sitting of this oldest citizens’ commission, which had assured the 
integrity of the nation’s coinage for nearly two centuries. He and his son, 
lawrence r. Stack, have donated significant numismatic materials to the 
aNS, the aNa and the National Numismatic Collection of the Smithsonian 
institution where he serves as a lifetime member of the prestigious Smithson 
Society. He served as President of the Professional Numismatists guild 
in 1990-91. During this tenure as President, Harvey effectively defended 
the PNg and the industry from proposed Federal trade Commission 
regulations which he felt were inappropriate for responsible professional 
numismatists. He was honored by his peers with the coveted PNg Founders 
award in 1993 and again in 1998 for an unprecedented second time. He is a 
Fellow of the aNS and an active member of the international association of 
Professional Numismatists and royal Numismatic Society. He has served 
as an expert witness for the U.S. treasury Department, the Federal bureau 
of investigation, the Secret Service, a number of world banks, the New york 
City Police Department, london’s Scotland yard and other law enforcement 
agencies all over the world. Harvey appeared before Congress during the 
1990’s to propose his idea for the “50 State Quarters” commemorative 
program; the product of which we are enjoying today. in the summer of 
1997 he received a singular honor from the aNa when he was named the 
Numismatist of the year for 1997 in recognition of 50 years of service to 
the coin collecting hobby. 

awre ce . Stack is our Chief Executive Officer Director 
of Numismatics and has been a key figure in the Stack’s 
family firm for over three decades. He graduated from 
the University of akron (akron, ohio) with a major 
in history and a minor in philosophy. an experienced 
collector of the highest degree, he has formed major 
important and extensive collections of French ecus, Five-
Franc pieces and ecus d’or. His in-depth collection of 
Celtic and anglo-Saxon coins ranks high among the finest 

ever assembled and he has pursued a lifelong interest in english Hammered 
coinage as well. in the area of U.S. numismatics, larry is a serious student of 
U.S. colonial coins, gold and type coinage. He is a member of PNg, iaPN, 
aNa, aNS, royal Numismatic Society, british Numismatic Society and many 
major U.S. state and regional organizations. He is a member of the Colonial 
Newsletter Foundation and a qualified appraiser. During his 30 years in the 
auction business, larry has been instrumental in the sale of many of the most 
notable collections of our generation. these include the collections of James 
a. Stack, the garrett family for the Johns Hopkins University, ellis robison, 
Harold bareford, John l. roper, richard Picker, Floyd t. Starr, Congressman 
Jimmy Hayes, Herman Halpern, amon g. Carter, Jr., John Whitney Walter, 
Michael F. Price, and David Queller. additional highlights of larry’s career 
include the sale of the reed Hawn properties (including the sale of Hawn’s 
1913 liberty nickel and 1804 dollar); the ongoing sales of the John J. Ford, Jr. 
properties; and, with Sotheby’s, the auctioning of the world’s most valuable 
coin, the 1933 $20, which realized $7,590,020. Whitman Publishing has called 
upon his coin pricing expertise as its Valuations editor to provide up-to-date 
values for its many publications.

Our Numismatic Staff

. a  Bowers, Co-Chairman, is perhaps the best-
known and most noteworthy numismatist of the last 
50 years. beginning in 1953, Dave’s contributions 
to numismatics have continued uninterrupted and 
unabated to the present day. His work with rare coins is 
so voluminous and so extraordinary that he was named 
by CoinAge magazine as one of the “Numismatists of 
the Century.” Dave’s dedication to the hobby and his 
lifelong interest in rare coins, along with his pursuit of 
scholarly knowledge, have made him one of the most 

honored and revered numismatists of all time. Dave is the only person to 
have served as president of both the Professional Numismatists guild (1977-
1979) and the american Numismatic association (1983-1985). From the PNg, 
he received their highest honor, the Founders award, and from the aNa, 
Dave has received its two most distinguished awards  Numismatist of the 
year and the Farran erbe Memorial award. He has lectured at Harvard 
University and appeared on the today Show as well as on programs on CNN, 
CbS, abC, NbC, Fox, the Discovery Channel and the History Channel. Dave 
is the most prolific numismatic author of our generation, having produced 
50 works, mostly written in the field of rare coins, including the ANA 
Centennial istory, istory of nited States Coinage (for the Johns Hopkins 
University), Adventures with are Coins, the two-volume Silver Dollars and 

rade Dollars of the nited States, and A California Gold ush istory. More 
recently, he also serves as Numismatic Director of Whitman Publishing 
llC, where he has produced another group of books including the very 
popular ed Book series. More of Dave’s books have won “book of the year” 
honors from the Numismatic literary guild than have those of any other 
author. From the Professional Numismatists guild, he has received the 
coveted Friedberg award a record seven times! During his illustrious career, 
he has catalogued and sold at public auction many of the finest and most 
valuable and important collections ever assembled. they include the louis 
e. eliasberg, Sr. Collection, the only complete United States coin collection 
ever brought together, the Harry W. bass Jr. Collection, the ambassador and 
Mrs. r. Henry Norweb Collection, the John Work garrett Collection sold by 
order of the Johns Hopkins University, the Childs Collection, the highlight 
of which was the finest known 1804 silver dollar, the second most valuable 
coin ever auctioned, as well as others.

hr st e arste t serves as our President and oversees 
auction operations and customer service. additionally 
she handles our marketing and publicity with unbridled 
enthusiasm. a fixture at numismatic conventions and 
auctions for two decades, Chris has built a vast network 
of industry contacts during her extensive career. Chris 
has worked with numismatic trade publications as 
well as the mainstream press in bringing to market 
the early sales of the eliasberg Collection, the bass 
Collection, the Norweb Collection of Canadian coins, 
the Norweb Collection of Washingtonia, and countless other sales over 
her incomparable career. Chris’ ability to attract worldwide attention to 
the sale of numismatic material placed her at the center of the marketing 
of other important numismatic properties, including the armand Champa 
library and gold treasures recovered from the S.S. Brother onathan and 
the S.S. Central America. During her most recent tenure, she has been 
responsible for the marketing and publicity of the Dr. Haig a. koshkarian 
Collection, a fabulous array of valuable copper and silver coins; the 
oliver Jung Collection, one of the finest type collections ever assembled; 
richard Jewell’s collections of commemorative and three-dollar gold 
coins; the Cardinal Collection, the finest bust dollars ever assembled; the 
gentleman’s Collection of U.S. gold coins; the New york Connoisseur’s 
type Set collection; and the louis e. eliasberg, Sr. Collection of World gold 
Coins and Medals, whose prices realized stunned the foreign world. Her 
unstinting and tireless efforts help consignors receive the highest possible 
prices for their coins. Chris is involved with our day-to-day operations and 
is one of our auctioneers. 



  

a  . lexa er received his bS and Ma degrees 
from the University of Miami and joined the firm as a 
cataloguer in 1990. a life Member of the aNa, he has 
contributed articles to he Numismatist and the ANA 
Centennial Anthology and received the glenn b. Smedley 
award and aNa Medal of Merit. He served on the staff 
at Coin World from 1974-81. He received the Clemy award 
from the Nlg in 1987. David is a 25-year member of the 
aNS and a member of the augustus b. Sage Society. He 

has presented papers at the 1999 and 2005 aNS Conferences on Coinage 
of the americas. David is a Contributing editor of CO Nage magazine and 
pens “the research Desk” column for Coin World. He received the 1990 
Society for international Numismatics Silver Medal of Merit for excellence 
in Writing and research and krause Publications’ Numismatic ambassador 
award in 1995. in 1998 he founded the Medal Collectors of america and 
was elected to the rittenhouse Society. He was President of the New york 
Numismatic Club in 2005-2006. 

a  r c Blamber , Ph. . is an expert and cataloguer 
of ancient greek, roman and byzantine coins as well as 
Medieval coins. He joined the firm in 1974 after graduate 
studies which included a year in london as a Fulbright 
Fellow. there he completed his doctoral research at the 
institute of Classical Studies, University of london, 
with extensive use of the numismatic collections of the 
british Museum, the Hunter Coin Cabinet (University 
of glasgow), the ashmolean Museum (oxford), and the 

University of Helsinki. He received his doctorate in ancient and Medieval 
History from indiana University. He has written numerous articles for 

he Numismatic eview and has conducted seminars in ancient coinage for 
students at yale and New york University. His in-depth cataloguing and 
extensive notes have appeared in major sales, most notably the Collections 
of knobloch, J. Pierpont Morgan, “Men of rome” and Michael Price. He 
served as editor of he Numismatic Legacy of the ews, published by Stack’s 
in 2000. He is a member of Phi beta kappa, Phi kappa Phi, the New 
york Numismatic Club, the aNa since 1976, the aNS since 1980 and the 
augustus b. Sage Society.

rth r Bl me thal’s tenure with the firm is rapidly 
approaching ten years after more than two decades as 
a professional numismatist in various other capacities. 
Specializing in U.S. coinage, arthur has a vast general 
knowledge of virtually every aspect of numismatics. He 
began his career at Capitol Coin Co. before becoming 
general Merchandise Manager at Minkus Stamp and 
Publishing where his responsibilities included supervising 
all of the buying and selling of coins, as well as establishing 

a nationwide marketing program for numismatics. later, he was head 
trader at the galerie Des Monnaies where he spent more than a decade 
before starting his own coin business. arthur is a member of the aNa and 
aNS as well as several other numismatic organizations. He has been quoted 
in the New ork imes and he Wall Street ournal on a variety of numismatic 
topics. in addition, he is a graduate of C.W. Post College where he has 
a degree in History education. His collecting interests are rather eclectic 
ranging from numismatics to watches.

oh  P. B r ham is an expert in U.S., ancient and world coins 
and medals and has been a member of the staff since 1974. 
educated at the University of oregon and yale, he served 
nearly 30 years as Curator of the Numismatic Collection of 
yale University. He is an avid collector of medals, especially 
railroad medals, and led one of the pioneering, medals-only 
auction houses, Collectors auctions ltd. He has been a 
member of the aNa since 1964 and is a Fellow of the aNS, 
the russian Numismatic Society and Medal Collectors of 

america. He is also a founding member of the augustus b. Sage Society of 
the aNS. He has written widely on many numismatic subjects. burnham is 
former Chairman of the Connecticut Central railroad and the Valley railroad 

Company, and has served on the board of Directors of the Providence and 
Worcester railroad Company and Mutual Shares Corporation. He is a 
member of Phi beta kappa, Delta Chi, the elizabethan Club and the Mory’s 
association.

re or  . ole is a recognized expert on and cataloger 
of ancient, islamic, Medieval and World Coins and 
World exonumia. a leading authority on islamic and 
asian coinages, antiquities and art, he has been a profes-
sional numismatist for the past 17 years, a numismatic 
consultant, cataloger and researcher for 12, and a collec-
tor since age 7. blazing a broad swath through the world 
of coins, as a numismatic scholar, greg has contributed 
to a number of references and publications and has 
participated in the writing of several score rare coin auction catalogs. 
in the course of this time, he has personally cataloged rare coins with a 
collective value of well over $100 million, including most recently the 
Sklarov Collection of russian Historical Medals, and, in 2004, the fabled 
russian rarity, the Constantine ruble, which brought one of the highest 
prices paid for a world coin in auction. greg earned both his bachelor’s 
and Master’s Degrees from New york University. Formerly a journalist 
and magazine editor, his assignments to the far flung reaches of the 
globe rekindled his pursuit of coin collecting, while expeditions into 
the souks and pasars of the Middle east and Southeast asia honed his 
interest in eastern coinages.

Br ce ola  Ha e  has been a collector since 1971 and a 
professional numismatist since 1988. His areas of expertise 
include U.S. coins and paper money, world coins from 1400 
to 1900, american and world medals, Polar exploration 
ephemera, world paper money and american historical 
documents. bruce has worked as a private consultant to 
numismatic auction houses, museums and foundations, and 
private collectors of american historical paper currency and 
financial documents. He has contributed to well over 200 
numismatic auction catalogues featuring over $50 million of historical paper 
currency, coins and medals, stocks and bonds, financial documents and other 
numismatic items. He is a member of over a dozen organizations including the 
PCDa, aNa, aNS, SPMC, ibNS, CSNS, FUN, and several regional clubs. Most 
recently, bruce has been the lead paper money cataloguer for the John J. Ford, Jr. 
Collection. He has also worked on the Herb and Martha Schingoethe obsolete 
currency sales by r.M. Smythe & Co. where he had previously served as VP. 
He has also contributed to numerous books and articles including Friedberg’s 
Paper Money of the nited States and the Standard Guide to Small-Size .S. Paper 
Money by oakes and Schwartz. 

chael . Ho er is a Numismatic Consultant who is 
currently responsible for cataloguing the auction sales 
of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, the magnificence of 
which has never before been seen in numismatics in one 
collection. Mike’s herculean efforts have vaulted the prices 
realized to an astonishing $50 million and that figure is still 
growing. He specializes in early american coins, medals 
and militaria struck prior to 1837 and is one of the foremost 
numismatic researchers of our time. He is a Fellow of 
the american Numismatic Society and a Founder of the Colonial Coin 
Collectors Club. Mike has written several books and countless articles on 
colonial and federal issue coins and medals including his award winning 

he Norweb Collection  An American Legacy written with Q. David bowers 
and the classic Standard Catalogue of Encased Postage Stamps. over the last 25 
years, he has been responsible for cataloguing some of the most significant 
collections to be sold at public auction including the landmark John 
Whitney Walter Collection of Coins of 1796, the Queller Family Collection 
of Half Dollars, the Hain Family Collection of 1652 Massachusetts Silver 
and the ambassador and Mrs. r. Henry Norweb Collection of U.S. Coins. 
the catalogues Mike has written have won more prestigious Numismatic 
literary guild Catalogue of the year and extraordinary Merit awards than 
any other cataloguer in history.



   

ack cNamara has been interested in numismatics 
since boyhood. He was introduced to coin collecting 
by his maternal grandfather (whose own grandfather 
had advertised coins for sale in the American ournal of 
Numismatics in the late 19th century!) by playing bingo 
with Wheat cents and a Whitman coin folder. Jack has 
a general knowledge of U.S. coins and paper money, 
with early american copper coins being his specialty. 
He is a contributor to several numismatic publications 

and auction catalogues including the andbook of nited States Coins and 
the 15th sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection.  a graduate of rutgers 
University, he is a lifelong New Jersey resident and as such has a great 
interest in the coinage and currency of his home state. “Jack Mac” can 
regularly be found at the New york office cataloguing coins, working 
with consignors and assisting our retail clientele.

B ll etro ol s, a leading authority in the field of 
mineralogy, is a lifetime collector of coins, specializing 
in indian cents. bill received his undergraduate degree 
at Salem State College and did his graduate studies at 
the University of Maryland. For 26 years he was curator 
of the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University. 
He continues to curate the mineral collection at 
lafayette College and has served on the boards of the 
State of California Mineral Collection Preservation 

Committee and the Society of Mineralogical Museum Professionals. He 
is an accomplished author in both numismatics and mineralogy and was 
a consulting editor for a leading mineralogical magazine. He has been a 
consultant and appraiser for several museums, including the Smithsonian 
institution, the Houston Museum of Nature, the boston Museum of 
Science, and the arizona Sonoran Desert Museum. bill has lectured at 
numerous universities around the world. 

Scott tchell has been with the firm since 1981. He 
earned his bachelor of Science Degree from Wheaton 
College (illinois) in mathematics and economics with 
advanced graduate study at the indiana University 
School of business. Scott was formerly a staff 
member of galerie des Monnaies, Minkus Stamp and 
Publishing and Capitol Coin Co. He updated and 
extensively revised the American Guide to .S. Coins 
during a four year period as its editor and also is a 

contributor to A Guide Book of nited States Coins, as well as a number of 
other coin and currency references. an avid numismatist since the age 
of seven, his collecting interests include Confederate, Fractional and 
Pre-Federal currency to U.S. patterns, roman imperial denarii, foreign 
crowns and even sales tax tokens. on a professional level, he is well-versed 
in every area of U.S. coins and currency and has acquired particular 
expertise in U.S. type coins, gold, currency and die variety attributions. 
as one of our senior numismatists, Scott has catalogued many specialized 
collections, including the Wm. thomas Michaels Collection of indian Head 
eagles, the randolph S. rothschild Collection of U.S. Patterns, and the 
lemus Collection of Seated liberty Dimes. 

oh  . Pack, one of our auction consignment 
specialists, has been involved in numismatics for 
over 20 years. His enthusiasm for all aspects of 
numismatics, and his sincere approach, guarantees 
that every consignment will be presented to its finest 
advantage so as to provide the highest possible prices 
realized. Further, John will make sure that each and 
every consignor will have a pleasurable transaction 
with our firm. in addition to working with auction 

consignors, John catalogues currency for the firm. His cataloguing talents 
were widely recognized for several record setting presentations of U.S. 
paper money highlighted by the world-renowned collections of Harry 
W. bass, Jr. and Wayne S. rich. in addition, he was selected to compose 
the currency chapter of the important arry W. Bass, r. Museum Sylloge. 
Most recently, he has become intimately involved with the vast american 
banknote Co. materials and has superbly catalogued a good portion of 
our recent offerings.

om Pa chella became a coin collector at the age of 
eight, searching for coins in his family’s grocery store 
register. He focused on 20th-century U.S. coins, making 
an extensive study of buffalo nickels, Mercury dimes 
and Standing liberty quarters. tom joined the firm in 
December 1985 after nine years with Minkus Stamp 
& Coin, the last two years of which he served as head 
coin and currency buyer. in addition to working at 
the New york City office, tom travels to most of the 
significant coin and currency conventions held around 
the U.S. He also travels extensively to appraise and purchase collections 
for the company. an aNa member since 1988, he has a lifelong interest in 
the world of stamps and is a former member of the american Philatelic 
Society. tom is also a member of Central States, the Professional Currency 
Dealers association, and the Fractional Currency Collectors board. His 
current interests include collecting New Jersey obsolete Currency.

rew W. Pollock  has authored nited States 
Patterns and elated ssues, a standard reference book 
on United States pattern coins issued from 1792 to 
circa 1979, which won the prestigious PNg’s Friedberg 
award in 1995. this book is literally an encyclopedia 
of information about the ever-popular pattern series. 
He is also the author of Advertisement ndex to the 
Boston Newsletter and Massachusetts Gazette, 1704-1776, 
nearly 3,700 pages in length. this latter title features 
approximately 10,000-12,000 alphabetically-listed entries for individuals, 
businesses, ships incorporating historical and biographical information 
gleaned from an estimated 50,000-60,000 advertisements from the historic 
newspapers. over the years, Pollock has participated in the writing of 
dozens of rare coin auction catalogues, and has personally catalogued 
rare coins having an estimated collective value approaching $100 million. 
as a hobby, Pollock enjoys collecting antique hand tools manufactured 
in kingston, Ma.

ra k a  ale  is one of america’s best known 
numismatic personalities and one of our senior 
cataloguers. Widely praised for over two decades 
for his numismatic expertise, Frank’s byline has 
appeared in scores of the most important auction 
catalogues ever written including the ambassador 
and Mrs. r. Henry Norweb Collection of U.S. coins, 
and specialized collections such as the texas Collection 
of California Fractional gold and the historic coin 
collection of Commodore Matthew C. Perry. Frank has 
contributed to the last 19 editions of A Guide Book of nited States Coins 
and his writing talents have earned him the recognition of the Nlg. 
additionally, his writings have appeared in he Numismatist and many 
club periodicals over the years. a current aNa life Member with more 
than 25 years of membership, he has taught courses on U.S. type coins 
at numerous summer seminars hosted by the aNa, and is a member of 
many national and specialty organizations as well. Frank has an expert 
understanding of the intricacies of all american coinage in addition to 
many other numismatic fields. He is also one of our very popular and 
featured auctioneers. 

cke  Ye ar a , one of our auction consignment 
specialists, is a cataloguer of U.S. coins in copper, 
silver and gold, including coins of the Colonial 
and Confederation periods. He is also very much 
involved with the day-to-day operations running the 
auction business. a graduate of Columbia University, 
Vicken was the first recipient of the georgia Stamm 
Chamberlain Memorial award of the Medal Collectors 
of america for his presentation on colonial era medals 
of his alma mater, “the Silver Medals of the king’s 
College literary Society, 1767-1771,” delivered at the 2004 Coinage of 
the americas Conference held by the aNS. He is a member of many 
numismatic organizations, including the aNa, aNS, the Colonial Coin 
Collectors Club, and the John reich Collectors Society, the liberty Seated 
Collectors Club and the Fly-in Club (Flying eagle and indian Head 
Collectors Club) among numerous other specialty clubs.



oUr CoNSigNor

Dominic gaziano, a 
Charleston, West Virginia 
physician and his wife, 
rosalie, an author, and 
2002 National Mother 
of the year, are our lead 
consignors in this sale. 
“accomplishment” is the 
key word for the gazia-
no family. in addition to 
their own achievements, 
they are parents of fi ve 
sons—four of whom are 
physicians and one an at-
torney. the gazianos enjoy their nine lovely and talented 
grandchildren, two of whom are budding numismatists.

the gazianos began 
their collection over 30 
years ago in the early 
1970s. in time they fo-
cused on building a col-
lection of United States 
coins by types, from half 
cents to double eagles, 
supplemented with a 
1792 half disme, an 1879 
Stella, and other well-
known rarities. in 2007, 
their collection was com-
pleted. We are honored 

that Stack’s was chosen to showcase these magnifi cent 
coins, along with other notable properties.

Dominic and osalie Gaziano



   

WelCoMe
to the Dominic Gaziano  Papyrus Way Collections

Presented in New ork City, March 26, 2008
Welcome to our March 26th sale, the venue for which will be the 

beautiful Parker-Meridien Hotel at 118 West 57th Street, across the 
street from our offi ces. the auction begins at one in the afternoon. 
Come, enjoy, and bid for the coins that interest you the most. lot 
viewing will commence at our offi ces on Monday, the 24th, 9:30 
a.m. until 5 p.m., through the sale date.

attend in person, and the red carpet will be rolled out. bring 
your family, and enjoy the city. We are in the heart of the retail and 
art district of Manhattan, a short walk from Fifth avenue. Did you 
know that our offi ce has been in the same location for more than 
a half century  this is a numismatic record.

as with all of our sales, you can participate by internet, mail 
bidding, or by telephone (by arrangement). a dynamic sale awaits 
you!

Dominic gaziano, a well-known West Virginia physician, and 
his wife, rosalie,are title consignors in this sale. in over 30 years 
of collecting they built a collection of United States coins by types, 
from half cents to double eagles, supplemented with well-known 
rarities. in 2007, the collection was completed and they have now 
elected to share their coins with the collecting community. 

the Papyrus Way Collection, featuring a complete denomina-
tion set of Proof century gold coins and high quality Panama-Pa-
cifi c expo set, as well as other notable consignments complete our 
offering—as delineated for you in the pages to follow.

 H hl hts
Sale highlights are many. among coins issued during the fi rst 

decade of the Mint’s existence, you’ll fi nd a historic 1793 Chain 
cent, a superb gem (indeed, breathtaking!) 1797 half dime, a choice 
Mint State 1796 dime, a rare 1796 quarter, a key 1797 half dollar, 
the famous and ever-popular 1794 silver dollar, and gold coins of 
1795 and 1796.

a rare 1808 quarter eagle (one of the most elusive of all ameri-
can coin types), a beautiful gem Proof 1885 double eagle, an original 
1915 Proof set (including all four of the extremely rare Sand blast 
Proof gold issues), a gorgeous 1915-S Panama Pacifi c commemo-

rative set, and a classic 1851 augustus Humbert $50 “slug” from 
the gold rush, will command interest and attention. 

adding more icing to the numismatic cake are beautiful Proof 
$3 gold coins of 1885 and 1886, a Proof half eagle of 1895, and other 
gold issues from readily affordable to rare, the latter including 
pre-1834 issues. 19th- and 20th-century silver coins range from 
common to rare, each interesting and desirable. Silver dollars 
include an 1838 gobrecht, a key 1893-S Morgan, and a Mint State 
1895-o, interspersed with many popular issues. a choice MCMVii 
High relief double eagle reminds us to mention that this summer 
Stack’s will be a sponsor of a special Saint-gaudens “Festival” to 
be held at the Saint-gaudens National Historic Site in Cornish, 
New Hampshire. Plans are now being made, and more announce-
ments will be forthcoming.

arket Obser at o s
 take some time to peruse our catalog from front to back, per-

haps concentrating on the series that interest you most, then going 
to other specialties, perhaps igniting a new interest. Nearly every 
numismatist we know changes preferences from time to time, 
seeking new challenges and opportunities. the images are also 
on the internet, giving you an even closer view of details.

the numismatic market remains strong as we enter the 
spring—as it often or even usually is during periods of economic 
uncertainty. indeed, our sales have seen many record prices! the 
results of our fi ve sales this past January still echo in the halls of 
numismatics. building a fi ne collection of coins, tokens, medals, 
and paper money is at once a challenge as well as a cherished 
possession to own and enjoy.

h k  of Sell
 thinking of selling  We invite you to be a part of Stack’s 

dynamic 2008 program! While our sales are fi lling up quickly, 
there is still room for us to showcase your collection or desirable 
individual pieces in the remainder of our 2008 season or in our 
dynamic 2009 program. (yes, we do plan ahead—a benefi t for you, 



   

and also for our customers all over the world). When you consign, 
you get the Stack’s difference, which is expertise, care, and personal 
attention paid to you and your consignment. the results translate 
directly to your bottom line. 

reality check: if you read numismatic literature, e-mails, and 
advertisements, hyperbole is everywhere. “biggest,” “best,” 
“greatest,” “the only way,” etc. Much of this is wishful thinking, 
or is based on something that happened recently. amidst all of 
this, Stack’s offers facts—a proven record of success that you can 
take to the bank. these are not hopes, not wishful thinking, but 
are factual. No other numismatic auction firm past or present can 
come even close to our record of accomplishment! 

reality in the numismatic auction marketplace:

 Stack’s has set more auction records than any other firm, 
including the most valuable coin ever auctioned (this one in 
partnership with Sotheby’s), the 1933 double eagle at $7.59 
million.

 When the world’s most valuable collection was auctioned 
recently, the John J. Ford Jr. Collection at nearly $60 million, Stack’s 
sold it. No other auction firm has come even close to matching 
this accomplishment! 

 Stack’s has auctioned more important “name” collections 
than any other firm, and by far.

 Stack’s has had more government agencies, universities, 
and financial institutions consign to us than has any other firm, 
and by far.

 the catalogues created by Stack’s and, earlier, by our partner 
Q. David bowers, have won more “Catalogue of the year” and 
other honors than have those of any other firm.

 Stack’s services include auctions, sales, purchases, and com-
plete worldwide leading-edge internet presence. We are 100% 
leading edge with the latest technologies and refinements, while at 
the same time carefully preserving our famous tradition of having 
qualified, friendly people at your service.

 Stack’s financial ability and integrity are unsurpassed by any 
rare coin firm in numismatic history.

 Stack’s staff of acknowledged long-time numismatic experts 
is unequalled by any other rare coin auctioneer in the world.

 Stack’s is headquartered in New york City, the financial and 
art center of the world.

is there anything we haven’t mentioned  
if you are thinking of selling, cast the braggadocio of others 

aside, and consign to the world’s most successful numismatic 
auction firm. What we have done for others, ever since 1935, we 
can do for you as well!

often, coins sold through Stack’s bring more, after our modest 
commission, than the same coins would have brought if sold free of 
charge by another auction house! Stack’s dream team of numismatic 
experts awaits you, backed up by the most dynamic clientele of 
active bidders and buyers of any auction firm.

on behalf of all of us at Stack’s thank you for reviewing our 
March sale catalogue now in your hands. We look forward to your 
participation.

Sincerely,

Q. David bowers

Harvey g. Stack

lawrence r. Stack

Christine karstedt
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Wednesday, March 26, 2008 
1 00 pm Sharp  Lots 1-1580

The Dominic gaziano 
& PaPyrus Way collecTions

le Parker-Meridien Hotel  New york, Ny

ColoNial aND early aMeriCaN CoiNS

3 17  P tt half e  toke . Bree -251, Betts-519. o er. 
er  e-20. 83.3 grains. a thoroughly pleasing example of 

a colonial type that no collection should be without. Surfaces 
are light golden brown, perfectly smooth, and enticing as such, 
with only a scattering of tiny circulation marks in the fields as 
expected of the given grade. Pitt’s bubbly, apple cheek is worn 
to a plateau-like shape, and a single carbon spot at his chin as 
well as a minor edge bruise at oF will serve to hallmark this 
specimen for future collectors. the legends are tight to the rim 
at parts of the obverse, and a slight thinning or beveling of the 
rim at right obverse has created some weakness in that area, 
as well as the corresponding circumference of the reverse. a  
finer overall representative of the grade would be hard to come 
by. 

4 1773 r a half e . No er o  after O S, 7 har  
str s. ho ce c rc late - 3, re   brow . 122.4 grains. 
lustrous light brown surfaces host abundant red in the pro-
tected areas of the obverse devices, while the reverse is more 
fully red in the fields as well as in the devices. the obverse 
hosts some fingerprinting, visible as faint, scallop-like lines 
when the coin is held at the correct angle to light. an attractive 
survivor of this slightly scarcer subtype lacking a full stop after 
the king’s name on the obverse. 

Pleas  o o  le ha t oke

1 ate  ca. 1 72-94  o o  le ha t toke . h ck 
la chet. Bree -18 . Ho er 2-B. ar t -4. xtremel  e-40. 

209.9 grains. reverse may be a touch finer than the given grade, 
with some of the intricate texture visible in the otherwise plain 
cross. Medium chocolate brown surfaces feature lighter tan in 
the folds of the pachyderm’s skin and at its edges, and also 
at the edges of the designs of the reverse. Design details are 
generally sharp and well centered, with denticulation visible 
everywhere except between 2:00 and 4:00 on the obverse. Some 
very minor laminations are noted at obverse peripheries and 
are much more minor than sometimes encountered; a darker 
circle of toning creates a halo around elephant’s head. a very 
fine and appealing survivor of the issue, collected in the early 
american series for its connections to the Carolina and New 
england types of the elephant token. 

Purchased from Stack’s, October 17, 1979.

2 1723 osa mer ca a e . Bree -121. xtremel  e-40. 
120.4 grains. Devices and legends are sharp and evenly worn, 
with lighter, golden brown hues at their edges, contrasting 
with a more dominant dark brown on both sides. Surfaces are 
generally smooth, with three minor areas of whitish corrosion 
on the reverse. an overall pleasing example of the type. 

Purchased from Bowers  uddy Galleries, privately.
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5 1773 r a half e . No er o  after O S, 8 
har  str s. er  oo -10. 116.3 grains. Dark brown, ob-
verse exhibits areas of corrosion. reverse shows microscopic 
granularity and die failure below gi of VirgiNia. 

 1783 No a o stellat o co er. rosb -3- . Small S, Bl t 
a s. xtremel  e-40. 118.4 grains. Dark brown, nearly 

ebony surfaces, lighter at the high points of the legends and 
devices. Designs are generally sharply outlined, but the sur-
rounding fields are rough on the obverse, a little less so on the 
reverse. 

H stor c a  Pleas  Bar o er

7 ate  ca. 1785  Bar co er. Bree -1145. xtremel  e-
45. 84.1 grains. even, light brown surfaces feature definite 
gloss and hints of emerald and rose toning at the edges of 
the devices, pointing to a cleaning long ago from which 
this coin has amply and appealingly recovered. Surfaces 
are mostly free of disfiguring marks, a tiny divot in left 
obverse field is mintmade, as is a small burr that extends 
from 3:30 on that side; the reverse exhibits a pair of copper 
spots around the center, a very minor rim bruise at 9:00 and 
an ancient scratch that is nearly invisible between the eighth 
and ninth bars, counting from the top. Most bar coppers are 
in about this state of preservation, as they circulated briefly. 
the first reports of their circulation were in 1785, having 
been imported from england, and the Coppers Panic of 1789 
would have swiftly removed this underweight, halfpenny 
sized copper from circulation along with all the other rub-
bish coppers that were then in circulation in early federal 
america. the a over S diagnostic is clear on the obverse, as 
are the requisite cracks and burrs emanating from the bars 
on the reverse, which all point to this bar copper’s genuine 
status. Patterned after Continental army buttons, the bar 
copper has found a welcome place in Colonial numismatics, 
with just a few trading hands at auction each year. Do not 
miss this opportunity to acquire a very pleasing survivor 
of this enigmatic issue. 

Shar  a  loss  1787 mm s ol mb a o er

8 1787 mm s ol mb a co er. Bree -1137. er  e-30. 
150.6 grains. a beautiful, richly toned, dark brown specimen 
of this popular and scarce Confederation era copper. Surfaces 
are mostly smooth and a bit glossy, with only some minor, 
toned over scratches on both sides, concentrated mostly on 
the reverse—these are best seen under magnification and 
blend well with the complicated designs. the distinct face 
on seated female liberty is clearly visible, and the reverse 
eagle is decidedly sharp in both outline and detail. Centering 
is decent for this sometimes very tightly centered type, with 
only the bottoms of the date and the very tops of UNUM fall-
ing somewhat off the flan. With common variety Fugio cents 
approaching $1,000 in similar grade, scarce types like this 
immunis Columbia are relative bargains for a little bit more 
of an investment. 

9 1788 ermo t co er. er-1 . ar t -2. a le  B st 
ht. e-15. 104.8 grains. a choice, dark brown and glossy 

example of this most common Mailed bust right Vermont 
copper, featuring fields that are mostly smooth but that do 
exhibit some graininess. Date is on flan and complete, centers 
are very weakly struck as usual, and an old scrape is noted in 
right reverse field. a decent specimen for a low to mid-grade 
type set of colonials. 

10 1787 o ect c t co er. ller-31.1-r.3. ar t -1. ra e  
B st eft. er  e-25. 171.5 grains. a decidedly appealing 
and heavyweight Draped bust left, whose heft and thickness is 
immediately noted when held in hand. light brown and smooth, 
the high points of the designs have been worn to brighter copper 
on both sides. Well struck for this normally abysmally struck 
type, the obverse is off-center toward 12:00, as is the reverse, 
which is rotated 180  from normal coin alignment. a few minor 
rim bruises are this hefty specimen’s only flaws. 

2x photo

 The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions colonial anD early american coins
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are 178  ar s-13-  New erse  o er
 Newl  sco ere  S ec me

11 178  New erse  co er. ar s-13- . ar t - . er  e-25. 
147.8 grains. a surprising new addition to the census of rare NJ 
coppers, as this coin came unattributed in a random selection of 
U.S. federal coins. Hard, ebony brown surfaces are uniformly 
porous and exhibit intermittent red and some green corrosion on 
both sides. What this coin lacks in surface quality it makes up in 
sharpness, as the remaining detail rivals that of the boyd-Ford 
specimen, sold in the first Ford auction in october 2003. Central 
devices are bold, as are all the lettering and the date, which eas-
ily fall onto the wide flans characteristic of the variety. the 1786 
date is especially strong. the boyd-Ford coin brought $5,750 
nearly five years ago, while the damaged good specimen in 
the lorenzo Collection we sold in January 2008 brought $1,150, 
attesting to the intense demand for these rarer Maris numbers. 
a coin that has a decent arm’s length appearance and that will 
soon find a home in a NJ coppers variety set. 

12 1787 New erse  co er. ar s-44- . ar t -4. Sle h ers. 
er  oo -8. 140.6 grains. Designs and legends weakened by 

porous surfaces which are now actually quite smooth from 
circulation. Date is invisible, obverse is noticeably off-center 
toward 6:00 on this hole filler specimen of a not common 
variety. 

13 1795 albot, ll m  ee ce t. Bree -1035. bo t c rc -
late -55, in terms of sharpness. Surfaces have been mechani-
cally enhanced, leaving a matte-like finish uncharacteristic of 
tal cents. a sharp representative of the type. 

2x photo

colonial anD early american coins  The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions

are 179  astorla  eto
Str ck  S l er

14 179  astorla  New York  eto . Or al es. S l er, marke  
ree e  e e. Bree -1058. c rc late - 2. 182.2 grains. 31.7x30.6mm. by 
DuVivier. Sharply struck devices are surrounded by watery, fully prooflike 
fields that have often led to a Proof designation in the past. rich, old ton-
ing in blue, rose, olive, gold, and gray is noted in varying combinations 
on both sides. Fields display some old marks beneath the toning, notably 
a long, vertical hairline scratch in left reverse field and one, tiny divot in 
the right reverse field. lintmarks from the time of striking are also visible 
around the Fr of FraNCo and to the left of the beaver on the reverse. 
Struck from original dies, from a state of the reverse die featuring the 
spidery die rust or spalling around the handle of the sap pot. 

the 1796 Castorland Jeton is a numismatic souvenir of a failed attempt 
by French migr s wishing to escape the upheavals of the French revolu-
tion by founding a colony on 630,000 acres of land in upstate New york, 
centered around the modern-day town of Castorland. after the land was 
purchased, it was sold by subscription and a company was organized for 
its management by the name of the “Company of New york.” although 
a number of theories about the existence of the Castorland pieces have 
been advanced, it is thought that the 1796 Castorland Jetons are “jetons 
de presence”—tokens given to attendees of company meetings given in 
lieu of payment. What remains clear is that specimens struck from original 
dies are very rare, while an array of later Paris Mint restrikes of the 19th 
and 20th centuries are much more available and worth precipitously less 
than these original dies specimens. a coin that will find a welcome home 
in an advanced collection of early american coins or New york-related 
americana. 

We direct the interested reader’s attention to a two-part article on the Castorland 
Jetons authorized by ron guth and published in the august and September 2007 
issues of the Medal Collectors of America Advisory, back issues of which are available 
on the organization’s web site, www.medalcollectors.org.
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Sat  Wash to  bert   Sec r t  Pe

17 1795  Wash to  bert   Sec r t  e . s al e e. 
Bree -1254, Baker-30. c rc late - 0. 301.8 grains. a mar-
velous specimen boasting hints of original mint color in and 
around the lettering at the obverse peripheries, complementing 
a light mahogany overall tone and hints of olive on both sides. 
the strike is rather sharp for one of these, with weakness in 
Washington’s hair curls and at his epaulet, with corresponding 
weaknesses in stars and eagle’s left wing on the reverse. es-
sentially flaw-free, but we note a scrape at rim at lower reverse 
which may or may not be a pre-production planchet flaw and 
fortunately does not interfere with the satiny smooth surfaces 
of the fields. although patience might allow the seeker to find a 
technically finer specimen, the overall eye appeal of the present 
coin would make a pursuit of this coin well worthwhile. 

179  P.P.P. elto  oke   S l er
x Norweb ollect o

1  1783 Wash to  t  States ce t. Bree -1188, Baker 1. x-
tremel  e-40. 116.5 grains. Cleaned long ago and now retoned 
to glossy olive-brown; the current specimen would serve as a 
suitable filler for the type. 

15 179  elto  toke . S l er. Bree -1073. Br ll a t Proof- 2. 
179.8 grains. Watery, fully mirrorlike fields encircle crisply defined 
design motifs and legends on both sides. No significant flaws 
are noted, although a very fine scratch remains well hidden 
and essentially out of view to the right of the cornucopia on the 
obverse, and a tiny divot is noted to the right of the angle of the 7 
of the date, a pair of marks effectively identifying this coin as the 
Norweb specimen. the fields, devices, and legends are ensconced 
in rich gunmetal-blue, gray, gold, and subtle emerald toning on 
both sides, probably the product of centuries of uniform storage. 
the edge is square and obviously struck in collar, with the subtle 
hints of denticulation visible as very short beads around the 
periphery of both sides. the Myddelton token in any metal is a 
rarity, although exactly how many survive is open to question. 
Phillip Parry Price Myddelton engaged Matthew boulton to strike 
these beautiful tokens as a keepsake of his projected kentucky 
plantation. Myddelton, an englishman, hoped to be made rich via 
lands acquired in kentucky, for which he was soliciting artisans 
and skilled workers in england. Myddelton was imprisoned for 
his attempt to export skilled labor to america, and his plan and 
plantation came to nothing, although we do have these numis-
matic reminders of this failed scheme. boulton struck 53 in silver 
on March 8, 1796; Myddelton kept four for himself, and boulton 
sold or distributed 43 pieces, leaving six pieces unaccounted 
for. breen estimated 15-20 extant silver specimens and Hodder 
surmised that there were fewer than 20 known. regardless of 
the number of survivors, the Myddelton token in silver is usu-
ally offered for sale only when great collections are sold, witness 
the garrett, roper, Norweb, and Ford examples. the addition 
of this specimen to any cabinet, no matter how rudimentary or 
advanced, would be an event worth noting. 

From the Norweb Collection Part , October 1987, Lot 1402  ear-
lier purchased from the Numismatic Gallery on May 10, 1953.

2x photo
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U.S. HalF CeNtS

22 1797 -1, B-1a. ar t -2. Pla  e. 1 bo e 1. -45 -
S N S . Medium golden brown with good eye 

appeal, though low magnification reveals numerous old, tiny 
scratches across liberty’s profile. the popular variety with a 
1 punched too high in the die and never effaced, the die now 
with “piggyback” 1s in the date. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

23 Pa r of ra e  B st half ce ts  � 1804 -8, B-7. ar t -1. 
S ke  h . extremely Fine-40. Chestnut brown surfaces 
with pale blue highlights � 1807 -1, B-1. ar t -1. Very Fine-
20. olive-brown toning. (total: 2 pieces) 

24 1804 -13, B-10. ar t -1. Pla  4, No Stems. -50 P S . 
Pleasing chestnut brown with no marks of note save for an old 
vertical furrow on the reverse, perhaps even as struck, from the 
wreath to the rim and grazing the ribbon end on the viewer’s 
right. a pleasing coin with plenty of visual pizzazz. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

25 180  -1, B-3. ar t -1. t State- 0, with a considerably nicer 
appearance upon first glance. However, the piece has been 
cleaned and retoned deep olive-brown with traces of reddish 
violet in the protected recesses and accents of pale blue. 

2  Pa r of t State- 1 half ce ts  � 1828 -3, B-2. ar t -1 � 
1857 -1, B-1. ar t -1. a nice pair. (total: 2 pieces) 

27 1829 -1, B-1. ar t -1. S- 2 BN P S . Satiny deep golden 
tan with blushes of mint orange. a few tics are seen but still 
about as nice as you are liable to find for the assigned grade. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

28 r o of cert e  half ce ts  � 1833 -1, B-1. ar t -1. Net eF-
40 (aNaCS). aU DetailS. “residue Cleaned”� 1853 -1, -1. 

ar t -1. Net eF-40 (aNaCS). aU DetailS. “Cleaned” � 
1855 S- 0 BN P S . -1, B-1. ar t -1. Medium chestnut 
surfaces, nice for the grade. (total: 3 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

29 1835 -1, B-1. ar t -1. t State- 2. Perhaps 15% mint red 
changing to intermingled pink and blue. Nice eye appeal for 
the grade. 

30 1853 -1, B-1. ar t -1. t State- 4. Deep golden tan with 
flashes of subdued mint orange. 

18 1793 ohe -4, Bree -4. ar t -3.  S N S . “Cor-
roded, improperly Cleaned.” Surfaces uniformly granular, 
deep chocolate tones possibly artfully applied after a harsh 
cleaning.  

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

ho ce  1794 Half e t

19 1794 -1a, B-1a. ar t -3. -45 P S . Deep golden tan with 
some lightness on the high points. Mark-free to the unaided 
eye, though we note tiny scattered marks under low magnifica-
tion. Choice for the grade with regard to both sharpness and 
eye appeal. Struck from clashed dies with evidence plain on 
both sides. 

From our sale of he Waccabuc Collection, November 2007, Lot 
1002. Ac uired from Bowers and Merena, February 2002.

20 1795 -4, B-4. ar t -3. Pla  e, P ct ate  ate. e-
15, and offering strong claims to a full Very Fine designation. 
the central reverse is weakly struck (as is always the case on 
examples of this die variety), however the peripheries are quite 
sharp. Smooth, chocolate brown surfaces exhibit only a minor 
stain in the right obverse field. 

21 1795 - a, B- a. ar t -2. Pla  e, No Pole. er  oo -10. 
a smooth, rich brown specimen that is evenly worn on both 
sides. the fields and devices offer wonderfully well balanced 
patination, but for a deeper patch at liberty’s cheek. 

hal  cenTs  The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions
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1851 Half e t W th ll e  olor

31 1851 -1, B-1. ar t -1. S- 4  P S . although a common date, precious few of these late Coronet half 
cents remain with so much fiery red color. in fact, the present coin is one of just four examples graded as such 
by PCgS with none seen finer by that grading service. the obverse and reverse have a few light traces of carbon, 
to be expected for any copper coin of this era, but remarkably strong color dominates the surfaces. the strike 
was sharp enough to bring up the star centers and liberty’s curls and the only weakness is on the upper wreath 
leaves. a condition rarity worthy of any collection. boldly repunched 1 seen well to the right of the final digit, 
common to this 1851 obverse die and one of the more dramatic repunchings of this series. 

32 1855 -1, B-1. ar t -1. S- 4  P S . an especially bright example of this late date half cent, which 
retains blazing mint color throughout. the surfaces are near gem quality, with no handling problems and 
lacking the usual spots or carbon outbreaks. boldly struck at the centers as expected, but poorly defined 
around the dentils and a few of the stars, quite the norm for an 1855 half cent. the 55 digits lean to the right 
in a rather stylish fashion, as seen on about half the coinage of this date. 

U.S. large CeNtS
Bol  1793 ha  e t

 S ell  o  e erse

Po lar 1793 ha  e t

34 1793 S-4. ar t -3. ha  . oo - . a well-worn 
yet still very appealing survivor of this first general issue 
federal cent to emanate from the first U.S. Mint. Dark chestnut 
brown, lightly granular surfaces are a shade or two lighter than 
sometimes encountered on these thick plancheted coppers, 
with liberty, date, and profile crystal clear on the obverse. 
Miss liberty’s tresses are visible but fade into the left obverse 
field as a result of wear and the shallowness with which they 
were cut into the die. the all important chain of 15 links is 
bold and powerful at the reverse center, while the peripheral 
legends are fully visible if a bit weak at points. edge device 
of “vine and bars” is fully intact, and the surfaces exhibit no 
flaws other than an ancient scratch that slopes down through 
Miss liberty’s face but is fortunately not distracting. With all 
the important design details still fully visible, this Chain cent 
will find a welcome home in a burgeoning type set of U.S. 
coins. 

 The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions hal  cenTs  large cenTs

33 1793 Shel o -4. ar t -3. ha  . -15 BN N . 
the style with a period after liberty and another after the date. 
Medium brown with olive traces. Surfaces slightly granular, pe-
ripheral devices complete, no serious marks. a decent example 
of a popular issue from the first year of U.S. Mint operations. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

2x photo
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35 1793 ha  . Poor-1 P . Sheldon number uncer-
tain, surfaces uniformly micro-granular, obverse worn smooth 
with just a hint of the design type present but so faint as to 
preclude identification by this writer. reverse has some faint 
details present, mainly the suggested outline of the chain motif, 
the peripheral legends are all but imperceptible. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

Shar  a  Scarce S-  1793 Wreath e t

3  1793 S- . ar t -3. Wreath. S r  e. er  e-30. techni-
cally sharper in actual terms of wear, this coin exhibits uniform 
porosity on the obverse and similar but less severe, porosity on 
the reverse. the surfaces are dark olive-brown and are actually 
somewhat hard and glossy, lending quite a bit of appeal to this 
sharply struck and well-centered specimen. the bulge at the 
center of the obverse, created by a sinking of the steel in the die, 
is clearly visible and allows easy and quick attribution to S-6, a 
variety which, although common, is seen far less frequently than 
the ubiquitous S-9 Wreath cent. the reverse is notably sharper 
than the obverse and showcases the eponymous wreath quite 
nicely. a coin whose sharpness will make it an ideal specimen 
for a collector who appreciates the presence of much detail over 
the general quality of the  surfaces. 

Po lar 1793 Wreath e t

37 1793 S-9. ar t -2. Wreath. er  e-25. Chocolate brown 
toning with moderate to severe pitting on the obverse, possibly 
indicating that this piece was probably discovered by someone 
with a metal detector. Curiously, the reverse shows very little 
porosity. a presentable example of a scarce and highly desir-
able one-year design type. 

38 1793 S-9. ar t -2. Wreath. -15 P  re  label . “environmen-
tal Damage.” Deep chocolate brown with decent design details 
despite uniform granularity on both sides; no extraneous 
marks are present. reverse state with numerous die cracks. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

39 1793 S-9. ar t -2. Wreath. oo -4, but with old scratches, 
scattered marks, and other signs of handling that are generally 
consistent with the grade. evidence of light smoothing is noted 
in the obverse fields. olive surfaces with some deeper color in 
areas where light porosity has taken its toll on the copper. all 
of the major design details and most of the legends remain vis-
ible, and as such, this is a worthwhile example of this popular 
early american type coin. 

40 1794 S-2 . ar t -2. er  e-20. Chocolate toning with heavy 
porosity and roughness on both the obverse and reverse, but 
comparatively smooth on the high points suggesting that 
this piece circulated after becoming porous. on the obverse 
liberty’s portrait and the date are comparatively sharp, and 
the word liberty, although faint, is readable. on the reverse 
the wreath, legend, and denomination are clear. the fraction 
is faint but present. 

41 1794 S-72. ar t -2. Hea  of 95. -20 P S . Pleasing 
golden tan with no seriously detracting marks evident to the 
unaided eye, though we note numerous tiny tics when a loupe 
is used. a nice early copper that might do well as a benchmark 
for quality in a beginning large cent collection, certainly a coin 
that will represent the design admirably in a type set. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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42 179  S-83. ar t -4. l  O er o ble Str ke. Shar ess of er  oo -8, but a bit rough and porous. the 
flip over double strike is quite dramatic with a crown of leaves from the wreath on liberty’s head, and the 
obverse reads “libeStateS.” remarkably the 96 of the date is clear on the lower right reverse and other 
design elements are visible as the coin is examined. Surfaces are porous, but most of the definition is not 
greatly affected. this appears to be an early die state but the condition and flip over striking makes this dif-
ficult to determine. a desirable coin for the error or large cent specialist. 

43 1798 S-179. ar t -2. xtremel  e-40. golden brown surfaces with pale blue highlights. Struck on a hard, 
attractive planchet. a thoroughly appealing and desirable example of the die combination. 

44 1803 S-257. ar t -2. lose ate, ar e ract o . -30 P S . Deep golden brown with uniform micro-
porosity on both sides. reverse state with cracks heavy, die collapsing at Stat, those letters barely legible 
as a result. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

45 Pa r of ra e  B st lar e ce ts  � 1803 S-258. ar t -1. Very Fine-25. Design elements sharper than the 
assigned grade, but uniformly micro-porous, perhaps out of the ground at one time � 1805 S-2 7. ar t -1. 
Very Fine-30. Cleaned some time ago, long since retoned in pleasing golden tan. (total: 2 pieces) 

4  1807  S-273. ar t -1. ar e O er ate. er  e-20. attractive golden brown toning with a few surfaces 
marks consistent with the grade. the overdate feature shows bold definition on this specimen. 

47 1810 09 S-281. ar t -1. ho ce er  e-35. Medium chestnut brown and somewhat hard and glossy, 
remarkable as such; this issue is frequently found with micro-porosity and other natural planchet short-
comings. good color and nice centering, possibly cleaned long (long) ago though not to any detriment, and 
mark-free—this should bring a premium. “Choice” is the operative word in the grade description! 

48 1818 N-10. ar t -1. S- 3 BN P S . Medium golden brown with a generous portion of mint orange  in 
the protected areas. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

49 1832 N-3. ar t -1. t State- 2. a lovely chocolate brown cent with a well centered, razor sharp strike. 
the coin is fully lustrous and the reverse is easily Choice. 

50 1851 81 N-3. ar t -1. t State- 0. an attractive mahogany brown example with a needle sharp strike. 
the lustre and patina are somewhat questionable, but the coin has a rather pleasing overall appearance. 

51 1853 N-25. ar t -1. t State- 0. Perhaps a little finer in terms of handling marks, but cleaned and retoned 
at some point with deep violet, light reddish brown, and olive green on both sides. Some verdigris is also 
noted, but good lustre improves the arm’s length appeal. 

52 185  N-8. ar t -4. S- 4 BN P S . Medium golden brown surfaces perhaps skillfully recolored; streaks 
of bright orange appear willy-nilly on the surfaces. No appreciable marks present. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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U.S. SMall CeNtS

U.S. FlyiNg eagle aND iNDiaN HeaD CeNtS

0 1877 er  oo -10. golden tan surfaces with no readily visible 
marks, though a faint obverse scratch and a few tiny edge pits 
come to light when viewed under low magnification. Portions 
of all letters in liberty visible. a nice coin for the grade. 

1 1878 Proof, earl  ho ce- 2 BN. Deep golden brown with 
some underlying frosty mint orange. Nice for the grade. 

2 ro  of a  ce ts. all er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late -
4 to em Br ll a t c rc late - 5  � 1880 . Dipped at 

an earlier date, now toning down to a pleasant appearance � 
1881 B. Faint obverse flecks � 1890 B. Deep golden surfaces, 
slight wood grain effect � 1902 B. a gorgeous coin by any 
standards � 1904 . blazing golden orange surfaces, a few 
light flecks.  (total: 5 pieces) 

3 a  Hea  ce t tet  � 1882 em Br ll a t c r-
c late - 5 B, questionable color � 1884 ho ce Br ll a t 

c rc late - 3 B, questionable color � 1885 Br ll a t -
c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 BN � 1899 er  ho ce Br ll a t 

c rc late - 4  � 1909 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. 
B. (total: 5 pieces) 

4 1885 em Br ll a t Proof- 5 BN. Deep mirrors and modestly 
frosted devices glow with a varied deep heliotrope display. 
Possibly dipped at one time. 

From our Coin Galleries sale of February 1989, Lot 1593.

5 1889 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. B. Nice reflective fields 
with some very light reverse spotting. Nearly full mint red 
with just some light mellowing in places. 

 o r e  c rc late  1901 a  ce ts, overall quality and 
appearance er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. (total: 4 
pieces) 

7 1908-S em Br ll a t c rc late - 5 . blazing golden 
surfaces with strong lustre and a satiny appearance. We note a 
detritus spot in the wreath  immediately above the mintmark. 
Still a pretty example of our nation’s first branch mint coinage 
of the cent denomination. 

53 1857 l  a le. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. this coin 
has the initial presentation of a gem but the obverse lustre 
has been ever so deceptively altered. a well struck coin with 
magnificent eye appeal. 

54 ert e  small ce t threesome  � 1857 l  a le. S- 0 
P S . Deep golden brown with rose highlights � 18 2 S-
2 N . lustrous golden surfaces, some lightness of strike 

in places � 1882 Proof- 3 BN P S . Medium golden tan. 
(total: 3 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

55 1858 l  a le. ar e etters. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 2. bright gold with rose highlights and strong lustre. 

lightly wiped or otherwise treated long ago, natural planchet 
flaw at tip of eagle’s wing. 

From Bowers and uddy’s sale of the William . udy  Sieck 
Collection, uly-August 1981, Lot 2787.

5  Se e  a  hea  ce ts  � 1859 � 18 0 � 18 5 � 1874 � 1879 
� 1881 � 1890. all are Choice about Uncirculated-58 to ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a nice group, worth investigating. 
(total: 7 pieces) 

57 18 4 o er-N ckel. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. 
Frosty deep gold with deeper high points and some prooflike 
reflectivity. Crossbar of 4 shows repunching. From the final 
year of copper-nickel indian cent production; later in the year 
the composition went to bronze, and two other types made 
their appearance in the new metal. 

From our Coin Galleries sale of February 1989, Lot 1561.

58 1873 O e  3. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 B. Frosty 
mint orange tempered with lively gold and tan highlights. 
Some tiny flecks do little to detract. 

em Proof 1877 a  e t

59 1877 em Br ll a t Proof- 5 B. Subdued golden orange with 
deep lilac high points and some deepening toning in the fields. 
Scattered tiny flecks noted on the obverse, wood grain effect on 
both sides. a decent Proof of a date that is often represented by 
just such a piece in indian cent collections owing to the rarity 
of Mint State 1877 indian cents. 

From our sale of the Gunlocke Collection, March 1989, Lot 
1620.
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8 1909-S a . S- 5 B P S . a frosty gem with pale rose 
iridescence and strong lustre on both sides. an ever-popular 
key date from the final year of the design type. only 309,000 
examples were struck, the lowest regular-issue production run 
in the series. 

U.S. liNColN CeNtS

9 1909-S . .B. S- 3 B N . a frosty example of a popular 
key date, one of just 484,000 examples struck, the lowest pro-
duction figure of any regular-issue lincoln cent. the present 
specimen has generous amounts of mint orange mingled with 
warm golden tan highlights. tiny flecks present on both sides, 
chiefly on the obverse. 

70 1909-S . .B. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 B. Deep 
golden surfaces with a satiny appearance and no marks of 
consequence. among the most popular of all american rarities, 
the present 1909-S V.D.b. cent is a refreshing representative 
example of the date and grade combination. 

71 1909-S . .B. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. B. 
Deep golden brown with somewhat of a wood grain pattern 
to the lustrous surfaces.   

72 1909-S . .B. bo t c rc late -50. Minor areas of staining are 
confined only to the edge, and do not at all affect the arm’s length 
appeal of this key date coin. evenly struck legends and devices 
are complemented by handsome medium brown toning. 

73 1909-S Hor o tal S. col . em Br ll a t c rc late - 5 
. a sparkling mint orange beauty with intense lustre and eye 

appeal that is more than equal to the task. Mark-free with no 
surface disturbances of any sort present. S over lazy S details 
evident under low magnification. absolutely choice. 

74 1909-S col . er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 B. 
Frosty mint orange centers give way to deepening toning 
highlights at the rims. a pleasing coin in many respects. 

75 tet of small ce ts  � 1910-S � 1912-S � 191 -  � 1917 � 
192 - . ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 B to em Br ll a t 

c rc late - 5 B. (total: 5 pieces) 

7  1914-  ho ce xtremel  e-45, noticeable reverse gouge 
extends downward from C in CeNt into UNiteD. Deep 
golden tan. 

77 1914-  er  e-35. Medium golden surfaces probably 
cleaned long ago, long since recovered naturally. No serious 
marks present on this key date lincoln cent. 

78 1914-  er  e-30. Deep golden tan. Detritus removed 
from field beneath lincoln’s chin, mostly evident under low 
magnification. 

79 1922 No . Stro  e erse. ho ce er  e-35. Medium 
golden tan with no appreciable marks. the die pairing that 
answers to the “1922 Plain” moniker; greatly worn obverse 
die combined with a fresh, new reverse die. 

80 1924-  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. B. Not one of the 
great rarities in the series—just over 2.5 million examples were 
struck—but an important date at the gem level nonetheless. 
Satiny golden brown with nice lustre. a scattering of faint 
flecks can be seen under low magnification. 

81 1924-  S- 4 B N . lively underlying lustre highlights 
frosty mint orange surfaces touched with a hint of lilac irides-
cence. a pleasing example of a popular semi-key date. 

82 1931-S em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. B. Deeply lustrous 
deep orange surfaces with no appreciable marks and excellent 
eye appeal. one of just two dates in the lincoln cent series with 
a circulation strike mintage of fewer than one million pieces; 
in this case 866,000 pieces were struck. the other date is the 
famous 1909-S V.D.b. scarcity. 

83 1931-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 B. Deep mint 
orange with intense lustre and matching eye appeal. indeed, 
many may call this an outright rD cent.  
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84 ro  of em Br ll a t Proof- 4 1942 col  ce ts. Most 
have light hairlines and mild toning, but mostly red. (total: 4 
pieces) 

85 Se e  er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4 1942 col  ce ts. all 
with varying degrees of pale opaque toning, but all with bright 
red color. a choice grouping. (total: 7 pieces) 

8  ro  of er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4 1942 col  ce ts. 
Most with light hairlines, but decent color remains. (total: 6 
pieces) 

87 ro  of er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4 1942 col  ce ts. 
Pale gold and rose toning, some with light hairlines. (total: 7 
pieces) 

88 artet of ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3 1942 col  ce ts. all 
with light opaque toning, and mostly with light hairlines from 
old cleaning, but good color remains. (total: 4 pieces) 

89 Half o e  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3 1942 col  ce ts. all 
with varying degrees of light toning, but all with good red 
color otherwise. (total: 6 pieces) 

90 1955 o ble  e Ob erse. Br ll a t c rc late - 0, dipped 
long ago and now retoning in attractive natural golden orange. 
a pleasing example of this ever-popular mint error despite the 
aforementioned shortcomings—this deserves a good once-over 
before bidding decisions are made. 

91 1955 o ble  e Ob erse. bo t c rc late -58, probably 
cleaned long ago and long since retoned. lilac, faded orange, 
and subdued blue on both sides. 

92 1955 o ble  e Ob erse. -58 BN N . Medium to 
deep chocolate brown with strong mint lustre and excellent 
eye appeal for the grade. a pleasing coin for the grade, one that 
holds up well to careful scrutiny; you are apt to come away 
with a new appreciation for the assigned grade. 

93 1972 o ble  e Ob erse. S- 4  N S . bright 
and lustrous mint orange. the present writer remembers these 
offered in Coins magazine at $10 each or three for $25, by certain 
dealers immediately after the discovery of the variety—if only 
the writer had purchased a roll or two! 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

U.S. tWo CeNtS
94 18 4 ar e otto. Br ll a t Proof, earl  ho ce- 2. the 

presentation is that of a fully Choice coin, however closer 
examination revels signs of a gentle cleaning. Deep red and 
iridescent blue toning over well struck surfaces. Some spotting 
is seen on the obverse. one of only about 100 Proofs issued. 
Still a presentable example of this first year of issue for this 
unusual denomination. 

95 18 4 ar e otto. em Br ll a t c rc late - 5 B. a frosty, 
lustrous gem with plenty of original mint orange mingled with 
golden tan and with a bold strike accentuating the overall ap-
pearance. a pleasing gem that has yet to be visited by one of 
today’s “coin doctors.” 

9  18 4 ar e otto. e che  ate. S- 5 B. a frosty 
example with pleasing mint orange surfaces and lively un-
derlying lustre. one of several repunched date varieties for 
the issue, this with repunching seen at the tops of all four date 
numerals. Nicely struck in all areas. 

97 18 4 ar e otto. S- 4 B P S . Mingled golden tan 
and mint orange with bold underlying lustre. Several reverse 
cracks are noted in the peripheral legends. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

98 18 5 a c  5. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 . a 
frosty mint orange specimen with intense lustre, a coin that 
falls just short of a finer grade, though we note some scattered 
flecks under low magnification. 

su estions For ail Bidders

 •  a l o r b  sheet as earl  as oss ble
 •  heck o r b sheet caref ll
 •  o t b  more tha  o  wa t to a
 •  k s best for wr t  b s
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U.S. SilVer tHree CeNtS

103 18 5 Proof-  P S . Varied gold, orange, and pale blue 
highlights adorn this satiny gem Proof, one of slightly more 
than 500 such pieces produced during the first year of the 
design type. repunched date numerals as seen on all genuine 
Proofs of the date. among the finest seen thus far by PCgS. 
easily the rarest Proof issue of the series. 

PCgS Population: 13; none finer within the designation.

99 1851 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty silver surfaces with bursts of rich gold and pale blue. 
Visually enticing and choice overall. Nicely struck for this first-year-of-issue date. 

100 18 1 em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Well struck with deep iridescent color giving this attractive type coin 
tremendous eye appeal. No major detractions on this coin which would be a star in a high grade type or date 
set. 

101 18 2 1 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3, probably dipped long ago, still lustrous and attractive with faint 
champagne hues. Diagnostic die break from rim to numeral 1 in date faint but apparent. 

102 1871 Proof- 3 P S . Frosty lilac central motifs with deep steel highlights in the fields. one of 960 Proofs 
of the date struck. 

2x photo

U.S. NiCkel tHree CeNtS

2x photo

104 r o of ckel three-ce t eces  � 18  Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous golden gray, heavy clash marks � 

1888 Choice about Uncirculated-58. lustrous steel gray � 1889 
Choice about Uncirculated-55. lustrous steel gray, detritus in 
the obverse legends. (total: 3 pieces) 

e  Proof-O l  1877 N ckel hree e ts

105 1877 Proof-   P S . this bright white example has 
wonderfully reflective fields and frosty devices. the surfaces 
are free of any marks or other defects. an important Proof-only 
issue from a mintage of possibly as few as 510 pieces and likely no 
more than 900 pieces. 
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er  ho ce Proof 1877 hree e t N ckel

10  1877 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. Delicate lilac-gray fields 
and design features and the surface quality of a solid gem 
example. the vibrance of the reflectivity, however, is a bit too 
average, thus the grade we have indicated. this highly impor-
tant issue is easily the most difficult date to acquire within the 
three-cent nickel series. 

107 1879 em Br ll a t Proof- . a beautiful bright silver colored 
coin with wonderful reflective lustre. the strike is quite bold 
and the surfaces are free of distractions. 

108 Pa r of P S-cert e  Proof ckel three-ce t eces  � 1879 
Proof- 1 � 1880 Proof- 3. both golden gray with scattered 
flecks. (total: 2 pieces) 

109 1880 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Deep cham-
pagne surfaces with speckled deep gold and umber toning 
highlights. 

110 1881 Proof- 7  P S . an exceptionally lovely cameo 
Proof of the date, a splendid little coin with heavily frosted mo-
tifs and deeply mirrored fields that display faint rose iridescence. 
among the 20 finest CaM designations for the date at PCgS. 

PCgS Population: 17; 3 finer within the designation (all Proof-68 
CaM).

From our sale of he Waccabuc Collection, November 2007, 
Lot 1024. Earlier from eritage’s F. .N. Convention Sale, anuary 
2006, Lot 1199.

111 1881 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. Somewhat satiny in ap-
pearance, as are many Proofs of the era. Pale golden toning 
and some flecks noted. 

112 1882 Proof- 7 P S . light golden toning over satiny and 
somewhat lustrous surfaces, dies not completely polished, 
giving this an appearance midway between a frosty Mint State 
coin and a mirrorlike Proof—characteristic of a number of dif-
ferent nickel alloy issues of the decade (the poster examples 
being the 1878 three-cent and five-cent pieces). Very attractive. 
interestingly, this superb gem coin, even if setting a record 
price for the 2008 market, will sell for significantly less than it 
would have at the height of the investment boom in 1989 and 
1990. of course, the coin is just as nice now as it was then, so 
perhaps a good buy is in the offing. 

113 1882 em Br ll a t Proof- . Magnificent cameo features give 
this coin a superb look. the contrast is breathtaking and the 
cheek is devoid of any real problems. a coin that is well struck 
and has this kind of eye appeal is not as easy to find as it once 
was. Don’t miss out on this great opportunity. 

114 1882 Proof- 3 P S . Deep mirrors and frosted motifs show 
a touch of faint sky blue toning. Close examination reveals a 
gem-quality coin but with tiny flecks on both sides. 

115 1882 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3, or a trifle finer. Wisps of subtle 
toning accent both the fields and devices of this well mirrored 
example. only 3,100 Proofs and 22,200 business strikes were 
coined of this elusive date. 

11  1883 em Br ll a t Proof- . a lovely coin, a golden gray with  
reflective lustre. 

117 1883 em Br ll a t Proof- 5. a glittering silver gray gem with 
modest cameo contrast. 

118 1883 Proof- 3 P S . bright silver gray mirrors and frosty 
motifs display some light flecks under low magnification. From 
one of those rare anomalous years in numismatics where the 
Proof output outnumbers the circulation strike production for 
the year. 

119 1884 Proof- 5 P S . lovely surfaces that have a bit of light 
golden toning over mainly gray fields. the strike is superb and 
allows the full design to show through. Heavily collected as 
the business strikes are quite rare. 

120 1889 Proof-  N . bright silver with a hint of golden blue 
in the fields. Free of flyspecks or similar detractions, and the 
surfaces and devices are a delight to study. 
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U.S. NiCkelS
U.S. SHielD NiCkelS

em ameo Proof 18  Sh el  N ckel

121 18  a s. Proof-   P S . a sparkling cameo gem 
Proof from the first year of the design type and the first year 
of five-cent coinage in a metal other than silver. reflective 
fields and frosty motifs with deepening shades of gold on 
both sides, especially in the obverse shield. Strong centering 
dots on both sides. a true gem that holds up spectacularly to 
careful examination; certainly as pretty and sound as any gem 
cameo Proof of the date ever seen by this writer. 

122 18  a s. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty 
golden gray with distinctive olive highlights. From the first 
year of the denomination struck in copper-nickel (75% copper, 
25% nickel), all with rays motif on reverse. 

123 r o of cert e  ckel e-ce t eces  � 18  a s. S- 0 
N S . Softly struck at the centers � 1910 S- 3 P S . 

Strong lustre and excellent eye appeal � 1913 B ffalo. e 
. S- 3 P S . lustrous pale champagne surfaces exhibit 

a crisp strike. (total: 3 pieces) 
From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

124 18 8 Proof- 3 P S . iridescent golden toning on lightly 
frosted motifs and mirrored fields. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

125 1879 Proof- 2 P S . Medium steel gray with faint rose 
iridescence. a planchet flaw, as made, is noted at the top of 
the 5 on the reverse. 

12  1880 Proof- 4 P S . Frosty motifs and mirror fields with 
pale champagne highlights dominant on both sides. tiny flecks 
become apparent under low magnification. 

127 1882 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty golden gray 
with warm iridescent lustre. Filled 2 in date, a variety that is 
often mistaken for the rare 1883/2 overdate. 

2x photo

U.S. liberty HeaD NiCkelS

128 1883 No N S. er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. one of 5,219 
Proofs struck of the first design type with CeNtS nowhere to 
be found; the denomination was added later in the year and 
an additional 6,783 Proofs of that type were produced. Satiny, 
largely reflective fields and lightly frosted motifs with pale 
champagne and rose iridescence. 

129 Pa r of Proof bert  ckels  � 1884 er  ho ce Br ll a t 
Proof- 4. � 1887 em Br ll a t Proof- 5. both with varied 
golden hues on frosty motifs and mirror fields, with flecks 
seen on both coins. (total: 2 pieces) 

130 1885 Proof- 3 P S . a boldly struck Proof of the date with 
reflective fields and frosty motifs that exhibit pale rose ton-
ing and scattered flecks on both sides; the unaided eye sees 
nothing but a liberty nickel approaching gem quality. 

131 188  Proof- 2 P S . Satiny and lustrous with deepening 
golden highlights and some light speckling on both sides. 

132 1888 Proof- 3 P S . Deep golden hues adorn both sides, 
and both sides display traces of fingerprints. 

133 1909 Proof- 7 N . lightly toned lilac and gold. a pleasing 
example, sharply struck (not all Proofs are), and worthy of a 
good bid from the connoisseur, who can be comfortable in the 
knowledge that the market price of this piece is a fraction of 
what the same coin would have cost during the height of the 
coin investment boom in 1989-1990. 

134 1909 em Br ll a t Proof- . Nearly superb quality save for 
a couple of hidden carbon specks on the devices. the fields 
and devices show lovely contrasting frost and mirrors. 

135 1909 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. Medium gray and gold toning 
over well struck surfaces. 

Fax Your Bidsheet
03-5 9-3875 • 212-582-5018
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U.S. bUFFalo NiCkelS

13  1915 Proof- 4 P S . a sparkling Proof, largely brilliant with a hint of deep gold toward the rims. Sharply 
struck and appealing. one of only 1,050 examples struck. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

137 191 -S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Satiny and lustrous pale steel gray with warm rose and gold 
iridescence on both sides. Nicely struck for the date with full head details and nearly full shoulder details 
on the bison. 

138 191 -S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous pale golden gray with some deepening cham-
pagne on both sides. No serious problems present themselves to the unaided eye, and the overall appeal 
is substantial for the grade. typical strike for the date with some softness at the reverse bison’s head and 
shoulder. 

139 1918 7-  er  oo -8. Medium golden gray with some deeper highlights around the devices. overdate 
details plainly evident under low magnification, as are some diagonal scratches across the indian’s portrait; 
these marks are not readily apparent to the unaided eye. 

140 1918-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Satiny golden gray with nicely supportive lustre on both 
sides. typical strike for the date, some weakness at the head and shoulder on the reverse. No heavy marks 
noted. 

141 1919-S ho ce bo t c rc late -58, faintly cleaned long ago, hairlines present, nicely recovered. Medium 
golden gray with retained lustre. Faint rim mark noted near 4:00 on the reverse. 

142 1937-  3- e e . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1, but lightly cleaned at one time. lustrous with 
olive gold highlights and a decent strike for the issue. always popular and always certain to draw extensive 
bidder participation. 

U.S. JeFFerSoN NiCkelS
143 Set of Proof efferso  ckels, 1938-1981. grades range from ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3 to S erb Br ll a t 

Proof- 7. a well matched set that has many late date cameos and a few early ones. Several have gorgeous 
iridescent toning while the 1942-P type ii has some lemon gold toning. a marvelous set that should be closely 
scrutinized. (total: 35 pieces) 

144 Wart me ckel roll set, 1942-P to 1945-S. all 11 dates, grades brilliant Uncirculated-60 and finer, we sus-
pect many will fall into the latter category; 1943-P roll unchecked by us for overdates. (total: 11 rolls, 440 
pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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U.S. HalF DiMeS

xce t o al rc late  1792 Half sme
 Small Be ...

145 1792 half sme. -7, Pollock-7. ar t -4. -35 N . 
evenly worn deep golden gray surfaces with a rich array of 
deeply iridescent gold, blue, and rose. an old and probably 
contemporary scratch runs from the obverse rim across the 
loop of the P in Par. to a point central to liberty’s portrait; 
it blends in well with the toning and is scarcely noticeable 
to the unaided eye. other tiny marks are noted under low 
magnification, but none are offensive in the least. indeed, for 
a coin at the appointed grade level, this 1792 half disme is 
an exceptional specimen. Many 1792 half dismes have come 
down to the present with serious damage, badly scratched 
or cleaned and showing one sort of problem or another. as 
may be expected, many also survive in high grade, Mint 
State or nearly so, as no doubt many were presented to 
important personages of the era and were treasured by the 
recipients as an historic beginning to the U.S. coinage system 
as a whole. Struck for intended circulation, many specimens 
of Judd-7 found their way into commerce, but few survive 
today that show only honest wear and tear; many are heavily 

flawed as noted above. one of the most famous coins in all 
of early american numismatics, this issue is forever steeped 
in folklore and numismatic wishful thinking. Mentioned by 
Washington in his address of april 1792, where our great 
country’s Father noted “a small beginning” in U.S coinage, 
though not at a Mint, as the Philadelphia Mint was still on 
the drawing board so to speak. the half dismes of 1792 were 
likely produced in Harper’s saw cellar, just around the block 
from the site of the soon-to-be Philadelphia Mint. legend also 
has it that Martha Washington gave up some of her prized 
silverware for bullion purposes in the making of this “small 
beginning.” Finally recognized as the regular-issue coinage 
it was intended to be, Judd-7 has moved out of the ken of 
pattern specialists and is now actively sought by half dime 
specialists and fanciers of early U.S rarities alike. Spirited bid-
ding will be the order of the moment when this impressive, 
modestly circulated 1792 half disme has its brief but shining 
moment in our auction spotlight. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

All half dime photos are 2x
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U.S. DraPeD bUSt HalF DiMeS

150 1797 -1, -2a. ar t -3. 15 Stars. Net er  oo -8. Sharpness of Fine-12, but with some scattered marks, 
most notably a line in the field behind liberty’s head. Warmly toned in intermingled blue, lilac, and gold. 
Very popular and eagerly sought for inclusion in variety, date, and type collections. 

o e  1794 low  Ha r Half me

14  1794 o a  c loske -4, ale t e-4. ar t -4. -30 
N S . Deep gunmetal-gray with blue accents throughout. 

the strike is complete although enough wear masks the high 
points of the design. early to middle die state and the surfaces 
have minor hairlines, but no digs or adjustment marks are seen. 
First year of issue and always in great demand. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

147 1795 -8, -5. ar t -3. Net -40 N S . e ama e. 
Dark gray with decent surfaces that show no problem handling 
marks. rather extensive adjustment marks cross liberty’s 
head, through her eye and hidden in her hair. Softly struck on 
the left wing as always seen, with the reverse die rotated about 
30  clockwise. the edge damage is hidden by the holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

U.S. FloWiNg Hair HalF DiMeS

148 1795 -9, - . ar t -4. -30 N . attractive medium 
silver surfaces with russet accents near the devices and blue 
peripheral toning. the strike is soft in areas, and the obverse 
has the expected die crack through the y to liberty’s nose, 
also through the 7. traces of adjustment marks on the lower 
reverse rim below the eagle’s tail, and minor surface nicks and 
marks expected for moderately circulated example. Popular 
and desirable two-year type coin. 

Sat  H h- ra e 1795 Half me

149 1795 -10, -4. ar t -3. -45 P S . a bright white coin 
with a golden blush around the rims. boldly clashed dies from 
them striking each other without a planchet between. What 
appears to be roughness in the field is actually the outline of 
the reverse wreath impressed into the obverse fields. Such 
were the primitive conditions at the early Philadelphia Mint. 
one of the more common varieties of the year and thus a good 
selection for a type collector. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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he l asber  1 -Stars Half me of 1797
No er N  o

the auctions of the Chapman brothers and others, and, beginning in 1893, 
was one of the first collectors to order mintmarks from the branch mints. 
His son continued the tradition. by the time of the passing of the junior 
Clapp in 1937, the collection, although not publicized, was one of the very 
finest in existence. For the sum of $100,000, a record at the time, eliasberg 
acquired the Clapp Collection through Joseph b. Stack and Morton Stack, 
founders of our company. to put things in proper perspective, this sum 
was greater than the entire Dunham Collection (including an 1804 dollar 
and 1822 $5 gold) had realized the year before when sold by b. Max Mehl 
of Fort Worth, texas. indeed, it was tied by the James ellsworth Collection 
privately sold in 1923 to the combination of Wayte raymond and John 
W. garrett, but the two collections are not comparable—the ellsworth 
Collection had, for example, the 1783 Nova Constellatio patterns in silver, 
large holdings of territorial gold, an 1804 silver dollar, and other issues 
not represented in the Clapp Collection.

With the newly acquired Clapp Collection in hand, plus his exist-
ing holdings, louis eliasberg set about accomplishing what no one 
had ever done before: to obtain one of each date and mint variety of 
United States coin from the 1793 half cent to the 1933 double eagle. 
by November 1950 the collection was complete, including the 1933 
$20, the finest known 1913 liberty Head nickel, and every other rarity 
listed in standard references.

today in 2008 a coin such as this with the eliasberg pedigree would 
seem to have a special element of desirability, apart from the superb 
quality of the coin itself. the idea of “collecting collectors” is one that 
has found favor with connoisseurs and advanced collectors in recent 
times, perhaps the “poster example” of this being the John W. adams 
Collection of 1794 large copper cents, sold in the 1980s (catalogued by 
Q. David bowers and Dr. richard a. bagg, with ample assistance from 
the consignor). John adams, a fine friend today, felt that a coin with 
an outstanding pedigree reflected an extra dimension of desirability, 
and set about buying such pieces whenever opportunities presented 
themselves. today, there are many names from the past for which the 
pedigree would be very desirable, but among these none stands higher 
than the name of louis e. eliasberg, Sr.

From Stack’s Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Louis E. Eliasberg, 
Sr. Collection, May 1996, Lot 899. Earlier pedigree unclear but prob-
ably includes Scott’s 130th sale, December 1894, the Wilson Sale 1906, 
or the arlan P. Smith Sale, une 1906, all of which are listed in the 
Clapp notebook but none can be specifically tied to the examples offered 
in the Eliasberg Sale. Later in our Kennywood Collection, anuary 10, 
2005, Lot 322  our Brooklyn Sale, March 20-21, 2007, Lot 487.

151 1797 -2, -4. ar t -4. 1  Stars. S-  N . a marvel-
ous example from the collection of louis e. eliasberg, Sr., 
which crossed the auction block in 1996, more than a decade 
ago. there it was described as:

“Significantly weak among the central details. the weak-
ness is due no doubt to the very late die state described below. 
light golden toning over highly lustrous silver surfaces. Very 
minor adjustment marks are visible on the reverse.

“this variety is slightly more available in worn grades 
than the previous V-3 combination, however the superb 
gem offered here must be considered of the highest rarity. 
We won’t guarantee this to be the finest known, although we 
would certainly like to see a nicer one!

“Die state: both dies show extremely heavy clash marks 
including the wreath in the obverse field and oF below the 
bust. liberty’s bust is boldly outlined on the upper reverse. 
the reverse has die cracks in and around eD. a crack from 
the rim through the center of e of UNiteD joins a leaf below. 
a branch from this crack passes above e to the top of D and 
on to a leaf tip between D and S. a short crack connects this 
branch with the right top of e. an additional crack from the 
border to the upper right curve of D joins the branch crack 
at this letter.” 

NgC Census: 1; none finer within the variety designation although 
two other MS-66 coins are noted under the 1797 heading, not desig-
nated by variety.

While a superb gem coin is desirable to own, and while this par-
ticular type of half dime, made only for two years, is far and away 
the rarest of all types of that denomination, with gems being rarer 
yet, the eliasberg name adds a quintessential aspect to this unforget-
table specimen.

louis e. eliasberg, Sr., a baltimore banker, began his numismatic 
interest about 1925. after gold coins were withdrawn from general 
circulation in 1933 and 1934, his focus turned to that specialty, and he 
set about acquiring as many different dates and mintmarks as he could, 
while at the same time adding to his regular collection. then in 1942 came 
an unprecedented opportunity: the estate Collection of John H. Clapp 
became available, an incredible cabinet that had been formed beginning 
in the 19th century by John M. Clapp, a well-to-do Pennsylvania oilman 
and Washington banker. a connoisseur, the elder Clapp bid carefully in 
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H h- ra e 1797 1  Star Half me

152 1797 -2, -4. ar t -4. 1  Stars. -35 P S . Dark gray-
gold with lighter devices and attractive. the surfaces show 
minimal signs of circulation, but do show the expected clash-
ing in the fields. traces of roughness in the silver are noted, 
best seen with a strong loupe. Housed in an older green label 
PCgS holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

153 1800 -1, -1. ar t -3. -15 P S . Medium golden gray 
toning and there are scattered tiny marks and scratches so often 
seen on these tiny coins. Housed in an old green label PCgS 
holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

U.S. CaPPeD bUSt HalF DiMeS
154 1830 -1.1, - a. ar t -1. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. 

Satiny and lustrous light silver gray with light gold toning and 
traces of blue and green iridescence in places. Nicely struck. 

155 1831 -12, -2. ar t -2. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 1. Some minor hairlines are seen in the obverse fields, 

while a pair of short, thin scratches are seen on the reverse. 
Nice lustre remains in the recesses, and the soft golden gray 
toning is pleasing. 

15  1832 -12, -2. ar t -2. ho ce bo t c rc late -58. 
Pleasing pearl gray surfaces with light toning. Slight friction 
accounts for the grade. 

157 1833 -9, - . ar t -2. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 2. a blush of pale golden toning accompanies un-

derlying velvet-like fields and devices. this appealing coin is 
clearly finer than the typical Mint State survivor of this type. 

158 1834 -1, -5a. ar t -2. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 1. Well struck, and with decent lustre remaining be-

neath the deep toning, which, though of a questionable nature, 
is pleasantly colorful. Some small rim nicks are noted. 

159 1834 -5, -3. ar t -3. S- 0 N . attractive deep golden 
gray toning on both sides with a very sharp strike. the surfaces 
are nice save for a thin staple scratch in the upper left obverse. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

U.S. liberty SeateD HalF DiMeS

1 0 1838 No ra er . ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Medium 
gold toning over well struck surfaces. a wonderful and fresh 
example of this first year of the “Stars on obverse’’ design that 
would be a pleasing addition to any type or date set. 

1 1 bert  Seate  half me o, both S- 0 P S  � 1838 No 
ra er . lustrous silver gray with a nice strike and pleasing 

pale gold and blue toning, struck from a moderately rotated 
reverse die � 1857 lustrous pale lilac-gray. (total: 2 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1 2 1840-O No ra er . ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Unusual 
deep blue and rose gold toning which is probably not totally 
original. Well struck but the coin suffers from a preponderance 
of light hairlines on both sides including a deeper one on the 
upper reverse. 

S le  em c rc late  1850 Half me

1 3 1850 S- 7 N . bright and lustrous with intense rose, 
blue, gold, and lilac iridescence on both sides. Sharply struck 
as well, with full dentils and other details crisp and attractive. 
among the finest examples of the date seen thus far by NgC. 
a tiny treasure that will delight its next owner. 

PCgS Population: 8; 1 finer (MS-68�).
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1 4 1851-O ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Chiefly brilliant with somewhat reflective fields and pale gold on 
both sides. typical strike for the date, sharp in some places and weak in others. 

1 5 1859 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. Pale gray with some light color over wonderful Proof surfaces. the 
strike is excellent including the hollow areas in the center of the stars. a very scarce Proof date with only 
about 800 pieces struck with an unknown amount later melted. in this year the design was slightly changed 
by anthony Paquet and the arms are slimmer and the stars have hollow centers along with some other subtle 
changes.  

1  1859-O S- 3 P S . Sultry hues of deep gold and blue haunt the lustrous surfaces of this nicely struck 
specimen. 

1 7 18 0 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. boldly struck with rich colorful iridescence at the peripheries 
that lightens toward the centers. only some obverse hairlines in the field on the right stand between this 
coin and a higher designation. 

1 8 18 2 S- 5 P S . Strictly original and delightfully frosty deep steel gray with a wealth or rich rainbow 
iridescence on both sides. a pleasing gem with a bold strike and great eye appeal. 

1 9 18 2 em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. brilliant, frosty, and highly lustrous, and struck from heavily clashed 
dies. 

170 18 2 S- 4 P S . Strong underlying lustre supports a gorgeous rainbow bull’s eye pattern on the obverse, 
the reverse equally lustrous but bright at the center with deep gold and electric blue at the rim. Nicely struck 
and choice for the grade. 
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U.S. DiMeS

173 179  -1. ar t -3. -  P S . Medium to dark silver-gray 
with traces of gunmetal blue on both sides. the surfaces show 
fine hairlines and minor nicks and bumps expected from 
circulation, and the central reverse is a trifle soft. First year of 
issue and always in strong demand. 

ho ce  1798 me
ar e 8 ar et

mo  hree est See  b  P S

174 1798 -4. ar t -3. ar e 8. -55 P S . large 8 variety, 
though “Small 8” is noted on the PCgS holder. Medium sil-
ver gray with warm golden highlights on both sides. Strong 
lustre remains, especially in the protected areas and beneath 
much of the warm golden toning. Scattered marks are pres-
ent, especially under low magnification, but the unaided eye 
appeal is substantial. overall, an exceptional example of this 
moderately scarce variety from the first year of Draped bust, 
Heraldic eagle coinage within the denomination. 

PCgS Population: 1; 2 finer within the designation (MS-65 finest).
Holder incorrectly labeled “Small 8.”
From our sale of he Waccabuc Collection, November 2007, Lot 

1046. Earlier from AN ’s sale of the Frog un Farm Collection, 
November 2004, Lot 499.

175 1805 -2. ar t -2. o r Berr es. bo t c rc late -50. 
Deep steel gray with hints of blue and olive. a nice coin for 
the grade with bold design elements and surfaces free of all 
but the tiniest marks. one of two die varieties for the date, 
this with four berries on the branch and tall narrow as in the 
peripheral reverse legend. Definitely worthy of inclusion in a 
high-quality circulated type set. 

U.S. DraPeD bUSt DiMeS

2x photo

olorf ll  o e  Near em 
179  ra e  B st, Small a le me

171 179  oh  e ch-1. ar t -3. S- 4 N . a bold strike 
and lustrous fields combine with lovely gold peripheral ton-
ing. the obverse is more golden while the reverse is graced 
by deep blue and russet to make this a radiant beauty. as 
expected there is a die lump at the first star, seen on virtu-
ally all coins from these dies and a feature was caused by a 
small defect in the obverse die. Sharply struck with strong 
definition on liberty’s curls and most of the eagle’s breast 
feathers show some definition. the reverse die has a thin 
crack through the eagle’s beak. although this is the most 
frequently seen die pairing of 1796 dimes, they remain in far 
greater demand than later issues. 1796 is the first year of the 
type and denomination, and the Draped bust, Small eagle 
design was used for just two short years to produce dimes. 
liberty and the eagle were skillfully rendered with a cameo 
appearance framed by stars on the obverse and the legend 
on the reverse. First year of issue and an impressive and 
colorfully toned example that will delight most collectors. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

172 179  -1. ar t -3. -  P S . toned with attractive dark 
blue and gold around the rims likely from spending years in 
an album or display board. the surfaces are average with scat-
tered nicks and marks from circulation. the wear is uneven 
on liberty’s lower curls giving areas substantially more detail 
than one might expect, particularly on the reverse where the 
wings retain most of the feather definition, but the head is a 
bit soft. important first year of issue. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

2x photo
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17  1807 -1. ar t -2. xtremel  e-40. evidence of light, old 
cleaning as often seen on silver type coins of this era, but overall 
with pleasing light silver gray surfaces accented by traces of 
light olive. Struck unevenly as is typical for this variety, with 
nice central definition and considerable weakness toward 
the periphery. all design elements are visible, but StateS in 
particular is very weak and much of the reverse has a micro-
scopically rough texture. 

177 1807 -1. ar t -2. -12 P S . an early die state of this 
common variety lacking the usual die clashing. Medium silver-
gray with average circulation marks for a coin of this grade. 
Housed in an older green insert PCgS holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

U.S. CaPPeD bUSt DiMeS

ho ce 1814 -3 me

178 1814 -3. ar t -2. S- 4 N . Medium iridescent toning 
on both sides—gray, blue, and magenta over frosty surfaces. 
Some lightness of strike as often seen for Jr-3, most notable 
on the lower stars. Nice eye appeal as is often seen on coins 
that have not been cleaned or dipped. 

179 r o of cert e  me t es  � 1821 Small ate. -8. VF-30 
(aNaCS). Medium to deep slate gray, nice for the grade � 
1885 eF-40 (PCgS). Dipped long ago � 1901 aU-53 (PCgS). 
Pale champagne hues on lustrous surfaces. (total: 3 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

180 1835 -9. ar t -2. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. 
lustrous with warm golden hues engaging the satiny surfaces. 
a pleasing Capped bust dime that upholds the standards of 
the assigned grade admirably. Choice for the grade with out-
standing eye appeal and a bold strike. 

Bl e a  ol  o e  183  me

181 183  -1. ar t -3. S- 3 N . toned with deep rus-
set, gold, and blue over both sides, but the lustre still peeks 
through. the strike is quite sharp and the surfaces appear clean 
beneath the colorful array. although more than 1,000,000 dimes 
were coined in 1836, just three different die parings are known, 
and this happens to be one of the scarcer varieties of 1836. 

U.S. liberty SeateD DiMeS
182 1870 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3 and bordering on Very Choice. 

emerald, gold, and royal-blue peripheral iridescence fades to a 
lovely lavender-mauve at the centers. the coloration and visual 
presentation is far finer than the technical grade indicates. one 
of only 1,000 Proofs struck of this date. 

183 1870 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. Pale champagne gold on the 
obverse with some cameo contrast, reverse richly toned in 
shades of violet and neon blue. 

184 1870 atter  10 . -837, Pollock-928. ar t -5. em 
Br ll a t Proof-  or better. Silver. reeded edge. 34.0 grains. 
this distinctive specimen enjoys razor-sharp, nearly flawless 
surfaces beneath a glorious blend of lavender-rose and sky 
blue iridescence. in terms of sheer visual allure, the example 
offered here would certainly be quite difficult to duplicate. if 
every coin had the eye appeal of this beauty, the numismatic 
world would be a better place! 

From Paramount’s sale of he amilton Collection, April 1979, 
Lot 720.

2x photo
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em t State 1874 rrows me

185 1874 rrows. S-  P S . lively cartwheel lustre supports 
bright rose and violet iridescence. Some lightness of strike at 
liberty’s head is seen, though the reverse wreath area fared 
much better in the metal distribution that takes place at strik-
ing time. a perennial favorite with type coin specialists and 
dime collectors alike, the second of two dates with arrows to 
signify the minor weight change. an exceptionally lovely coin 
that is near the top of the PCgS roster for quality. 

PCgS Population: 18; 7 finer (MS-68 finest).

18  1874 rrows. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Deep golden gray with 
supportive underlying lustre, a few obverse marks noted. 

187 1875-  tmark bo e Bow. er  ho ce Br ll a t c r-
c late - 4. Frosty silver gray with rich slate iridescence speck-
led here and there. Strong underlying lustre present. Struck 
from a cracked obverse die with circular crack network through 
obverse legend, reverse raised die line through viewer’s right 
side of wreath. 

S erb em 1882 me

188 1882 S- 7 N . a frosty gem with rich cartwheel lustre 
that supports broad swaths of electric blue, gold, and peach. 
Nicely struck for the date with just a hint of weakness. 

NgC Census: 24; 3 finer within any designation (all MS-68).

189 1887-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Pale golden 
gray with soft underlying lustre. Somewhat reflective in the 
fields with satiny devices. 

U.S. barber DiMeS

190 1892 S-  P S . a sharp and frosty gem with full design 
elements on both sides. broadly sweeping underlying lustre 
supports a wealth of deep violet, crimson, and gold iridescence 
on both sides. a pleasing example of the first year of the barber 
dime coinage. 

191 1893 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Pale champagne 
surfaces possibly artfully enhanced at one time, though not 
to any great visual detriment. Sharply struck with pleasing 
lustre. 

o e  S erb em Proo ke 1894 Barber me

192 1894 S- 7 P  N . toned with glorious teal and blue on 
the obverse with a russet ring around the rim. the reverse has 
green-gold on the right side, more silver with gold on the left. 
outstanding surfaces and a lot of eye appeal for this early bar-
ber dime issue, an example that most would consider a Proof 
at first glance and not just a gloriously prooflike specimen. 

S erb em 1897 Barber me

193 1897 Proof- 7 N . an incredibly toned gem with an array 
of deep violet, crimson, orange, gold, and blue, each as fiery 
and vivid as the next. the fields are mirrored and the devices 
are frosted though the intense toning tends to outshine the 
contrast. From a Proof mintage for the date of 731 pieces; this 
is certainly among the most colorful survivors from that press 
run. 

194 1899 Proof-  P S . a satiny gem Proof of the date, highly 
lustrous with pale champagne toning on satiny, somewhat 
reflective fields and lightly dusted motifs. 

195 1901 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. a largely brilliant coin 
with a hint of faint rose iridescence. Frosty motifs and mirror 
fields form a modest yet pleasing cameo contrast. 

19  1904 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. lustrous champagne surfaces 
with modestly frosted motifs and reflective fields. 

197 1908 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Vibrant rose and 
neon blue tones engulf this little jewel. Needle sharp details 
and icy smooth fields add to the stellar appeal. 

2x photo

2x photo
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202 1918-  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. a fiery golden jewel with unbroken satiny glow. only minor imper-
fections are noted upon close examination with a glass. 

203 1923-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 SB. lustrous, satiny pale golden surfaces with deepening golden 
iridescence at the rims. 

204 1927-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. bright underlying lustre supports deep carmine and slate 
toning highlights. 

205 Select o  of erc r  mes  � 1934 � 1938 � 1940 2  � 1940-S � 1941 3  � 1941-S � 1942 � 1943 � 1944 
5  � 1944-  � 1945 2 . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 3 to em Br ll a t c rc late - . Some 

brilliant, others with attractive toning highlights. (total: 19 pieces) 

em Proof 193  me

20  193  em Br ll a t Proof- . a sparkling pale golden gem from the first year of Proof coinage in the de-
nomination since 1915, and one of 4,130 Proofs of the date produced. 

207 1942 1 ho ce bo t c rc late -55, lightly cleaned long ago. Medium silver gray with some champagne 
iridescence beginning. a scarce and popular overdate that was recognized as an elusive key issue almost the 
day it left the Mint. 

208 Set of oose elt mes, 194 -19 7. average grade er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a lovely set with 
many nicely toned gems. only the 1948-D is about Uncirculated, the rest of the coins are fully Uncirculated. 
Housed in a Whitman album. (total: 51 pieces) 

198 1909 Proof- 5 P S . a partial wire rim on the reverse is 
a testament to the forceful nature of the strike. the obverse 
displays a somewhat mottled toning scheme which is mauve 
at the center with ice blue, sea foam green, and golden tones 
at the peripheries. the reverse is toned gunmetal-gray. an 
attractive example. 

199 hree t State 1912 Barber mes, o e Br ll a t c rc -
late , earl  ho ce- 2, the others ho ce Br ll a t c rc -
late - 3 2 . all are brilliant and frosty with just a nuance of 
pale champagne toning. (total: 3 pieces) 

200 1915 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. Pale champagne surfaces, 
obverse moderately cloudy, reverse fully cameo. 

U.S. MerCUry aND rooSeVelt DiMeS

e  ate 191 -  me

201 191 -  erc r . -55 N . light iridescent toning on 
the upper obverse, the rest of the coin is mostly bright. the 
doubled mintmark variety with the doubling clear. a thin 
hairline in front of the face and a small reeding mark on the 
central reverse are this coin’s main detractions but they are 
not that bad. a wonderful example, in a tough grade to find, 
of this key date to the series. 

2x photo
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209 1875 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1, champagne surfaces show moderate hairlining from a long 
ago cleaning. 

210 1875 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Deep steel gray toning. 

211 1875 -55 P S . lustrous and somewhat prooflike, especially on the reverse. From the first year of this 
short-lived denomination. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

212 1875 xtremel  e-40 or better. Medium russet gray toning is accented by deeper olive in some of the more 
protected areas. Well struck and still retaining hints of muted underlying lustre. 

213 1875-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. lustrous golden gray with deep and varied toning highlights at 
the rims on both sides. 

214 1875-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a beautiful blend of rose-gold and pale iridescent blue 
gives this coin wonderful appeal. the strike is decent for this type which is normally not struck well. the 
mintmark is the clear variety which is most desirable of the three mintmark varieties. a coin that is quite 
alluring and presents itself with the look of a higher grade. 

215 1875-S Bree -3875.  m tmark ar et . ho ce bo t c rc late -58. lustrous pale golden gray with soft 
iridescent gold and rose toning highlights. Mintmark repunched giving the appearance of a $, see below. 

breen-3875. “1875-S $’ variety. Very scarce. obvious extra serifs at top and bottom of S simulating ends of vertical line in 
$. Mintmark first entered leaning crazily to left, then corrected.”

21  187  Proof- 4 P S . a delightful example having sharp frosty devices and nicely reflective fields. there is 
no CaM designation on the PCgS label, though we are of the opinion that it richly deserves that accolade. 
Warmly and beautifully toned in intermingled blue, gold, and violet. a small lint mark by liberty’s nose is 
mentioned for purposes of identification. From a Proof mintage of just 1,260 pieces. 

217 187  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. Satiny pale champagne surfaces, some frost to the devices and delightful 
reflectivity in the fields. Deep golden hues on both sides, attractive cameo contrast especially bold on the 
reverse. 

U.S. tWeNty CeNtS
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U.S. QUarterS
U.S. DraPeD bUSt QUarterS

Po lar 179  ra e  B st, Small a le arter

218 179  Brow -2. ar t -3.  S. oole , m ro erl  lea e  N S . the tooling consists of smooth-
ing, bending and re-engraving of portions of both sides of the design. Now toned with medium steel gray 
centers, darker gray at the periphery. the eagle is clear as are the other devices. a coin with a fair amount of 
detail and some rather skillful improvements. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

Po lar 179  arter, rst Year of the e om at o

219 179  B-2. ar t -3. -10 P S . light silver with darker charcoal accents around the rims. liberty retains 
some of her hair definition and the eagle shows a portion of his feathers in his wing, defining the grade. 
Minor circulation marks as expected, the reverse with several thin hairlines mixed over that side. a single 
year type coin with a small mintage and dismal survival rate makes all the known specimens quite desir-
able. the present example has been certified which confirms its condition is head and shoulders above the 
majority of circulated examples that are so often rife with surface problems. 

2x photo

2x photo
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220 1805 B-3. ar t -1. -30 N S . Deep gunmetal-gray with 
hints of blue in the fields and lighter silver on the devices. the 
surfaces are average and there is evidence of die clashing. the 
C of the denomination nearly touches the tail and is connected 
to the branch above by an engraver’s slip. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

221 180 5 B-1. ar t -2. er  e-30. intermingled pale gold 
and lilac-gray iridescence. the surfaces have a somewhat 
cloudy, unnatural appearance that prompts us to suggest that 
they were altered in some way, perhaps through exposure to 
chlorine. the edge also shows evidence of alteration. in-person 
examination is suggested. 

222 180  B-3. ar t -1. -35 N . attractive medium steel 
gray which is even on both sides. the strike is soft on liberty’s 
hair and portions of the eagle and shield, as often seen on this 
die pairing. light die clashing on the obverse, heavier on the 
reverse from liberty’s bust, and the date at the top through 
teS of StateS. rim crumbling on the upper obverse expected 
for this die pairing. Clean surfaces with no detractions. 

From the ules eiver Collection, eritage, anuary 28, 2006, 
Lot 22315.

223 180  B-9. ar t -1. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. 
lustrous surfaces. the obverse exhibits intermingled pink and 
blue pastel iridescence. the reverse is mostly brilliant with 
pearl gray at the border. the strike is about average with soft-
ness noted at the eagle’s head and some of the star’s above the 
eagle’s head. the obverse die state is advanced with a bisecting 
crack extending from the rim beneath 1 in the date, through 
liberty’s portrait, to the rim above e in liberty. 

o el  ollector al t  1807 Brow -1 arter

224 1807 B-1. ar t -3. -30. a highly compelling middle grade 
example that certainly warrants considerable bidder interest. 
evenly struck, defect-free surfaces with wholesome olive-gold 
and lavender-gray on both the obverse and reverse. the reverse 
definition is particularly bold. 

U.S. CaPPeD bUSt QUarterS

225 1818 B-4a. ar t -2. -40 N S . Deep blue and russet on 
both sides favoring the periphery and accenting the devices. 
average surfaces but traces of lustre survive. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

22  1821 B-3. ar t -2. -58 N . Medium to dark gray fields 
with lighter silver on the devices. the strike is sharp and the 
surfaces are average with a few microscopic tics from brief 
circulation. Clashed near liberty’s ear with shield bars on her 
neck. 

227 1822 B-2. ar t -5. 25 50 . oo -4. intermingled golden gray 
and violet iridescence. the date is clear as is the 25/50 feature 
on the reverse, and hence the attribution will be obvious to 
anyone who cares to look. on the obverse liberty’s portrait 
is fully delineated, and the inscription liberty is complete 
except for the crossbar of the l. all of the stars are visible 
though several are faint. on the reverse the eagle motif is nicely 
delineated. the legend and denomination are both legible, 
though the letters UNit in UNiteD are faint. the motto on 
the scroll above the eagle’s head is all but obliterated. 
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228 1825 3 B-2. ar t -1. bo t c rc late -53. Medium steel 
gray with strong gold and rose iridescence on both sides, 
surfaces free of attention-grabbing marks, though we note 
a few tiny scattered tics. Probably lightly cleaned some time 
ago but long since retoned. remnants of underlying 3 visible 
under low magnification. all told, a presentable example of 
this popular early quarter dollar overdate. 

229 1828 B-4. ar t -3. -35 N S . Mottled silver-gray with 
darker flecks of gold and blue through the stars and legends. 
the strike is average with softness on the star centers and 
curls. the surfaces show moderate wipe lines and a couple of 
minor scuffs in the fields, typical of a circulated quarter from 
this period. 

230 1834 B-1. ar t -1. -58 N . light silver-gray with traces 
of lustre remaining in the protected areas, sharply struck. the 
fields reveal a hint of golden toning starting to form. oF is 
broadly repunched to the left, with the post of the F covering 
the right side of o, an intriguing engraving blunder. 

231 1835 B-1. ar t -1. -45 N S . Deep blue-gray with russet 
accents on both sides. average surfaces and eye appeal. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

U.S. liberty SeateD QUarterS
232 1840-O No ra er . ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Well 

struck with pleasing golden color. easily Choice at first glance 
but the lustre is not entirely natural and the edges show areas 
of corrosion. an attractive coin nonetheless. 

233 1850-O Br ll a t c rc late - 0, cleaned long ago, hairlines 
present on both sides. lustrous champagne surfaces with 
deeper gold beginning at the peripheries. 

234 1854 rrows. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Pale champagne 
and powder blue iridescence on lustrous, frosty surfaces. 

235 185  S- 2 P S . bright and lustrous with pale champagne 
highlights, some lightness of strike present. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

23  18 5  Br ll a t Proof, earl  ho ce- 2. the obverse is lovely 
with iridescent blue and rose-gold toning while the reverse has 
the same toning in a lighter shade. the reverse has a moderate 
amount of hairlines and keeps this coin from a Choice designa-
tion. 

em ameo Proof 18 8 arter

237 18 8 Proof-  N . tied for finest certified by NgC. a 
lustrous and visually appealing cameo, with no mention of 
the contrast on the NgC holder. Frosty obverse devices and 
mirrored field display rich gold, peach, and electric blue, 
while the reverse, somewhat muted in its cameo effect, has 
rich peach and pale heather highlights. one of 600 Proofs of 
the date struck. 

NgC Census: 11; none finer within the designation.

238 1872-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. attractive 
olive-gray. Careful scrutiny reveals delicate hints of cleaning 
and the toning is questionable. the coin is boldly struck and 
has pleasing eye appeal. 

239 1873 rrows. Br ll a t Proof- 0. Cleaned long ago, now retoned 
in deep blue and sea green. reverse of 72, die line at upper 
dexter side of shield on reverse; this reverse pops up from time 
to time on Proof quarters of the era until the early 1880s. From 
a Proof production run for the date of just 540 pieces. 

240 1873 rrows. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Dipped 
long ago, now naturally retoning in pale gold and rose. 
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241 1874 rrows. Proof- 3 P S . Deep violet and rose with a 
dash of iridescent blue on the obverse: the reverse has bright 
Proof surfaces that have a bit of russet at the top. one of only 
700 Proofs minted with many of inferior quality to this attrac-
tive example. 

the arrows were placed at the date in 1873 and 1874 to denote the 
weight change from 6.22 grams to 6.25 grams which was the standard 
weight for quarters through 1964.

242 187 -S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a lustrous example 
with faint golden gray toning. 

em Proof 188  arter

243 188  Proof- 5 N . a pleasingly toned cameo gem, though 
the cameo contrast is not noted by NgC. rich shades of deep 
rose and gold adorn the obverse, while the reverse is chiefly 
electric blue and gold. 

em Proof 1890 arter

244 1890 Proof- 5 P S . an attractive cameo Proof though the 
contrast goes unnoted on the PCgS holder. bright peach and 
gold on the frosty devices yields to flashy electric blue in the 
reflective fields. one of only 590 Proofs struck which are heav-
ily collected since the business strike mintage was only 80,000 
pieces.

245 1890 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. lovely cameo contrast 
with some light russet toning at the rim on both sides. Some 
light hairlines can be seen under magnification but overall the 
coin has a very pleasing appearance.  

24  1891 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Highly lustrous with just a 
hint of pale champagne beginning to stake a claim on both sides. 

U.S. barber QUarterS
247 1894-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. rich golden color is 

enhanced by neon blue and rose tones on the reverse. the obverse 
is soft gray. the coin is well struck and quite lustrous. 

248 1900 Proof- 4 P S . a lovely specimen having sharp satiny 
devices and glittering mirror fields. the obverse is partially 
brilliant with blushes of gold. the reverse is mostly gold with 
hints of lilac. From a scant Proof mintage of just 912 pieces. 

old reverse hub. the tips of the wings are even with the tops of 
the letters.

249 1901 Proof- 3 P S . Frosty motifs and mirror fields form 
a pleasing if somewhat modest cameo contrast. rich shades 
of lilac, rose, peach, and fiery orange ignite both sides of this 
pleasing Proof barber quarter. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

250 1909-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Deep violet-
brown toning over surfaces that are a bit weakly struck in 
the hair. the rest of the coin is well balanced and has nice eye 
appeal mainly because the fields are smooth and nearly mark-
free. an underrated date in very nice condition. 

S erb em Proof 1911 arter

251 1911 Proof-  N . Deep golden gray with wisps of rich rose, 
peach, and electric blue. Frosty devices and deeply mirrored 
fields form a richly toned cameo, though such is not noted on 
the NgC holder. only 543 Proofs were minted in 1911, one of 
the lowest production figures of the design type. 
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252 1911 Proof- 4 P S . Vivid intermingled blue, rose, and gold 
on both surfaces. the devices are sharp and frosty, an unusual 
feature as most Proof barber quarters made after 1902 have 
satiny motifs. the fields are nicely reflective. although this 
piece qualifies for a “cameo” designation in our opinion, there 
is no such mention on the PCgS label. 

U.S. StaNDiNg liberty QUarterS

253 1917 e . S-  H P S . Deep and varied champagne 
hues roll easily across the intensely lustrous surfaces. Sharply 
struck with full shield, chevron, head, and eagle details. Un-
deniably gem both aesthetically and physically. 

From our sale of he Waccabuc Collection, November 2007, Lot 
1072. Ac uired from eritage, une 2005.

254 1917 e . er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. this coin 
gives an impressive first impression but upon closer inspec-
tion the lustre is a bit too glossy and is indicative of subtle 
enhancement. the coin does posses a full head and full shield 
lines and rivets and the lustre, although probably not totally 
original, still gives a decent appearance. 

255 1917 e . ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 H. Deep 
crimson, gold, and russet highlights on frosty surfaces. Nicely 
struck and delightfully lustrous beneath the toning high-
lights. 

25  1917-S e . S- 5 N . attractive gold toning over 
very lustrous surfaces. the strike is decent but not full includ-
ing the head which has about 70% detail. there are no major 
marks that might detract from the overall eye appeal of this 
wonderful coin. 

257 1919 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 and displaying 
the visual appeal of a significantly higher grade specimen. 
Full satin-like mint bloom is embellished by a hint of golden 
toning. 

258 192 -S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. lustrous pale 
golden surfaces with good overall eye appeal. 

259 1927-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Dipped some 
time ago, now retoning with pale champagne highlights. a 
popular low-mintage semi-key date. 

U.S. WaSHiNgtoN QUarterS

2 0 1932-  Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lustrous pale silver gray 
with some deepening highlights. a popular rarity and the key 
to the Washington quarter series. 

2 1 1932-  Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lustrous pale golden sur-
faces with some rose iridescence on the obverse. 

2 2 1932-  Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Medium champagne high-
lights with underlying lustre and pale rose iridescence. 

2 3 1932-  Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lustrous pale golden sur-
faces with attractive rose iridescence. Some faint toning flecks 
are present. 

2 4 1932-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0, lightly cleaned long ago. 
Pale golden at the extreme peripheries. 

2 5 1932-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Medium golden gray with 
deepening champagne on both sides.  

2  1932-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lustrous champagne sur-
faces with deeper hues. 

2 7 1932-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Frosty golden gray with 
deeper highlights on the obverse. 

2 8 1932-S bo t c rc late -58. Frosty golden gray with speck-
led toning, especially on the obverse. 
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2 9 1932-S bo t c rc late -55, dipped long ago, now lightly and naturally retoning. 

270 hree 1934-  Wash to  arters, each Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a well-matched, satiny 
trio. one piece with very light toning at the center obverse. (total: 3 pieces) 

271 o r Wash to  arters  � 1934-  � 1935-  � 1937-S � 1940- . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce-
2 to em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. all frosty and lustrous with a hint of pale champagne toning. (total: 4 

pieces) 

272 193 -  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Strong cartwheel lustre supports pale champagne highlights. 

273 artet of Wash to  arters  � 1937-  � 1937-S � 1938-S � 1940 � 1942-S. Br ll a t c rc late -
0 to ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Satiny lustre characterizes this group. Some with very light toning. 

(total: 5 pieces) 

274 1938-S Wash to  arter threesome, all em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. each is lustrous and attractive, 
and each shows a touch of pale champagne iridescence. (total: 3 pieces) 

275 ro  of e cert e  S- 7 Wash to  arters  � 1945-S � 194 -  � 194 -S 2  � 1947-  � 1950-S 
� 1951 � 1951-S � 1953-S. all are certified by NgC, save for one 1947-D in a PCgS holder. only two of the 
nine pieces in this lot are untoned while the others show varying shades of russet and gold. a very pretty 
lot which needs close inspection as these coins are quite nice for the grade. (total: 9 pieces) 

U.S. HalF DollarS

U.S. FloWiNg Hair HalF DollarS

27  1795 O erto -117. ar t -4. -10 P S . attractive with classic gunmetal-gray fields and lighter silver 
devices. a few scuffs in the right obverse field, the largest open area on the coin and the natural gathering 
place for circulation marks. Middle die state with the crack just forming right of the date. Housed in an older 
green insert PCgS holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

277 1795 O-129. ar t -5. S o er . er  e-20, a designation based on obverse sharpness, since the reverse 
details aren’t as well struck. Medium gray surfaces with intermingled blue and lilac highlights. a hairline 
mark on liberty’s portrait is noted and a tiny dig can be seen above the eagle’s neck. o-129 ranks as a scarce 
variety with an estimated surviving population of no more than 80 specimens in all grades. the second S in 
StateS is over a D on this variety. 
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U.S. DraPeD bUSt HalF DollarS

279 1801 O-101. ar t -3. -15 N . attractive medium gray 
devices and fields with darker gray accents around the periph-
ery. Decent surfaces and quality, with central separation on 
liberty’s curls. Scarce and popular as a date with collectors. 

Pleas  1802 ra e  B st Half ollar

280 1802 O-101. ar t -3. -35 P S . Delightful medium steel 
gray with gunmetal fields. the strike is average with minor 
softness on the obverse star centers and traces of adjustment 
marks are seen at 9:00 and liberty’s drapery on the obverse. 
a scarce date which is much harder to find in high grade than 
the later issues of this type. 

H h- ra e 1803 Half ollar

281 1803 O-104. ar t -3. Small 3. Shar ess of  bo t c r-
c late -53, but tooled and a minor edge file on the upper 
reverse. the tooling is located between at of StateS and 
this may have been an attempted hole which was skill-
fully filled, and the file mark on the edge is just past the 
second S of StateS. attractive dark gray-gold color with 
boldly struck devices, and full separation on liberty’s curls 
showing how little this actually circulated. a desirable coin 
despite its small problems. 

2x photo

es rable a  are 1797 ra e  B st, Small a le 
Half ollar

278 1797 O-101. ar t -5. -15 N . beautiful light silver 
dominates the surfaces with patches of dark gold and blue 
through the stars and date, perfectly matched through the 
legend on the reverse. traces of lustre survive in the recesses 
of the design. on the reverse a scattering of dark specks are 
found, from some long forgotten encounter. No adjustment 
marks or rim bumps are seen, and the surfaces are certainly 
better than average for a half dollar in this mid-grade range. 
exceptionally desirable as the majority of these were lost, 
with perhaps 200 remaining of the entire type—a great many 
of those have repairs or significant problems that damage the 
surfaces. Not so here, this wholesome coin is pretty much just 
as it should be for the Fine-15 grade. one of the scarcest type 
coins of any metal to obtain, this will make some collector 
quite happy once it is secured. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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om ell  a  stro s 1805 4 Half ollar

282 1805 4 O-101. ar t -3. -55 P S . an especially bright and lustrous example of this coveted overdate 
issue. the highest hair waves have a touch of friction on them, but this one obviously barely circulated. re-
markably well struck for this overdate too, with abundant volume in liberty’s hair although several obverse 
stars lack their centers—it is much sharper than usually encountered. all design elements on the reverse 
are sharp. the surfaces do show moderate random hairlines; primarily due to the lack of toning—these are 
more noticeable than one would otherwise expect. a shallow short scratch is found at the top of liberty’s 
chest, another smaller one at the base of her neck and these will serve to identify this coin. all in all, a simply 
stunning example of this important and rare overdate issue, one that is seldom found in grades even ap-
proaching the present example. 

283 1805 4 O-102. ar t -3. xtremel  e-40. intermingled 
pewter gray and gunmetal-gray toning with warm navy blue 
and golden brown highlights. the overdate feature is sharp 
and distinct on this specimen. a cut is noted at the base of t 
in UNiteD. a small obverse rim indentation at 5:00 was actu-
ally caused by the operation of the edge-lettering apparatus; 
it corresponds with the base of the letter a in Dollar. 

284 180 5 O-101. ar t -3. o  , Stem. -20 P S . bright 
silver with enough lustre to please the eye and a dusting of 
peripheral gold toning. the surfaces show a few hairlines 
from circulation, but nothing of consequence. Housed in a first 
generation small PCgS “rattler” holder ,so named as the coins 
often rattle inside these nearly 20-year-old holders. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

285 180  O-114. ar t -4. Po te  , Stem thro h law. e-15. 
a tough variety, but this is the early die state before the reverse 
die develops the fatal bisecting crack. gunmetal-gray surfaces 
with lighter devices, and a few minor hairlines. Solid eye appeal 
for the specialist. 

Noteworth  180  O erto -114a Half ollar

28  180  O-114a. ar t -4. Po te  , Stem thro h law. x-
tremel  e-40. retaining more than its fair share of muted 
mint frost on both the obverse and reverse. this highly recog-
nizable die state displays a heavy break that diagonally spans 
the reverse. toned pale silver-gray with deeper accents in the 
protected areas of the devices. there is a single trivial obverse 
rim bruise at 10:00 that hardly warrants mention, otherwise  
entirely defect-free. 

2x photo
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287 180  O-114a. ar t -4. Po te  , Stem thro h law. -  
P S . a scarce die pairing with a dramatic die crack span-

ning the reverse through the left wing to the e of aMeriCa. 
the ty of liberty show strong repunching low. average 
surfaces with a couple of small dents and nicks on both sides, 
but the important devices are clearly defined. 

288 180  O-120. ar t -3. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 in 
terms of sharpness, but with two parallel pin scratches on 
liberty’s neck and bust. both surfaces show splendid satiny 
lustre, and gorgeous “album” toning in pearl gray, gold, blue, 
lilac, and violet. the impressions of both dies show excellent 
centering, and most design features are sharp. Certainly this 
piece would rank among the finest extant save for the flaws 
mentioned above. 

htl  rc late  1807 Half ollar

289 1807 ra e  B st. O-105. ar t -1. -50 P S . appealing 
light silver-gray with some lustre in the fields. there is a minor 
streak from liberty’s nose to the right rim from a planchet flaw 
and a circular light stain in the left obverse field. bold on the 
curls and the reverse devices with average surfaces. 

290 1807 ra e  B st. O-105. ar t -1. ho ce er  e-30. 
Mostly medium gray surfaces with pale blue and golden 
highlights. Wisps and tinges of charcoal gray can be seen on 
the reverse. Close examination reveals a shallow scrape by the 
e in aMeriCa and a tiny reverse rim bruise at 5:30. the strike 
is about average with a touch of softness noted at liberty’s 
temple. the impressions of both dies show excellent centering; 
the dentilation is full on both sides. on this example, there is 
a small die lump between the words StateS oF and another 
on the left side of D in UNiteD. 

291 1807 ra e  B st. O-105. ar t -1. er  e-20. Pale golden 
gray centers yield to deep gold, rose, and blue at the rims. Some 
light marks and faint hairlines present, but still a nice example 
to the unaided eye, of this moderately scarce variety. 

292 Pa r of earl  half ollars  � 1807 ra e  B st. O-10 . ar t -
3. Very good-10. late die state with bulging in field at back of 
liberty’s head. Pewter gray surfaces with gold and lilac highlights 
� 1822 O-101. ar t -1. Very Fine-25. Mostly pewter gray surfaces 
with blushes and wisps of charcoal gray. (total: 2 pieces) 

293 1807 ra e  B st. O-107a. ar t -5. er  oo -10 and with 
strong claims to a higher grade. the obverse has sustained a 
light edge bump at 11:00, otherwise there are no defects that 
require particular mention. there is some degree of central 
softness, however the peripheries are clearly sharper than the 
catalogue grade indicates. 

294 1807 ra e  B st. O-108. ar t -3. er  e-20. attractive inter-
mingled pale gold and lilac iridescence ornaments both the obverse 
and reverse. traces of lustre can be seen around the stars, letters, 
numerals and other protected areas. Faint hairlines in the fields 
attest to a light cleaning long ago. the die alignment is slightly 
rotated, being about 190  rather than 180  as usually seen. 

Bid with stack’s on the world wide weB

www.stacks.com
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U.S. CaPPeD bUSt HalF DollarS

greatly challenged to find a mark of any significance. Crisply 
struck as well, a definite advantage on bust half dollars of the 
immediate era. We suspect that many may award a slightly 
finer grade than our conservative appraisal presents. 

301 1814 O-103. ar t -1. bo t c rc late -50. Medium steel 
gray with rich neon blue and gold highlights, and with nice 
surfaces, free of distracting marks. Struck from heavily clashed 
dies with details of the reverse especially noticeable on the ob-
verse. readily recognizable variety owing to the heavy vertical 
reverse die line descending downward from the dexter end of 
the scroll to the eagle’s wing below. 

302 1818 7 O-101a. ar t -1. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Suspicious 
multi color toning over nicely preserved surfaces. the strike is 
decent but for the left wing which has some weakness at the 
top. lustre is seen peeking out from underneath the toning 
giving this coin wonderful eye appeal. an attractive example 
of this popular edbook variety. 

303 1818 7 O-101a. ar t -1. bo t c rc late -53. Frosty and 
lustrous champagne surfaces with rich neon blue and crimson 
at the obverse rim. overdate details plain to the unaided eye, 
surfaces essentially free of marks of consequence. later state, 
obverse die crack present from rim across star 11 to liberty’s 
hair. 

304 1818 O-105a. ar t -4. -55 P S . attractive, bright 
silver with some lustre in the fields. the surfaces show a few 
moderate tics from brief circulation and faint hairlines. a late 
die state for this obverse, with the crack through star 12 and 
bold clashing in the fields. the strike is a bit soft on the curls 
near liberty’s neck, probably caused by the die state. Scarce 
this well preserved. 

305 1823 O-101a. ar t -1. Patche  3. Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 2. Colorfully toned from an induced source 

with vibrant rose-gold and teal splashes near the rim on the ob-
verse, less organized on the reverse. the surfaces are attractive 
with most of the lustre remaining. one rim dig on the extreme 
edge is found above (S)ta. lightly clashed on the reverse and 
a popular variety with the digit 3 literally repaired in the die 
with a curious “patch” connecting the two separated loops. 

295 1808 7 O-101. ar t -1. Br ll a t c rc late - 0, possibly 
artfully retoned long ago in deep gold and olive; still an 
impressive coin for the grade, one that should be seen to be 
appreciated. the strike is bold for the date with essentially 
full design details, and the network of obverse die cracks can 
be seen to their full advantage. a popular early overdate, the 
first of the design type. 

29  1808 O-10 a. ar t -2. bo t c rc late -50. Pleasing golden 
gray with varied golden toning highlights and a hint of un-
derlying lustre. No serious marks present themselves to the 
unaided eye. early obverse die state with the crack to the left 
of the date thin and attenuated, its terminal end atop liberty’s 
cap faint as well. a nice coin in all regards. 

297 1809 O-102a. ar t -1. ho ce er  e-30. this piece has 
the “normal” edge rather than the “xxx” edge as is often 
reported for the die combination. Mostly pewter gray surfaces 
with wisps and blushes of charcoal gray at the borders. Close 
examination reveals some handling marks under the eagle’s 
beak. attribution of the reverse is facilitated by a “row of seg-
ments below scroll” as described by al overton. Perhaps this 
feature occurred in the coiner’s vault when another die was 
accidentally dropped at an angle on this reverse die. 

298 1810 O-101. ar t -1. bo t c rc late -50. Vividly and 
attractively toned in varied rainbow hues with blue, violet, 
gold, and sea green predominating. Most of the original mint 
lustre still survives, and the obverse in particular shows excel-
lent centering and bold dentilation. Clash marks to the right 
of the eagle’s torso have the appearance of the letters ibe in 
liberty, a characteristic mentioned by al overton in his early 
half dollar reference. 

299 1811 O-10 . ar t -3. bo t c rc late -58, in terms of wear. 
graffiti “bW” in left obverse field. intermingled gold, violet, 
and blue iridescence on frosty surfaces. Most central design 
features are sharp. Softness is noted at some of the obverse 
stars. Much of the dentilation on both the obverse and reverse 
is either faint or missing. 

300 1812 O-105. ar t -1. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. 
Frosty and brilliant with rich golden hues taking hold at the 
rims. other than a few insignificant hairlines, a viewer will be 
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30  1824 O-107. ar t -1. ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Deep 
golden gray with supportive lustre and a scattering of rich 
gold, peach, and crimson iridescence on both sides. 

307 1824 O-113. ar t -3. ho ce bo t c rc late -55. bright 
and lustrous with a pale champagne glow. 

308 1825 O-113. ar t -1. -40 P S . abundant lustre for the 
grade with silver-gray surfaces graced by a touch of peripheral 
gold. Nice and clean, housed in an older green insert PCgS 
holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

309 1827  O-101. ar t -2. S- 3 N . abundant mint lustre in 
the fields and sharply impressed. there are a few thin hairlines 
of little consequence, and a hint of golden gray toning starting 
to form. bold overdate feature and liberty’s curls are remark-
ably full of body and definition for this scarce overdate. 

310 1827 O-10 . ar t -2. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce-
2. Pale pink, blue, and gold iridescence on subdued frosty 

surfaces. We would regard this piece as a fully “Choice” 
example, save for some shallow handling marks by the first 
three stars, an aspect that’s rendered inconspicuous by the ton-
ing. liberty’s hair and the eagle’s plumage and talon details 
are sharp. a few of the obverse stars show a touch of striking 
softness, but most other design features are as bold as could 
be desired. 

311 1827 O-132. ar t -3. bo t c rc late -50. Strong cart-
wheels sweep across pale golden gray surfaces and plenty of 
mint bloom remains in the protected areas. an attractive and 
mark-free example of a moderately scarce variety. 

312 1828 O-108. S are Base 2, ar e 8s. ar t -3. xtremel  e-
45. Medium steel high points with deeper slate and electric 
blue highlights toward the rims. Some faint old scratches 
come to light at liberty’s cap above lib when viewed under 
low magnification, otherwise a mark-free specimen of this 
somewhat uncommon variety. 

313 1828 O-115. S are Base 2, Small 8s. ar t -3. bo t c r-
c late -53. Medium silver gray with warm peach, gold, rose, 
and blue tones supported by satiny underlying lustre. No 
serious marks are noted though we see some old staining at 
the tip of liberty’s bust, that area faintly brushed as well. Still 
a pleasing coin with good overall eye appeal. 

314 1830 O-110. ar t -3. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce-
2. Fully lustrous with nice eye appeal for the grade. Pale 

champagne iridescence in the central areas deepens to gold 
and violet at the borders. Virtually all design features are sharp 
including liberty’s tresses and drapery, the obverse stars, and 
the eagle’s plumage and talons. Die rust is noted by the date 
and above the eagle’s head and neck, a feature mentioned by al 
overton as being “evident on some specimens.” a tiny pinpoint 
mark by liberty’s nose will serve to identify this specimen. 

315 1831 O-108. ar t -1. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. the 
obverse is mostly pewter gray with a dusting of navy blue 
and golden brown. Splashes of peach ornament the obverse 
border. the reverse exhibits pale champagne iridescence. both 
surfaces are fully lustrous, a feature that’s somewhat muted on 
the obverse by the toning. the impressions of both dies show 
excellent centering and full dentilation. 

31  1831 O-118. ar t -3. ho ce bo t c rc late -55. a high 
degree of lustre supports varied champagne hues. a few 
faint marks can be found with diligence, though nothing that 
impairs the coin’s visual integrity will be found. Moderately 
scarce and delightfully attractive. 

317 1832 O-107. ar t -2. xtremel  e-45. attractive golden 
gray surfaces with a wealth of varied deep gold and blue ton-
ing highlights. Sharp and appealing with no evident surface 
marks. 

318 1832 O-110. ar t -1. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. 
Frosty lustre. Delicate golden gray surfaces with pale pink and 
lilac highlights. the strike is about average showing softness 
at the obverse stars and at PlUribUS on the scroll above the 
eagle’s head. the a in StateS is faint though visible. the 
obverse of the o-110 variety is distinguished by a tiny spike 
at the peak of liberty’s cap. 
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319 1832 O-118. ar t -1. Small etters. S- 2 N S . Fully 
lustrous and brilliant in the central areas deepening to crimson 
and electric blue at the borders. a granular planchet inclusion 
extends from the eagle’s right wing (viewer’s left), through the 
P in PlUribUS, to the first S in StateS. the impressions of 
both dies show excellent centering, though the milling is faint 
in spots. 

320 1833 O-102. ar t -1. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lovely russet 
and gold toning over exceptional surfaces for the grade. the 
strike is nearly full with just some slight weakness in unimport-
ant places. the lustre sparkles, especially on the lighter toned 
reverse. a great coin for a date or type set. 

321 1834 O-104. ar t -2. ar e ate, Small etters. Br ll a t -
c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Fully lustrous and pale golden 
gray overall with blushes of vivid orange-gold and navy blue 
on the obverse. the strike is about average with flatness noted 
at the obverse stars. the impressions of both dies show excel-
lent centering and full dentilation. on the o-104 reverse, a 
small spike or tine can be seen at the left corner of the shield. 

322 1833 O-104. ar t -1. ar e ate, Small etters. bo t -
c rc late -53. Medium silver gray with a lilac cast and plenty 
of supportive lustre. lightly struck in places, surfaces free of 
marks, nice overall. 

323 1834 O-109. ar t -1. Small ate, Small etters. er  ho ce 
bo t c rc late -58. attractive for the grade. the fields 

are satiny; the devices are both satiny (on the obverse) and 
frosty (on the reverse). beautiful intermingled gold and lilac 
iridescence complements both surfaces. Most design features 
are sharp save for some small details on the high points. the 
reverse in particular shows excellent centering, suggesting 
that the reverse die may have been in the “anvil” position in 
the coinage press. 

324 1834 O-112. ar t -3. Small ate, Small etters. bo t -
c rc late -50. Medium gray toning over decent surfaces. the 
strike is fair with some of the hair curls weak. late die state 
with die lapping causing the dentils and recutting to vanish. 
Some lustre still remains. 

325 1834 O-113. ar t -1. Small ate, Small etters. ho ce bo t 
c rc late -55. Superbly lustrous and mainly brilliant with a 

hint of faint champagne iridescence. a hint of weakness on the 
reverse scroll, otherwise fairly crisp in the details department. 
a gorgeous coin that will do any collection visual justice. 

32  1834 O-11 . ar t -1. Small ate, Small etters. S- 2 N . 
attractive white lustre on both sides with a frame of russet gold 
through the stars and legends. the strike is average with slight 
softness on the star centers and uppermost curls, but the lustre 
and eye appeal offset this to a degree. a minor planchet flaw is 
found on at of StateS to the scroll, where an impurity broke 
through the surface while the silver ingot was being rolled and 
cut into planchets. good eye appeal for this modest grade. 

327 1834 O-120. ar t -3. Small ate, Small etters. ho ce bo t 
c rc late -55. rather colorful blue and russet toning on 

both sides with ample lustre to dazzle the eye. Sharp. 

328 183  O-115. ar t -3. ettere  e. bo t c rc late -53. 
Warm golden gray iridescence with wisps and tinges of lilac 
at the borders. Most of the original mint lustre still survives 
in the fields. the majority of design features are sharp save 
for a few obverse stars and the letters rib in PlUribUS. the 
impressions of both dies show excellent centering.the o-115 
variety is distinguished by bold repunching at the top of the 
numeral 8 in the date. Coined during the final year of the design 
type having the denomination expressed as 50C. 

rost  1838 B st Half ollar

329 1838 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a frosty Capped bust 
half dollar with broadly supportive underlying lustre and pale 
rose toning. the strike is bold and adds greatly to the overall 
appearance. Nice! 
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330 1838 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. this coin has the sur-
face quality of the listed grade but the toning is a bit deep, with 
the obverse lustre not entirely natural. Well struck for the most 
part with just some stars a bit weak. a respectable example of 
this three year type coin. 

331 1838 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lovely golden color is especially 
prominent at the peripheries and around the devices. the strike 
is quite bold and the surfaces are free of major disturbances. a 
beautiful coin especially for this grade level. 

U.S. liberty SeateD HalF DollarS
332 1839 bert  Seate . No ra er . xtremel  e-40, cleaned 

long ago. Medium golden gray with a few scattered tics. 

333 1841 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. an exceptionally attrac-
tive coin with prooflike surfaces that support engaging lustre 
and splashes of richly varied blue, gold, and rose iridescence 
on both sides. the strike is bold and the surfaces are essentially 
mark-free. a truly nice early liberty Seated half dollar. 

334 1841-O ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Satiny smooth sur-
faces that are a bit weakly struck, especially on the reverse at 
the left claw. Pale toning that is probably not totally original 
in nature. there is a tiny amount of a foreign metallic-like 
substance at the upper reverse. a tough coin to find in this 
condition despite the problems. 

335 184  all ate. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 3. 
Satiny lustre and mingled peach iridescence on pale golden 
surfaces. Somewhat prooflike in nature with boldly rendered 
design elements. tall Date variety, serifs of 4 in date do not 
touch; on the Medium Date variety of the year the numerals 
are more squat and the serifs of the 4 touch. 

33  184 -O e m ate. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3, tiny 
filing marks and ding at rim atop obverse, two other small 
obverse rim marks at 5:00. Deep golden gray with intense gold 
and peach iridescence on both sides. Nicely struck for the date. 
exceptional eye appeal despite a few tiny drawbacks. Serifs of 
4 in date connected. 

337 1853-O rrows. bo t c rc late -50, cleaned long ago, now 
retoning in pale champagne and gold. Struck from a shattered 
reverse die. 

338 1854-O rrows. bo t c rc late -53. Pale russet golden 
and delicate mauve toning accompanies frosty mint lustre. 
there are some barely visible field lines that are mentioned 
for complete accuracy. light, inconspicuous pinscratches are 
also detectable at and below the date. 

339 1858-O bo t c rc late -53. bright and lustrous with a few 
faint marks. 

340 1859-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous 
silver gray with umber and crimson toning forming in the 
protected areas. 

341 18 5-S W le -B ert-103. -50 N S . triple Punched 
1. light silver-gray with golden flecks starting to form in the 
fields. late die state with light peripheral cracks through the 
date, the reverse has heavier cracks through the legends. Scarce 
and desirable. 

xce t o al Near em 1872 Half ollar

342 1872 WB-102. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Satiny 
surfaces that have a bit of gold and gray toning. the strike is ex-
ceptional including the hair and the feathers in the eagle’s wings. 
Wb-102 variety which has an errant 8 in the rock above the date. 
a very desirable coin due to the condition and the variety. 

or eo s Proof 1879 Half ollar

343 1879 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. Startling iridescent blue 
which frames the central gold area on the obverse while the 
reverse has a pleasing iridescent blend of rose-gold and blue. 
the obverse exhibits a few spots but overall this coin has mag-
nificent eye appeal and should be closely viewed as it will fit 
into a gem set. 
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344 1882 Proof- 0 P S . bright and lustrous with a touch of 
cameo contrast and some pale champagne toning. Far nicer 
than typically seen for the grade. tops of date numerals in the 
dentils below the date. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

U.S. barber HalF DollarS
345 1892 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous with 

brilliant centers that yield to rich golden peripheral halos. 
Nicely struck. 

34  1892 S- 1 P S . lustrous with a wash of faint champagne 
iridescence. Nice for the grade with a crisp strike and no serious 
marks. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

347 1892 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. brilliant with 
a pale champagne glow and a bold, crisp strike. 

348 1893 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. bright and lustrous with deep 
mirror fields and lightly frosted devices forming a stark cameo 
contrast, especially on the reverse. one of 792 Proofs of the 
date produced. 

349 1899-O Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a satiny 
lilac-gray barber half dollar with strong lustre and great eye 
appeal. Deep lilac and blue toning mingles at the rims. 

350 1900 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. Fully brilliant with a whisper of 
faint rose, devices frosted and fields mirrored, cameo contrast 
strongest on reverse. 

S arkl  em 1900 Half ollar

351 1900 S- 5 P S . a sparkling gem, sharply struck, with 
intense lustre on both sides. the obverse is alive with bright 
peach, deep crimson, and fiery blue, the reverse aglow with 
mint brilliance and mingled peach and gold. only a half dozen 
examples of the date have been graded finer than the present 
beauty by PCgS. 

352 1903 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4, with strong claims to 
a higher grade. Marvelous deep blue iridescent toning with 
some pale rose. Well impressed with only very subtle hairlines 
to detract from this lovely coin. one of only 755 Proofs struck 
with this example being quite nice for the grade. 

353 1903 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. this coin has the ap-
pearance of a higher grade at first glance. Deceptively cleaned 
at one time and now exhibiting pale russet over creamy mint 
lustre. this coin should be closely viewed because of a strong 
strike and very nice overall appearance despite the cleaning. 

354 1908-  -58 N . Satiny and bright with ample lustre 
to please the collector and just a few thin hairlines from Mint 
State. boldly struck and with solid eye appeal 
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Proof 1912 Barber 50

355 1912 em Br ll a t Proof- . Frosty motifs and richly mirrored 
fields create a modest cameo contrast, stronger on the reverse 
as frequently seen for the date. rich shades of electric green, 
rose, and pale blue span portions of the obverse, while the 
reverse supports a visual explosion of fiery red, crimson, gold, 
and blue at the top with pale lilac over the rest of the reverse. 
one of 700 Proofs of the date struck. 

em 1913-  Half ollar

35  1913-  S- 5 N . a pleasing piece with a very appealing 
original appearance. Moderate mottled toning is seen over 
much of the surface, with areas of lustrous silver gray near 
the centers. a few old, scattered marks are seen, but generally 
a nice gem example. 

Near t State 1915 Half ollar

357 1915 ho ce bo t c rc late -55. evenly struck legends 
and design features are highlighted by shades of delicate 
golden gray and subtle mauve toning. the reverse is virtually 
Mint State. this m orta t late date barber Half Dollar offers 
the lowest mintage in the entire series (only 138,000 business 
strikes and 415 proofs were coined). 

U.S. WalkiNg liberty HalF DollarS
358 191  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Frosty and 

lustrous with pale golden toning. 

359 1918 ho ce bo t c rc late -55. lustrous silver gray with 
rich champagne iridescence. 

3 0 1918-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. rich golden 
surface toning perhaps artfully induced. Nicely struck for the 
grade with some hand and cap details present; this area is 
typically flatter than seen here. 

3 1 1919-S bo t c rc late -50. Medium golden gray with 
some faint speckling that becomes obvious under low mag-
nification. retained lustre in protected areas. 

t State 1921-S Half ollar

3 2 1921-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. easily MS-63 in 
terms of definition and surface quality but the toning is not 
entirely natural. Deep rose-gold and gray with a very impres-
sive strike with only a bit of weakness in the head and the 
upper thigh of Miss liberty. this date is quite rare in Mint 
State and this coin deserves a thorough examination as 1921-
S Walkers are usually offered in medium to low circulated 
grade. 

3 3 1921-S xtremel  e-40, cleaned, now retoning in pale cham-
pagne. a key date in the design type, one of only 208,000 pieces 
struck, the lowest production figure in the entire series. 

3 4 1929-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. this coin would 
grade even higher if it were not for a very barely detectable 
cleaning at the lower left obverse. the color is excellent with 
russet the primary color over silvery surfaces. the strike is 
very good and adds much to the eye appeal of this attractive 
coin. 
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3 5 1937 Proof- 4 P S . lightly frosted motifs and mirror fields 
with pale golden highlights. Housed in a first generation, old-
style frameless PCgS holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

3  1938-  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. a lustrous example 
of this late-date semi-key issue, a frosty and nicely struck 
specimen with rich gold and orange iridescent hues on both 
sides. 

3 7 1938-  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. this coin has the eye 
appeal of a higher grade but the underlying lustre is a bit too 
glossy to be considered totally original. the overall appearance 
though, is quite good with an excellent strike and noticeable 
surface detractions. 

3 8 artet of Walk  bert  half ollars  � 1939 � 1941 � 1943 
� 1944- . ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 to em Br ll a t 

c rc late - 5. all are fully brilliant, highly lustrous, and 
nicely struck, some with a hint of toning. a great little group 
of Walkers. (total: 4 pieces) 

3 9 1942 Proof- 7 P S . Mostly bright with a splash of deep 
golden russet and blue iridescence around the rims. outstand-
ing surfaces and eye appeal for the date or type collector who 
needs a superb gem specimen. 

370 Short set of Walk  bert  hal es, 1941-1947- . ho ce 
bo t c rc late -58 to ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. 

a lovely set featuring several coins with peripheral golden 
color. Housed in a Whitman album. (total: 20 pieces) 

U.S. FraNkliN HalF DollarS

371 Se e  1949 ra kl  half ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 
to ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a nice selection of lightly 
to moderately toned Franklin halves. (total: 7 pieces) 

372 om lete set of cert e  ra kl  half ollars, 1948 to 19 3-
 � 1948 MS-64 (PCgS) � 1948-D MS-64 Fbl (PCgS) � 1949 

MS-64 Fbl (NgC) � 1949-D MS-64 Fbl (PCgS). omaha bank 
Hoard � 1949-S MS-64 (PCgS) � 1950 MS-64 Fbl (PCgS) � 
1950-D MS-64 (PCgS) � 1951 MS-64 (PCgS) � 1951-D MS-64 
Fbl (PCgS). omaha bank Hoard � 1951-S MS-65 (NgC) � 
1952 MS-64 Fbl (iCg) � 1952-D MS-64 Fbl (NgC) � 1952-S 
MS-65 (PCgS) � 1953 MS-64 (PCgS). omaha bank Hoard � 
1953-D MS-64 Fbl (iCg) � 1953-S MS-65 (NgC) � 1954 MS-
64 (PCgS). omaha bank Hoard � 1954-D MS-64 Fbl (PCgS). 
omaha bank Hoard � 1954-S MS-65 (NgC) � 1955 MS-64 Fbl 
(PCgS) � 1956 MS-66 (NgC) � 1957 MS-65 (PCgS) � 1957-D 
MS-64 Fbl (PCgS) � 1958 MS-64 Fbl (PCgS) � 1958-D MS-64 
(NgC) � 1959 MS-64 Fbl (PCgS) � 1959-D MS-64 Fbl (PCgS) 
� 1960 MS-64 (PCgS) � 1960-D MS-64 Fbl (NgC) � 1961 
MS-65 (NgC) � 1961-D MS-64 (NgC) � 1961 MS-64 (PCgS) 
� 1962-D MS-64 (NgC) � 1963 MS-65 (NgC) � 1963-D MS-64 
(PCgS). a desirable set that boasts ample lustre and several 
lightly toned pieces. (total: 35 pieces) 

373 om lete set of ra kl  half ollars, mostly MS-63 or finer, a 
few at the aU-50 level. the 1959 is a choice Proof-64 specimen. 
this lot should be seen before bidding judgment is passed. 
(total: 35 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

374 om lete set of ra kl  half ollars, 1948-19 7. grades 
range from ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 to em Br ll a t 

c rc late - 5 ll Bell es. a pleasing set of coins with 
a handful displaying peripheral rainbow tones. Housed in a 
Whitman album. (total: 35 pieces) 

375 om lete set of ra kl  hal es, 1948-19 3- . grades range 
from ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 to em Br ll a t -
c rc late - 5 ll Bell es. old golden album toning on 
many pieces. an attractive original set. Housed in a Whitman 
album. (total: 35 pieces) 

Fax Your Bidsheet
03-5 9-3875 • 212-582-5018
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U.S. SilVer DollarS

U.S. FloWiNg Hair SilVer DollarS

electable 1794 S l er ollar
Bole er 1, Bowers-Borckar t 1

37  1794 Bole er-1, Bowers-Borckar t 1. ar t -4. er  e-30. 
411.0 grains. the appearance of any 1794 dollar is an exciting 
event, in this case made more exciting by this specimen’s nearly 
quarter century absence from the numismatic market. a splen-
did example of our nation’s first silver dollar, nicknamed the 
“rittenhouse Dollar” by Jack Collins who devoted decades of 
research to identifying every known surviving example of this 
first year of issue. this specimen is wholly unlike many extant 
specimens whose surfaces have been harshly cleaned, have 
had a hole plugged, or have been tooled to remove distracting 
graffiti. it is an entirely wholesome piece which has not seen any 
attempts at enhancement. its surfaces are bright coin silver gray 
with lavender and golden overtones on the obverse, and gold 
and blue tones at the reverse periphery—perhaps this coin spent 
a previous life tucked away in an old Wayte raymond holder, 
which imparted the subtle ring of toning to its peripheries and 
which also might explain the subtle lines at the very high points 
of the obverse—the cheek and hair curl behind the ear. 

this specimen saw extensive circulation and bears the 
marks of time spent in hand to hand commerce. a tiny bruise 
at edge of rim above b of liberty is notable, as is a long 
hairline scratch behind Miss liberty’s tresses, a small divot 

below the truncation of her bust, and a short curving scratch 
that extends northward from between the 9 and 4 of the date. 
identifying marks on the reverse include a stain on the upper 
of the pair of leaves above eagle’s left (viewer’s right) wing, 
an old spot in the crook of eagle’s neck, and patch of longer 
diagonal and shorter staccato marks over Nite of UNiteD. 
although adjustment marks are usually found in this area, 
we believe these to be post-production circulation marks. the 
surface interruptions here described may be considered minor 
when weighed against surviving 1794 dollars. 

as with most all 1794 dollars, the lower left obverse pe-
riphery and the left reverse periphery are weakly defined, the 
result of a combination of axial misalignment of the dies and 
an insufficiently large coining press utilized to strike these 
majestic, 38 millimeter coins. on this coin the stars from 7:00 to 
9:00 are noticeably weakened, as are the lower portions of 179 
of the date. on the reverse, the tops of UNiteD are weakened 
while the word StateS is weak to nonexistent. oftentimes on 
the these 1794 dollars the insufficient strike has not obliterated 
any adjustment marks that might have existed in those areas, 
but fortunately this piece is wholly devoid of these visually 
distracting products of the minting process.

2x photo
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the edge device is perfectly rendered as HUNDreD 
CeNtS oNe Dollar or UNit with the usual array of 
stars and symbols separating the words, with no slippage of 
the Castaing machine that might have produced overlapping 
letters or symbols. 

Here is a specimen with a pedigree extending back nearly 
three quarters of a century, whose surfaces are a delight to 
behold, and which would make a fine addition to an early 
american type set, a date or variety set of silver dollars, or a 
set of select american rarities. 

through the span of american numismatics, the 1794 silver dollar 
has always been one of the most coveted coins that collectors could ac-
quire from the early days at the Philadelphia Mint. the original mintage 
reported is 1,758 pieces—although more may have been coined in early 
1795. From the 1794 die pairing there are approximately 125-130 known 
today through the extensive research conducted by Jack Collins and 
Walter breen, and still being updated. a 1794 silver dollar is important 
for many reasons, first off these were the first “dollar” coins struck in 
quantity for circulation, the dollar being our primary monetary unit. 
the coining equipment was apparently not up to the task and virtually 
all known examples are poorly struck on the left side. it is believed 

that the half dollar coining press was used, as the new silver dollar 
press had not yet arrived (May 1795), and this may also account for the 
weakness in the 1794 silver dollar strikes. today, the upward looking 
face on liberty is seen as youthful, with her flowing locks symbolizing 
the hard won freedom. the spry eagle on the reverse has earned his 
respect and is properly placed on the small rocky perch with his proud 
wings outstretched. When these were coined on october 15, 1794 the 
initial public reports were not favorable, in part due to the soft strikes 
from the half dollar coining press. once silver dollar production began 
in earnest after the new press was installed, silver dollars began pouring 
out of the Mint in late May 1795. Public opinion turned against these 
first designs, as it had on the initial designs on the copper half cents and 
cents. as autumn rolled around in 1795, the Flowing Hair designs were 
replaced with the Draped bust, Small eagle type which found favor 
with the public at large. thus, the Flowing Hair designs were issued 
for scarcely a year and in limited quantities. they are indeed american 
classics in every sense of the word and one of the most desired issues 
from our Federal mints.

Ex Earl Parker  erbert M. Bergen  uality Sales (Abner 
Kreisberg and erry Cohen) auction of October 1979, Lot 1338  im 
Payette  im McGuigan to our present consignor, who has cherished 
this coin for over two decades.

377 1795 B-1, BB-21. ar t -1. low  Ha r. wo ea es. ho ce 
e-15. Quite attractive in color and surfaces save for a flurry 

of minor pin scratches above the eagle’s head and a broken 
scuff on liberty’s neck. No adjustment marks or rim problems, 
and pleasing gunmetal-blue with lighter silver devices. a com-
mon die pairing. 

378 1795 B-2, BB-20. ar t -3. low  Ha r, wo ea es.  -
S. oole , m ro erl  lea e  N S . evidence of minor 

scraping and brushing likely to smooth out field scratches on 
the obverse. toned dark gray with charcoal near the devices. 
liberty’s head is smooth and the devices are sharp. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

379 1795 B-5, BB-27. ar t -1. low  Ha r, hree ea es. ho ce 
er  e-35. Deep gray with blue and gold accents on both 

sides. there is a planchet flaw in the right obverse field and a 
couple of small rim tics on the reverse. a common variety but 
a desirable type coin. 

S l er- ra  1795 low  Ha r S l er ollar

380 1795 B-5, BB-27. ar t -1. low  Ha r, hree ea es. -10 
P S . Desirable for the light silver-gray color and smooth, 

even wear on the devices. Minor scuffs and tiny circulation 
marks, but nothing that distracts the eye. Housed in an older 
green insert PCgS holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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Po lar Off- e ter B st 1795 ra e  B st ollar

381 1795 B-14, BB-51. ar t -2. Off- e ter ra e  B st. -15 
P S . Pewter-gray fields and devices with attractive surfaces. 

No bumps or deep scratches are seen, but there is a shallow tiny 
“x” seen below the eagle’s head in the field. believed to be the 
first Draped bust die engraved, the engraver placed the head of 
liberty too high and too far to the left leaving the entire obverse 
unbalanced and thus named the “off-Center” bust. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

382 1795 B-15, BB-52. ar t -2. e tere  ra e  B st. Shar ess 
of er  e-30. rather pleasing to the eye upon first glance, 
but closer study reveals some old very light initials in the fields 
on both sides. additional marks are generally what one would 
expect for the grade, and the deep pewter gray surfaces show 
elements of gold and pale blue. an example of Die State V, and 
probably early, as the reverse die crack described through riCa 
can just barely be detected upon close examination. 

383 1795 B-15, BB-52. ar t -2. e tere  ra e  B st. e-15. a 
completely satisfying early dollar, quality and eye appeal that 
is rarely seen. though moderately worn, as the grade describes, 
the surfaces are perfect medium gray with some further depth of 
color in the protected recesses and somewhat lighter character on 
the higher points. Faint hairlines are seen in the fields, but one 
would be very hard pressed to find an example of this variety 
at this grade level with this much visual appeal. 

Purchased from Dave Berg are Coin nvestments, Ltd.

N ce  179  ra e  B st ollar
Small ate, ar e etters

384 179  B-4, BB- 1. Small ate, ar e etters. er  e-30. Pale 
golden gray with soft lilac tones and some speckled silver gray 
highlights. a touch of mint bloom is seen among the recessed 
areas of the design. No serious surface flaws are noted, making 
for a pleasing coin at the assigned grade level. 

385 1798 B-10, BB-109. ar t -4 . er  e-25. a scarce variety 
that is seldom found in any grade. Mostly light silver with 
moderate hairlines from a past cleaning and an area of speckled 
gold on the lower right reverse. other areas show peripheral 
blue and gold. one dull nick on the upper corner of the drapery 
on liberty’s shoulder near her neck. 

ttract e 1798 ra e  B st ollar

38  1798 B-23, BB-105. ar t -4. W e ate. -35 P S . De-
lightful medium gray toning on both the obverse and reverse 
with an adequate strike. a couple of thin scratches are noted 
on the reverse, but they are old and toned over with dappled 
russet-gold. No adjustment marks or rim problems are noted 
on this slightly better variety. 

U.S. DraPeD bUSt SilVer DollarS
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htl  rc late  1798 ollar

387 1798 B-24, BB-124. ar t -3. ar e a le.  S. m-
ro erl  lea e  N S . Surfaces show myriad hairlines from 

past cleanings. lustre remains and the surfaces are otherwise 
attractive. Medium steel gray; a lot of hair definition remains 
intact and the strike is sharp. 

388 1798 B-27, BB-113. ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium blue 
and gray toning on both sides. a respectable strike further 
defines this pleasing coin. Signs of a gentle cleaning beneath 
the toning are somewhat more noticeable on the reverse. 
Some lustre still remains but is hidden under the toning on 
this example of the large eagle reverse type. 

389 1798 B-31, BB-115. ar t -5. bo t c rc late -50. lightly 
cleaned long ago as evidenced by the pale gray surfaces, but 
generous lustre remains and a slight golden tint has returned. 
in general, the piece is not unattractive. a small planchet flaw 
is seen on each side, near star 12 on the obverse and at the 
center of the reverse. Some light scratches are noted on the 
reverse, but these are shallow and not too distracting. a better 
die combination, and one of seven that include this obverse 
die. this reverse is typically found weakly executed in the 
area directly opposing the obverse bust, above the eagle and 
toward the right. 

390 1799 B-4, BB-153. ar t -4. ftee  Stars e erse. -20 
P S . Smooth surfaces and pleasing for the deep gunmetal-

gray fields and lighter silver devices. later die state as usually 
seen, with several thin cracks around the obverse; the reverse 
sports the curious 15 stars, although two of the stars were 
covered over by expanding the clouds, leaving just a few traces 
of the spindly arms sticking out. a scarce variety. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

391 1799 B-5, BB-157. ar t -3. Shar ess of er  e-20, but 
tooled. the tooling was to partially smooth over a large “W” 
etched onto liberty. light silver with gray-gold accents and 
cleaned in the past. Middle die state with thin cracks through 
portions of the reverse legends. 

ate e State a  H h- ra e 1799 B st ollar

392 1799 B-8b, BB-1 5. ar t -5. -53 N . a late die state with 
several reverse cracks which is considerably scarcer than the 
early state examples of this die pairing. toned with golden-gray 
over lustre with smooth, even wear. No adjustment marks or rim 
problems are visible, and the surfaces are clean and pleasing to 
the eye. the strike is sharp on liberty’s curls, but a few of the 
reverse stars are softly impressed likely because of the late die 
state. Curiously many 1798 Heraldic eagle dollars show weak-
ness in the reverse stars, but few 1799 dollars show this feature, 
and normally the softness on these stars is a function of a later 
cracked die state. Scarce this advanced and rare so well preserved. 
although a number of Mint State examples are known, most of 
these are the early die state. one for the specialist. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.
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393 1799 B-14, BB-1 7. ar t -3. er  e-25. Mostly pearl gray 
surfaces with wisps and tinges of charcoal gray at the borders. 
Close examination reveals a few scattered rim marks. 

394 1799 B-23, BB-159. ar t -5. 8  5 Stars. xtremel  e-40. a 
dark toning streak through the face and to the edge between 
stars 10 and 11, and some associated porosity are the only de-
fects worthy of mention on the obverse. the reverse shows a 
minuscule rim nick. the surfaces are medium silver gray with 
considerable light gold, and pale blue and violet iridescence 
that speak to the originality. a scarcer variety, and generally 
appealing, even considering the imperfections. 

are a  es rable 1800  ar et   
 H h ra e

395 1800 B-11, BB-191. ar t -5. ow 8. . -50 N . 
golden gray surfaces with enough lustre in the fields to please 
the eye. the strike is sharp stars on both the obverse and re-
verse, with no softness present. Surface quality is strong with 
no bumps or scratches. the reverse die was also paired with 
another obverse which appears much more frequently as a 
variety. it would appear that the reverse die was lapped prior 
to this die pairing as the additional “i” in aMeriCai lacks the 
depth seen on the b-19 variety. likely within the Condition 
Census for this variety and an important specialist’s coin. 

Pleas  1800 S l er ollar

39  1800 B-14, BB-194. ar t -3. xtremel  e-40. the Dotted 
Date variety, with small die chips and breaks through the 
first zero in the date. Very pleasing medium to light silver 
gray surfaces with soft overtones of olive and traces of gold, 
pale blue, and rose blended in nicely, giving this piece very 
attractive aesthetic appeal. Some minor rim nicks are seen on 
the obverse at 7:00, and to a much lesser degree in other spots. 
However, this is an original early dollar, and that quality in 
itself makes this a noteworthy example. 

From our sale of April, 1983, Lot 987.

397 1800 B-1 a, BB-187. ar t -2.  S. m ro erl  
lea e  N S . old cleaning hairlines are present on both 

sides but the surfaces are starting to tone back with flecks of 
peripheral blue and gold. adjustment marks crisscross in the 
lower right quadrant of the obverse. Middle die state for this 
pairing. 

398 1800 B-17a, BB-19 . ar t -3.  S. oole , m ro -
erl  lea e  N S . toned charcoal gray throughout and 
most of the definition survives on the curls and eagle. Signs 
of tooling around the rim and a couple of shallow dents are 
noted, one between ib of liberty, the other below the arrow 
nocks. a strong die line extends off the 1 and bold clashing 
above liberty’s chest from the wing defines this variety. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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399 1801 B-1, BB-211. ar t -3. er  e-25. intermingled pink, gold, 
and blue iridescence. the reverse die state is advanced with a 
bulge at Me in aMeriCa, and cracks through Sta in StateS 
and riC in aMeriCa. excellent surfaces quality for the grade. 

Purchased from B. Max Mehl for 2.25.

400 1802 B- , BB-241. ar t -1. bo t c rc late -50. Sharply 
struck and warmly toned with blue, pink, and gold predomi-
nating. Close examination reveals some planchet inclusions of 
“streaking” in the field behind liberty’s head. the obverse, in 
particular, shows excellent centering. a small obverse planchet 
bruise is noted at 11:00 and mentioned for accuracy’s sake. 

401 1802 B- , BB-241. ar t -1. ho ce xtremel  e-45. 
gunmetal-gray surfaces with vivid blue, gold, pink, and lilac 
highlights. a pronounced rim bump is present above the first 
t in StateS. this variety can be immediately recognized by 
the missing right foot of the t in liberty. 

From an unidentified B. Max Mehl auction, Lot 722, for 3.40.

402 1802 B- , BB-241. ar t -1. ho ce er  e-30. lightly 
cleaned long ago and now mostly pearl gray with blushes of 
gold and lilac. a small reverse rim bump is noted at 5:00. the 
impressions of both dies are nicely centered. 

403 1803 B- , BB-255. ar t -2. ar e 3. xtremel  e-45. generous 
Mint lustre is seen on both sides, and over much of the surfaces, 
though it is rightfully strongest in the most protected recesses. 
the coin was clearly dipped long ago, but traces of soft rose and 
gold toning have returned. Struck on a somewhat problematic 
planchet, with a clear flaw at star 1, and faint adjustment marks 
seen at the central reverse, revealing that the planchet was a 
little overweight. Still, this coin has much to offer for the grade 
assigned, and as the color slowly returns to the surfaces, it will 
certainly improve with age. 

From our Coin Galleries sale, November 1981, lot 2251.

404 1803 B- , BB-255. ar t -2. ho ce er  e-30. Mostly pewter 
gray with wisps of charcoal gray at the borders. a few scattered 
rim bruises are noted, and a heavy scrape can be seen between 
the words StateS oF. 

405 1803 B- , BB-255. ar t -2. ar e 3. er  e-20. intermingled 
gold, blue, and lilac iridescence. the impressions of both dies 
show excellent centering, and the surface quality is exceptional 
for the grade. 
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U.S. gobreCHt SilVer DollarS

Br ht 183  Name o  Base obrecht ollar

40  183  obrecht. - 0, Pollock- 5. ar t -1. Or al. Name o  Base, a le  Starr  el . Proof-58. Silver. 
Plain edge. Die alignment i (Coin turn, eagle flies upward, liberty’s head opposite D). this Proof has been 
slightly mishandled with several shallow scuffs and short scratches now present in the delicate mirror fields. 
there is also a rim bruise at the top of the reverse. bright white, with a hint of peripheral gold starting to form 
on both sides. on this obverse, gobrecht added his name to the rocky base, moving it up from the open field 
above the date. Much of the original reflectivity of the fields is intact, despite the handling marks and scuffs. 

er Po lar 183  obrecht Name O  Base S l er ollar

407 183  obrecht. - 0, P- 5. ar t -1. Or al. Name o  Base, a le  Starr  el . Proof-53. Silver. Plain 
edge. Die alignment i (Coin turn, eagle flies upward, liberty’s head opposite ol). the reverse alignment is 
slightly different with the eagle flying upwards at a sharper angle, perhaps as the reverse die rotated slightly 
in the coining press. the surfaces show moderate nicks and scuffs from handling or perhaps brief circulation. 
the color is a trifle dull with no signs of gold or blue yet forming. the edge is generally clean and the eye 
appeal decent. as more of these gobrechts are studied, more and more understanding of their mysteries is 
coming to light. 

From eritage’s auction of February 21-23, 1985, Lot 1091.

2x photo

2x photo
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H h- ra e 183  Name O  Base Or al S l er ollar

408 183  obrecht. - 0, P- 5. ar t -1. Or al. Name o  Base, a le  Starr  el . Proof-45 P S . Silver, Plain 
edge. Die alignment i (Coin turn, eagle flies upward, liberty’s head opposite Do). lovely steel gray devices with 
slightly darker gray fields which offset the devices. Fully struck with most of the feather details sharp despite limited 
circulation, and just a touch of wear on the high points of the design. Clean surfaces with the only distraction a minor 
scratch connecting the base in F a in oF aMeriCa. always in strong demand for the clean designs and substantial 
size of the dollar coin with the bold flying eagle reverse. Housed in an older green insert PCgS holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

l tter  Br ll a t Proof 1838 obrecht S l er ollar

409 1838 obrecht. -84, P-93. ar t -4. estr ke. Name o  Base, a le  Pla  el . Proof- 1. Silver. reeded edge. 
Die alignment iii (Coin turn, eagle flies level, head opposite N of oNe). bright and reflective with the delicate mir-
ror fields showing their true silver flash. Moderate hairlines and a few nicks are present, but these are to be expected 
and rarely are these popular gobrecht coins found in Choice or finer grades. Starting to tone around the obverse in a 
deep hue, with just a hint appearing on the reverse rim. the strike is bold throughout, and the reeded edge is clean 
and free of detracting bumps. one shadowy spot seems to have landed on liberty’s right arm at the top, another 
much smaller speck is located between ta of StateS near the rim. a thin die crack appears at the tops of UNiteD 
and Meri, and the 38 of the date shows slight repunching. as recently discovered by numismatic authority John 
Dannreuther, the name C. gobreCHt F. was taken off the master punch of liberty, but traces remain in the shallow 
void above the date, best seen on the 1839 gobrecht coins. New and exciting discoveries like this undoubtedly await 
future numismatists in this area. 

From our auction of November 29-30, 1989, Lot 532.

2x photo

2x photo
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410 Pa r of bert  Seate  s l er ollars  � 1841 Very Fine-30 
sharpness, obverse rim bruise at 9:00 � 1859-S Very Fine-
20. Deep golden gray. a scarce San Francisco issue. (total: 2 
pieces) 

411 1842 bo t c rc late -50 shar ess, cleaned, reverse en-
vironmental damage. this should be viewed before bidding. 

412 Pa r of s l er ollars  � 1843 Choice Very Fine-35. Medium 
steel gray � 1872 extremely Fine-40. Dipped at one time, now 
nicely retoning. (total: 2 pieces) 

413 1844 bo t c rc late -50. Medium silver gray with warm 
champagne tones. the “Quad Stripes” variety, as are all of this 
date; die doubling at the shield caused groups of four vertical 
lines in each shield stripe instead of the usual three-line stripes. 
errant 8 in gown above the existing date. 

414 184  ho ce xtremel  e-45. only a single tiny reverse 
rim bruise at 2:45 requires mention. Sharp definition enhances 
pleasant pale gray toning. the protected areas still retain traces 
of muted mint frost. 

415 184  ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium golden gray surfaces; 
faintly brushed long ago. 

41  184 -O bo t c rc late -50. this pale gray example is well 
struck and shows just light wear. Some light rim disturbances 
and hairlines are noted, but the overall appearance is quite 
presentable. a respectable example of one of the few New 
orleans minted issues in the series. 

417 1847 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Warm underly-
ing lustre supports pale champagne toning. a few light marks 
account for the grade. 

418 1847 ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Medium silver gray 
with lively mint lustre in the protected areas and splashes of 
rich gold. 

419 1850-O er  e-20. Medium gray with some degree of smooth-
ing at the obverse rim, however the overall appearance is quite 
nice. a very scarce, low-mintage New orleans Mint issue (only 
40,000 pieces were struck) that is always popular among liberty 
Seated dollar collectors. 

U.S. liberty SeateD SilVer DollarS

 YO  B SH
03-5 9-3875 • 212-245-5018
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l s e 1855 bert  Seate  ollar
m orta t Slee er ate

420 1855 er  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Medium golden 
gray with mildly reflective surfaces and contrasting devices, 
bathed in varied champagne and rose. No heavy marks pres-
ent, with just touch of modest circulation wear and some 
breaks in the lustre on the high points accounting for the 
grade. an important sleeper, a date that saw a mintage of 
26,000 pieces, the vast majority of which went overseas to 
the orient trade where they served their purpose well. High-
grade examples such as the present specimen are few and far 
between in today’s numismatic circles, and we suspect the 
bidding activity for this particular 1855 liberty Seated dol-
lar will highlight the rarity of the date when found so finely 
preserved. 

421 1857 er  e-30. Medium golden gray with steel and elec-
tric blue toning in the peripheral regions. a few light marks 
as should be expected for a coin at the assigned grade level. 
Much of this date’s mintage went to the China trade and was 
never repatriated; even a well-worn example such as this is 
scarce. 

422 18 0-O Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. brilliant, 
highly lustrous, and sharply struck, a visually charming 
specimen despite a peppering of scattered tiny marks. 

423 18 0-O e-12. an attractive dove gray example with a lovely 
original appearance. a reverse rim bump is noted as well as a 
couple of light marks, but the eye appeal is quite pleasing for 
the grade. 

424 18 2 Proof- 0 P S . reflective silver gray with a hint of deep 
gold at the rims, and visually nicer than the grade implies. one 
of 550 Proofs of the date struck. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

425 18 4 bo t c rc late -53. Semi-reflective fields display 
only a single hairline scratch at the upper left obverse. Shades 
of pale lavender and olive golden toning are highlighted by 
hints of iridescence at the peripheries. Higher grade business 
strikes of this scarce issue are always in demand. 

42  18 7 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. Medium slate surfaces with 
mixed rose and blue toning highlights. Minor reverse rim 
bruise noted above Nit. 

427 18 8 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. appearance 
of a higher grade at first glance but there are signs of a light 
cleaning evident on the obverse. Mottled russet toning over 
semi-reflective surfaces. the strike is excellent and adds to the 
allure of this common but still desirable coin. 
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428 18 9 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. Mirrored fields and mildly 
contrasting devices cloaked in deep and varied shades of gold, 
sky blue, and olive. Some cloudiness greets the eye under a 
bright light source. 

ho ce ameo Proof 1871 bert  Seate  1

429 1871 Proof- 4 O N . bright and frosty motifs sit 
serenely against heavily mirrored fields, all bathed in splashes 
of rich and varied rose and gold iridescence. one of 960 Proofs 
of the date produced. Fewer than a half dozen Proofs of the 
date have been graded finer than the present specimen within 
the CaMeo designation by NgC. 

NgC Census: 6; 5 finer within the designation (Proof-66 CaMeo 
finest).

430 1871 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Softly lustrous with pale 
champagne in abundance. Some hairlines noted. 

431 clect c s l er ollar a r  � 1872 Very Fine-20 � 1921 
Peace. about Uncirculated-53. both toned in varying degrees 
and both nice for their respective grade. (total: 2 pieces) 

U.S. traDe DollarS

432 1873-  bo t c rc late -55 with respect to wear, however 
the surfaces have been noticeably cleaned on either side. the 
definition is sharp, but the lustre is somewhat muted, and the 
fields show many hairlines. With this having the second lowest 
mintage of any of the Carson City Mint trade dollars, the piece 
offered here remains scarce and quite important. 

433 1874-  S- 1 P S . Silver-gray with most of the lustre 
intact. a scarce issue. the fields and devices show a couple of 
minor ticks from bag handling, and the strike is slightly soft 
on the eagle’s thigh. 

434 1874-  Br ll a t c rc late - 0, cleaned long ago, now 
retoned in pale champagne hues. reverse granularity present 
in the fields. 

435 ra e ollar threesome  � 1874-S. extremely Fine-40 � 187 -S 
e   . about Uncirculated-53 sharpness, heavy obverse 

hairlines, reverse chop mark at UNi � 1878-S Very Fine-35. 
(total: 3 pieces) 
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43  1875-  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. lustrous deep silver 
gray with deepening golden hues on both sides. 

437 187  e   . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. 
Deep golden gray with lighter tones around the devices. 

438 187 -  e   . xtremel  e-40. Varied crimson, navy, 
and golden hues on golden gray surfaces. Hairlines on reverse 
suggest a long-ago cleaning. 

htl  o e  187 -S ra e ollar

439 187 -S S- 4 P S . the obverse shows gray-silver ton-
ing with strong lustre beneath; the reverse has golden russet 
dappled over that side. a nick or two from bag handling but 
much finer than a Choice example. the strike is decent for this 
San Francisco issue from the nation’s Centennial year. 

440 1877 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Deep golden gray with rich 
blue, rose, and gold highlights. reverse hairlines suggest a 
long-ago cleaning. Scattered tiny marks become apparent 
under low magnification. 

441 1877-  o ble  f al 7. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 1. a beautiful example that displays attractive golden 

color clinging to the devices. the surfaces display satiny lus-
tre and are free of marks. this coin would easily grade Very 
Choice if not for some skillful rim filing. a well struck and eye 
appealing example. 

442 1877-  ho ce bo t c rc late -58 shar ess, cleaned 
long ago. Deep silver gray with deeper golden hues. 

443 1878-S o ble  e e erse. ho ce Br ll a t c rc -
late - 3. Frosty and lustrous with rich silver tones mingling 
broadly with varied gold and rose highlights. Sharply struck 
and admirably preserved, a trade dollar that readily meets the 
standards of the assigned grade. Very slight doubling noted 
at the bottoms of 420 graiNS on the reverse, though high 
magnification is needed to determine this. 

444 1881 Proof- 0 P S . brilliant with just a hint of pale golden 
toning. one of just 960 Proofs coined of this date. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

445 1881 Proof-55 P S . Faint hairlines and silver-gray surfaces 
are present with the color uniform on both sides. a scarce 
Proof-only issue. 
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44  1878 8 a lfeathers. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 
P . Highly lustrous with satiny, largely reflective fields 

and frosted motifs forming a pleasing, if somewhat modest, 
cameo contrast. Careful examination reveals some faint hair-
lines beneath Miss liberty’s chin. 

447 Pa r of or a  ollars  � 1878 8 a lfeathers. er  ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Noticeable obverse doubling through 
the left-hand stars and e PlUribUS UNUM, minor doubling 
seen at uppermost reverse olive leaves � 1884-  em Br ll a t 

c rc late - 5. two frosty, lustrous pieces. (total: 2 pieces) 

448 1878 8 a lfeathers. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. 
Satiny pale silver gray with warm champagne highlights and 
strong lustre; the fields are lightly reflective. 

449 1878 8 a lfeathers. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 P . Mod-
estly frosted devices and satiny, somewhat reflective fields. an 
area of deep golden gray toning is seen beneath liberty’s eye. 

450 1878 8 a lfeathers. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 P . 
Pale champagne hues on frosted motifs and mildly reflective 
fields. 

451 Pa r of er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 ollars  � 1878 
o ble  a lfeathers, 2  e erse � 1878-S. a lustrous and 

well struck pair, each is bright silver with some pale golden 
color. the Philadelphia specimen shows an area of light wip-
ing on the obverse, the reverse of the San Francisco coin is 
prooflike. (total: 2 pieces) 

em Proo ke 1878 7 a lfeathers ollar

452 1878 7 a lfeathers, 2  e erse. S- 5 P  P S . 
a highly reflective gem, largely brilliant with sweeping 
cartwheel lustre, and with just a nuance of faint rose on the 
reverse. lightly frosted obverse motifs, as typical for the date, 
with heavily frosted reverse motifs, again, typical for the date. 
a pleasing coin at the gem level, one that will satisfy any 
advanced collector of Morgan dollars. 

PCgS Population: 11; none finer within the designation.

453 1878 7 a lfeathers. 2  e erse. er  ho ce Br ll a t 
c rc late - 4. Delicate pastel rose and sky blue toning on 

lustrous surfaces. 

454 1878-  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. a lustrous, brilliant, 
and frosty gem from the first year of the Morgan dollar series, 
nicely struck and aesthetically appealing. 

455 1878-  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Highly lustrous and 
nicely struck with brilliant, frosty surfaces touched by a hint 
of champagne iridescence. 

45  hree arso  t  or a  ollars  � 1878-  Br ll a t -
c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. brilliant, somewhat prooflike, 
deep golden toning streaks on reverse � 1883-  er  ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 4. lustrous champagne surfaces with 
some golden toning streaks on the reverse � 1884-  ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 3. brilliant obverse, rich pale violet 
on the reverse. all three pieces have been in old 2x2 paper 
envelopes for years and have acquired similar toning as a 
result. (total: 3 pieces) 

457 r o of o lar bra ch m t or a  ollars  � 1878-  Br l-
l a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. rich rainbow halos at 
the rims � 1884-  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. brilliant 
with a touch of toning at the rims � 1897-S er  ho ce Br l-
l a t c rc late - 4. Deep pearlescent toning on prooflike 
surfaces. (total: 3 pieces) 

458 r o of or a  ollars  � 1878-  Fine-15. attractive golden 
color � 1895-O Fine-12. lightly cleaned but attractive � 1901-S 
Choice extremely Fine-45. a well camouflaged scratch can be 
located in the hair, but the coin maintains a good deal of lustre. 
(total: 3 pieces) 

U.S. MorgaN SilVer DollarS
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ho ce t State 1879-  or a  ollar

459 1879-  lear . S- 3 P S . a tough date to find and 
this one is especially satiny. there are a few minor hairlines 
and a bagmark or two best seen with a loupe. Were it not for 
a few original bags that survived, this date would be virtually 
unobtainable in Mint State. the eagle’s breast is sharp and all 
of liberty’s curls are clear. a satisfying example that should 
please most collectors seeking to find a mid-grade example of 
this elusive Carson City Mint issue. 

4 0 1879-  lear . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. 
bright silver surfaces are replete with a good deal of mint frost. 
a pleasing example of this better variety which is more difficult 
to locate than the CC over CC type. an attractive coin for the 
Morgan dollar specialist. 

4 1 1879-  lear . ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium golden 
gray with good overall eye appeal despite some faint detritus 
in certain recessed areas. Mark-free and worthy of the assigned 
grade. 

4 2 1879-  ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium golden gray 
with no serious circulation marks, but we do note some caked 
detritus at goD on reverse. 

4 3 1879-  lear . xtremel  e-40. Medium golden gray 
with some retained lustre in the protected areas. 

4 4 1879-  xtremel  e-40. once widely known as the 
“Capped Die” variety, but now known for what it is, a partially 
effaced mintmark overstruck with another CC punch. Medium 
golden gray with impressive golden highlights. 

4 5 Pa r of o lar arso  t  t or a  ollar ss es, both 
Choice Very Fine-30: � 1879-  lear  � 1893- . both 
medium golden gray. (total: 2 pieces) 

4  o r N S- ra e  or a  ollars, all called “improperly 
Cleaned”: � 1879-  lear . eF DetailS � 1892-S aU 
DetailS � 1893-  VF DetailS � 1903-S VF DetailS. 
(total: 4 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

4 7 hreesome of el s e bra ch m t or a  ollars, all in 
the Very good range: � 1879-  lear  Very good-8 � 
1879-  Very good-8 � 1895-S Very good-10. (total: 3 
pieces) 

4 8 1879-S 3r  e erse. em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. the 
obverse is frosty with fully mirrored fields and would be 
considered ee  rror Proo ke. the reverse is prooflike 
but not deeply so. a lovely blast white coin. 

4 9 1879-S 2  e erse. S- 3 P S . Fully brilliant with 
broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

470 1880-  8 o er low 7. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. 
Creamy mint frost completely engulfs this gorgeous example. 
the surfaces are generally bright white but do exhibit areas of 
golden color. a beautiful example of this intriguing overdate. 

471 1880-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. bright white 
with nearly pristine surfaces. the coin may have been dipped 
at some point but remains lustrous and attractive. 

472 or a  ollar tr o  � 1880-  about Uncirculated-50 � 1892-
O 2 . Br ll a t c rc late - 0 and Br ll a t c rc late , 

earl  ho ce- 2. Mostly problem free examples with the 
first coin a bit dull, but the other two coins show decent lustre 
with just a few light contact marks that define their respective 
grades. the strike on the 1892-o coins is typically weak in the 
central areas on both sides but they still present themselves in 
a very good light. (total: 3 pieces) 

473 1880-O er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty mint 
lustre engulfs the surfaces of this attractive piece. a trivial rim 
disturbance at the upper right obverse is noted for the sake of 
accuracy. a flashy coin that has wonderful eye appeal. 

474 1881-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Highly 
lustrous and nicely struck with excellent eye appeal for the 
grade. largely brilliant with deepening champagne at the 
peripheries. 

475 1881-  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Prooflike with 
frosty motifs and mirrored fields, essentially DMPl and bril-
liant, with a crisp halo of gold at the rims. 

47  Pa r of ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 or a  ollars  � 
1881-  � 1882- . a pleasing pair of bright silver coins that 
are bathed in frosty lustre. (total: 2 pieces) 

477 Pa r of o lar arso  t  or a  ollars, both er  
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4  � 1881-  � 1885- . both 

are lustrous and frosty with rich rainbow halos at the rims. a 
nicely matched pair. (total: 2 pieces) 
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478 Pa r of arso  t  or a  ollars, both Br ll a t c rc -
late , earl  ho ce- 2  � 1881-  � 1885- . both brilliant 
and frosty with a hint of pale toning. (total: 2 pieces) 

479 Pa r of c rc late  arso  t  or a  ollars  � 1881-  
Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 � 1885-  Br ll a t 

c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a satiny and attractive pair, 
both choice despite the assigned grades. Pale pastel highlights 
on both pieces. (total: 2 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

480 Pa r of arso  t  or a s  � 1881-  extremely Fine-40 
� 1885-  Choice extremely Fine-45. (total: 2 pieces) 

481 Pa r of or a  s l er ollars  � 1881-  Br ll a t c rc lat-
e , earl  ho ce- 2. a frosty, satiny specimen with scattered 
toning spots, a pleasing gem save for a noticeable scuff mark 
on liberty’s cheek � 1885-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. 
(total: 2 pieces) 

482 1881-S S- � N . Sharply struck and lustrous. the 
obverse is partially brilliant with intermingled blue, gold, and 
rose iridescence. the reverse is brilliant. 

483 1881-S S- 5 N . intermingled blue, rose, gold, and violet 
iridescence attractively complements the satiny fields and 
frosty devices. Virtually all design features are sharp save for 
a few strands of hair above liberty’s ear. 

484 r o of 1881-S S- 5 N  ollars. bright and attractive. 
(total: 3 pieces) 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

485 Pa r of em Br ll a t c rc late - 5 or a  ollars  � 
1881-S. Fully brilliant � 188 . toned obverse, brilliant reverse. 
(total: 2 pieces) 

ho ce Proof 1882 ollar

48  1882 Proof- 4 O N . a magnificent coin with 
“album toning,” around the periphery, electric blue changing 
to magenta toward the center, then gold-silver. as pretty as 
a picture. Quality comes to the forefront. We suggest if you 
are looking for a Proof-65, that this high end Proof-64 would 
do just as well, and perhaps even be more attractive than the 
typical 65. 

487 Pa r of em Br ll a t c rc late - 5 S  hol er ollars  � 
1882-  � 1883- . a wonderful pair from this very popular 
mint. Clean cheeks and very satiny surfaces with full mint 
bloom. the strikes are bold and add much to the eye appeal 
of this pair. Some light toning on the latter coin. (total: 2 
pieces) 

488 tet of S  hol er ollars  � 1882-  � 1883-  2  
� 1884-  2 . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 to 

ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 with one or two a bit better. 
a few have some light golden toning which adds to the allure 
of these popular coins. Well worth a premium bid. (total: 5 
pieces) 

489 1882-O S -4. S- 3 P S . one of the top 100 VaM 
varieties and quite popular with collectors as overmintmarks 
are unusual. in this particular case the middle stroke of the S is 
clear within the o. bright with a hint of gold starting to form, 
and a trifle baggy in the fields and on liberty’s face, but the 
reverse is cleaner. 

ameo Proof 1883 ollar

490 1883 Br ll a t Proof, earl  ho ce- 2. Proof with cameo 
contrast. overall toning of light gray and blue with hints of 
magenta. Perhaps worthy of an even higher grade. Well struck 
and without noticeable evidence of handling. 

491 r o of s l er ollars  � 1883-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 1 � 1898-O em Br ll a t c rc late - 5 � 1921 

Peace. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a lovely trio 
of coins each immersed in pleasing lustre. each has a touch of 
russet toning at the rims but mostly on the 1898-o. (total: 3 
pieces) 

492 Pa r of arso  t  or a  ollars  � 1883-  ho ce Br l-
l a t c rc late - 3. ee  rror Proo ke � 1884-  er  

ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. the first coin has lovely 
mirrored surfaces that are well struck and quite attractive. the 
latter coin is frosty with some light facial contact marks, but 
none are so serious as to affect this coin’s delectable appear-
ance. the reverse has soft russet and iridescent blue and gold 
toning. (total: 2 pieces) 

493 1883-S S- 2 P S . reflective fields that have dappled 
russet-blue toning on the obverse, less so on the reverse. 
Chatter marks are found in the lower left obverse quadrant, 
as expected. enough eye appeal for this scarce date. 
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494 hree ho ce bo t c rc late -58 or a  ollars  � 
1883-S � 188 -O � 1889-S. (total: 3 pieces) 

495 Pa r of em Br ll a t c rc late - 5 or earl  so 1884-  
ollars. Nice surfaces with one coin showing some light cop-

per spots, the other with some light contact marks on the face. 
both are well struck and are well worth a premium bid. (total: 
2 pieces) 

49  1884-  S- 4 P  P S . Sharply struck with frosty de-
vices and glittering mirror fields. essentially brilliant surfaces 
accented by some splashes of gold. 

497 Pa r of or a s  � 1884-  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5 
bright white and immersed in frosty lustre � 1903-O er  ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 4. touches of russet golden toning are 
found at the peripheries of this lustrous coin. (total: 2 pieces) 

498 1884-S -58 N . a tough date that is quite elusive in full 
mint condition, the present coin is about as nice as these are 
usually encountered. bright and lustrous, with a few minor 
scuffs from brief circulation. 

499 1884-S ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Highly lustrous and 
largely brilliant with rose and gold toning taking hold at the 
rims. Nice for the grade—some may call this Mint State. 

500 1884-S ho ce bo t c rc late -55. brilliant and lustrous with 
some scattered surface abrasions but no heavy marks. an elusive 
date whose desirability—and value—rises dramatically at each 
step up the grading scale. Choice for the grade. 

501 1885 em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Frosty, lustrous, and 
delightfully prooflike in appearance. largely brilliant with a 
touch of pale pastel toning. Nice! 

502 1885-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Strong cart-
wheel lustre on frosty, brilliant surfaces that yield a faint touch 
of pale violet at the rims. one of 228,000 examples of the date 
struck, the lowest production number for any Morgan dollar 
from the Carson City Mint. 

503 1885-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Fully brilliant 
and nicely lustrous. 

504 1885-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. this bright 
white coin has frosty devices and a wonderfully roo ke ap-
pearance. a rim nick at 4:00 is not overly distracting. 

505 1885-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a sparkling 
beauty with eye appeal and surfaces that readily approach 
the next grade up the ladder. broadly sweeping cartwheels 
enhance both sides with some gold and blue toning begin-
ning at the peripheries. Somewhat prooflike, especially on the 
reverse. Undeniably nice for the grade. 

50  1885-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. rich peach and 
electric blue iridescence on the obverse, brilliant and lustrous 
on the reverse. 

507 1885-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Fully brilliant 
with intense cartwheel lustre. 

508 188  Proof- 2 N . brilliant with medium golden toning. 
Fields with some cloudiness around the devices, perhaps 
suggesting it should be removed from its holder, redipped 
carefully, then neutralized and sent back to NgC. the coin 
does have nice eye appeal within the grade. 

509 188 -O S- 3 P S . Stark white and frosty with pleasing 
lustre and the expected sharp strike. the surfaces are clean 
with just a few bagmarks scattered over the open fields and 
a few tiny lines on liberty. a scarce date this well preserved 
and quite difficult to find even a point higher. 

510 188 -O ho ce bo t c rc late -58. bright and lustrous 
pale champagne surfaces with deeper golden hues in the pro-
tected areas. a great and celebrated rarity in Mint State grades, 
with many of today’s Morgan dollar specialists completely at 
ease with a nice aU coin such as here. 

511 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 or a  ollars  � 188 -O 
� 1890- . both with splashes of varied gold and rose toning. 
(total: 2 pieces) 

512 hree bo t c rc late -50 s l er ollars  � 188 -S � 1890-
 � 1894-S. (total: 3 pieces) 
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513 r o of bra ch m t or a s  � 1887-S Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 1 � 1889-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 1 � 1903-O Br ll a t c rc late - 0. all are highly 

lustrous and all show a touch of attractive peripheral toning. 
(total: 3 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

514 1888 Proof- 2 N . brilliant with mirrorlike surfaces. light 
yellow toning. the fields in this instance have very light cloudi-
ness, if any at all. 

515 Pa r of Sa  ra c sco t or a  ollars  � 1888-S Very 
Fine-25. golden gray � 1895-S Very good-10. Deep lilac-gray. 
(total: 2 pieces) 

e  ate 1889-  or a  ollar ar t

51  1889-  bo t c rc late -53. Medium steel gray with lively 
underlying lustre supporting a broad array of lilac and blue 
iridescence, especially on the reverse. an important key date, 
certainly the rarest of all Carson City Morgan dollar issues by 
a long shot, and always desirable in aU or finer grades. 

ttract e 1889-  ollar

517 1889-  xtremel  e-45. Pale golden gray with wisps of 
deepening champagne, and with plenty of retained lustre in 
the protected areas. a few light marks are seen though none 
warrant individual attention. an altogether attractive example 
of one of the most important key dates in the entire Morgan 
dollar series. 

518 1889-  ho ce er  e-35, cleaned long ago, now naturally 
retoning with a great deal of eye appeal, especially on the 
obverse.  

519 1889-  e-12. an attractive example of this important date. 
the surfaces are a bit glossy from a past cleaning but are free 
of significant marks. the color is beginning to tone back to a 
more natural appearance.  

520 1889-O er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. lustrous and 
largely brilliant with a hint of pale rose on the devices. 

521 Pa r of 1889-O or a  ollars. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc -
late - 4. both have light golden toning and are quite attractive 
for this date. (total: 2 pieces) 

522 1890-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. beautifully 
toned in a pale display of pearlescent beauty. Strictly original 
with nicely supportive underlying lustre. 

523 1890-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a lovely 
blast white coin that is bathed in frosty mint lustre. 

524 r o of -55 P S  or a s  � 1890-  2  � 1904-S. each 
with varied toning highlights. (total: 3 pieces) 

525 1890-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. brilliant and lustrous 
with decided prooflike qualities. Nicely struck. 
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52  1891-  S- 4 P S . the “Spitting eagle” variety with the 
strategically located die lump dangling from the lower beak 
of the eagle. Sparking white lustre throughout. appealing for 
the quality of the brilliant surfaces. 

527 1891-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty mint 
lustre cartwheels over the surfaces of this lovely bright white 
coin. 

528 Pa r of bo t c rc late -53 or a  ollars  � 1891-  � 
1894-S. Deep orange rust-like appearance around the reverse 
eagle. (total: 2 pieces) 

529 1891-S em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. intense cartwheel lustre 
rolls across nearly blemish-free fully brilliant surfaces. Crisply 
struck with bold central details. 

530 1892 Proof- 2 N S . Deep and varied shades of gold, 
carmine, and neon blue grace both sides. Nicer overall than 
many Proofs of the era we have seen in third-party holders 
proclaiming a finer grade. take a look—after all, you’re the 
judge. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

531 1892 Br ll a t Proof, earl  ho ce- 2. this exquisite speci-
men is gunmetal-gray with accents of gold. the fields display 
watery reflectivity. an attractive 19th-century Proof dollar with 
a wonderfully original appearance. 

Near em 1892-  S l er ollar

532 1892-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty with 
broadly sweeping lustre and a wealth of rich and varied golden 
highlights. a pleasing specimen from the penultimate year of 
Carson City Mint coinage production. 

533 1892-  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty and lustrous 
with warm champagne hues, especially deep at the viewer’s 
right side of the reverse. 

534 1892-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a bright 
white coin with thin die cracks encircling both the obverse 
and reverse. a good deal of mint frost adds to the appeal. a 
pleasing example of this better issue. 

535 Pa r of 1892 bra ch m t or a  ollars  � 1892-  Very 
Fine-25. Deep golden gray � 1892-S Choice extremely Fine-45. 
Pale silver gray. (total: 2 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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o e  Proo ke 1892-S S l er ollar

53  1892-S ho ce bo t c rc late -58. a desirable San 
Francisco Mint issue, especially at high aU and finer. Highly 
lustrous and somewhat prooflike with warm silver gray ton-
ing speckled lightly on both sides. Some faint, old obverse 
scratches can be seen after determined up-close magnified 
scrutiny—you probably won’t be disturbed by the insignificant 
nature of the marks. 

537 1892-S -53 N . gold peripheral toning with a patch of 
blue and medium gray centers. lustrous in the hair, attrac-
tive. 

538 1892-S bo t c rc late -50. Medium golden gray. 

539 1892-S bo t c rc late -50, cleaned some time back, now 
retoning in deep champagne hues. 

ho ce Proof 1893 ollar

540 1893 Proof- 4 O N . attractive Proof, light golden 
toning, over frosted devices and mirrorlike fields. a couple 
contact marks are seen in the reverse field, but you need to 
look for them. at the time the Mint did not take special care 
in handling Proofs for collectors, and it may have been that 
those tiny marks were present when they left the institution. 

541 1893 Proof-58 P S . lightly mishandled though not horribly 
so. Warm golden hues encroach inward from the rims. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

542 1893 S- 4 P S . lustrous with a whisper of faint cham-
pagne toning. good overall eye appeal and a nice strike help 
support the assigned grade. 

543 1893 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Highly lustrous and 
exceptionally appealing with no serious marks and plenty of 
eye appeal for the assigned grade. an attractive example of a 
popular low-mintage Philadelphia Mint issue. 

544 1893 bo t c rc late -50. Pearlescent gray with underlying 
lustre and soft golden undertones. 
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545 1893-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Frosty mint 
bloom blankets the surfaces. a bright white coin although the 
reverse shows a light haze. a pleasing example of this impor-
tant issue. 

54  1893-  bo t c rc late -55. lustrous silver gray with 
prooflike reflectivity in the fields. lightly circulated but devoid 
of serious marks. From the final year of Carson City Mint coin-
age operations. 

547 1893-  bo t c rc late -53. Pale silver gray with frosty 
mint bloom in the protected areas. 

548 1893-O ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Medium golden gray 
with some deeper high points. Strong underlying lustre. 

549 1893-O ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Warm golden gray 
with strong underlying lustre. one of the key dates from the 
New orleans Mint, an issue that saw a production of just 
300,000 pieces, the lowest mintage figure for any Morgan dollar 
from our southernmost mint.  

550 1893-O bo t c rc late -53. Deep pearlescent gray with 
golden undertones and mild lustre. 

551 or a  ollar threesome  � 1893-O Very Fine-20 � 1895-O 
Very Fine-20 � 1899 about Uncirculated-50. all medium to 
deep golden gray. (total: 3 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

rc late  e  ate 1893-S or a  1

552 1893-S -20 P S . Well-circulated but not heavily marked, 
a decent example of the key date among all circulation strike 
issues in the Morgan dollar series. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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553 1893-S er  oo -8. a lovely steel gray example that is sure 
to have bidders clamoring for ownership. the surfaces are free 
of marks or other distracting blemishes which is quite unusual 
for any coin in this grade range. a more eye appealing example 
would be difficult to find within the assigned grade.  

ho ce Proof 1894 ollar

554 1894 Proof- 3 N . light yellow toning over mirrorlike 
fields. Scarce as a date, and thus an economical alternative to 
a higher level coin. 

ho ce c rc late  1894 or a  1

555 1894 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a frosty pale golden 
gray example of this scarce and popular low-mintage Phila-
delphia Morgan dollar. Pale rose highlights drift across the 
lustrous surfaces. an important key issue at the assigned 
grade. 

55  1894 ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Pale pearlescent gray 
with nicely supportive lustre. 

557 1894 bo t c rc late -50. lustrous golden gray, dipped 
long ago and now naturally retoning.  

c rc late  1895-O or a  ollar

558 1895-O Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Warm underlying lustre 
supports attractive champagne highlights. a few faint marks 
account for the grade, though the eye appeal is strong for the 
assigned level. 

559 1895-O ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Medium golden gray 
with strong underlying lustre. Pale gold and lilac highlights 
grace both sides. essentially mark-free and attractive as 
such. 

Call our consignment specialists toll free  
to include your individual coins or  

complete collection in an upcoming auction.
NY  800-5 -2580 • NH  8 -811-1804
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5 0 1895-O ho ce bo t c rc late -58. a high degree of lustre 
supports faint champagne toning on both sides. Nicely struck 
and lightly circulated, with no serious marks present. 

5 1 1895-O ho ce bo t c rc late -58. largely brilliant at the 
obverse center with deep crimson and gold at the periphery; 
the reverse is a study in varied golden iridescence. 

5 2 1895-O bo t c rc late -50. an attractive example which 
shows just light wear. a golden gray specimen which retains a 
good deal of satiny mint sheen. a pleasing coin that represents 
a great value in this grade range as prices skyrocket in Mint 
State. 

5 3 1895-S ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Strongly supportive 
lustre enhances deep peach, violet, crimson, and electric blue 
highlights on both sides. 

5 4 1895-S ho ce bo t c rc late -58. a bright and lustrous 
specimen of a scarce San Francisco Mint issue. We note no 
heavy marks though we see a few tiny tics and light scuffs. 

5 5 1895-S ho ce er  e-35. Medium to deep golden gray 
with deeper areas in the protected regions. 

5  189 -O Br ll a t c rc late - 0, cleaned long ago. Pale 
champagne surfaces. 

Scarce 189 -S or a   ho ce t State

5 7 189 -S S- 3 P S . toned with pleasing flecks of russet-
copper and blue on both sides with silver-white still dominat-
ing the color scheme. Well struck by the dies and clean, with 
minimal handling marks or nicks. a scarce coin in this grade, 
the added appeal of pleasing toning. 

5 8 1897-O Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. lustrous pale 
champagne centers yield to rich rainbow toning at the rims. at-
tractive for the grade. a popular semi-key date in Mint State. 

5 9 1898-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Highly lustrous 
and largely brilliant with pale iridescent rainbow halos gather-
ing at the rims. 

570 or a  a  Peace s l er ollar threesome  � 1899 Choice 
about Uncirculated-58 sharpness. Deep charcoal detritus and 
porosity at the reverse center � 1901-S Choice about Uncir-
culated-58. lustrous with deep silver gray overtones � 1928 
Choice about Uncirculated-55. lustrous with a hint of deep 
gold at the rims. one of just 360,649 struck. (total: 3 pieces) 
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571 Pa r of or a  ollars  � 1899 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late -
3 � 1903-O er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. both are 

bright silver and engulfed in radiant mint frost. a lovely pair 
of coins. (total: 2 pieces) 

572 1900-O S- � N . blazing white surfaces and without 
a blush of toning. the eye appeal is strong. this is worth a 
premium for the lustre, surfaces, and frost. 

573 1900-O  S- 3 P S . Sharply struck and lustrous. Pale 
champagne iridescence enhances both surfaces. a popular 
over-mintmark variety with traces of the underlying “CC” 
clear beneath the “o” mintmark. 

after the Carson City Mint ceased coinage operations and became an 
assay office, some serviceable reverse Morgan dollar dies were found and 
shipped back to the Philadelphia Mint. the Mint decided to remove the 
“CC” mintmarks from these dies, and then use them for coinage produc-
tion. the dies were annealed, lapped to obliterate the “CC,” stamped with 
an “o” mintmark, rehardened, and then shipped off to the New orleans 
Mint. Since the lapping process didn’t entirely remove the mintmark, it 
was possible to see traces of a “CC” beneath the “o.” leroy Van allen 
and george Mallis recognized six different varieties of 1900-o/CC dollars 
in their Comprehensive Catalogue and Encyclopedia of .S. Morgan and Peace 
Dollars. Walter breen claims that “six working reverses were found; “it’s 
not clear whether this was based on documentation that he was aware of, 
or simply an inference based on the number of varieties enumerated in the 
Van allen-Mallis reference. if the latter is true, then the actual number of 
dies received from Carson City could have been substantially greater, but 
more thoroughlt lapped, thus completely effacing the “CC” mintmark, 
before being used for production.

574 1901 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. brightly lustrous with no 
serious marks. a key date in the Morgan dollar series in the 
Uncirculated grades. 

575 1901 -55 P S . Frosty and lustrous with good eye ap-
peal for the grade. Scarce to moderately rare in high aU, as 
here, and a prized rarity in any Mint State grade; much of the 
mintage of nearly seven million pieces saw heavy circulation 
or else was melted later under the Pittman act. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

57  1902-S em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Highly lustrous and 
exceptionally attractive with a hint of warm champagne toning 
on both sides. Diagonal planchet lines on the reverse, caused by 
the minting process and not at all unusual on a 1902-S Morgan 
dollar. 

577 1903 Proof- 3 N . light golden toning over mirror surfaces. 
beginning in 1902, the portraits of Miss liberty were polished 
in the die, this being true of other denominations as well, a 
distinct departure from earlier times. Some light lines and 
handling marks are seen. 
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578 1921 Peace. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty with 
strong underlying lustre supporting pale rose on the obverse. 
the reverse is richly toned in varied golden hues deepening 
to umber in places. a nice example for the grade. 

579 1921 Peace. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Highly 
lustrous and boldly struck for the date with excellent eye ap-
peal. We note, however, some planchet roughness, as struck, 
accompanied by “milk spots” in the field near Miss liberty’s 
profile. all told, still a delightful coin for the grade. 

580 Peace ollar threesome, all S- 5 P S  � 1922 � 1923 
� 1925. all are highly lustrous and fully brilliant, each laden 
with innate eye appeal. (total: 3 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

581 1924-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Satiny lustre blankets 
the surfaces of this better date coin. touches of pale gold and 
russet toning can be found here and there. 

582 1925-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Satiny pale gold 
and rose highlights on lustrous surfaces. 

583 Pa r of P S-cert e  Peace ollars  � 192  S- 4. Frosty 
and lustrous � 1927-  S- 2. brilliant, nice for the grade. 
(total: 2 pieces). 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

584 192 -  S- 5 P S . a lustrous gem with warm golden 
hues taking hold at the peripheries. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

585 1928 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty and lus-
trous with pale rose and gold iridescence on both sides. a few 
light marks keep it from a much finer grade. a popular scarcity 
that saw a mintage of just 360,649 pieces, among the lowest of 
all Peace dollar mintages. 

58  1928 S- 3 P S . Deeply abiding lustre with warm and 
varied golden toning highlights on both sides.  

587 1928 S- 3 P S . Satiny surfaces with broadly sweeping 
lustre and pale champagne and olive hues. 

588 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 s l er ollars  � 1928 � 1934-
. both are pale silver with some golden tones. the 1928 shows 

some hairlines indicative of a past wiping. (total: 2 pieces) 

589 1928-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Satiny mint lustre 
bathes the surfaces of this attractive coin. bright silver surfaces 
display pale gold. 

590 1934-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Satiny surfaces 
with strong lustre and pale rose highlights. Choice for the 
grade. 

U.S. PeaCe SilVer DollarS
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a l  1934-S S l er ollar

591 1934-S em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. this magnificent coin is 
completely bathed in radiant mint frost. the pristine surfaces 
are virtually perfect with only the tiniest of imperfections. the 
coin is bright white with an ample strike. this issue is very 
difficult to locate at this grade level and it may be some time 
before another appears on the market. 

592 1935-S S- 4 P S . Frosty and delightfully lustrous with 
pale golden highlights on both sides. Four rays variety: four 
sun rays beneath oNe on the reverse. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

groUPS oF U.S. SilVer DollarS
593 e or a  ollars  � 1878 7 a lfeathers, 2  e erse � 

1878 7 a lfeathers, 3r  e erse � 188 -O � 1887-O � 1903. 
Choice about Uncirculated-58 to Br ll a t c rc late , 

earl  ho ce- 2. a pleasing group of lustrous coins. the 
1886-o shows signs of a light cleaning but the other coins are 
problem free. (total: 5 pieces) 

594 ro  of or a  ollars  � 1878 7 a lfeathers, 2  e erse 
3  � 1881 � 1882-S � 1883 � 1883-O 3  � 1885 � 1887 � 1889 

� 1890 2  � 1901-O � 1904-O. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to 
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a few bright white, but most 

exhibit varied degrees of pretty toning. (total: 16 pieces) 

595 artet of or a  ollars  � 1878 7 a lfeathers, 3r  e erse. 
 203 2 . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1, and 

ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 � 1878 7 8 a lfeathers. 
 32. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. � 1878-  Br l-

l a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. all are brilliant and 
lustrous. (total: 4 pieces) 

59  Se e  ffere t arso  t  or a  ollars  � 1878-  � 
1880- . Cipher 0 in date defaced from coin � 1882-  � 
1883-  � 1890-  � 1891-  � 1892- . grades range 
from good-4 to about Uncirculated-53. this selection should 
be viewed before purchase. (total: 7 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

597 Octet of 1878-S ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to em 
Br ll a t c rc late - 5. a frosty group. Several exhibit 
moderate toning. one coin shows a bit of obverse residue. 
(total: 8 pieces) 

598 Se e  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5 1879-S 3r  e erse 
or a  ollars. Pristine examples that show full mint bloom 

over frosty surfaces. the coins are well struck and a few have 
a chance to enter a higher grade status. Well worth a closer 
look as coins of this quality are not usually found in a single 
lot. (total: 7 pieces) 

599 Select o  of s l er ollars  c stom hol ers. each holder 
contains: � 1879-S 3r  e erse � 1880-S � 1881-S � 1882-S. 
grades range from Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 
to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. all of the coins are 
bright and lustrous with most taking on golden peripheral 
toning from storage in these holders. each four coin set is 
housed in a black board which states “UNiteD StateS Most 
beautiful SilVer Dollar” at the top and “MiNteD iN SaN 
FraNCiSCo” at the bottom with an image of the golden gate 
bridge at the center. (total: 8 sets, 32 pieces) 

00 O e a  a half rolls of c rc late  or a  ollars. includes: 
� 1880-O 7  extremely Fine-40 to about Uncirculated-53 � 
1881-O  about Uncirculated-50 to about Uncirculated-58 � 
1884 2  Very Fine-30 to extremely Fine-40 � 1887 3  extremely 
Fine-45 with two being about Uncirculated-58 � 1887-O 8  
Very Fine to about Uncirculated-50 with three examples in that 
grade � 1888 about Uncirculated-53 � 1892-O 3  Very Fine-
30. a nice mixture of mainly wholesome coins that should be 
inspected. (total: 30 pieces) SO  S S. NO NS. 

01 e  or a  ollars. Most are brilliant, a few have peripheral 
toning. includes: � 1880-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0 � 1884-
O 2  Very Choice about Uncirculated-58 and Choice about 
Uncirculated-55 � 1885 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 
� 188  Br ll a t c rc late - 0 � 1887 er  ho ce bo t 

c rc late -58 � 1889 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 � 
1890 Br ll a t c rc late - 0 � 1902-O er  ho ce Br ll a t 

c rc late - 4 � 1903 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. 
(total: 10 pieces) 

02 ro  of e or a  ollars  � 1880-S � 1882-S � 1900-O 
� 1901-O � 1902-O 3  � 1904-O 2 . Br ll a t c rc late , 

earl  ho ce- 2 to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. all 
are rather lustrous, the 1900-o has a small area of the reverse 
that was wiped but the coins are otherwise problem free. a 
nice selection of attractive dollars. (total: 9 pieces) 

03 ro  of t State or a  ollars  � 1881-O � 1882-O � 
1884 2  � 1885 � 188  � 1890-S 3  � 189  � 1897-S � 1898 
� 1900-O � 1921-S � 1923. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to er  

ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Some brilliant, some with 
varied toning highlights. (total: 15 pieces) 

04 Se e  1881-S or a  ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to 
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. bright white selection of 

coins. includes one prooflike piece and one with attractive 
toning. (total: 7 pieces) 
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05 tet of 1882-  ollars. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc -
late - 4. a lovely group that has outstanding lustre with a 
few coins showing light gold and russet toning. the strikes 
are well impressed, lending good eye appeal to this high grade 
lot. (total: 5 pieces) 

0  Half o e  1882-  or a  ollars. ho ce Br ll a t -
c rc late - 3. Creamy lustre over well struck surfaces gives 
these coin’s a marvelous appearance. one of the coins shows 
some light russet and gold toning while the rest are mainly 
bright and lacking toning. a wonderful group for the Carson 
City silver dollar hoarder. (total: 6 pieces) 

07 artet of 1882-  s l er ollars. Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 2. a respectable group with a couple having 

areas of iridescent toning. good mint lustre is found with a 
moderate amount of surface abrasion also present. a strong 
strike adds to these coins’ eye appeal. (total: 4 pieces) 

08 artet of er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 or a s  � 
1882-  � 1884-  3 . lovely surfaces that show marvelous 
mint lustre. one coin has some lemon-gold toning while the 
rest are bright and lack any toning. Sharply impressed and 
worthy of a closer inspection. (total: 4 pieces) 

09 ro  of ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 or a  ollars  
� 1882-  2  � 1883-  2  � 1884-  3 . a wholesome lot 
with most coins showing frosty lustre and a bit of light toning. 
a great grouping that is well struck with a minimum amount 
of contact marks to mar these coins’ appeal. (total: 7 pieces) 

10 Part al roll of c rc late  arso  t  ollars  � 1882-  4  
� 1883-  3  � 1890-  � 1878- . Very Fine-20 to about 
Uncirculated-53. a very pleasing run of these popular coins 
with the average grade being extremely Fine-40 with only the 
last coin being a Very Fine-20. No major marks to mar these 
coins’ appeal. Medium gray toning on most of these examples. 
(total: 9 pieces) 

11 or a  ollar fo rsome  � 1883-O er  ho ce Br ll a t -
c rc late - 4. richly varied champagne highlights � 1885-O 
Choice about Uncirculated-58. Pale champagne highlights � 
189  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Frosty, lustrous, gorgeous 
� 1903-O er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. brilliant 
and lustrous with a whisper of faint golden toning. (total: 4 
pieces) 

12 ro  of or a  ollars  � 1883-O 2  � 1884-O 4  � 1885 
� 1885-O � 189  � 1898 � 1898-O 2  � 1901-O. Br ll a t 

c rc late - 0 to ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a lus-
trous group, with some pieces showing light toning. (total: 13 
pieces) 

13 Part al roll of c rc late  Sa  ra c sco or a  ollars  � 
1883-S 5  � 188 -S 2  � 1888-S 5  � 1889-S 2  � 1894-S � 
189 -S. Very good-10 to about Uncirculated-50 with one of 
the 1883-S coins and one of the 1886-S coins grading about 
Uncirculated-50 lightly cleaned. the rest average Fine-15 and 
are worth a closer inspection as these dates are a bit scarcer and 
command a premium over the common date price. (total: 16 
pieces) 

14 Half o e  or a s  � 188 -O Choice about Uncirculated-55, 
lightly cleaned � 1892-S � 1894-O 4  Very good-10 to about 
Uncirculated-50. (total: 6 pieces) 

15 artet of or a  ollars  � 1887-S Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 1. DMPl reverse � 1889-O Choice about 

Uncirculated-58 � 1892 Br ll a t c rc late - 0 � 189 -O 
Choice about Uncirculated-58. (total: 4 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1  artet of better ate or a  ollars  � 1889-  about 
good-3 � 1889-S Choice about Uncirculated-55 � 1893 
Very good-8 � 1899-S about Uncirculated-50, cleaned. View 
these before you bid, as each has minor distractions. (total: 4 
pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

17 tet of 1890-O or a  ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 
to Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous coins 
that are weakly struck in the central area. Frosty surfaces with 
a fair share of contact marks. (total: 5 pieces) 

rollS oF U.S. SilVer DollarS
18 Part al roll of 1878-S s l er ollars, Br ll a t c rc late - 0 

to Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. all are brilliant. 
(total: 15 pieces) 

19 Half roll of 1878-S or a  ollars. average ho ce Br ll a t 
c rc late - 3. Most show some moderate to light contact 

marks mainly on the obverse side of the coin. a couple of 
examples show golden toning and all are well struck. a few 
have semi-reflective surfaces which add greatly to their appeal. 
(total: 10 pieces) 

20 Pa r of art al s l er ollar rolls  � 1879-S 3r  e erse. Br l-
l a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 to er  ho ce Br ll a t 

c rc late - 4  8  � 1887 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 
12 . the 1879-S coins are mostly MS-63 with great mint lustre 

and strong strikes. the 1887 coins are mostly satiny with just 
one coin showing deep russet and gold toning. Well struck. 
(total: 20 pieces) 

21 oll of m xe - ate or a  ollars, Br ll a t c rc late - 0 
to ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. � 1880 7  � 1881-O 2  
� 1882 3  � 1883 3  � 1884 3  � 1885-O 2 . Mainly brilliant, 
some with a hint of toning. (total: 20 pieces) 

22 oll of 1880-S or a  ollars. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late -
3 to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty surfaces 

that are well struck and quite lustrous. great cartwheel fields 
further enhance this lovely roll with the majority of the coins 
closer to the higher grade. the coins are virtually devoid of 
toning and have that “just minted’’ look. (total: 20 pieces) 

23 ro  of 1880-S s l er ollars, Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to 
er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Mainly brilliant, some 

with delicate toning highlights. (total: 9 pieces) 

24 xe  ate art al roll of s l er ollars. Br ll a t c rc lat-
e , earl  ho ce- 2 to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4  
� 1881-O 4  � 1883-O 4  � 1884 2  � 1887-O 2  � 1888 5 . 
a nice mixed group of silver dollars that are mostly devoid of 
any toning. a moderate amount of contact marks can be found 
on some of the coins but the average grade is close to MS-63. 
one of the 1884 coins is a deep mirror prooflike and is quite 
nice. the strikes are average with some a bit stronger than 
usual on the Philadelphia minted coins. (total: 17 pieces) 
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25 Part al roll of 1881-S s l er ollars. average ho ce Br ll a t 
c rc late - 3 to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. 

bright mint lustre over surfaces that have been well preserved. 
Well struck with most of the coins being closer to the higher 
grade. (total: 15 pieces) 

2  Part al roll of 1881-S or a  ollars, Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 2 o erall, with some at the er  ho ce 

Br ll a t c rc late - 4 level. all are brilliant. (total: 14 
pieces) 

27 oll of 1883-O s l er ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to 
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a brilliant roll with very 

little toning seen on these lustrous coins. the strike is weak 
over the ear and on the eagle’s breast. a moderate amount 
of light contact marks are found with none too serious. a 
decent roll that should be closely scrutinized. (total: 20 
pieces) 

28 Part al roll of 1883-O s l er ollars. Br ll a t c rc late -
0 to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. all are brilliant. 

(total: 15 pieces) 

29 xe  ate O-m t roll of or a  ollars  � 1883-O 5  � 
1885-O 15 . Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to ho ce Br ll a t 

c rc late - 3. Most of the coin show a frosty appearance 
with a moderate amount of contact marks. the strike is decent 
for these New orleans minted coins although some are weak 
in the hair above the ear. examination is recommended for this 
mixed roll. (total: 20 pieces) 

30 oll of 1884-O s l er ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to 
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. the average grade is MS-

61 for this roll that is mostly brilliant with just some light 
toning on a few. the strike is nice for this date with the breast 
feathers and the hair over the ear more defined than typically 
seen. a decent roll for this minimal Mint State grade. (total: 
20 pieces) 

31 oll of 1884-O s l er ollars, ho ce Br ll a t c rc late -
3. all are brilliant. (total: 20 pieces) 

32 oll of 1884-O or a  ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 
to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a lustrous group 
that have mostly typical strikes for this New orleans minted 
date. Some with scattered bagmarks and a few with light to 
medium toning. Should be viewed to fully appreciate. (total: 
20 pieces) 

33 Part al roll of 1884-O s l er ollars. ho ce Br ll a t c r-
c late - 3 to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. good 
mint bloom with the end coin showing rainbow toning on the 
obverse. Most of the coins are weakly struck in the center which 
is common for this date. Some scattered marks are seen making 
the average closer to the lower grade. (total: 15 pieces) 

34 Part al roll of 1885-O or a  ollars. ho ce Br ll a t 
c rc late - 3 to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. 

lustrous surfaces that have some light contact marks present. 
the strikes on these coins are decent although not quite full. 
a very attractive partial—most of the coins are close to the 
higher grade stated. (total: 15 pieces) 

35 oll of m xe - ate New Orlea s m t ollars, Br ll a t 
c rc late - 0 to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. � 

1885-O  � 1888-O 2  � 1898-O 5  � 1899-O 4  � 1900-O 
3 . all are brilliant. (total: 20 pieces) 

3  Part al roll of 188  s l er ollars. er  ho ce Br ll a t c r-
c late - 4. a lustrous group that have decent strikes although 
most are not fully struck. the fields are quite clean with some 
coins showing light to medium toning. (total: 10 pieces) 

37 oll of 1887 or a  ollars. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 
to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. an above average 
roll with nearly half of the coins grading near or at the higher 
grade mentioned. Some light toning with one coin dull due to 
improper storage. the strikes are excellent and deliver good 
appeal. (total: 20 pieces) 

38 oll of m xe  ate Ph la el h a t or a  ollars, Br l-
l a t c rc late - 0 to ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. � 
1887 3  � 1889 2  � 189   � 1897  � 1898 3 . all are 
brilliant and lustrous. (total: 20 pieces) 

Scarce 1887-O ollar olls
39 oll of 1887-O or a  ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to 

ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty roll of dollars, with 
some lightly toned pieces. typical strikes. (total: 20 pieces) 

40 oll of 1887-O or a  ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to 
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a lovely roll with ample 

satiny lustre. the two end coins are lightly toned. (total: 20 
pieces) 

41 oll of m xe  ate New Orlea s t ollars, Br ll a t -
c rc late - 0 to ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. � 1900-O 
3  � 1901-O  � 1902-O 4  � 1904-O 7 . Chiefly brilliant 

though a few show a hint of faint toning. (total: 20 pieces) 

42 oll of 1921-  s l er ollars. Br ll a t c rc late - 0 to 
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a decent roll with good 

strikes and some light toning. Some coins have some remov-
able PVC which will make this a respectable and desirable roll 
to acquire. (total: 20 pieces) 

43 oll of 1923 Peace ollars, Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 2 to er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a choice 

group of brilliant Peace dollars. (total: 20 pieces) 
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U.S. MiNt aND year SetS
44 r o of Year Sets  � 1943-P S � 1949-P S � 1952-P S. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 to em Br ll a t 

c rc late - 5. the 1943 year set is totally original and has nice toning on the silver coins and the nickels. 
the cents are full original color with the Denver coins showing some aviary tin pest. the 1949 set is also 
original and has good color on the silver coins. the cents are full red with the “S” minted coin mellowing a 
bit. the 1952 set is lightly toned with some gold, while the cents are full red. all in all a great group of year 
sets that should be closely inspected. (total: 3 sets, 44 pieces) 

45 1951 t Set. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 to em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. a stupendous set that 
has a number of silver coins that enjoy magnificent multi-color toning. Housed in the original cardboard 
holders of issue (one a bit tattered) but does not include the outer or inner mint envelope. (total: 30 pieces) 

4  Pa r of art al t Sets  � 1951 � 1952. the 1951 set is missing all the Denver coins and one of the San 
Francisco quarters. the 1952 set is missing the Philadelphia coins but has marvelous colorful toning on the 
silver coins. the first set is mounted in its original cardboard holders of issue but no envelopes, while the 
latter set is mounted in its original cardboards and inner envelope. (total: 39 pieces) 

47 Pa r of t Sets  � 1952 � 1953. both are ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 to em Br ll a t c rc late -
5. the first set has russet and gold toning present on the silver coins while the second set is very similar 

in toning. both sets are housed in their original cardboard holders but do not have their original inner and 
outer mint envelopes. (total: 2 sets, 60 pieces) 

U.S. ProoF SetS

u s  minT anD year seTs  Proo  seTs  The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions

1915 ProoF Set — SolD iNDiViDUally

the nine lots to follow represent an original 1915 
Proof Set that was meticulously preserved by the con-
signor for many, many decades. as can be seen in the 
accompanying photo, the set was housed in a Wayte 
raymond style cardboard holder that was sealed shut 
with a series of rivets. the set was gently removed from 
this holder for cataloguing, photography and certifica-
tion, revealing the gorgeous, mostly gem quality set 
below. Six of the coins graded Proof-65 to Proof-67 by 
PCgS, attesting to the set’s superb quality - only the 
cent and double eagle graded lower, the latter coin still 
a glorious coin that we believe to be a borderline gem. 
Decades of storage in cardboard did not sit well with 
the set’s Proof buffalo nickel, which was not graded 
by PCgS due to the mottled surfaces. the 1915 Proof 
barber coinages represent the second lowest mintages 
within their series, and the four gold denominations of 
the year 1915 also represent the keys to each of these 
denominations in Proof, especially when so finely 
preserved. the opportunities to acquire such high 
quality coins from early Proof Sets have dwindled 
greatly over the last 50 years as more and more sets 
have been broken up for their individual coins. Do not 
miss the present opportunity to add these precious 
coins to your fine collection.
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ho ce atte Proof 1915 e t

48 1915 ce t. atte Proof- 3 B P S . Mostly faded red but with traces of a fingerprint and carbon specks 
so typical of these early lincoln Proofs. the strike is precise and traces of colorful iridescence draw the eye 
with their location in the curls of lincoln’s hair. 

o e  1915 Proof B ffalo N ckel

49 1915 ckel. Proof- 0. this has been exposed to something that has caused it to tone with a wood grain pat-
tern on both sides with small patches of staining as well. reflective surfaces beneath. a popular date with 
collectors. 

el htf ll  o e  1915 Proof me

50 1915 me. Proof-  P S . Desirable for the copper-gold and blue toning that bathes both the obverse and 
reverse in perfectly organized rings. the centers are bright and well frosted on the devices and lettering. a 
few minute hairlines apparently account for the grade, as this lovely gem has abundant eye appeal and no 
distractions. 

olorf l 1915 Proof arter

51 1915 arter. Proof-  P S . Mostly silver at the centers with a deeper ring of yellow, gold and crimson 
around the rims. the strike is sharp and the surfaces outstanding, with no signs of handling. a strong loupe 
reveals traces of carbon specks on the obverse. 

Scarce S er em 1915 Half ollar

52 1915 half ollar. Proof-  P S . especially bright on the obverse with a dusting of peripheral gold in 
patches near the rims; the reverse has a layer of gold toning and a darker blue-gray area at the base of that 
side. apparently a later striking in the Proof sequence as there is a thin die crack connecting liberty’s bust tip 
to the final star, a bit curious as a mere 450 were coined. a desirable example of this late issue Proof barber 
half dollar. 

 The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions Proo  seTs
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a est c S erb em atte Proof 1915 a  arter a le
O e of the est of 100 Str ck

53 1915 arter ea le. Proof- 7 P S . years and years of combined experience tells us when a truly special coin 
crosses the auction block. in this particular case, the 1915 indian quarter eagle in Proof appears occasionally. 
the original mintage of 100 pieces is represented by 25-40 coins today, with some likely melted as unsold as the 
year drew to a close and america teetered on entering the War to end all wars. Somehow the present coin came 
down to us virtually untouched and as perfect as the day it was struck. a remarkable feat given the passage of 
93 years and countless opportunities for contact or mishandling. this coin was carefully sequestered away in 
a Proof set from this period and the other coins from this set are offered in this same auction.

   years of record keeping by noted expert David akers first brought attention to this date in Proof. in 1975 when 
akers published his excellent references on gold coinage, he believed the 1915 to be the rarest of the Proof indian 
quarter eagles, and this has been borne out by the PCgS Population eport with its two decades of recording those 
seen. remarkably and of considerable importance, the present coin is one of the two finest seen by that service for 
this date. Certainly this is the finest example we have seen of this date with a technically finer example difficult 
to imagine, although a single coin has been graded a point higher by NgC. the color is a perfect example of the 
greenish seasoned mustard gold, with the virtually perfect coarse sandblast matte finish expected. the Philadel-
phia Mint tinkered with the finish of these Matte Proofs moving from the lighter roman gold finish seen in 1908 
through 1911 to a matte finish with tiny facets used in 1912 and 1913, to the present style in 1914 where the facets 
became slightly coarser but the color remained the same. all are beautiful and a date run of these Proofs presents 
many challenges for the numismatist. this particular coin would be a perfect selection to begin a set, as all other 
dates are found with slightly greater frequency than this final year of issue for the Matte Proofs. 

PCgS Population: 2; none finer.

es le e t em atte Proof 1915 Half a le
O e of st 75 Str ck or ollectors

54 1915 half ea le. Proof-  P S . the 1915 Matte Proof half eagle is the key date of the Proof series, with a 
tiny mintage of just 75 pieces. Most of these were apparently melted as the combined PCgS Population eport 
and NgC Census show 32 coins graded in all, and that’s with likely duplication. as seen on the quarter eagle 
in this set, the style for coinage of these was carried over from 1914, a dark seasoned mustard finish with 
coarser facets. in the middle years of 1912 and 1913 the same color was created but the facets were tinier. 
the initial years of 1908-1911 used a lighter yellow roman finish style. Due to the fact that the Philadelphia 
Mint continued to change the recipe to produce these magnificent coins, a collection of the dates shows the 
evolutionary process better than a wordsmith can describe. in absolute terms the quality of the present coin 
places it in the top third of those that survived at all, and it may have claims to be one of the top six if all 
could be gathered up and compared together. a classic rarity in all grades, such quality may not be offered 
again for many years or even decades to come. 

PCgS Population: 1; 1 finer (Pr-67 finest).

2x photo

2x photo
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e  ate em atte Proof 1915 a  10 ol
O e of 75 te   the al Year of Proofs

55 1915 ea le. Proof- 5 P S . glorious dark mustard yellow as expected on these stunning Matte Proofs. 
the color is perfectly even although close examination will find a scattering of tiny copper specks on both 
sides. these are found on most original examples and are caused by the trace amounts of copper in the 
gold alloy in the planchet. the majority of these have been professionally conserved in recent decades and 
these trace copper specks are usually removed. the surfaces are outstanding with no hairlines or signs of 
handling, and this is easily a gem by today’s standards.

Mintage for these Proofs tumbled to 75 pieces for the year, perhaps half were melted as unsold at the 
end of the year. to date a mere 36 have been certified, combined, by PCgS and NgC, a number which 
certainly includes some duplication. Such a tiny sum confirms that 1915 is the key date indian eagle of the 
Proof series, and a desirable coin to obtain in gem grades. to date, PCgS has graded seven this high with 
a single coin seen one point finer—precious few to choose from. 

Near em atte Proof 1915 Sa t- a e s we t
 lass c mer ca  ar t

2x photo

2x photo
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5  1915 o ble ea le. Proof- 4 P S . a resplendent coin 
with the expected deep seasoned mustard yellow color and 
coarser microscopic facets. these 1915 double eagles match 
the color and texture of the Proofs from 1914. a hint of a 
break in the surface is found on liberty’s knee and breasts, 
this despite the most careful handling of the past 93 years. 
a few tiny copper specks are seen with effort; these develop 
over time and were caused by minute traces of copper in the 
gold alloy of the planchet. For a Proof of this era, this is a 
very high end coin and one that would be hard to duplicate 
and nearly impossible to best. PCgS has graded nine this 
high with a single coin seen finer by that grading service. 
this tiny number is from the original mintage of 50 pieces, 
some of which were certainly melted.

Proof production of these impressive coins came to a 
virtual halt after 1915. a single roman Finish Proof double 
eagle was coined in 1921 which traces back to raymond t. 
baker, Director of the Philadelphia Mint in 1921, and this 
single coin was struck in Proof to commemorate the birth 
of his son that year. No record of its existence was known, 
the coin traded hands in June of 2000. No other double 
eagle Proofs besides this single example were coined after 
1915. Without question, the 1915 is the key date among the 
normal Proof issues, although single examples are known 
of earlier dates in various Proof finishes which represent 
the Philadelphia Mint’s tinkering and are virtually uncol-
lectible. a regal example of this issue, and worthy of the 
finest collection. 

PCgS Population: 9; 1 finer (Pr-65 finest).
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57 1939 Proof Set. em Br ll a t Proof- . the cent is full red 
with the nickel showing some nice cameo effect. the dime 
and half dollar have a light brownish tone about the rim. a 
wonderful set that should be the centerpiece of any late date 
Proof set collection. (total: 5 pieces) 

58 1942 Proof Set. 5 ece. er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. light 
russet toning over nicely reflective surfaces. the cent is mostly 
full red with just some light mellowing found on the reverse. 
the nickel has some lovely bluish toning to complement the 
rest of the set. (total: 5 pieces) 

59 1950 Proof Set. em Br ll a t Proof- . Five gems in cel-
lophane envelopes, each with some light toning highlights; 
the lincoln cent presents a pleasing if somewhat mild cameo 
appearance. in original box of issue. 

0 1950 Proof Set. em Br ll a t Proof- . Five pristine gems in 
individual cellophane envelopes, cent through half dollar, all 
with some faint toning highlights. From the first year of Proof 
coinage since 1942 when World War ii ended production for 
collectors. in original box of issue. 

1 1950 Proof Set. em Br ll a t Proof- 5. a lovely set with the 
silver coins having russet highlights. the cent has nearly full 
mint color with some light mellowing found on the reverse. a 
very attractive set that should be inspected for total apprecia-
tion. (total: 5 pieces) 

2 1950 Proof Set. ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. the cent and the 
nickel show iridescent toning while the silver coins are mostly 
bright and untoned. the set is quite nice for the grade with 
very little in the way of defects and as such demands a closer 
inspection. Housed in its original box of issue with the coins 
housed in poly bags. 

3 Pa r of 1950 Proof Sets  or al boxes of ss e, still sealed 
with the original tape. grades and conditions unknown; this 
one is a “numismatic grab-bag” if you will, but we suspect the 
overall quality is excellent. owing to the nature of the lot, it is 
being sold without benefit of return; please bid as though you 
mean to own this pair of five-piece 1950 Proof sets, for own 
them you will. (total: 2 sets, 10 coins total) 

4 hreesome of 1950s Proof Sets  � 1950 em Br ll a t Proof- 5. 
in a custom plastic holder � 1951 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. 
three silver coins with modest yet attractive cameo contrast. 
in a custom plastic holder � 1953 em Br ll a t Proof- 5. in 
original cellophane envelopes. (total: 3 sets, 15 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

5 1951 Proof Set. S erb em Br ll a t Proof- 7. all are ex-
ceptional quality and in cellophane wrappers, the quarter and 
half dollar cameo-like in appearance. in box of issue. (total: 5 
pieces) 

 1951 Proof Set. em Br ll a t Proof- . all pieces with pale, 
delicate toning, all in cellophane packages. in box of issue. 
(total: 5 pieces) 

7 1951 Proof Set. er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4 to em Br l-
l a t Proof- 5. the silver coins and nickel are bright with 
good eye appeal. the cent is red with some reverse darkening 
present. a decent set that is mounted in five poly bags. (total: 
5 pieces) 

8 1951 Proof Set. ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. a nice bright set 
with the cent showing full red and the silver coin mainly 
bright and showing very little in the way of toning. a few 
light hairlines are seen on the half dollar, otherwise this set 
is very pretty and should bring a strong price. Housed in its 
original box of issue and the coins are housed in poly bags. 
(total: 5 pieces) 

9 1952 Proof Set. er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. a lovely set 
with the cent fully red and the other coins showing a trace of 
light toning. a well matched set that is housed in a hard plastic 
holder. the lot includes the original box and cellophanes of 
issue. 

70 hree 1950s Proof Sets, all er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4  � 
1952 � 1953 � 1954. the 1952 set is nice and housed in their 
original box and cellophanes while the 1953 set has the original 
box but not all the coins are in their original cellophanes and 
lastly the 1954 set has its original box but are housed in poly 
bags. the last set is toned about the edge. (total: 3 sets, 15 
pieces) 

71 Pa r of Proof Sets  � 1952 Proof set. em Br ll a t Proof- 5 
� 1955 Proof set. er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. the first set 
with deep toning on the silver coins, the cent mostly mint red 
with some light toning. the second set is quite lovely with great 
sparkling surfaces with some light toning about the rim. the 
cent is a crisp red with no mellowing whatsoever. a great set 
that is visually stunning. (total: 2 sets, 10 pieces) 

Proo  seTs  The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions
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U.S. CoMMeMoratiVe SilVer CoiNS
7  ommemorat e half ollar threesome, each er  ho ce 

Br ll a t c rc late - 4  � 193  Br e ort. largely brilliant 
� 192 -S Ore o . richly toned � 1927 ermo t. largely bril-
liant. all are delightfully lustrous. (total: 3 pieces) 

S ectac larl  o e  1893 ol mb a  Half ollar

77 1892 ol mb a . S- 7 N . Spectacular toning begins 
with electric blue at the rims and merges into gold and rose in 
the central areas of either side. the surfaces are pristine with 
no distractions of any kind. Satiny mint lustre completely 
engulfs the coin, adding to the charm of this well cared for 
specimen. 

78 1893 ol mb a . S- 7 N . Frosty mint lustre complete-
ly engulfs this entire example. Sea green, rose, and neon blue 
tones cling to the obverse rim encircling the golden central 
devices. the reverse is pale silver near the center with gold 
and touches of rose and ice blue colors near the edges. a 
beautiful example from the early days of U.S. commemora-
tive coinage. 

79 1922 ra t. em Br ll a t c rc late - . a bright and fiery 
gem with far more eye appeal than typically encountered for 
the issue. the surfaces are brilliant and highly lustrous with 
rich golden toning beginning at the rims. if only more 1922 
grant half dollars looked like this beauty! 

Bea t f ll  o e  em c rc late  
sabella ommemorat e arter

72 1892 sabella arter. S-  P S . Deep blue and russet-
gold toning with ample lustre beneath. the strike is sharp and 
the surfaces outstanding for this ever popular commemorative 
issue. Note how the design elements are accented by the rich 
blue toning and the surface quality is a delight to study. an 
impressive example for the numismatist and this is about as 
nice as this issue is normally found. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

em 1900 afa ette ollar

73 1900 afa ette ollar. S- 5 P S . Deep original multi-
color toning over well struck surfaces. an appealing coin that 
has some of the obverse legend letters doubled. are with 
very few in existence that have prettier color than the present 
example. Well worth a closer inspection as coins of this grade 
are not easily acquired. 

74 1900 afa ette ollar. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Satiny 
lilac-gray with varied slate and other gray hues on both sides. 
Dated 1900 but struck in December 1899 for release early the 
next year. 

75 r o of em commemorat e half ollars  � 1935 rka sas. 
em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. � 1928 Ore o . em Br ll a t 

c rc late - 5. � 193  Ore o . em Br ll a t c rc late -
. all are attractively lustrous with pale toning highlights. 

(total: 3 pieces) 
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S erb a  em 1928 Hawa a  Half ollar

80 1928 Hawa a . S- 5 P S . Superb fields show very few 
marks. gorgeous iridescent blue and gold with the central por-
tion of the reverse quite satiny and attractive. the rarest coin 
in the series, especially so in this condition which is far better 
than what is normally seen. Closer inspection will reward the 
prospective buyer. 

81 1935 H so . em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. a frosty gem 
with soft underlying lustre that supports pale champagne 
toning. 

82 1935 H so . S- 5 . Frosty and essentially brilliant 
with just a whisper of gold. issued to commemorate the ses-
quicentennial of Hudson, New york. the Hudson half dollar 
ranks as one of the scarcest design types in the commemorative 
series. Scarcely more than 10,000 were issued. 

83 1935 H so . S- 5. a wealth of varied golden and pale lilac 
toning adorns both sides of this lustrous specimen. this lovely 
example certainly falls within the gem classification. 

84 1921 sso r . S- 5 P S . Medium russet and gold toning 
over well preserved surfaces. a decent strike gives this coin 
great eye appeal for the grade. 

85 1921 sso r . 2�4. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. 
intense cartwheel lustre mingles with rich golden hues on the 
satiny surfaces of this attractive issue, one of the writer’s favorites 
in the entire commemorative half dollar series; the stark medallic 
appearance is aided by the absence of iN goD We trUSt, e 
PlUribUS UNUM, and liberty from the design elements. 

8  e commemorat e half ollars, all richly toned: � 1923-S 
o roe. Choice about Uncirculated-58 � 1915-S Pa ama-Pa-

c c. Choice about Uncirculated-58 � 1925 Sto e o ta  
3 . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 to er  ho ce 

Br ll a t c rc late - 4. (total: 5 pieces) 

commemoraTi e sil er coins  The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions
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87 193  Norfolk. em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. this superb 
example is mark free and totally original. the coin displays 
golden “tab” toning from years of storage in the paper holder 
it was originally issued in. 

88 193  Ore o . S erb em Br ll a t c rc late - 7. a gor-
geous gem with exceptional eye appeal. the lustre cascades 
broadly across pale rose surfaces, and a fiery rainbow of intense 
iridescence has staked its claim to the peripheral regions. 

89 wo em Br ll a t c rc late -  commemorat e half 
ollars  � 1947-S Booker . Wash to  � 193  Ore o . 

both are brilliant and lustrous with a touch of pale champagne 
iridescence. (total: 2 pieces) 

90 1938-P S set. Ore o . em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. all are 
engagingly lustrous with pale golden highlights to varying 
degrees. a nicely matched set. (total: 3 pieces) 

91 1939 Ore o  a r, each em Br ll a t c rc late - 5  � 1939 
� 1939- . both largely brilliant with a touch of pale golden 
toning. (total: 2 pieces) 

92 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. 
brilliant centers give way to deep champagne and royal blue 
halos at the rims. 

93 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. bright and 
lustrous with some golden toning creeping into the peripheries 
after a faint long-ago cleaning. Variety with doubled mintmark 
to viewer’s right. 

94 artet of 1925 Sto e o ta  commemorat es. er  
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 and em Br ll a t c rc -

late - 5 3 . all are toned with deep to medium golden gray 
and attractive. (total: 4 pieces) 

95 1935-P S set. exas. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Mellow gray 
toning with some gold in places. the coins have the appear-
ance of being lightly cleaned at one time and are now starting 
to retone. a set that still has a decent appearance and would 
fit into a budget-minded collector’s set. (total: 3 pieces) 

9  Pa r of exas commemorat es  � 1935-  � 1935-S. both show 
detail of ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. both are well struck 
and free of mentionable marks but each does show hairlines 
from cleaning. (total: 2 pieces) 

97 1925 ort a co er. em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Spar-
kling lustre with rich and varied golden iridescence. a pleasing 
example of the type. 

98 194 -P S set. Booker . Wash to . em Br ll a t c r-
c late - 5. this well matched set displays beautiful original 
toning. each specimen is highly lustrous and free of significant 
imperfections. a beautiful group, each with superior eye ap-
peal. (total: 3 pieces) 

99 1951-S ar er-Wash to . S-  N . a superbly lustrous 
gem with full original mint brilliance. 

 The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions commemoraTi e sil er coins  moDern commemoraTi es

U.S. MoDerN CoMMeMoratiVe
700 1997 wo- ece ack e ob so  Proof set. S erb em Proof- 9. a lovely two-piece set that is housed in 

its original mint packaging. the cameo effect on both coins is marvelous and adds much to this gorgeous set. 
this set was issued to mark the 50th anniversary of Jackie robinson breaking baseball’s unfortunate color 
barrier. a remarkable set to commemorate a remarkable man. (total: 2 pieces) 
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U.S. CoMMeMoratiVe golD CoiNS

701 1904 ew s  lark ol  ollar. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1, lightly cleaned. 

702 1904 ew s  lark ol  ollar. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. bright honey gold with some deeper highlights; 
reflective fields show scattered hairlines. 

703 1905 ew s  lark ol  ollar. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Medium honey gold with rich 
mint bloom in the protected areas. 

704 1905 ew s  lark ol  ollar. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Frosty yellow gold with distinctive olive and 
rose highlights. 

705 1905 ew s a  lark ol  ollar. xtremel  e-45 shar ess, scratches, mount removed from edge. 

70  1915-S Pa ama-Pac c arter ea le. S- 1 N . Frosty pale yellow gold with enticing lustre and good 
overall eye appeal. 

2x photo

2x photo

2x photo

2x photo

2x photo
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St  em t State 1915-S 
Pa ama-Pac c x os t o  Half ollar

707 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c half ollar. S-  N . Dusky gold and green peripheral toning with a tiny stain 
between Ni of UNiteD. the reverse is a bit darker with blue and green around the rim. this particular issue 
is known for toning in pastel hues which were the natural result of the storage containers from the exposi-
tion. the designs were by Charles barber and depict liberty scattering flowers from a cornucopia held by a 
cherub. on the reverse an eagle spreads its wings flanked by olive and oak branches. this design captured 
the spirit of the time and the hopefulness inspired by the opening of the Panama Canal. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

S arkl  em 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c ol  ollar

708 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c ol  ollar. S-  N . blazing bright lustre. Sharply struck by the dies with 
near perfect surfaces. although available this fine on occasion, in finer grades this one becomes much more 
expensive and downright rare, thus the present example provides both outstanding quality and value. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

es rable 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c x os t o  arter a le  em t State

709 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c arter ea le. S-  N . a stellar coin for the advanced numismatist. Deep 
orange-gold lustre and nearly perfect surfaces with abundant eye appeal. as frosty and bright as the day 
it was coined, this glowing quarter eagle retains surface quality rarely encountered today and is worthy of 
the finest collection. on the obverse the designer, Charles barber depicts Columbia astride a mythical hip-
pocampus and the reverse, designed by george Morgan, has a stylized eagle facing left atop a banner pole 
inscribed e PlUribUS UNUM. a glorious example of this ever popular issue. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1915-S PaNaMa-PaCiFiC Set, graDeD MS-66 (NgC)

2x photo

2x photo

2x photo
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xtraor ar  t State-  Octa o al 50 Pa ama-Pac c x os t o  ol  o
O e of the est to S r e

2x photo

710 1915-S Pa ama-Pac f c 50 ol . Octa o al. S-  
N . one of the finest examples of the octagonal $50 to 

survive from the original mintage of 645 pieces. the deep 
yellow-gold color is indeed impressive when presented 
on a coin of this size. With the unusual octagonal shape, 
more of these sold than the round $50 pieces and with a 
cost of $100, only the wealthy could obtain such a prize 
from the exposition itself. of the 18 million attendees 
to the Panama-Pacific exposition, only 645 pieces sold. 
Farran erbe was directly involved in having these coins 
produced, and they proved immensely popular, and many 
of the half dollars and smaller gold denominations were 
sold and kept by the public. For this reason, obtaining a nu-
mismatically outstanding specimen of the Panama-Pacific 
exposition coinage is so difficult. Most were mishandled 
over the decades and show scattered nicks or hairlines 
from cleanings. Not so here, the nearly perfect surfaces 
will delight any specialist. one minute tic is noted on 
Minerva’s cheek close to her ear. outstanding lustre and 
strike.

   the devices match those of the round $50 gold coin 
also offered in this sale, with the addition of a small dolphin 

tucked into each corner of the octagonal design on each 
side. this is reminiscent of the famous greek dekadrachms 
of euainetos where playful dolphins swim around athena, 
considered to be one of the most beautiful coin issues ever 
struck in the world.

   What makes the present example so important is the 
technical grade and incredible state of preservation. a mere 
six examples have been graded this fine by NgC with just 
three finer, all a point higher. a paltry sum for the specialist 
who demands quality. it is curious that the octagonal issues 
are far more difficult to obtain in gem grades, perhaps this 
is due to their unusual shape, and the fact that more of these 
were originally sold to non-numismatists. Nevertheless, for 
the specialist, the octagonal $50 is one of the great highlights 
in gem condition, and the present coin nudges close to the 
finest seen of this design. it would be impossible to overstate 
the importance of the present offering in terms of quality and 
desirability. Furthermore, the 100th anniversary of these 
issues is coming up in a mere seven years, and that always 
seems to generate further interest.  

Six point note: NgC Census: 6; 3 finer (MS-67 finest).
From the Papyrus Way Collection.
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xce t o al em t State 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c x os t o  o  50 ol
O e of the est ra e  b  N

711 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c 50 ol . o . S-  N . one 
of the finest examples of this issue we have had the pleasure 
to handle. the blazing yellow-gold is bathed in lustre and 
the strike is precise and as full as expected for this issue. 
two tiny tics in the lower left obverse field. this issue was 
marketed by Farran erbe, noted numismatist of the time, 
who spearheaded their production and controlled their sale 
at the Panama-Pacific exposition in San Francisco in 1915. the 
immense coins were expensive, not only for their 2  ounces 
of gold, but the cost of die preparation and use of the massive 
medal press to bring up the designs. the net quantity sold 
came in at 483 pieces, a tiny sum by any measure. Few are 
so pristine as the present example. although the stated face 
value was $50 per coin, these were sold at the exposition 
for $100, roughly equivalent to $2,000 today, so buyers had 
to be rather well to do. erbe focused on his banker friends 
and statesmen, and precious few of these coins ventured 
into numismatic hands at the time. Purchasing a framed set 
of the coins was popular too, and a magnificent example of 
the copper frame alone without coins is offered in this same 
sale. this fram originally housed two $50 gold coins, both 
round and octagonal; the quarter eagle; $1 gold coin; and the 
half dollar. 

the obverse of the round $50 depicts athena, the virgin 
greek goddess of warriors, poetry, medicine, wisdom, and 
commerce. She is also considered the inventor of music. 
athena continued her importance under the reign of the 
romans and was called Minerva by that civilization. She is 
wearing an athenian helmet, as originally depicted on the 
famous coins of classical greece, surrounded by UNiteD 
StateS oF aMeriCa and FiFty DollarS with the date 
in roman numerals in an arc in the foreground of Minerva’s 

shoulder. the Motto iN goD We trUSt is found in the 
upper field of the obverse. the reverse features an owl, 
symbolizing wisdom and knowledge, perched upon a pine 
branch with stylized large pine cones in clusters near its feet 
and pine needles stretching into the field of view. encircled 
by the legend PaNaMa-PaCiFiC exPoSitioN above and 
SaN FraNCiSCo below, with e PlUribUS UNUM in 
the lower left field behind the owl. these designs capture 
the excitement of the opening of the Panama Canal which 
facilitated all trade sent by ship in the Western Hemisphere, 
actually the entire world, as goods no longer had to take the 
additional week or two needed to go around the tip of South 
america. the Panama Canal also opened up the possibility 
of our own navy being able to get quickly to a war if needed 
from either the Pacific or atlantic oceans.

the exposition itself was immense, and many people at-
tended from all over the country. San Francisco needed this 
exposition as an economic boost to get it back on its feet after 
the devastating earthquake of 1906 that ravaged the area. 
the exposition poured needed money and tourism back 
into the region, and helped clean up large areas of that city 
and provided employment for many locals who built the fair 
structures and providing the attendant services needed for 
the visitors. these large $50 coins were representative of the 
excitement and hope induced by the exposition. 

this $50 gold is one of the finest to survive and is a pre-
mier example of this coveted issue that is seldom offered in 
grades even approaching the present coin. an outstanding 
opportunity for a specialist to obtain a spectacular example 
of this important commemorative issue. 

NgC Census: 19; 3 finer (MS-67 finest).
From the Papyrus Way Collection.

2x photo
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1915-S Pa ama-Pac c x os t o  o er rame

713 191  c le  ol  ollar. S- 4 N . Frosty honey gold 
with rose highlights and some prooflike reflectivity on the 
obverse. 

714 191  c le  ol  ollar. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. 
Vibrant honey gold color and deep silky lustre give a great 
appearance to this little jewel. this lovely coin is just a few 
wispy lines from a higher grade. 

715 191  c le  ol  ollar. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 2. Frosty medium gold with strong lustre. a few stray 

reverse marks account for the grade. 

71  191  c le  ol  ollar. xtremel  e-40. Medium 
golden surfaces with verdigris in the protected design areas 
on both sides. 

717 1917 c le  ol  ollar. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc -
late - 4. this is an attractive coppery gold specimen with 
satiny mint blush. a lovely example with no flaws notable to 
the naked eye. 

718 1922 ra t. W th Star. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3, 
lightly cleaned long ago. Still a pleasingly lustrous example 
of this popular commemorative gold dollar issue. 

719 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. er  ho ce Br ll a t 
c rc late - 4. Heavy cartwheel lustre on frosty honey gold 

surfaces. 

2x photo

2x photo

2x photo

2x photo

2x photo
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712 o er frame for Pa ama-Pac c x os t o  commemora-
t e co a e e- ece set. a beautiful copper frame of issue 
with no coins included. this frame is in outstanding condition 
with the purple velvet also as bright and fresh as the day it 
was made. Holes for the two $50 coins, $2.50, $1 gold and 50 
cent coins are present. as so many coins are certified these 
days, these frames are often available as such without the 
original coins included. Most of the original frames were lost 
or discarded by their owners long ago, and finding one has 
become quite a challenge, particularly so when found in such 
outstanding condition. Certain to delight a commemorative 
specialist. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.
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720 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a high degree of lustre swirls broadly 
across satiny surfaces. Nicer than typical for the assigned grade. 

721 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a pale yellow gold example 
with a good deal of lustre and pleasant eye appeal. 

722 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Warm honey gold with 
frosty lustre. 

723 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. good lustre over nicely preserved surfaces. 
the strike is decent for the type and gives further appeal.

724 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. ho ce bo t c rc late -58. lustrous deep honey gold with rich 
rose highlights. 

U.S. territorial golD

are a  es rable 1851 H mbert 50 Sl   t State

725 1851 st s H mbert 50 ol . a -4. ar t -5. 887 HO S. W th 50 . S- 1 N . one of the 
finer examples to survive from the historic California gold rush era. the surfaces are delightful with rich 
orange-gold lustre in the fields and minimal signs of handling. For identification there are two old bumps 
on the surface of this coin near the rim,, one on the base of the coin, the other on the upper right obverse. 
the strike is sharp, with bold definition imparted by the dies. the captivating engine-turned reverse was 
created by Humbert’s skill in watchmaking and engraving, and this feature is instantly recognizable. Several 
steps were required to produce these coins. First they were struck, then the 887 was punched in by hand, as 
was the 50 below the eagle and on the reverse at the center. edge lettering was imparted by hand as well, 
although this is obscured by the holder. Virtually the entire production of these entered circulation, after a 
few years of commerce, the majority were melted down into smaller gold coinage at the new San Francisco 
Mint, which began production in 1854. that any of these survived is simply a matter of chance, and in the 
case of these large $50 “slugs” survival in mint condition is nearly miraculous. a foremost opportunity for 
a specialist to buy an american relic from one of the great events of the 19th century. 

NgC Census: 5; 8 finer (MS-63 finest).

2x photo
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CaliForNia SMall golD

733 1855 Octa o al 1. bert  Hea . B -533. ar t -4-. Br ll a t 
c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a sharply struck coin that 

shows a bit of haze from long envelope storage but the surfaces 
are pleasing. rarely encountered this nice and this one should 
suit the specialist. 

From our Gaston DiBello Sale, May 14-16, 1970, Lot 1413.

734 1871 Octa o al 25 . bert  Hea . B -7 7. ar t -3. er  
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. lovely reflective surfaces 

that have wonderful mint lustre beaming off them. bright 
yellow-gold toning gives this coin further appeal. both sides 
are struck from shattered dies with cracks on both sides seen 
quite easily. 

From an unidentified armer, ooke Sale, Lot 97.

735 1880 Octa o al 25 . a  Hea . B -799 . ar t - . em 
Br ll a t c rc late - 5 P . Wide date variety that is well 
struck in deep gold. a few of the stars on the right side are 
slightly repunched. the bg-799k variety was discovered only 
about 25 years ago or so, this prooflike example is struck from 
reverse b which has the berry at the middle of the last r of 
Dollar. about 20 or 25 examples are known. only 19 have 
been graded by PCgS with the highest grade being a MS-65. 
Well worth a premium bid. 

73  1870 o  25 . bert  Hea . B -808. ar t -3. em Br l-
l a t c rc late - 5. lovely deep copper toning over mag-
nificent surfaces. the strike is pleasing but not entirely full. 
Struck from Die State i which is characterized by the 1 and 4 in 
the denominator touching. a really beautiful coin that should 
be closely scrutinized for maximum value. 

From the Straus Sale (Stacks, May 1959, Lot 2207).

737 1870-  o  25 . bert  Hea . B -835. ar t -3. ho ce 
bo t c rc late -58 P . From Die State i with the cracks at 

1:00, 5:30, and 10:00. Prooflike surfaces with some lacquer still 
remaining on the obverse. the reverse is wholesome and quite 
lustrous. Produced by robert gray and Co. who succeeded 
Nouizillett. Maker’s mark g under bust. 

72  ate  o  25 . bert  Hea . B -221. ar t -3. em 
Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Frosted devices with lovely green-
ish gold toning. Well struck in all important areas. Die State 
iii with the obverse die crack at star 9 and the reverse crack at 
the lower right leaf plainly visible without magnification. a 
pleasing coin worthy of a high end set. 

727 ate  o  25 . bert  Hea . B -222. ar t -2. ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Deep yellow gold toning with some 
copper spots found on both sides due to improper annealing. 
the strike is excellent for this tiny coin which was struck by 
Nouizillet. Die state i in which the dies are perfect. 

From the Straus Sale (Stack’s, May 1959, lot 2202).

728 185  Octa o al 50 . bert  Hea . B -311. ar t -4. Br l-
l a t c rc late - 0. Deep yellow-gold toning over decent 
surfaces. the strike is respectable and there is the beginning 
of a partial clip at star four. a popular issue that was produced 
by antoine louis Nouizillet, a noted jeweler at the time. 

From an unidentified armer, ooke Sale, Lot 140.

729 1853 o  50 . bert  Hea . B -428, ar t -3. ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Dazzling mint lustre over surfaces 
that show some light hairlines. greenish gold toning gives this 
coin nice eye appeal. Partial wire rim on the obverse shows 
how well this coin is struck. Die state ii with the reverse cracks 
present but faint. 

From an unidentified armer, ooke Sale, Lot 145.

730 1853 o  50 . bert  Hea . B -428. ar t -3. Br ll a t 
c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. greenish gold toning over 

decently preserved surfaces. a respectable strike is found on 
this coin that is struck from perfect dies (Die State i). issued 
by Nouizillet. 

From he ice Family Collection (Stack’s, une 1962, lot 
1215).

731 1854 Octa o al 1. bert  Hea . B -508. ar t -4. bo t 
c rc late -53. Moderate rose-gold and green-gold toning 

over surfaces that were well preserved. Well struck including 
some partial wire rim on the reverse. a popular issue that was 
produced by Frontier, Deviercy and Co. 

732 1853 Octa o al 1. bert  Hea . B -530. ar t -2. ho ce 
bo t c rc late -55. Deep russet and rose-gold toning over 

well struck surfaces. good lustre still remains on this scarce 
denomination that was produced by Nouizillet and has his 
hallmark “N” on the lower reverse. 

From the MacKenzie Sale (Stack’s, October 1965, Lot 789).

2x photo
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738 1878  o  25 . a  Hea . B -884. ar t -5. em 
Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Marvelous prooflike surfaces that 
shimmer with great lustre. a bit unevenly struck but overall a 
decent strike for the variety. Probably issued for use outside of 
California since these type 2 reverses were produced without 
the word Cal. 

From an unidentified armer, ooke Sale, Lot 128.

739 1880 7  o  25 . a  Hea . B -885. ar t -3. er  
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4 P . a semi-reflective coin 

that has green-gold toning. Well struck. a hand engraved date 
with the 76 visible, especially the part of the 6 in the 0 of the 
date. Die line connects star 10 to a feather which is diagnostic 
of this variety. a lovely coin that should be closely viewed. 

Ex. Straus Sale (Stacks, May 1959, Lot 2215).

740 1852 o  25 . a  Hea . B -891. ar t -5. em Br l-
l a t c rc late - . Marvelous reflective surfaces which has 
tremendous lustre. Well struck with the 1 in the date doubled 
and star 7 running into the edge. Virtually no problems to affect 
this coin’s lovely eye appeal. one of the rare backdated issues 
that was probably struck from about 1881 through 1883. they 
were most likely made as souvenirs for collectors. 

From an unidentified armer, ooke Sale, Lot 108.

741 1873 Octa o al 50 . bert  Hea . B -915. ar t -4-. Br l-
l a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. attractive greenish gold 
surfaces and lustrous. the strike is sharp and in medal turn. 
No planchet problems or handling issues and it appears a bit 
hazy. 

From our auction of December 4-6, 1984, Lot 1382.

742 1870 Octa o al 50 . bert  Hea . B -922. ar t -3. Br ll a t 
c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Nice prooflike fields give  nice 

appeal. the strike is a bit weak as is normal with this issue. 
the 1 in the date was punched too low and then corrected 
leaving a 1 over 1 variety. greenish gold toning which hides 
some moderate hairlines. 

From NASCA’s sale of he ames David Duncan Collection, 
uly 1980, Lot 821.

743 Pa r of al for a ol  half ollars  � 1870 Octa o al 50 . 
bert  Hea . B -922. ar t -3. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. an 

average strike with a splash of copper toning on the reverse 
� 18 9 o  50 . bert  Hea . B -1020. ar t -4. ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 3. lustrous and attractive. (total: 2 
pieces)

From New Netherlands Auction, December 3-4, 1968, Lots 606 
and 607 respectively.

744 1875 Octa o al 50 . a  Hea . B -934. ar t -4. ho ce 
bo t c rc late -58 P . large 5 over lower 5 variety. green-

ish gold toning over prooflike surfaces. Weakly struck, especially 
in the wreath. Cal. reverse which meant this coin was for use in 
California. Made by Herman brand of San Francisco. 

Purchased from New Netherlands Coin Co. privately.

745 187  Octa o al 50 . a  Hea . B -949. ar t -4. ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 3 P . Fully prooflike with lemon gold 
toning. Weakly struck in the hair behind the ear, characteristic 
of this variety. issued by Christoph Ferdinand Mohrig of San 
Francisco for use in California. 

74  1859 o  50 . bert  Hea . B -1002. H h ar t -4. 
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 P . Pale greenish gold toning 

over lovely mark-free surfaces. Well struck, which adds further 
to this coin’s desirability. Normal obverse (State i) with just a 
few “ghosts” or bubbles seen on the obverse. Partially reeded 
after striking. Struck by Frontier, Deviercy and Co. possibly 
for usage outside of California since there is no Cal. or other 
indication of location on the reverse. 

Purchased from New Netherlands Coin Co. privately.

747 1872 o  50 . a  Hea . B -1048. ar t -4. ho ce 
Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Prooflike and reflective for this 
issue, with attractive surfaces that have just a few hairlines. 
one small attached planchet lamination on the left side of 
the obverse and the strike is bold on the wreath but soft on a 
couple of letters on the reverse. 

From our Auction of December 4-6, 1984, Lot 1383.

er  are 1874 3 B -1052, e State  Half ollar

748 1874 3 o  50 . a  Hea . B -1052. ar t -7. Br ll a t 
c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 P . Fully prooflike surfaces have 

deep greenish gold toning. the strike is decent but does have 
some slight weakness in areas. Die state ii which is quite rare with 
the die crack no longer connected to star 3 and the bust, the date 
and border attenuated. Probably less than 10 known for this die 
state. PCgS has graded 58 for this variety but the majority are 
most likely State i. a coin for a California gold connoisseur. 

From the Straus Sale (Stack’s, May 1959, Lot 2226).

749 1871 Octa o al 1. bert  Hea . B -1104. H h ar t -4. Br l-
l a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Pale greenish-gold toning 
over surfaces that are a bit unevenly struck. reeded edge that 
was applied after striking. another issue from the one of the main 
producers of California gold, Frontier, Deviercy and Co. 

From Engel Sale (Stack’s, anuary 1970, lot 648).
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754 1870 o  1. bert  Hea . B -1205. ar t -4 . ho ce bo t c rc late -58. an unknown maverick 
issue from Period two. a heavy planchet split from 9:00 to the nose is visible on both sides. Deep orange-
gold toning over slightly reflective surfaces. Commonly referred to as the “goofy” head because of the slim 
head design. 

755 1858 Octa o al 1. bert  Hea . B -130 . ar t -3. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Struck from 
rusted dies with some of the obverse central detail missing. Part of the kroll hoard. these coins were made 
by H. kroll, a New york jeweler and are hallmarked with a “k” below the bust. about 965 of these coins were 
sold from the arthur Nygren estate in 1923. 

Purchased from New Netherlands Coin Co. privately.

750 1871 Octa o al 1. bert  Hea . B -1109. ow ar t -4. 
ho ce bo t c rc late -58. a few light lines over green-

ish gold toning. the strike is a bit weak on the hair above the 
eye and on the hair in the bun. the edge has been weakly 
reeded. 

From the Metropolitan New ork Numismatic Convention 
(Stack’s, April 1975, Lot 439).

751 1874 Octa o al 1. a  Hea . B -1124. ar t -4 . er  
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Prooflike and reflective with 

excellent surfaces and rich golden color. Scarce and always 
popular for this scarce denomination and configuration. 

From our sale of he obison Collection, December 2-3, 1982, 
Lot 1315.

752 1874 Octa o al 1. a  Hea . B -1124. ar t -4 . Br l-
l a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Delightful old coppery 
gold toning over mirror fields. a few thin hairlines are at best 
a minor distraction. Scarce and popular for the denomination 
and indian obverse. 

From our Gaston DiBello Auction, May 14-16, 1970, Lot 
1414.

753 1875 Octa o al 1. a  Hea . B -1125. ar t -5. er  
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Stupendous surfaces are 

prooflike and have nice cameo effect. Deep greenish gold ton-
ing gives this coin its charm. Struck from a shattered reverse 
die with a rim cud at 12:00 and numerous die cracks present. 
this is the reason this variety was so short lived and is quite 
scarce today. a great looking dollar which is in high demand, 
especially this nice. 

From an unidentified armer, ooke Sale, Lot 164.
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75  1904 o s a a ol   a   P eces  � 1904 o s a a ol   P ece. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 P  
� 1904 o s a a ol   P ece. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 P . Fleur de lis bearing incuse 
letters lPe (louisiana Purchase exposition) divides date. rev. O S N  O  around circle contain-
ing fraction of value. inspired by the small California fractional gold token, these tiny pieces were struck for 
numismatic promoter Farran erbe and were sold by him with the U.S. Mint commemorative gold dollars 
of this St. louis World’s Fair. (total: 2 pieces) 

757 1904 o s a a ol   a   P eces. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Fleur de lis bears incuse letters 
lPe (louisiana Purchase exposition) and divides date. rev. O S N  O  around circle containing 
fraction. inspired by the small California fractional gold token, these pieces were struck for numismatic pro-
moter Farran erbe and were sold with the U.S. Mint commemorative gold dollars at the St. louis World’s 
Fair. (total: 2 pieces) 

Ex Stack’s December 1984 Sale, Lot 1387.

758 1905 ew s  lark x os t o . Ore o  ol  . er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. burnie 1. Very Choice 
brilliant Uncirculated 64. Mount Hood under five stars. rev. O ON O ,  in grape vine. Prooflike, 
struck by M.e. Hart & Co. 

Ex Stack’s September 1984 Sale, Lot 355.

759 1905 ew s  lark x os t o  Ore o  ol  . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. burnie 2. Very Choice 
brilliant Uncirculated 64. Mount Hood under five stars. rev. O ON O ,  in grape vine. Prooflike, 
struck by M.e. Hart & Co. 

Ex ames David Duncan Collection (NASCA, uly 1980, Lot 839).

PriVate CoMMeMoratiVe SMall golD

2x photo

HaWaiiaN CoiNage

7 0 1883 Hawa a  arter ollar. S- 4 N . Hapaha. Struck in San Francisco for the kingdom of Hawaii. 
Frosty silver gray with bright lustre, and with exceptional golden toning highlights at the rims. 

7 1 1883 Hawa a  arter ollar. S- 4 N . Hapaha. Satiny silver gray with broadly sweeping lustre and 
pale golden iridescence on both sides. 

7 2 1883 Hawa a  arter ollar. S- 3 N . Hapaha. rose and champagne iridescence on lustrous silver 
gray surfaces. 

7 3 1883 Hawa a  arter ollar. S- 2 N . Hapaha. lustrous champagne surfaces with good eye appeal. 

 The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions Pri aTe commemoraTi e small golD  haWaiian coinage
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U.S. golD DollarS
all gold dollar photos are 2x.

U.S. tyPe i golD DollarS

Shar  em S- 5 1849 ol  1
O e  Wreath

7 4 1849 O e  Wreath. S- 5 P S . an eye-catching gem. 
lustrous and sharply struck. essentially brilliant surfaces with 
just a whisper of olive iridescence. a very scarce variety at the 
MS-65 level; probably no more than 100 to 200 examples of 
comparable quality exist in all numismatics. 

breen-6003. large Head.

7 5 o r e  ol  ollars  � 1849 lose  Wreath. extremely 
Fine-40, minor scratches, slight bend � 1851 2  Very Fine-35, 
cleaned, marks on obverse, and VF-25 � 1853 Br ll a t c r-
c late - 0, lightly cleaned. (total: 4 pieces) 

Shar  1849-  lose  Wreath ol  1

7  1849-  lose  Wreath. er  ho ce bo t c rc late -58, 
lightly cleaned. a far above average example of the issue, 
sharply struck and with much lustre still remaining. Some 
truly trivial evidence of light cleaning long ago, not that most 
people would notice.  

7 7 1849-O O e  Wreath. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce-
2. Skillfully brushed at one time, still lustrous with attractive 

olive highlights. From the first year of coinage in the gold dollar 
denomination. 

7 8 ol  ollar fo rsome  � 1849-O O e  Wreath � 1850 � 
1851 � 1853. all Very Fine-30 to Choice Very Fine-35. (total: 4 
pieces) 

7 9 1850-  xtremel  e-40, cleaned. bright yellow gold with 
rose high points. one of just 8,382 examples of the date 
struck. 

770 hree e  ol  ollars  � 1851 � 1852 � 1853. all about 
Uncirculated-50 to Choice about Uncirculated-55. (total: 3 
pieces) 

771 ol  ollar threesome  � 1851 Choice extremely Fine-45 � 
1853 Choice extremely Fine-45 � 185  Sla t 5. about Uncir-
culated-50. lightly hairlined. (total: 3 pieces) 

772 1851-  ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Highly lustrous yellow 
gold with olive highlights, a tiny rim ding noted at 9:00 on the 
obverse. a popular type i gold dollar issue of the Charlotte 
Mint. 

773 1851-  er  e-25 shar ess. this example shows evidence 
of a removed edge mounting and has surfaces consistent with 
a piece that was used in jewelry. an affordable example from 
the Dahlonega mint. 

774 r o of e  ol  ollars  � 1851-O Very Fine-35 � 1853-O 
about Uncirculated-53 � 1854 Choice about Uncirculated-58. 
a lovely trio of honey gold coins. the two about Uncirculated 
coins display a good deal of lustre. (total: 3 pieces) 

775 o r ol  ollars  � 1852 � 1852-O, reverse rim mark at 1:00 
� 1853-O � 1857. extremely Fine-40 to Choice extremely 
Fine-45. (total: 4 pieces) 
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77  o r ol  ollars. average grades about Uncirculated-50 to 
Choice about Uncirculated-58: � 1852, lightly cleaned � 185  
Sla t 5 � 1859 � 18 2. (total: 4 pieces) 

777 r o of ol  ollars, all ho ce bo t c rc late -55  � 
1852 � 1857 � 1873 O e  3, dipped. (total: 3 pieces) 

778 1853 S- 4 N . bright orange-gold lustre throughout with 
just a few faint signs of handling. the strike is sharp on the 
tiny star points, liberty’s curls, and the wreath. For the type 
or date collector. 

there are shallow curved die lines on liberty’s face, neck and hair 
from improper polishing of this particular die. Some of these appear like 
a sprig of leaves on her neck, others extend outward from her hair in 
a somewhat playful fashion. No doubt these shallow lines wore away 
after a handful of coins were struck.

779 1853 S- 2 P S . Pleasing orange-gold lustre and just a 
couple of tiny tics from a Choice grade. 

780 hree Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 ol  ollars  
� 1853 � 18 0 � 18 1. (total: 3 pieces) 

781 r o of ol  ollars  P  e  abel hol ers, illustrating 
all three types of the denomination: � 1853 aU-55, “Scratch 
Damage” � 1854 e . aU-50, “Surface Damage” � 18 1 
MS-60, “Cleaned.” (total: 3 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

782 1853-O S- 2 P S . Deep orange-gold lustre throughout 
and the surfaces are nice and smooth. examination will find 
minor hairlines and a thin scratch above liberty’s head. the 
strike is sharp save for the 53 with is blunt but clearly out-
lined. 

783 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 ol  ollars  
� 1854 e  � 1881. a lustrous duo. (total: 2 pieces) 

U.S. tyPe ii golD DollarS

stro s 1854 a  Pr cess ollar

784 1854 e . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a lus-
trous honey gold specimen of the first date in the short-lived 
type ii gold dollar design type. Nicely struck with no serious 
marks and completely unbroken lustre on the high points. 

785 1854 e . S- 1 N . lustrous and mostly brilliant with 
blushes of saffron and hints of lilac. Struck from lightly clashed 
dies as is typical of most examples seen. a popular three-year 
design type; eagerly sought in all grades. 

78  1854 e . bo t c rc late -53. Frosty medium gold 
with a sharp strike and excellent eye appeal despite a few light 
hairlines.  

787 1854 e . ho ce er  e-35. a problem free coppery gold 
coin that is a nice representative of this short lived type. 

788 1855 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a lustrous 
pale yellow little jewel. the coin is free of noteworthy marks 
and appears Choice or better at first glance. a pleasing ex-
ample. 
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789 1855 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Well struck with the only 
detriment being a reverse rim scrape at 2:00. attractive golden 
color gives this coin a beautiful appearance. 

790 1855 xtremel  e-40. this mustard yellow example has 
touches of protected lustre and just moderate wear. 

791 1855 xtremel  e-40. Deep golden orange with no serious 
marks. 

792 Pa r of ol  ollars  � 1855 Choice extremely Fine-45 � 185  
Sla t 5. Choice about Uncirculated-55. the first coin has some re-
verse scratches while the latter has some heavy obverse scratches. 
both are well struck and have good lustre. (total: 2 pieces) 

U.S. tyPe iii golD DollarS
793 Pa r of ho ce xtremel  e-45 ol  ollars  � 1857 � 1873 

O e  3. a pleasing pair that show just a bit of gentle wear. 
(total: 2 pieces) 

794 1859-  ho ce bo t c rc late -55 shar ess. bright yellow 
gold with olive highlights and the appearance of a jewelry piece, 
skillful mount removal at 12:00 lends credence to this. Still, the 
1859-D gold dollar is not a date to be sneezed at; its modest mint-
age was just 4,952 pieces. Worthy of in-person examination. 

795 1859-S bo t c rc late -50. Sharply struck and attractive 
for this popular San Francisco issue. Satiny surfaces and traces 
of lustre. the fields and devices are quite attractive. a mere 
15,000 pieces were coined, and not many survived. 

From our auction of September 12-14, 1984, Lot 1144.

Po lar 18 1-  ol  ollar ar t
able  .S. .  ss e

79  18 1-  bo t c rc late -50. Medium golden yellow with 
some deeper highlights, strong mint bloom in the protected 
areas, no heavy marks present. lightly struck at U on obverse, 
left rim from 6:00 to 9:00 on reverse, as essentially always seen 
for this rare date. a popular and highly desirable rarity, a date 
that was struck from Federal dies after the Confederate States 
had “liberated” this Southern mint from U.S. custody; the 
issue consumed the final gold bullion on hand in Dahlonega 
for coinage, but no record exists of the actual quantity of the 
date produced. long considered a major key to the gold dollar 
series and always in demand as such. 

breen-6070. “1861-D Small D. CSa issue, mintage unrecorded  Very 
rare. two pairs of dies shipped December 10, 1860, arriving January 7. 
No gold dollars coined under Union authority. in april 1861, after the 
Confederacy seized the Mint, rebel authorities coined an unknown 
quantity of gold dollars, using an obverse of 1860 and one of the two 
new reverses.”

797 1874 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a frosty and 
lustrous gold dollar with exceptional eye appeal for the grade, 
a beauty that looks much like it did the day it was struck. 

798 1884 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. bright yellow gold with 
orange highlights. Prooflike in appearance, as might be expected 
from dies that only produced 5,230 circulation strikes. 

Bid with stack’s on the world wide weB

www.stacks.com
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U.S. CaPPeD bUSt rigHt QUarter eagleS

No Stars  1802 arter a le

802 1802 Bass- a re ther-1, Bree -1 3. ar t -4. bo t oo -3. Sharpness of extremely Fine, but holed, 
plugged, and extensively tooled. in a way, this is a fascinating artifact similar to the occasionally seen “1815” 
large cent, or a Draped bust cent with the date altered to 1799, or electrotype copies of Higley coppers and 
other rare colonial issues. a century or more ago, it was acceptable to many collectors to include a concocted 
example of an extremely rare coin in a cabinet, in lieu of a genuine example of a date or type that could not 
be located or afforded. in the present case, we have a “No Stars” type quarter eagle which has been made 
from a coin struck in 1802 by the skilled and extensive tooling away of the obverse stars. Clearly, the incor-
rect position of “liberty” was not a concern. Slight waviness is noted where the stars have been removed, 
but careful polishing has smoothed out much of the surface. the piece has been somewhat conveniently 
holed and plugged at the date, leaving no visible remnants of the 1802, and no attempt has been made to add 
new digits. the piece is somewhat reflective from polishing, and the surfaces are largely bright yellow gold 
with some slight toning around the reverse devices. the plug is deeply toned golden brown and blue, the 
earmark of relatively low karat gold. Not a coin for a serious early gold collector, but an interesting novelty 
nonetheless, and the least expensive “no stars” early quarter eagle we are likely ever to handle. 

bra t em ameo Proof 188  ol  ollar

799 188  Proof-  O N . No toning on this splendid 
coin with well frosted devices and lettering. there is a tiny 
lintmark dangling down from the upper left wreath near the 
point and another on the lower right inside wreath just reach-
ing into the field. this appears as fresh as the day it was struck, 
with the complex orange-peel fields and glorious frost on the 
devices and lettering in regal contrast. the surfaces are stun-
ning and of the highest quality, with nary a hint of hairlines or 
signs of contact. although 1,016 were coined in Proof, to date 
just 159 pieces at most have been certified between PCgS and 
NgC—and that assumes no resubmittals without returning 
the PCgS or NgC insert to have them removed from their 
respective reports. this seems remarkably low as most other 
Proof series reflect the number certified to sometimes be higher 
than the number coined. Perhaps the majority of those coined 
in Proof were later melted. Something obviously reduced the 
number of Proofs available to below 200 coins from that rather 
generous Proof mintage reported. the present example is one 
of the finer ones to survive with magnificent color, surfaces, 
and quality. 

NgC Census: 19; 3 finer (Pr-67 Cameo finest).
From the Papyrus Way Collection.

U.S. QUarter eagleS ($2.50 golD)

800 1887 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty honey gold 
with a bold strike for the date and distinct olive highlights on 
both sides. 

801 1888 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Warm, lustrous 
honey gold surfaces with deep orange highlights in the pro-
tected areas. 

From Stack’s sale of November 1959, Lot 910.

 The Dominic gaziano & PaPyrus Way collecTions golD Dollars  uarTer eagles
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Wholesome 1807 arter a le

803 1807 B -1, Bree -1. ar t -3. -50 P S . although one of 
the so-called “common” dates of this series, the mintage was 
still paltry at 6,812 pieces. of course most of these were melted 

U.S. CaPPeD bUSt leFt QUarter eagle

m orta t 1808 arter a le ar t
O e-Year-O l  es  e

2x photo

or lost in the ensuing two centuries and perhaps 250-350 survive 
in all grades. the present coin is reflective and quite beautiful. the 
surfaces are bright yellow-gold with coppery accents and a couple 
of hazy spots. a hint of reverse adjustment marks are found right 
of the tail on the rim, others cross through the clouds lightly—ap-
parently flattened out and nearly effaced by the force of the strike. 
a few trivial hairlines and tics from circulation, and for identifica-
tion a minor jagged scratch crosses between the first two obverse 
stars. Housed in an older green insert PCgS holder and the grade 
would certainly qualify as a premium example for any collector to 
pursue. 

the present coin has the concentric lines that are especially prominent 
on liberty’s neck, apparently some sort of die polishing, and these lines 
are occasionally seen on other dies from this period. Such lines were 
mentioned by John Dannreuther in a recent article in Jr News, the email 
publication for the ohn eich ournal on February 10.

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

804 1808 B -1, Bree -1. ar t -4. -50 P S . a greatly prized 
rarity from the early quarter eagle series, a design type that 
saw production only in 1808; in the next year of quarter eagle 
production, 1821, the design type was completely renovated 
and bore little if any similarity to the presently offered style. 
Medium olive gold with strong lustre on both sides. a few 
faint marks are seen though none are offensive or merit 
individual mention. Weak at the peripheries, especially the 
obverse, as is typical for virtually every example of the date 
known. Just 2,710 examples of this elusive date were produced 
owing to a lull in the demand for the denomination. of that 
modest production run, the bass-Dannreuther reference sug-
gests that perhaps just 125 to 150 examples of the date can be 

found today in any grade, with many of those of lesser quality 
than presented here. indeed, if more than 12 dozen special-
ists were to seek this date with any persistence, some of them 
would necessarily come up empty-handed and would have to 
wait until an example comes into the numismatic marketplace. 
We could heap on the hyperbole for this date, but those in 
the know will not look further than the first few lines of our 
description to determine whether or not this specimen is what 
they are seeking. if this is the coin for you, we suggest you gear 
up for a strong bout of bidding activity, as this date never goes 
to a new collection without heavy bidding activity. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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80  1834 lass c Hea . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 
shar ess, hairlines present from an old wiping. lustrous deep 
honey gold with good eye appeal despite its faint shortcomings. 
From the first year of the new Classic Head design type. 

breen-6138. “1834 Small head, large arrowheads. Date far from curls, 
roll of curls on back of head almost straight. this obverse type discovered 
by Waldo Newcomer, described in John H. Clapp’s notebooks, and first 
published by b. Max Mehl in the 1940s.”

807 1834 lass c Hea . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. 
rich coppery gold color gives a far better look than is often en-
countered for this series. this example is well struck with smooth 
hard surfaces. a beautiful coin from this underrated series. 

From our American Numismatic Society Sale of anuary 11, 
2007, Lot 2014.

808 1834 lass c Hea . xtremel  e-40. this pale lemon yellow 
specimen displays touches of orange gold lustre in the most 
protected areas. a light wiping may have occurred long ago 
but the overall appeal is quite lovely. 

809 1835 Net ho ce bo t c rc late -55. this lovely example 
offers the initial presentation of a Mint State coin. trivial hair-
lines are barely noticeable on prooflike fields. Honey gold color 
adds to the charming eye appeal. 

810 1835 e-15. Smooth wear and surfaces for this well circulated 
coin, with no major detractions or nicks on the edges. 

U.S. CaPPeD HeaD leFt QUarter eagle

o e  1821 arter a le

805 1821 B -1, Bree -1. ar t -5. -53 N . this coin is toned with vivid orange-gold hues that accent 
the devices and lettering. the strike is sharp and liberty’s curls show abundant definition. on the reverse 
the eagle’s wing feathers are clear and just a whisper of wear is seen on the leading edge and on the talons. 
Surface quality reflects minor circulation evidence with shallow handling marks resident primarily in the 
fields—the devices deflected the others as intended.

Perhaps 50-60 are known according to noted authority John Dannreuther, most in high grade as these 
scarcely circulated. Most of course were melted during the gold price increases of the early 1830s, leaving pre-
cious few to represent seemingly generous mintages. an american classic that will never go out of style. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

U.S. ClaSSiC HeaD QUarter eagleS

2x photo
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811 183  -55 N . attractive yellow-gold with darker or-
ange accents offsetting the devices. the strike is sharp and 
the surfaces pleasing with minimal nicks or hairlines. later 
die state with a crack from the rim through star 7 to liberty’s 
head which bisects the coin between the final star pair. 

812 183  bo t c rc late -50. Satiny and pleasing for the deli-
cate lustre in the protected areas and even yellow-gold color. 
the strike is average and the only distractions are moderate 
hairlines from a past wiping. 

813 183  ho ce xtremel  e-45. an appealing lemon yellow 
specimen with a good deal of lustre remaining. the example 
displays signs of a past wiping which is fairly common among 
coins of this somewhat less than common series. 

814 1837 -40 P . ama e  m. yellow-gold with average 
surfaces, the rim damage is masked by the holder although 
what appears to be a bump is noted below the first star. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

Br ll a t, stro s S- 3 1838 2.50

815 1838 B- 14 . S- 3 N . brilliant with satiny lustre. Sharply 
struck in virtually all areas including liberty’s hair tresses and 
the eagle’s plumage. Certainly among the finest examples 
we’ve had the opportunity to offer in recent years. From a 
modest mintage of just 47,030 pieces. Probably no more than 
30 or 40 examples of the date could match the quality offered 
here in terms of technical grade, and fewer still in terms of eye 
appeal. 

81  1838 ho ce xtremel  e-45. enough lustre to please the 
eye and traces of copper toning near the rims. Surface quality 
is better than average with no distracting nicks or cuts, and 
the rims are intact. 

Shar  H h- ra e 1839-  lass c Hea  arter a le

817 1839-  -53 N . a tough coin to find in high grade and 
particularly so with nice surfaces. the present coin has even 
yellow-gold color and is sharp throughout. No digs or scratches 
detract, and liberty’s face remains wholesome. although 
somewhat common in lower grades, finding an example this 
nice requires some patience. early die state with a thin crack 
starting to form down the e of StateS. 

ho ce bo t c rc late  1839-  arter a le

818 1839-  ho ce bo t c rc late -58, cleaned some time ago, 
hairlines present on lustrous bright golden surfaces. Nicely 
struck and devoid of serious marks. repunched 9 in date, long 
considered to be an overdate, 9/8, but now believed to be a 
repunched 9 or a die defect. From the final year of the Classic 
Head type. 

2x photo

isit stack’s auctions on line at

www stacks co
For i a es oF sin le ite  lots not 
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819 bert  hea  arter ea le lo e toke . xtremel  e-40, 
with respect to wear and exhibiting signs of jewelry use. the 
obverse offers a nicely engraved “tC” monogram accented by 
some flourishes. the reverse retains its original eagle design. 
Holed at the top and showing considerable wear within the 
hole towards the edge. 

l s e 1840-  arter a le

820 1840-  bo t c rc late -53 or better from the standpoint of 
wear. Delicate olive golden surfaces are evenly balanced and 
appealing. there is, however, some evidence of very gentle 
cleaning that hardly affects nicely frosted fields and design 
features. in light of this being a first year Charlotte Mint lib-
erty Head type coin, this scarce low-mintage issue (only 12,822 
pieces were coined) is always the object of increased collector 
demand. 

821 hree bert  arter ea les  � 1840-O Very good-8, holed 
� 1889 Choice about Uncirculated-58 sharpness, polished � 
1900 Choice extremely Fine-45, solder on rim at 6:00. (total: 3 
pieces) 

822 1840-O ho ce bo t c rc late -55, perhaps faintly 
cleaned long ago. lustrous yellow gold with distinctive olive 
highlights. a pleasing coin all told. 

823 1840-O bo t c rc late -50. the fields retain some 
prooflike reflectivity despite a few thin handling marks. bold 
and attractive, with no distractions save for a few hairlines and 
minor softness on the eagle’s thigh, expected on these New 
orleans issues. 

824 1841-  xtremel  e-40. olive gold surfaces with wisps of 
charcoal gray around the stars, letters, and numerals. a tiny ob-
verse rim bruise at 8:00 is noted and mentioned for accuracy’s 
sale. only 21,467 examples were minted, and Douglas Winter 
in his 1998 edition of Gold Coins of the Charlotte Mint estimates a 
surviving population of just 70 to 80 examples in all grades. 

From our sale of March 1979, Lot 1522.

stro s H h ra e 1843-  arter a le

825 1843-  Small ate, rosslet 4. -55 N . lustrous and 
pleasing with clean surfaces and eye appeal. the strike is 
sharp enough on the star centers but a trifle soft on the curls 
near liberty’s ear and the eagle, typical of the Dahlonega 
Mint. the reverse also sports a jagged die crack down through 
the first S of StateS to the eagle’s wing and likely continues 
out the D of the denomination. orange-gold in color and 
the surfaces are better preserved than many in this state of 
preservation. 

82  1843-  Small ate, rosslet 4. xtremel  e-40 shar ess, 
scattered rim marks, ever-so-slight bend to planchet. bright 
yellow gold with olive highlights. 

827 1845-  xtremel  e-40, obverse rim smoothed in places. 
Deep yellow gold with olive highlights and some retained 
lustre. 

828 184 -O -50 P S . bright yellow-gold with traces of lus-
tre. the surfaces are clean although there is a broken scratch 
above the eagle and minor staining on the reverse. Scarce and 
desirable. traces of repunching within the 6. 

829 184 -O ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium gold with dis-
tinctly olive highlights. light hairlines but no serious marks. 
From a modest mintage of 62,000 pieces, many of which were 
given a heavy workout in the channels of commerce. 

830 artet of earl  bert  arter ea les, all er  e-30  � 
1847-O � 1851-O � 1854 � 18 9-S. (total: 4 pieces) 

er  Scarce 1848-  2.50

831 1848-  -30 P S . Deep honey gold with some orange 
highlights, no serious marks present. From a modest mintage 
for the date of 16,788 pieces, the present specimen about typical 
of the average grade of survivors from that production run. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

U.S. liberty HeaD QUarter eagleS
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832 bert  arter ea le fo rsome  � 1850 � 1851 � 1854 � 1855. 
average Choice Very Fine-35 to Choice extremely Fine-45. 
(total: 4 pieces) 

833 1850-O Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Probably dipped at one time 
but still a pleasing deep golden example of the date. 

834 1851-  er  e-30. With a tiny edge file at the top of the 
reverse and two very small nicks as well. Coppery gold and 
attractive surfaces for this scarce date, which boasts a mintage 
of 11,264 pieces. 

835 1851-O bo t c rc late -53, lightly polished or otherwise 
enhanced. Deep honey gold with retained lustre and good eye 
appeal overall. Dramatically repunched date numerals. 

83  o r bert  arter ea les  � 1852 Choice extremely Fine-
45 � 1853 Very Fine-25 � 18 1 Very Fine-20 � 1898 Choice 
extremely Fine-45. (total: 4 pieces) 

837 o r bert  arter ea les  � 1853 Choice extremely Fine-
45 � 1873-S Very Fine-30, mount removed at 12:00 � 1878-S 
Choice about Uncirculated-55 � 1893 Choice about Uncircu-
lated-58. (total: 4 pieces) 

838 arter ea le fo rsome  � 1854 Choice about Uncirculated-58 
� 18 1 New e erse. Choice extremely Fine-45 � 1903 Choice 
about Uncirculated-58 � 1913 extremely Fine-40. a nice group 
all told. (total: 4 pieces) 

839 185  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a lovely coin with 
frosty mint lustre over well preserved surfaces. a very thin 
hairline on the obverse is this coin’s main detraction and is all 
that keeps this coin from a much higher grade. this quarter 
eagle should be closely examined as this date does not often 
come in this pleasing grade. 

From Paramount’s sale of he Sherwood Collection, April 1980, 
Lot 1512.

840 r o of arter ea les  � 1857 Choice about Uncirculated-58 � 
1878 Choice about Uncirculated-55 � 1878 Choice extremely 
Fine-45. the 1857 is lemon yellow and both of the 1878 coins 
are pleasing orange gold. all three display some degree of 
satiny lustre. (total: 3 pieces) 

841 1859 New e erse. bo t c rc late -53. Deep honey gold 
with lively mint frost and rich rose highlights. New reverse 
hub style, arrowheads slim and shapely, lowest arrowhead 
distant from Ca. 

842 1859-  bo t c rc late -50. lustrous yellow gold with 
some olive contrast. old vertical scratch in field before liberty’s 
forehead. 

843 18  xtremel  e-45, heavy reverse tooling and cleaning. 

844 18 8 ho ce bo t c rc late -55. From a mintage of 3,600 
pieces, this example shows the expected reflective fields. all 
show two raised lumps on liberty’s neck caused by small rust 
pits in the die. Delightful old copperygold toning over lustre. 
Sharply impressed, trouble-free surfaces, and a desirable ex-
ample of this rare date. 

From our Westchester Collection, December 6-8, 1973, Lot 
1361.

845 1874 bo t c rc late -53. lustrous and sharp, with pleas-
ing surfaces. a few thin scratches are noted just above liberty’s 
hair at the top of her head. 

From our March 10-12, 1981 auction, Lot 22.

84  187  xtremel  e-40. Pleasing copper-gold toning near the 
rims. average surfaces. this is the Centennial year issue and 
is quite scarce, with a meager mintage of 4,176 pieces. a good 
selection to represent the type. 

847 1877 bo t c rc late -50. gently circulated with minor 
surface nicks and hairlines, but the devices are sharp. a scarce 
date as are most of these, with a token mintage of 1,632 pieces. 
a small fraction of these survive today, and most are in high 
grade. 

From our auction of une 19-20, 1980, Lot 638.

848 1878 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a highly lustrous 
specimen, somewhat prooflike, with a bold, crisp strike and 
all the eye appeal of a finer grade. Simply gorgeous at many 
levels. 
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855 Pa r of bo t c rc late -53 arter ea les  � 1887 � 1899. 
the 1887 has lovely surfaces save for a minor edge pinch on 
the right obverse rim; similarly the 1899 has a tiny edge pinch 
on the right reverse rim, but ample lustre. a solid pair for the 
date collector. (total: 2 pieces) 

85  r o of bert  arter ea les  � 1888 Br ll a t c rc late -
0, cleaned � 189  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 

� 1907 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. (total: 3 
pieces) 

857 1890 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Satiny honey gold 
with nice lustre and much prooflike reflectivity in the fields. 

From Stack’s sale of May 1975, Lot 301.

xce t o al em Proof 1895 arter a le 
W th ltra ameo e ces

he h l s S ec me

858 1895 Proof- 5  O N . totally bright and 
without a hint of toning. the devices are boldly frosted by 
the dies, as is the lettering, which causes them to jump off the 
reflective mirror fields. Such contrast is exceptionally appeal-
ing for such an early american coin, particularly so on a gold 
planchet. During the 1890s the Philadelphia Mint succeeded 
in producing a fair number of the majestic Ultra Cameo Proofs 
during their limited production runs. in the case of this 1895 
quarter eagle, a total of 119 pieces were produced for collectors 
and perhaps a third to one half show enough Cameo contrast 
for that designation. a fraction of those have the deepest mirror 
fields and greatest depth to the frost on the devices and let-
tering. For identification there is a minor scuff on the D of the 
denomination. No lintmarks or hairlines of any consequence 
are present and this example is absolutely stunning in quality. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection. Previously from Bowers 
and Merena’s sale of the Walter . Childs Collection, August 
1999, Lot 627, believed to have been purchased from the Mint 
by Walter. . Childs.

849 1878 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty orange 
gold with deeper highlights and good all around eye appeal 
for the grade. 

850 o r arter ea les  � 1878 � 1879 � 1887, cleaned � 1908 
average grade about Uncirculated-53 to Choice about Uncir-
culated-58. (total: 4 pieces) 

851 1879 S- 3 N . an attractive, brilliant example having frosty 
devices. the fields have a texture intermediate between satiny and 
prooflike, with the latter aspect predominating. Close examination 
reveals some hairline marks above liberty’s head. 

852 1882 Br ll a t c rc late - 0 P , dipped at some time. Fields, 
highly reflective in places, contrast nicely with the devices. 
bright yellow gold. 

From Stack’s sale of May 1975, Lot 295.

ho ce ameo Proof 1884 arter a le

853 1884 Proof- 4 O P S . toned with a blush of cop-
pery gold on the obverse with slightly deeper orange-gold 
color on the reverse. Close examination finds a tic or two left 
of liberty’s ear and a few hairlines in the reverse field, as well 
as a tiny nudge on the wire rim above ri of aMeriCa. one of 
a mere 73 struck in Proof, and one of the few that shows this 
degree of Cameo frost on the devices. For a numismatist who 
appreciates quality and eye appeal, this near gem should be 
strongly considered. 

PCgS Population: 1; 2 finer (Pr-66 Cameo finest).
From the Papyrus Way Collection.

854 1887 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a scarce date 
with a mintage of 6,160 pieces. attractive despite a minor layer 
of storage haze. Fully struck on liberty’s uppermost curls and 
the eagle’s talons, with notable surface quality in the fields 
confirming the mint condition. Slightly prooflike fields, as are 
most seen—a direct result of new dies striking so few coins so 
the original die polish scarcely wore away. 

From our Winter Auction, anuary 31 to February 2, 1974, Lot 1718.

2x photo

2x photo
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859 189  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Sparkling mint lustre 
over surfaces that show just a minimum amount of marks. 
the strike is very strong for this late 19th-century date. a very 
pleasing coin that will fit into a high-grade type or date set 
quite comfortably. 

From Paramount’s sale of he Sherwood Collection, April 1980, 
Lot 1549.

8 0 1903 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Deep honey gold 
with bold lustre and some olive toning highlights. 

8 1 1903 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. lustrous medium 
gold with rose highlights. Some obverse rim marks noted. 

8 2 1903 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous honey 
gold with the overall appeal of a finer grade. 

8 3 1903 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. bright and lustrous honey 
gold. 

8 4 1904 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty honey 
gold with lively mint bloom in the protected areas. 

8 5 1905 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. rich honey gold 
with frosty mint lustre in full bloom. Nice for the grade—in-
deed, we’ve seen worse coins of the era given better grades by 
third-party graders. 

Pleas  190  Proof 2.50

8  190  Br ll a t Proof- 0. this pleasing specimen offers plenty 
of reflectivity for a coin at this grade level. an attractive lemon 
yellow Proof quarter eagle. 

ameo Proof 190  2.50

8 7 190  Br ll a t Proof- 0, wiped or lightly brushed long ago, 
but still retaining attractive cameo contrast. Worth examining 
before bidding activity ensues. 

8 8 190  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty medium 
gold with delightful lustre. 

8 9 190  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. bright and lus-
trous medium gold with excellent eye appeal for the grade. 

870 190  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Sparkling 
honey gold, choice for the grade. 

871 190  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. lustrous honey 
gold. 

872 arter ea le fo rsome  � 190  � 1908 � 1910 2 . extremely 
Fine-40 to Choice about Uncirculated-55. a pleasing quartet 
of just lightly circulated coins. (total: 4 pieces) 

S arkl  em 1907 oro et arter a le

873 1907 S- � N . especially bright and flashy, with 
radiant lustre and a bold strike. the surfaces are clean with 
nary a tic to be found. this coin is certainly one of the finer 
examples to survive and thus earned the high eye appeal star 
from NgC. an impressive example of this otherwise plentiful 
date. 

874 1907 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Well struck. 
orange golden fields and devices are nicely complemented 
by a full measure of icy mint frost. 

875 1907 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. bright and 
frosty honey gold with good eye appeal for the grade. 

87  1907 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Deep honey 
gold with strong lustre and rich rose highlights. Nice for the 
grade. 
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877 1908 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. this attractive 
greenish gold example displays a good degree of silky lustre. 
a lovely coin. 

878 artet of ho ce bo t c rc late -58 arter ea les  � 
1908 � 1910 � 1911 � 1912. Satiny lustre graces the surfaces 
of each coin. a lovely quartet of indians that are all quite close 
to mint state. (total: 4 pieces) 

879 arter ea le fo rsome  � 1908 � 1910 � 1911 � 1912. about 
Uncirculated-50 or better. a pleasing assortment of quarter 
eagles with just a bit of gentle rub. (total: 4 pieces) 

880 o r a  Hea  arter ea les  � 1908 � 1911 � 1912 � 1914. 
Very Fine-25 to Choice extremely Fine-45. (total: 4 pieces) 

881 1909 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Nice unbroken 
lustre with rich orange highlights at the rims. 

882 1909 S- 2 P S . lustrous and well preserved for this 
scarcer date. 

883 r o of a  Hea  arter ea les  � 1909 Choice about 
Uncirculated-55 � 1925-  Choice about Uncirculated-58 � 
1928 Choice about Uncirculated-55. (total: 3 pieces) 

884 r o of arter ea les  � 1910 t State, earl  ho ce- 1 � 
1913 Choice about Uncirculated-58 � 1914-  t State- 0 
Satiny mint lustre gives each of these three coins a pleasing 
look. (total: 3 pieces) 

885 r o of ho ce bo t c rc late -58 arter ea les  � 1910 
� 1913 � 1914- . a trio of beautiful coins which are each right 
on the cusp of being fully Mint State. (total: 3 pieces) 

e  ate 1911-  a  arter a le

88  1911-  ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Frosty honey gold 
with strong, even lustre and nice eye appeal. light lines are 
noted between first and second stars on obverse. the key to 
the indian quarter eagle series by a long shot, always desirable 
and always eagerly sought in all grades, especially when the 
all important “D” mintmark is as bold as on this specimen. 

887 1911-  bo t c rc late -50. olive-gold surfaces with much 
original mint lustre still surviving. the “D” mintmark is not 
bold, but it is distinct. a thoroughly attractive and desirable 
example of this important key issue.  

Purchased from Stack’s, September 3, 1976.

888 1912 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. bright and 
lustrous with good eye appeal for the grade. 

889 a  arter ea le o  � 1912 Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 1 � 1929 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. both 

lustrous. (total: 2 pieces) 

890 1913 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Warm honey 
gold. 

891 hree arter ea les  � 1913 Choice about Uncirculated-58 
� 1914-  Choice about Uncirculated-58 � 1915 Br ll a t 

c rc late - 0. a pleasing trio of greenish gold coins with 
satiny lustre. (total: 3 pieces) 

892 arter ea le tr o  � 1913 Br ll a t c rc late - 0 � 1915 
Br ll a t c rc late - 0 � 1928 Br ll a t c rc late , 

earl  ho ce- 1. a trio of champagne gold coins,  each dis-
plays satiny mint lustre. (total: 3 pieces) 

893 Pa r of a  arter ea les, both Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 2  � 1913 � 192 . (total: 2 pieces) 

894 Pa r of a  arter ea les, both Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 1  � 1913 � 192 . (total: 2 pieces) 

895 1914 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a very light 
reverse scuff in the upper left field is all that is wrong with 
this exemplary coin. the color is pleasing deep gold while the 
strike is exceptional. 

89  1914 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Here is a pleas-
ing pale yellow gold coin. a good deal of lustre remains on the 
surfaces of this little indian. 

U.S. iNDiaN HeaD QUarter eagleS

2x photo
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897 1914 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Satiny deep 
honey gold with nice unbroken lustre on the design high 
points. 

898 Pa r of bo t c rc late -53 a  arter ea les  � 1914 
� 1915. (total: 2 pieces) 

ho ce c rc late  1914-  2.50

899 1914-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Highly lustrous 
honey gold with intense mint brilliance in the protected areas. 
Pale olive highlights adorn both sides. a scarce semi-key date at 
MS-64, this despite a mintage for the date of 448,000 pieces. 

900 1914-  S- 2 N . Deep-orange gold toning in places but 
especially bright lustre. a few thin scratches on the reverse 
from a Choice grade. a scarce date. 

901 Pa r of a  Hea  arter ea les  � 1914-  Choice about 
Uncirculated-55 � 1928 about Uncirculated-53. (total: 2 
pieces) 

902 1915 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Highly lustrous with 
rich rose iridescence. 

903 1915 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty honey gold with 
excellent lustre. 

904 1915 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Deep honey gold with 
vibrant lustre and rich rose iridescence. 

From our Americana Sale of anuary 2003, Lot 3005.

905 1915 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty honey gold with 
lively lustre. 

90  1915 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Deep orange 
highlights on golden surfaces. 

907 r o of a  Hea  arter ea les  � 1915 Br ll a t c rc -
late , earl  ho ce- 1 � 1927 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  

ho ce- 1 � 1928 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a 
splendid trio of indians which each display a wealth of satiny 
mint bloom. (total: 3 pieces) 

908 r o of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 arter ea les  � 1915 2  � 
1928. a pleasing assortment of well struck coins with satiny 
lustre. (total: 2 pieces) 

909 1925-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a lovely coin 
that would grade higher if it were not for signs of a reverse 
cleaning. the strike is excellent and the color is a pleasing 
medium gold. 

910 1925-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous 
honey gold surfaces bare some scattered brush marks. 

911 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 a  ar-
ter ea les  � 1925-  � 192 . (total: 2 pieces) 

912 192  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. balanced satin-frost and 
an even strike distinguish this premium quality, pale orange 
golden example. 

913 192  ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Pale yellow-gold toning 
over decently struck surfaces. a perfect coin for the budget-
minded collector who is not into registry sets and finest known 
examples. 

914 1927 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty medium 
gold. 

915 Pa r of a  arter ea les, both Br ll a t c rc late , 
earl  ho ce- 1  � 1927 � 1929. (total: 2 pieces) 

91  1929 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Soft honey gold with 
creamy lustre. 

2x photo
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stro s 1854 3.00

917 1854 S- 2 N . Satiny lustre throughout and pleasing for 
the frosty surfaces. boldly clashed in the fields from the oppos-
ing die; a few shallow wipe lines are the only fault. Popular 
first year of issue of the denomination. 

Well Str ck 1854 3.00

918 1854 S- 2 N . Frosty medium gold with intense lustre 
and pleasing honey highlights. Nicely struck with a satiny 
appearance that proclaims a finer grade to the unaided eye. 
a one-year-only type for all intents and purposes; the word 
DollarS is in small letters on the issues of 1854 but changes 
to large letters in 1855 and remains that way through the end 
of the series in 1889. 

919 1854 -58 N . Medium honey gold with warm olive 
toning and lively mint lustre in the protected areas. 

920 1854 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1, signs of very 
gentle cleaning upon close scrutiny. the appearance is not at 
all unattractive, thus this coin would still fit into a higher grade 
gold type set without being terribly outclassed. 

921 1854 ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium honey gold with deep 
rose iridescence and frosty mint bloom at the peripheries. 

922 1854 xtremel  e-45, or so. the surfaces however, have been 
gently burnished, and there is evidence of mount removal at 
12:00. 

are 1854-  hree- ollar ol

923 1854-  Shar ess of xtremel  e-40, but smoothed on the 
upper obverse edge and fields, and polished. a mere 1,120 were 
coined for the entire year, creating one of the classic rarities of 
this short-lived denomination. this was probably mounted in 
the distant past, but skillfully repaired by removing the mount 
and smoothing the edge and surfaces to reduce the effects of 
jewelry. the fields and devices show minor evidence of heat-
ing and smoothing, and were then polished lightly to mask 
the changes. a small planchet flaw is found along the dentils 
between the words UNiteD StateS.

   For some reason many of the survivors of this date come 
with problems. Perhaps those that were saved found their 
way into jewelry, such as the present coin. others survived 
intact, but most were melted and probably didn’t survive the 
Civil War as these probably stayed within georgia where the 
Civil War took a terrible toll on the economy and people. Few 
collectors can obtain an example of this date and the pres-
ent coin presents a more affordable alternative than usually 
encountered. 

From our auction of May 7-8, 2002, Lot 904.

924 1854-O bo t c rc late -50 shar ess, obverse shows 
signs of heavy cleaning, traces more subtle on the reverse. a 
decent filler example of the only New orleans issue within the 
$3 denomination. 

U.S. tHree Dollar golD

2x photo
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925 1854-O xtremel  e-40, cleaned, now retoning. the only 
New orleans issue in the $3 gold series. 

92  1855 -58 P S . a bit hazy and antique looking with 
delicate copper toning over lustre. breen says all 50,555 were 
struck with a single pair of dies which have the stylized slant-
ing 55 and minor repunching on the knob of the second 5. 

e  ate 1855-S hree- ollar ol  P ece

927 1855-S bo t c rc late -53. a beautiful example of this 
rare and desirable date that displays satiny light yellow-gold 
surfaces and no problems. Fully struck and gently circulated, 
thus retaining the eye appeal imparted by the dies. a mere 
6,000 were coined in the second year of production at the San 
Francisco Mint, and these generally entered and stayed in 
circulation. Finding a high-grade example is quite a challenge 
for the advanced numismatist, and this warrants considerable 
attention. identifiable by a tiny edge tic below the bottom 
curl. 

From our Shapero Collection Auction, October 22-23, 1971, 
Lot 915.

928 185  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Frosty rose gold with 
soft underlying lustre. 

929 185  bo t c rc late -53, detail is that of a virtually Mint 
State example, however there are light hairlines from a past 
cleaning. the overall eye appeal is satisfying. the strike is bold 
and some original lustre remains. 

930 185  ho ce er  e-35. a few thin hairlines from circula-
tion but the surfaces are attractive overall with copper accents 
around the rims. Sharp, a few faint pin lines outline the reverse 
devices. 

From our erman alpern Auction, May 4-5, 1999, Lot 2917.

Scarce 185 -S 3

931 185 -S bo t c rc late -50. Deep medium gold with some 
rose and orange highlights. one of only five dates within the 
denomination struck at the San Francisco Mint. 

From our Coin Galleries sale of May 1963, Lot 460.

932 185 -S bo t c rc late -50, cleaned, scattered marks, olive 
highlights. Die break at base of second l in denomination. 

933 1857 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Frosty medium gold with 
rich rose frost among the devices. Faint hairlines present under 
low magnification. 

2x photo
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934 1857 bo t c rc late -50. yellow-gold with lustre in the 
fields but there is a minor edge scrape on the reverse at 2:00. 

From our auction of May 10-11, 2000, Lot 1237.

935 1857 xtremel  e-40. a beautiful orange gold example 
with a touch of rose at the upper reverse. Just gentle circula-
tion is noted and some satiny lustre is found clinging to the 
devices. 

93  1857-S ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium honey gold with 
rose iridescence in the protected areas. a date that saw a 
mintage of 14,000 pieces, most of which enjoyed heavy use in 
California commercial venues. 

937 1858 bo t c rc late -50, ex-jewelry, repaired and pol-
ished. 

938 1859 ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium honey gold with 
frosty mint bloom in the protected areas. Somewhat prooflike 
fields show no serious marks. 

939 18 1 bo t c rc late -53. average surfaces with traces of 
lustre surviving in the protected areas. a scarce date with a 
mintage of 5,959 pieces and interesting as this was the start 
of the Civil War. Close examination finds minor nicks but the 
rims are clean. 

From our session of Auction 83, uly 29, 1983, Lot 808.

940 18 1 xtremel  e-40. Medium yellow-gold with a few hints 
of lustre in the lettering. average surfaces but good eye appeal, 
and a scarce date. 

From our auction of une 1999, Lot 1083.

941 18 2 xtremel  e-40. Medium gold with a hint of lustre 
in the protected areas and a faint obverse scratch in the field 
before liberty’s profile. 

942 18 4 bo t c rc late -50. Hazy gold surfaces and medium 
yellow-gold color on both sides. the strike is sharp and this 
issue is scarce with a total mintage of 2,630 pieces, all showing 
repunching on the 18. 

From our auction of March 9, 1999, Lot 94.

943 18 5 bo t c rc late -50. lemon yellow surfaces display 
protected lustre. Signs of skillful enhancement can be found 
at areas of the rims. 

944 18 5 Shar ess of ho ce xtremel  e-45, but mount re-
moved and the edge shaved and repaired on the reverse. both 
sides show processing to reduce the effects of heating. a rare 
date with 1,140 pieces struck for circulation; this survived by 
becoming jewelry for a time, as is often the case for these rare 
dates. 

From our Metropolitan Auction, March 29-31, 1973, Lot 873.
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945 18  ho ce bo t c rc late -55. Scarce with a tiny mint-
age of 4,000 pieces for circulation as the nation started to 
recover from several years of Civil War. this champagne gold 
example displays a forceful strike. Signs of a light cleaning are 
evident, but original mint lustre does remain. a respectable 
example. 

94  18  bo t c rc late -53. Some lustre survives and the 
fields and devices are pleasing. a thin and shallow scratch is 
noted on liberty’s cheek. 

From our auction of March 16-18, 1983, Lot 1271, later from our 
auction of December 4-6, 1984, Lot 954.

947 18 7 ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium gold surfaces with 
no serious marks and with rich orange toning in the protected 
design areas. From a modest mintage of 2,600 pieces; we say 
“modest mintage” because many dates in the denomination 
have even lower production figures. 

948 18 8 bo t c rc late -53. traces of reflective mirroring in 
the fields with a dusting of copper toning as well. this gently 
circulated and is well preserved, with minimal detractions and 
ample eye appeal. Scarce and desirable. 

From our session of Auction 83, uly 29, 1983, Lot 809.

949 18 8 bo t c rc late -53. Satiny lustre with pleasing sur-
faces and orange-gold color. Scarce with a recorded mintage 
of 4,850 pieces and a desirable example for the date collector. 
a solid coin to represent the date or type. 

From our auction of March 9, 1999, Lot 98.

950 18 9 ho ce bo t c rc late -55. reflective fields with 
some prooflike mirroring surviving after limited circulation. 
Minor handling nicks and a few thin hairlines are the only 
faults on this survivor. a small issue with 2,500 recorded struck 
for the entire year. 

From our auction of November 29-30, 1989, Lot 862.

951 1870 bo t c rc late -50. Coppery gold toning around 
the rims with reflective fields still intact. the surfaces are 
clean and show just minor evidence of handling. a scarce 
date with a mintage of 3,500 pieces, a paltry sum by today’s 
standards. 

From our auction of November 29-30, 1989, Lot 863.

Pleas  Br ll a t c rc late  1871 3 ol

952 1871 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Frosty lustre 
throughout and sharp, with bold curls on liberty and the 
wreath as well. a scant 1,300 were struck. Most were later 
melted once the denomination was replaced in 1889. an im-
pressive coin for a date collector. 

From our auction of October 16, 2001, Lot 856.

953 1872 bo t c rc late -50. one of 2,000 circulation 
strikes made. there are traces of wipe lines in the fields, 
but the fields are still lustrous. a thin pin scratch is noted 
on liberty’s neck, but this is trivial. rare and desirable this 
well preserved. 

From our auction of November 29-30, 1989, Lot 865.

 YO  B SH
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954 1874 ho ce xtremel  e-45. Coppery red highlights adorn 
the devices of this smooth, evenly worn example. traces of mint 
frost are also evident in the protected areas of the design. 

955 1874 xtremel  e-40. Medium gold with some deeper or-
ange highlights and a hint of mint frost in the recessed areas 
of the design. 

95  1878 S- 1 N . a quality specimen perhaps best described 
as satiny on the obverse and frosty on the reverse. essentially 
brilliant surfaces with some hints of peach iridescence. a scat-
tering of obverse hairlines are probably all that prevented NgC 
from assigning the MS-63 designation. 

957 1878 S- 1 N . Frosty yellow gold with strong lustre and 
rich orange toning present on both sides. Moderately finer than 
the given grade implies. 

958 1878 -58 N . a lustrous and somewhat prooflike honey 
gold example of this popular date, one that is often selected to 
represent the denomination in advanced U.S. type collections. 
lightly worn but free of unsightly marks. 

959 1878 -55 P S . Deep honey gold with rich orange and rose 
iridescence on lustrous surfaces. No serious marks present. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

9 0 1878 ho ce bo t c rc late -55. lustrous deep gold, a 
few scrapes at the obverse rim and field between eD and St. 

9 1 1879 -58 N . lustrous with pleasing surfaces and rich 
coppery color. the strike is sharp. Scarce, with 3,000 coined 
for the entire year. 

are a  es rable 1880 hree- ollar ol  P ece

9 2 1880 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. reflective mirror fields as ex-
pected from such a tiny mintage of 1,000 pieces. the strike is 
average with the uppermost curls and portions of the wreath 
just lacking their uppermost definition. Minor handling marks 
in the fields and one tiny edge tic on the lower reverse. 

From our auction of September 12-14, 1984, Lot 1157.

9 3 1882 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Cloudy from a past 
cleaning but a coin that should recover if given a chance. all 
of these show the repunched date high. lustrous in the fields 
and a coin with minimal marks. 

From our Shapero Auction, October 22-23, 1971, Lot 946.

9 4 1884 bo t c rc late -50. reflective in the fields with at-
tractive coppery gold toning at the rims. Sharp and pleasing 
for the surfaces and with much eye appeal. a scarce issue with 
a mintage of 1,000 pieces, scarcely enough to warrant making 
dies for the year. 
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Bla  1885 em ameo Proof 3 ol
a est c al t

9 5 1885 Proof-  O P S . a stunning coin of exceptional quality and the highest desirability. 
a mere 110 were struck in Proof, and this is arguably the finest graded by PCgS. it is tied for the 
finest seen with the desirable Cameo contrast. totally bright and without a hint of toning or copper 
spots. the surfaces show the familiar orange-peel fields which the Mint so perfected during this 
period. the aM and r of aMeriCa show unfinished portions in the die which were not completely 
polished out by the engraver, and the reverse has a raised die dot within the lower loop of the S in 
DollarS. a phenomenal coin with resplendent eye appeal and no distractions whatsoever. For 
a collector who demands museum quality Proof gold coinage, the present coin is one to put away 
and never part with. 

PCgS Population: 2; none finer within designation. 
From the Papyrus Way Collection.

ow- ta e 1885 3 ar t
O l  801 Str ck

9  1885 Br ll a t c rc late - 0, perhaps dipped at one time. yellow gold with nice lustre. a small “x” 
has been marked into the top of the 5 of the date. a rare issue that saw a production run of only 801 
pieces intended for general circulation, with the average survivor from the mintage apt to be in the 
aU range. regarding the date, the bowers reference notes: “While it is not considered the rarest today, 
it certainly is high in rank.” a nice opportunity for a serious $3 specialist. 

2x photo

B  ON H  N N
Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of 
your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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ho ce ameo Proof 188  3

9 7 188  er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4 O. Deep yellow 
gold with pale orange highlights. Frosted motifs and mirrored 
fields, the fields a trifle clouded when viewed closely. From a 
Proof mintage for the date of 142 pieces, struck at a time when 
speculators dabbled in the denomination; perhaps 100 or so 
examples can still be traced with any certainty today. a date 
that allows any collector an opportunity to add a Proof strike 
of this popular odd-ball denomination to their growing U.S. 
gold collection. 

o er  o e  188   Near t o t o

9 8 188  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Close to Uncirculated 
with lovely copper-gold toning and a sharp strike. the surfaces 
are clean with a few minor nicks and a thin scratch below UN 
of UNiteD mentioned for identification. a solid example of 
this elusive date with a token mintage of just 1,000 pieces 

From our auction of une 1999, Lot 1087.

9 9 188  -58 P S . reflective mirror fields with a touch of 
copper-gold toning. the strike is sharp and the surfaces are 
average or better for a gently circulated coin. Just 1,000 struck 
for the year, making this scarce from the day it left the mint. 

970 1887 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Delicate coppery gold 
toning on both sides which adds measurably to the eye appeal. 
the surfaces may have been gently wiped long ago, with a few 
thin hairlines resulting. No other surface detractions of any 
kind reveal themselves. all known examples show doubling on 
riCa from a slight shift when the obverse die was hubbed. 

From our auction of September 2000, Lot 1537.

971 1888 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. this orange gold 
example displays a good deal of silky mint lustre. Close exami-
nation reveals some subtle signs of a past cleaning. the coin 
is well struck and the surfaces are free of any notable marks. 
a handsome specimen. 

972 1889 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1, lightly cleaned 
long ago. lustrous deep honey gold with deeper highlights 
gathered at the rims. From the terminal year of the denomina-
tion. 

S est o s for a l B ers 
•  a l o r b  sheet as earl  as oss ble.
•  heck o r b  sheet caref ll .
•  o t b  more tha  o  wa t to a
•  k s best for wr t  b s.
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973 1879 low  Ha r Stella. -1 35, Pollock-1832. ar t -3. 
Proof-  O N . one of the most enticing pattern 
issues to own, any offering of a Stella sets the tone for an entire 
auction. to find one in such outstanding condition with the 
desirable Cameo contrast is a treat for the specialist. bright 
and untoned with nearly perfect frost on the devices and let-
tering. one tiny tic on liberty’s temple identifies the obverse, 
the reverse with a thin line in the left field near the star center. 
Close study of the surfaces finds nothing to fault, the reflective 
mirror fields show no handling marks or distractions of any 
consequence, and liberty’s face and neck retain the surface 
quality as imparted by the Mint. No striking softness is noted 
on the reverse, and the deep yellow-gold color invites the eye 
to linger on the splendor of such a magnificent coin.

So how did such an odd denomination come about  repre-
sentative John adam kasson (iowa) had been the head of the 
Committee on Coinage, Weights and Measures and was well 
connected in this area. His work on that committee earned 
him friendship with the new head of the Coinage Committee, 
alexander H. Stephens, and Secretary of the treasury John 
Sherman, who helped authorize the coinage of this pattern $4 
Stella. kasson believed america was not competitive in europe 
as it did not have a coin that could circulate along with the 
austrian and Dutch Florins, French 20 Francs, italian 20 lira or 
20 Spanish Pesatas. the proposed $4 gold coin approximated 
those denominations and in theory would allow an american 
coin to circulate along with each of these common gold coins. 
in reality, the $4 coin was just enough different in value that 
change would have been required for all of the mentioned 

foreign gold coins, and thus would not be interchangeable as 
a currency in europe. another impractical reality is that these 
foreign currencies fluctuated to some degree, and while the 
proposed Stella coins were to contain an even 6 grams of gold, 
the american currency also fluctuated against these european 
currencies, thus the target values were always moving and 
were anything but fixed. therefore, the american Stella offered 
no advantage over the existing gold currencies and would be 
entering a rather crowded market as an outsider.

thus the Stella was not really needed, and the unusual 
denomination of a $4 coin made little sense to americans. 
Nevertheless, dies were made up with a beautiful rendering 
of liberty with long flowing hair, the reverse with its bold six 
pointed star design. enough were struck to fill the pockets of 
Congressmen who were asked to vote for the continued pro-
duction of these Stellas, but in the end the proposal failed, and 
pattern Stellas were coined in two years employing the Flowing 
Hair obverse in both 1879 and 1880 and also a regal Coiled Hair 
design for those two years as well. thankfully for collectors, 
some were saved in gem condition as seen here, and this has 
remained an extremely popular denomination and coin that 
is widely collected and often defines just how advanced a col-
lection is by its inclusion or lack thereof. the present example 
is one of the finer examples, nudged out by a select few that 
are reported a single point finer. For sheer beauty, the Cameo 
contrast adds significantly to the eye appeal of the devices, 
and any numismatist who sees this particular coin will be 
mesmerized by its captivating quality and beauty. 

NgC Census: 18; 9 finer (Pr-67 Cameo finest).
From the Papyrus Way Collection.

U.S. StellaS ($4.00 golD)

es le e t em ameo Proof 1879 low  Ha r 4 ol  Stella
ar e  al t  or the S ec al st
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Well- o e  1879 low  Ha r 4 Stella
 ffor able ller

974 1879 -1 35, P-1832. ar t -3. Net Proof-8 N S . “ex 
Jewelry.” Medium yellow gold with the unmistakable look 
of a coin that has hung suspended against someone’s flesh 
for years, imparting that undeniable “jewelry look” so many 
of us are familiar with. as an aside, “affordable Filler” are 
two words this writer never expected to string together 
when describing a Stella, one of america’s best-known and 
desirable gold rarities! it is, however, a Stella no matter how 
it’s described, and we suspect it will enjoy a fair bout of 
bidding activity when it crosses the auction block. after all, 
there are far more collectors of modest means in america 
who will chase this “filler” than there are those who will 
chase the same date in magnificent Proof-65 or finer. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.2x photo

U.S. HalF eagleS

U.S. CaPPeD bUSt rigHt HalF eagleS

lor o s 1795 Narrow ate Small a le 5 ol
are a  es rable

975 1795 Bass- a re ther-8, Bree - - . ar t -5 . Narrow ate, Small a le. -55 P S . a thrilling 
example of this first year of issue with ample lustre to please the eye and smooth surfaces. trace wipe lines 
are present in the fields, but there are no adjustment marks or bumps to distract. Fully struck, including 
the tiny breast feathers on the eagle, and all the curls retain their definition on liberty. toned with coppery 
gold accents around the rims, and quite beautiful to behold. For identification there is a very small planchet 
flake which has curled up from the field on the reverse and remains attached atop the left wing of the eagle; 
it looks as though it could simply unroll itself and fill the small void left in the planchet. Housed in a green 
label PCgS holder and a very desirable example of this variety or type issue. early die state as are most, 
this obverse went on to strike other coins with the Small eagle reverse as well as at least two Heraldic eagle 
reverses likely coined in 1798 despite the 1795 obverse date. the Narrow Date die is quite distinctive, with 
the digits close together, and the final star well away from liberty’s bust tip. John Dannreuther estimates 
that 30-40 are known from this pair of dies, and this is certainly one of the finer examples. this coin will 
command considerable attention for its original surfaces and infinite appeal. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

2x photo
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Well- eta le  1800 Half a le

97  1800 B -5, Bree -1- . ar t -3 . bo t c rc late -58, 
evidence of a rim filing at the upper right obverse and cor-
responding location on the reverse. lovely detail with good 
lustre and just the lightest bit of toning about the edge. a 
respectable strike further defines this early half eagle. green-
ish gold toning on both sides which accentuates the lightly 
reflective surfaces. a very nice example that still should bring 
a strong price. 

Bol l  Str ck 1800 5.00 ol

977 1800 B -5. Bree  1- . ar t -3 . ho ce bo t c rc late -
55. a lovely greenish gold example with attractive blemish free 
surfaces. Minor rim filing is noted at two locations, but this is 
nearly imperceptible from either the obverse or reverse. the 
strike is bold with all details present. this variety is identifiable 
by the die crack running through both of the eagle’s talons, 
the bottom of the shield, through the “r” and terminating at 
the rim. a beautiful example with outstanding eye appeal. 

stro s t State 1802 1 Half a le

978 1802 1 B -8, Bree -2- H. ar t -4. H h O er ate. S- 2 P S . Stunning with bright lustre throughout 
and a decent strike. the surfaces show a few areas of handling or nicks in the open fields, but these are 
minor and pale when one considers that the present coin is 206 years old. one thin adjustment mark is 
found crossing through liberty’s drapery lines. Sharply impressed on the stars and curls of the obverse, the 
reverse too is reasonably sharp despite being a very late die state. Note the die break or cud above the t of 
UNiteD; this is where a small piece of the die chipped off, and the surrounding cracks through UNiteD 
caused this reverse die to be retired. a desirable example of this early type coin. 

rc late  1805 Half a le

979 1805 B -2, Bree  3- , B a  . ar t -4. Perfect 1, lose ate. ho ce er  e-35. a few rim bumps are 
noted on both sides, mostly above liberty and above the M of aMeriCa on the reverse. orange-gold 
with yellow highlights in color. the reverse has a few minor adjustment marks through the clouds and star 
field, with a broken thin scratch up through the N of UNiteD to the shield. Die state f in Dannreuther with 
die cracks on the obverse and exceptional evidence of clashing in the fields with many letters and devices 
imparted into the opposing dies.  

2x photo
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stro s t State 180  a e  B st Half a le

980 180  B - , Bree -5- . ar t -2. obbe  . S- 2 P S . Frosty lustre and pleasing orange-gold color 
on both sides. the reverse has some nearly vertical adjustment marks through the shield but these are light 
and generally show on the devices, which mask them to a large degree as opposed to the fields where they 
show more decisively. Sharply struck and one of the more common die pairings of this type, but always 
popular with collectors. a single die was used with the knob 6, all other obverse dies of the year employed 
a pointed 6 for half eagles, making this variety instantly recognizable and easy to differentiate. early half 
eagles are very popular and this is one of the few Capped bust gold coins of any denomination a collector 
can hope to obtain in mint condition. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

stro s 180  obbe   Half a le

981 180  B - , Bree -5- . ar t -2. obbe  . -55 P S . Quite lustrous for an early half eagle with 
satiny frost on the devices and abundant eye appeal. there are minor peripheral adjustment marks around 
the obverse rim but these disappear just past the denticles as the striking pressure obliterated them. bold on 
liberty’s curls and the eagle, with no signs of softness. identifiable by a shallow round nick above the 80; 
others of a similar nature but smaller are hidden above in her drapery lines and curls. Minor hairlines from 
brief circulation or handling, scarcely mitigate the quality of this early half eagle. one of the more common 
die pairings with 600-900 pieces believed to have survived. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

2x photo

2x photo
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U.S. CaPPeD bUSt leFt HalF eagleS

t State 1807 a e  B st Half a le

982 1807 B -8, Bree -5- . ar t -2. a e  B st. S- 1 N . bright and lustrous with lovely deep yellow-
gold color in the planchet. No adjustment marks or nicks of any consequence are seen and close examination 
will find just light hairlines and a scattering of unimportant tics in the fields. the strike is sharp and complete. 
these 1807 Capped bust half eagles were some of the first coins struck by John reich, the Mint engraver 
hired to update all the coinage series. the two backbones of our coinage were the first to see his changes, 
the half eagle and half dollar with other series coming as soon as dies could be completed. Middle die state 
with clashing evident near liberty’s ear from the shield. 

983 1810 B -4, Bree -1- . ar t -2. eara ce of ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3, but with graffiti pin 
scratches in the left obverse field. apart from these flaws this example is brilliant, frosty, sharply struck, and 
thoroughly attractive. the obverse shows excellent centering. a fairly high proportion of survivors of the 
bD-4 variety are Uncirculated, which suggests that there was probably a bank hoard containing the variety 
that was dispersed into numismatic channels many decades ago. 

Shar  a  ttract e 1811 Half a le

984 1811 B -1, Bree -1- . ar t -3 . all 5. -53 P S . lustrous in the fields and quite attractive for an 
early half eagle. the strike is sharp on the stars and curls, the reverse shows all definition on the wings and 
talons save for traces of wear on the highest points of the design. Clean surfaces with no problems and the 
color is even yellow-gold. boldly clashed dies in the obverse fields, the reverse less so although liberty’s 
bust is visible above the left wing. Housed in an old green label PCgS holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

2x photo

2x photo
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ho ce t State 1812 a e  B st Half a le

985 1812 B -1, Bree -1-B. ar t -3. S- 3 N . a beautiful 
example of this important type coin. lustrous fields are 
complemented by deep orange-gold color and no distracting 
nicks, bumps, or adjustment marks. the strike is reasonably 
sharp with full definition on the stars and most of liberty’s 
curls, although the tiny curls over her ear show minor soft-
ness and on the reverse portions of the talons, left wing and 
the shield show traces of softness. Struck during the War of 
1812 as the new United States of america was having more 
issues with england, leading to a british invasion of our 
capital and more bloodshed. by 1814 america again swept 
her shores clean of the invaders and peace was restored. No 
doubt the present coin was squirreled away by a farsighted 
american citizen who watched these events carefully and 
kept a knapsack handy in case news of the War brought it too 
close to home. History then turns a page and england again 
became one of our greatest allies through the following two 
centuries to the current time where our nations work together 
in many ways. this coin is a survivor that has witnessed 
these changes. Who knows what it will witness in the next 
two centuries  

NgC Census: 39; 38 finer (MS-65 finest).

U.S. CaPPeD HeaD leFt HalF eagleS

Po lar 1813 a e  B st Half a le

98  1813 B -1, Bree -1- . ar t -2. -40 N S . orange-gold 
with copper accents on both sides. the surfaces show numer-
ous tiny abrasions when examined with a loupe, and there is a 
minor scratch along the first few stars near the rim. a popular 
type coin which always attracts attention when it crosses the 
auction block. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

are 1834 rosslet 4 Half a le

987 1834 otto, rosslet 4. B -2. Bree  -3. ar t -5. Net -40 
N S . Scratche  a  lea e . the scratch is a shallow 

“x” etched onto liberty’s cheek which is small and not too 
distracting. as to the cleaning, moderate parallel hairlines are 
seen with scrutiny from a past brushing to help mask the “x”. 
a thin die crack extends through stars 9 to 13n, another on 
the reverse crosses through MeriCa to the denomination. 
all things considered, not too many of these survive and the 
present coin has decent eye appeal despite its faults. a rare 
die pairing with the Crosslet 4 and one which is seldom seen 
or offered for sale. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

2x photo

2x photo
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988 1834 lass c Hea . Pla  4. -58 N . bright and lustrous 
with attractive yellow-gold color throughout. the strike is 
sharp on all devices and the surfaces show moderate handling 
marks from brief circulation. obverse die cracks arc through 
stars 3 to 6. 

989 1834 lass c Hea . Pla  4. ho ce bo t c rc late -58. a 
beautiful half eagle from the first year of the short-lived (1834-
1838) design type. Deep yellow gold with distinctive olive 
highlights on the frosty motifs and prooflike fields. We note 
some scattered marks and hairlines though none are worthy 
of individual mention in our eyes. a nice starting place for a 
mid-to-high grade Classic Head half eagle collection. 

breen-6501. “First head, large plain 4. truncation markedly curved, 
its end broad and rounded. Center stroke of 8 thick, large knobs to 3.”

990 1834 lass c Hea . Pla  4. -55 N . Medium gold with 
some mint frost in the recessed areas, some scattered marks 
present under low magnification.  

breen-6501. “First head, large plain 4. truncation markedly curved, 
its end broad and rounded. Center stroke of 8 thick, large knobs to 3.”

991 1834 lass c. Pla  4. ho ce bo t c rc late -58. the 
variety with a tripled 4 in the date. a bright yellow golden 
example that is exemplified by full icy mint frost on either 
side. the strike is bold, and the surface quality is more than 
acceptable. a scarce type coin in this condition. 

992 1835 ho ce er  e-35. Medium gold with deep violet 
highlights on both sides. 

breen-6504. “1835. First head, small date. truncation nearly straight, 
forelock single, center stroke of 8 thin, open 3.”

993 1835 -30 P S . Delicate orange-gold color with average 
surfaces for a Classic Head half eagle. one minor scratch is 
noted in the left obverse field and another dull nick is found on 
the back of her chin. the reverse has average or better surfaces. 
Housed in an old green insert PCgS holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

c rc late  183  lass c Hea  5

994 183  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Medium yellow gold 
with a decided olive cast supported by lively cartwheel lustre 
and delightful mint bloom. Some light hairlines and a few tiny 
tics are noted, but overall the bidder is presented with a nice 
Classic Head half eagle. 

breen-6509. “1836 Second head, large close date, large 5. as last but 
tall 1, knobs of 3 far apart, tall broad 6.”

995 183  xtremel  e-40. Deep yellow gold with rich orange 
highlights. 

breen-6509. “1836 Second head, large close date, large 5. as last but 
tall 1, knobs of 3 far apart, tall broad 6.”

Purchased from Miami are Coin Co., 2045 Biscayne Boulevard, 
Miami 37, Florida, some time prior to the establishment of the .S. 
Postal ip Code system circa 1962.

99  1837 er  e-30. Pleasing coppery gold toning over lustre 
in the protected areas. the strike is sharp. a few minor hair-
lines from circulation and a few tiny tics of little consequence 
are the only detractions on this desirable Classic Head half 
eagle. 

997 1838 ho ce bo t c rc late -55. bright and lustrous 
yellow gold with olive highlights and excellent eye appeal 
despite some smoothing of the obverse rim. Natural in ap-
pearance with loads of glowing mint lustre deeply imbued in 
the surfaces. 

breen-6514. “1838. large arrows, small 5. teS closely spaced.”

998 1838 xtremel  e-40. Deep honey gold with expansive rose 
iridescence on both sides. 

breen-6514. “1838. large arrows, small 5. teS closely spaced.”

U.S. ClaSSiC HeaD HalF eagleS
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999 r o of bert  half ea les  � 1841 � 1843 � 1850. Very Fine-25 
to Choice Very Fine-35. (total: 3 pieces) 

1000 1843-  er  e-30. the definition is that of a higher grade 
however there are some faint obverse lines as well as a few 
hidden reverse scratches. a good collectors coin with a lot of 
detail. 

1001 1843-O ar e etters. -40 N . Copper gold toning 
around the rims and an average strike on the devices. the 
surfaces show a few thin scratches on the lower reverse, and 
iC of aMeriCa are softly impressed. 

1002 Pa r of bert  half ea les ll strat  two re erse t es  � 
1844 about Uncirculated-53, scattered surface marks � 1873 

lose 3. Choice extremely Fine-45. (total: 2 pieces) 

1003 Pa r of xtremel  e-40 bert  half ea les  � 1844-O � 
1848. (total: 2 pieces) 

1004 1845-  xtremel  e-40. lightly brushed, with resulting 
parallel hairlines over the surfaces, but these mitigate the ef-
fects of the circulation nicks. Medium yellow-gold with a few 
planchet streaks in the field before liberty’s face.  

From our sale of he Charles . Patten Collection, May 23-24, 
1973, Lot 547.

1005 184 -  ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium gold surfaces 
faintly cleaned long ago, some reverse planchet flaws, as struck, 
seen at Nit. 

100  1847 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. a bright and frosty coin that 
shows strong lustre, a bold strike and attractive surfaces. 
although a plentiful date, this early half eagle is scarce in any 
Mint State grade. one minor rim tic above Ni of UNiteD. 

From our Bernard Copeland Sale, April 27-29, 1967, Lot 1648.

1007 1847 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Prooflike surfaces that 
have a bit of coppery toning. the strike is a bit weak on the 
eagle’s neck and the central part of the hair on the obverse. a 
die crack that runs through the 7 of the date and ends near the 
y of liberty. a few light lines on the obverse do not detract 
much from this lovely coin that is a perfect candidate for a No 
Motto type coin. 

1008 Pa r of bert  half ea les  � 1847 F-15 (PCi) � 1908 bert . 
S- 1 N . Final year of liberty half eagle coinage. both 

are choice for their respective grades. (total: 2 pieces) 
From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1009 1847-  ho ce xtremel  e-45 shar ess. Polished, reeding 
filed lightly at 3:00 relative to the obverse, numerous tiny tics 
in the fields, small edge marks on reverse. 

1010 r o of half ea les  � 1853 Choice Very Fine-35. Pleasing 
orange-gold toning and minor die cracks through the stars � 
1889 Sharpness of Choice extremely Fine-45 but damaged by 
several nicks and bumps on both sides � 1902 about Uncircu-
lated-53. lustrous with just a whisper of circulation evidence. 
(total: 3 pieces) 

1011 e ho ce xtremel  e-45 half ea les, all with a blush 
of mint lustre: � 1854 � 1878-S � 1880 � 1903-S � 1905-S. 
(total: 5 pieces) 

1012 1857-  er  e-30. Medium yellow gold. Dipped some time 
ago, now retoning in natural olive hues. Some light scattered 
marks are seen. 

U.S. liberty HeaD HalF eagleS
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1013 1858 xtremel  e-40. a small amount of lustre survives in 
the protected areas and the strike is sharp. Clean surfaces with 
minimal contact problems and plenty of eye appeal. Scarce 
with a mintage of 15,136 pieces, the majority of which did not 
survive the Civil War. 

1014 1858 xtremel  e-40. Deep honey gold with intense lustre 
in the shielded areas, somewhat prooflike in appearance. 

1015 1859 ho ce xtremel  e-45. traces of prooflike fields sur-
vive near the stars and devices, and the surfaces are pleasing. 
Sharply struck and scarcely circulated. Coppery gold accents 
in the fields attest to the quality, although a couple of dull nicks 
are found on the reverse. Scarce so fine. 

From Stack’s session of Auction 79, uly 26, 1979, Lot 827.

101  18 0 bo t c rc late -50. Frosty and attractive with minor 
field scuffs and nicks and virtually no signs of wear. even 
bright yellow-gold and the strike is sharp on all devices and 
lettering. Scarce this nice and a tough date to find, particularly 
so in such high grade. 

From Stack’s session of Auction 79, uly 26, 1979, Lot 829.

1017 18 9 -40 P S . rich orange-gold toning covers both sides 
and traces of reflectivity survive in the protected areas. Moder-
ate to heavy bagmarks are noted. 

1018 1872-S er  e-35. Medium gold, some hairlines but no 
serious marks. 

l s e 1875-  Half a le

1019 1875-  er  e-25. Well-worn honey gold surfaces devoid 
of marks of consequence. an elusive date from the Carson 
City Mint, one that saw a production of 11,828 pieces, the 
vast majority of which experienced heavy commercial duty 
in Nevada and surrounding environs. 

From Stack’s sale of October 1980, Lot 710.

1020 artet of bert  half ea les  � 1878 � 1883 � 1892-S � 
1894-S. grades Very Fine-25 to extremely Fine-40. (total: 4 
pieces) 

1021 e xtremel  e-40 bert  half ea les  � 1879 � 1880 � 
1881 � 1881-S � 1905. (total: 5 pieces) 

1022 bert  half ea le threesome  � 1879 � 1882 � 1899-S. Choice 
about Uncirculated-55 to Br ll a t c rc late - 0. (total: 3 
pieces) 

1023 o r half ea les  � 1879-S � 1884-S � 188 -S � 1895. grades 
range about Uncirculated-50 to about Uncirculated-53. (total: 
4 pieces) 

1024 e bert  half ea les  � 1880 2 . Choice Very Fine-35 and 
Very Fine-30 � 1881 � 1882 � 190 - . about Uncirculated-50. 
(total: 5 pieces) 

1025 artet of bert  half ea les  � 1880 extremely Fine-40 � 
1883 extremely Fine-45, cleaned � 1900 about Uncirculated-53 
� 190 -  about Uncirculated-50. (total: 4 pieces) 

102  o r bert  half ea les, each xtremel  e-45  � 1880 � 
1901-S � 1902-S � 1905-S. (total: 4 pieces) 

1027 o r half ea les  � 1880-S � 1881 � 188  � 1894-S. extremely 
Fine-40 to Br ll a t c rc late - 0. an appealing assortment 
of problem free coins varying from pale yellow to rich orange 
gold. (total: 4 pieces) 

1028 1881 0 bo t c rc late -50. the overdate feature is clear 
with portions of the 0 clear to the right of the 1 and the second 
8 is sharply repunched low. average surfaces and strike with 
minor softness on the eagle’s neck, but strong mint lustre and 
eye appeal for this issue. 

From Stack’s session of Auction 79, uly 26, 1979, Lot 833.

1029 1881 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 or very nearly so. the 
881 in the date shows clear repunching. toned pale orange-
gold on either side. there are a few light random lines in the 
obverse field, otherwise this sharp, semi-reflective specimen 
is easily Choice or better. 

1030 1881 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. assertive defi-
nition and glowing satin-velvet mint bloom characterize this 
premium quality specimen. there is a delicate blush of rose 
golden toning that completes both sides. 
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1031 wo bert  half ea les  � 1881 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 1 � 1885-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. 

(total: 2 pieces) 

1032 hree bert  half ea les  � 1881 brilliant Uncirculated, nearly 
Choice-61 � 1885-S brilliant Unc rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 
� 1901 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. (total: 3 
pieces) 

1033 o r bert  half ea les  � 1881 � 1892 � 1901 � 1905. all 
about Uncirculated-53 to Br ll a t c rc late - 0. (total: 4 
pieces) 

1034 1881-S S- 3 N . Satiny and attractive. Wisps and blushes 
of pale lilac iridescence nicely complement both surfaces. the 
strike is sharp in most areas including the eagle’s plumage 
and talons. a touch of striking softness is noted at a few of the 
obverse stars. 

1035 1891-  bo t c rc late -50. Nicely frosted devices are 
aptly complemented by delicate coppery olive toning on both 
the obverse and reverse. Scarce and always popular. 

103  1893-  xtremel  e-40. bright yellow gold tempered with 
olive toning, hairlines on both sides, old, faint scratch from 
star 4 to liberty’s forehead. one of 60,000 half eagles struck 
in the final year of coinage operations at Nevada’s capital city 
mint. 

Bla  Br ht Near em 1895 ltra ameo Proof 5

1037 1895 Proof- 4  O N . totally bright and 
untoned with glorious frost on the devices and lettering. 
the surfaces are nearly perfect with just a hint of hairlines in 
the delicate fields. a tiny lint mark between stars 10 and 11 
touches the rim and a single tic is found below the left wing 
and these are mentioned for identification purposes. the total 
mintage in Proof for the year was 81 pieces, and perhaps 10% 
to 20% of these were struck early enough to show the desir-
able Ultra Cameo contrast with heavily frosted devices and 
boldly mirrored fields. Such contrast was taken to the highest 
level and quality during the 1890s, with a dramatic effect not 
seen until more recent years from modern mint products. on 
a Coronet gold coin, the Ultra Cameo designation is awarded 
to those coins that show the deepest frost on the devices and 
greatest depth to the mirror fields. remarkably a complex 
technique also created the crackled fields which have the 
microscopic fissures that give the appearance of dried mud 
on a lake bed when closely examined. this orange-peel sur-
face effect is often seen on gold coins from the 19th century 
and occasionally on indian cents as well. For the collector, 
acquiring any Proof United States gold coin is a challenge, 
but obtaining one with this degree of contrast is like owning 
a museum quality painting. 

NgC Census: 1; 8 finer (Pr-67 UC finest) within designation.
From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1038 1897 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty and 
lustrous with much more eye appeal than typically associated 
with the grade. 

1039 1899 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty surfaces 
that exude marvelous mint lustre. a great strike is present and 
adds much to this coin’s impressive eye appeal. only a few 
minor tics away from a higher designation. 

2x photo
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1040 1899 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2, on the cusp of 
fully Choice. Frosty surfaces and a smooth, highly satisfying 
appearance. 

1041 1899 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Frosty surfaces 
have plenty of mint lustre remaining. a decent strike further 
characterizes this coin. Some scattered marks are seen. 

1042 1899 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 with strong claims 
to a higher grade. a full measure of icy mint frost augments 
surface quality that is quite smooth for the condition level. 

1043 1900 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Satiny underly-
ing lustre is accented by the slightest wisp of rose golden toning 
on either side. there is a single tiny reverse copper stain at the 
left scroll that is very inconspicuously situated. 

1044 1900 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous honey 
gold with some bright mint bloom. 

chl  o e  Proof 1901 Half a le

1045 1901 Br ll a t Proof, earl  ho ce- 1. rich honey gold color 
with a charming look. reflective and quite attractive for the as-
signed grade. a scarce coin from a mintage of ust 140 pieces. 

104  1901 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Deeply frosted 
honey gold surfaces with rose iridescence. 

1047 1901 0-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. bright and 
lustrous with coppery gold toning on both sides and minimal 
surface marks. a sharp, attractive coin that shows the curl of 
the 0 on the upper right of the second 1. 

From Auction 79, uly 26, 1979, Lot 863.

1048 1901-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0. More than ample satiny mint 
bloom on both the obverse and reverse. boldly struck and quite 
satisfactory for the quality level. 

1049 1902-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Superb lustre 
and excellent eye appeal on bright olive-gold surfaces. Visually 
choice for the assigned grade. 

1050 1903 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. exhibiting 
vibrant yellow golden fields and design features. Chisel-sharp 
definition is accompanied by satin-cartwheel mint lustre. 

Near em 1903-S Half a le

1051 1903-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Nearly mark-
free fields and design elements are immersed in satin-silk mint 
bloom. lovely orange gold completes this compelling jewel. 

1052 1904 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. bright honey gold with rich 
mint bloom and excellent eye appeal for the grade. 

1053 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 bert  half 
ea les  � 1904 Wiped long ago � 1907-  obverse pin scratch. 
(total: 2 pieces) 

1054 1904-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Deep yellow 
golden fields and design features exhibit satin-frost on either 
side. Only 97,000 pieces were minted of this scarce, underrated 
date. of those that have managed to survive, the overwhelm-
ing majority are clearly circulated to one degree or another. 

Scarce Proof 190  Half a le

1055 190  Br ll a t Proof, earl  ho ce- 2. this gorgeous honey 
gold specimen is extremely close to being fully Choice. Watery 
reflectivity gives a stunning look. a scarce coin from a minus-
cule mintage of ust 85 pieces  

2x photo
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105  1907 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a coin with tre-
mendous eye appeal because of smooth and lustrous surfaces. 
Very little in the way of marks to detract from this coin’s desir-
ability. an honest and totally original coin that should find a 
new home at a very strong price. 

1057 1907 S- 3 N . a satiny coin with beautiful orange-gold 
surfaces and solid lustre. a few wipe lines are present as well 
as a couple of minor tics, but this has strong eye appeal and 
is sharp. Final year of issue. Currently 101 years old and still 
looking good. 

1058 1907 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3, with the look of a gem. 
this coin has spectacular eye appeal with deep orange-gold 
toning and smooth nearly mark-free surfaces. Closer inspection 
finds light hairlines on either side that are difficult to detect 
even under magnification. a great looking coin nevertheless 
that should still bring a very strong premium. 

1059 1907 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Highly lustrous and much 
finer overall than the assigned grade implies. 

10 0 1907-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous 
honey gold with pale olive highlights. 

10 1 1908 bert . ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty and 
lustrous honey gold with lively olive toning. Final year of 
liberty gold coinage in any denomination; the liberty quarter 
eagle, eagle, and double eagle design types all finished their 
lengthy runs in 1907. 

10 2 1908 bert . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Smooth 
satiny lustre over moderately struck surfaces. Some light con-
tact marks do not interfere with the appeal. 

From Paramount’s sale of he Sherwood Collection, April 1980, 
Lot 1673.

10 3 1908 bert . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Warm 
honey gold with excellent eye appeal for the grade. 

U.S. iNDiaN HeaD HalF eagleS

Near em 1908 a  5

10 4 1908 a . er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Pale 
golden toning over surfaces that are virtually pristine. a 
respectable strike is seen, with just a bit of weakness at the 
lower part of the headdress. the lustre is first-rate and gives 
this coin marvelous appeal. a premium example that should 
be closely inspected to be fully appreciated. 

From Paramount’s sale of he Sherwood Collection, April 1980, 
Lot 1675.

10 5 1908 a . eara ce of er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc -
late - 4. the lustre has been subtly altered, giving this coin 
incredible eye appeal. 

10  1908 a . Br ll a t c rc late - 0. light toning over well 
struck surfaces. Some reeding marks on the indian’s cheek as 
well as a rim bruise at 4:30 on the reverse. Decent mint lustre 
remaining. 

10 7 1908 a . Br ll a t c rc late - 0 with respect to technical 
grade. regretfully, there are signs of light to moderate cleaning 
that are most noticeable on the obverse. 

10 8 Pa r of a  half ea les, each bo t c rc late -53  � 
1908 � 1909. (total: 2 pieces) 

10 9 r o of a  half ea les  � 1908 Very Fine-20 � 1909 about 
Uncirculated-50 � 1915 extremely Fine-40. (total: 3 pieces) 

1070 Pa r of half ea les  � 1908 Choice extremely Fine-45 � 1909-  
Choice about Uncirculated-58. both are attractive representa-
tives of this popular type. (total: 2 pieces) 

1071 1909 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lustrous honey gold. 

1072 1909 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Nearly full lustre over 
surfaces that have been well preserved. a good strike is present 
which adds further to this coin’s appeal. 

1073 r o of ho ce bo t c rc late -55 half ea les  � 1909 � 
1910 � 1911. this lovely trio of near Mint State coins would 
make an excellent dealer’s stock or collection starter. (total: 3 
pieces) 

1074 r o of a  Hea  half ea les, each Choice Very Fine-35 to 
Choice extremely Fine-45: � 1909 � 1914-  � 1915. (total: 3 
pieces) 
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1075 1909-  S- 3 N . Satiny and essentially brilliant with 
blushes of saffron. the strike is exceptionally bold, with full 
definition in virtually all areas including the indian’s war 
bonnet and the eagle’s plumage. an excellent candidate for 
inclusion in either a high-quality 20th-century type set or a 
specialized date and mintmark collection. 

107  1909-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a rim mark 
at 10:00 on the obverse is the only detriment keeping this coin 
from a much higher grade. a strong and impressive strike is 
bound to please most collectors. 

1077 1909-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 or somewhat 
finer. Frosted surfaces are embellished by delicate coppery 
rose toning. there is a minor planchet depression at the upper 
reverse that does not significantly detract. 

1078 Pa r of a  Hea  half ea les  � 1909-  Br ll a t c r-
c late , earl  ho ce- 1 � 1910 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. 
an eye appealing pair of coins. the first is a trifle bright from 
a past dipping but the latter is a pleasing honey gold color. 
(total: 2 pieces) 

1079 hree ho ce bo t c rc late -58 half ea les  � 1909-  � 
1910 � 1911. a great selection of coins that are virtually Mint 
State. (total: 3 pieces) 

1080 Pa r of ho ce bo t c rc late -55 a  half ea les  � 
1909-  � 1911. a deep golden duo. (total: 2 pieces) 

1081 a  half ea le threesome  � 1909-  about Uncirculated-
55, dipped � 1912 about Uncirculated-53 � 1913. (total: 3 
pieces) 

1082 1911 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Satiny mint lustre com-
pletely engulfs this honey gold specimen for a wonderful look. 
the surfaces are free of significant blemishes and the strike is 
ample. a gorgeous coin that would make a great addition to 
a type set or date set. 

1083 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 half ea les  � 1911 � 1913. 
attractive coins which show signs of subtle color enhancement 
under close scrutiny. (total: 2 pieces) 

1084 hree ho ce xtremel  e-45 a  half ea les  � 1911 
� 1913 � 1914. (total: 3 pieces) 

1085 Pa r of a  Hea  half ea les  � 1911 Choice about Uncir-
culated-58 � 1914-  Choice about Uncirculated-55. (total: 2 
pieces) 

108  Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 half ea les  � 1911-S � 1913. 
a pleasing pair of indians although each may have been dipped 
in the past. (total: 2 pieces) 

1087 1913 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lustrous deep gold with honey 
and orange highlights. 

1088 1913-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Wheat gold surfaces give this 
coin an attractive look. a minute rim mark at 10:00 is noted for 
the sake of accuracy. 

1089 1914-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. especially 
bright and lustrous for this San Francisco issue and the surfaces 
are pleasing as well. Scarce and desirable for the date collector 
who needs a Mint State example of this issue. 

From our auction of une 27-28, 1975, Lot 914.

1090 1915-S bo t c rc late -53. Medium gold with decent 
lustre and rich orange highlights in the recessed areas. 

From Coin Galleries sale of April 1958, Lot 388.

 YO  B SH
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U.S. eagleS ($10.00 golD)

U.S. CaPPeD bUSt eagleS

emarkable 179  a e  B st, Small a le 10 ol

1091 179  Bass- a re ther-1, aras ka- , Bree -1- . ar t -4. -50 N S . Put away many years 
ago by our consignor. the surfaces show a few thin wipe lines attendant to the delicate gold fields, 
but these minor imperfections are more than offset by the bold definition on liberty’s hair and the 
proud eagle’s chest. Clearly this scarcely circulated, as so little wear is present. No adjustment marks 
or rim problems present themselves and close examination is needed to find the trivial small planchet 
flakes in the fields, a natural part of the planchet rolling process and frequently seen on this date. For 
identification there is a lintmark extending left from the left thigh of the eagle about midway between 
his claw and the wing above. these thick lintmarks are present on many coins from 1796-1797 and 
were probably caused by wiping the dies with a heavy broadcloth to keep them clean. Small fibers 
adhered to the dies and these are what caused the lintmarks—similar in nature to those seen on later 
Proofs of the following century. John Dannreuther believes that 125-175 of these survive in all grades, 
a paltry sum to represent the second year of issue. Certainly a highlight for a gold specialist and a coin 
destined for another memorable collection. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

2x photo

Call our consignment specialists toll free to include your individual 
coins or complete collection in an upcoming auction.
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- ra e 1797 Heral c a le 10 ol

1092 1797 B -2, ar-8, Bree -2-B. ar t -4 . Heral c a le. -30 P S . attractive coppery gold toning around 
the rims of both sides. the surfaces are average or a bit below with moderate wipe lines crossing the surfaces 
and scattered nicks and scuffs on the soft gold devices and fields, particularly at the centers, best seen with 
a magnifier. these early eagles are all scarce, and this 1797 is one of the first uses of the new Heraldic eagle 
reverse design. the obverse die shows a light die crack through the final 7, another one to the rim from the 
right wing tip. Housed in an old green label PCgS holder. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

rost  t State 1801 a e  B st a le

1093 1801 B -2, aras ka-25, Bree -2-B. ar t -2. S- 1 N . totally bright and lustrous with just a few thin 
hairlines from handling noted in the fields and crossing the devices. the strike is sharp on liberty’s curls 
but a few of the obverse stars have soft centers as expected. on the reverse the bold eagle and shield are 
sharp save for a couple of wing tip feathers on the right that show minor softness. No adjustment marks 
detract from the eye appeal. identifiable by a minute tic below liberty’s eye on her upper cheek, a trivial 
item indeed but probably unique to the present coin. ample satiny lustre in the fields and the color is even 
orange-gold on both sides with no copper toning or spots. While not particularly rare, there simply aren’t 
too many Capped bust, Heraldic eagle $10s in the marketplace, so collectors compete when a nice example 
like the present coin crosses the block. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

2x photo

2x photo
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Br ll a t, stro s 1801 10

1094 1801 B -2, ar-25, Bree -2-B. ar t -2. Shar ess of ho ce bo t c rc late -55 or better, b t et bo t 
c rc late -50. Filing is noted on both the obverse rim above ibe in liberty and the reverse rim beneath 

the eagle’s tail. brilliant and attractive with almost all of the original mint lustre still surviving. the devices 
are sharp in virtually all areas including liberty’s hair and drapery and the eagle’s plumage. Draped bust 
eagles rank among the most desirable and eagerly sought coinage types in today’s rare coin market. 

U.S. liberty HeaD eagleS

1095 1840 bo t c rc late -53. bright yellow-gold and lustrous 
with just a hint of wear on the high points. the surfaces show 
the usual tiny abrasions from brief circulation. an early Coro-
net eagle that should be examined as it shows little wear. 

From our Wayman Collection, September 10, 1981, Lot 11  later 
from our sale of une 15-16, 1983, Lot 524.

109  1842-O xtremel  e-40. attractive and original with traces 
of verdigris in the devices and decent surfaces for this early 
New orleans coin. 

1097 1842-O xtremel  e-40, surfaces enhanced in areas. rich 
yellow gold with olive highlights. 

1098 1845 xtremel  e-40, surfaces enhanced on both sides. 
Myriad tiny field marks on the reverse. 

2x photo

1099 184  ho ce xtremel  e-45. light olive gold, numerous tiny 
tics give the fields a pebbly look under low magnification. 

1100 1847 -58 N . Frosty honey gold with loads of lustre and 
with fresh mint bloom in the protected areas. Nicely struck and 
devoid of serious marks. 

1101 1847-O xtremel  e-40, medium gold surfaces brushed 
some time ago. base of 1 in date broadly repunched. 

1102 Pa r of bert  ea les  � 1847-O Choice Very Fine-35 � 1851 
Very Fine-30. (total: 2 pieces) 
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1103 1848 ho ce er  e-35. old coppery toning and smooth 
wear with tiny nicks blended into the surfaces. an average 
strike with some of the stars lacking their radials, perhaps as 
much from wear as strike. Solid eye appeal for this date. 

From our Philip Speir Collection, March 8-9, 1974, Lot 760.

1104 1850 ar e ate. -35 P S . Medium honey gold with 
much mint brilliance remaining, scattered marks present un-
der low magnification. Conservatively graded in our opinion; 
we’ve seen coins of far lesser quality in holders proclaiming 
higher grades than the present specimen. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1105 1851 -35 P S . Medium gold with some deeper honey 
highlights. easily five points or so on the conservative side 
courtesy of PCgS. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

110  1851-O ho ce bo t c rc late -55, with a microscopic 
granularity characteristic of coins lost at sea, referred to in 
recent times as “shipwreck effect.” Satiny and lustrous in ap-
pearance, with sharpness of detail expected for a nice about 
Uncirculated coin. a few small nicks and marks are seen, in-
cluding a thin scratch left of liberty’s brow. the variety with 
the large centering ring atop the second vertical shield stripe 
(breen-6898). 

1107 1851-O xtremel  e-40 or a trifle better with respect to 
wear. this greenish golden specimen offers a smooth, ap-
pealing presentation. there are however, indications of a 
past very gentle cleaning as well as a light reverse rim mark 
at 5:00. 

1108 1852-O bo t c rc late -50. this pale yellow specimen 
displays a touch of lustre adhering to the rims and devices. 
evidence of a gentle wiping is present but not overly bother-
some. an attractive example of this scarce issue from a mintage 
of just 18,000 pieces. 

1109 1852-O bo t c rc late -50, cleaned to an unnatural bril-
liance sometime ago, scattered surface marks heavy in places, 
particularly on Miss liberty’s cheek. Variety with hollow ring 
atop second vertical shield stripe on the reverse. 

1110 1854-O Small ate. bo t c rc late -55. bright and lus-
trous with decided olive iridescence on both sides. Free of all 
but a few tiny marks and a small “x” in the reverse field below 
the first t of StateS; the “x” is faint and nearly escaped our 
notice. 

1111 1854-O ar e ate. xtremel  e-40. Well struck and 
preserved and clearly a coin which has not been touched in 
decades. on the reverse there is evidence of a patch of grease 
on the die which caused oF to be obliterated. Nice surfaces 
and eye appeal. 

From our auction of September 7-8, 1979, Lot 133.

1112 1855 -53 N . Medium gold with some retained lustre 
in places, a few light marks as befits a coin that spent a short 
stay in circulation. 

1113 18 1 -58 N . Warm medium gold with mint frost in the 
protected areas. No serious marks, pleasing for the grade. 
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1114 18 2-S er  e-25. a popular San Francisco issue with 12,500 
pieces struck for circulation. the present coin has a few thin 
hairline scratches in the left obverse and other nicks and cuts 
blend into the surfaces. Copper toning in the fields accents the 
lighter gold devices. 

1115 1872-S bo t c rc late -50, cleaned, heavy in places. 

111  r o of ea les  � 1878 extremely Fine-40 � 1881 Choice 
extremely Fine-45 � 190 -  Choice extremely Fine-45. an 
interesting selection of coins spanning several decades. a 
couple have minor issues, but are overall very attractive. (total: 
3 pieces) 

1117 1879-S S- 2 N . Frosty rose gold with supportive under-
lying lustre and excellent eye appeal for the assigned grade. 

1118 1880 S- 3 N . bright and lustrous frosty gold with rich 
violet and crimson iridescence awakening at the peripheries. 

1119 1880 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Satiny honey 
gold with lively lustre and some deeper toning highlights, nice 
for the assigned grade. 

1120 bert  ea le o  � 1880-S Choice extremely Fine-45 � 1898 
Br ll a t c rc late - 0. (total: 2 pieces) 

1121 a le threesome  � 1881 Choice extremely Fine-45 � 1882 
about Uncirculated-50 � 1901-S about Uncirculated-50. at-
tractive reflective mint bloom to devices. Contact marks are 
present but these pieces are well struck and display excellent 
detail. (total: 3 pieces) 

1122 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 ea les  � 1881 
� 1907. each coin is sharply struck and enjoys a full measure 
of vibrant mint bloom. (total: 2 pieces) 

1123 1882 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. brilliant and lustrous. a scat-
tering of obverse bagmarks accounts for the assigned grade. 

1124 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 ea les  � 1882 
� 1893. an attractive complementary pair of coins. Well struck 
with fields which are matte in texture. especially attractive 
under ideal lighting conditions where the true colors can be 
seen in all their vibrance. (total: 2 pieces) 

1125 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 ea les  � 1882 � 1894. Matte 
satin surfaces with much mint bloom forms a striking first 
impression. Closer inspection does not disappoint the viewer 
as this pair is well struck and displays much eye appeal. (total: 
2 pieces) 

112  r o of xtremel  e-40 ea les  � 1882 � 1897 � 1899. Well 
struck with good detail. Contact marks in the open areas while 
around the devices there is a colorful velvet smoothness. (total: 
3 pieces) 

1127 wo bert  ea les  � 1882 Br ll a t c rc late - 0 � 1899 
Choice about Uncirculated-58. (total: 2 pieces) 

1128 1884-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. lustrous 
honey gold with some prooflike reflectivity in the reverse. 

1129 1884-S -58 N . bright honey gold with generous 
prooflike reflectivity in the fields. Some scattered marks. 

1130 1885 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a pleasing 
honey gold example with an ample strike and attractive mint 
frost. 

1131 bert  ea le o  � 1887-S Very Fine-30, cleaned � 1897 
Choice Very Fine-35, obverse marks. (total: 2 pieces) 

1132 r o of bo t c rc late -53 ea les  � 1887-S. attractive 
with hints of orange toning around the devices � 1897-S. once 
cleaned now starting to tone nicely � 1898. Very attractive with 
hint of orange forming. light surface marks to obverse visible 
under a glass. (total: 3 pieces) 

1133 1888-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Deep honey 
gold with strong lustre. 

1134 1888-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0. this lustrous example has a 
few light marks as expected for the grade and a lovely orange 
gold color. 
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1135 1891-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. attractive 
cartwheel surfaces are very well struck. the color is pleasing 
medium gold with the central reverse a bit brighter. the lustre 
is good and gives this popular coin a delightfull appearance. 
Well worth a premium bid as Carson City gold is among the 
most heavily collected of all United States issues. 

113  1891-  ho ce bo t c rc late -55. a satiny coin with sub-
dued lustre likely from an ancient cleaning. Well struck and the 
surfaces show just a few wispy lines. Popular Carson City Mint 
issue and this is the scarcer variety with the repunched second 
C in the mintmark, and a die chip at the left center of the 8. 

From our Copeland Auction, April 27-29, 1967, Lot 1730.

1137 1891-  er  e-30. this attractive wheat gold example is 
free of meaningful marks. Some ancient faint hairlines in the 
fields do little to detract from the handsome presentation. 

1138 1893 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty lustre 
completely engulfs the beautiful semi-prooflike surfaces of 
this lovely coin. an attractive piece with a strictly original 
appearance. 

1139 1893 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. an attractive 
coppery gold coin with lots of satiny frost. 

1140 1893 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. orange gold 
color gives an attractive look to this satiny example. 

1141 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 ea les  � 
1893 Very attractive with only one significant contact mark 
and what appears to be a very small light surface smear of 
something like graphite � 1894 lovely visible velvet surface 
around the devices. (total: 2 pieces) 

1142 r o of ho ce bo t c rc late -58 bert  Hea  ea les  � 
1893 bright lively surface shine attracts attention � 1894 bright 
yet also with hints of velvet in the fields � 1907 absence of 
brightness is more than made up for with excellent detail. one 
fresh contact mark is the only detraction. (total: 3 pieces) 

1143 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 ea les  � 
1893 Scattered traces of old surface contamination, dark red 
in color � 1898 Pure velvet gives this piece a delightful dull 
reflective property and eye appeal. (total: 2 pieces) 

1144 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 ea les  � 
1893 � 1901. generous mint lustre with a good strike gives 
these coins excellent eye appeal. (total: 2 pieces) 

1145 1894 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Sparkling surfaces that 
exude glorious mint lustre. Some minor contact marks are seen 
but none are so serious to harm this coin’s eye appeal. Well 
struck, a very pretty coin overall. 

114  1894 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty and lustrous 
medium gold with grand overall eye appeal. 

1147 1894 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Frosty deep 
golden surfaces. 

1148 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 ea les  � 1894 
generous mint lustre gives this coin excellent eye appeal � 
1895 Couple of stains around the extreme edge and a slightly 
dark appearance on the obverse otherwise equally appealing. 
(total: 2 pieces) 

1149 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 ea les  � 
1894. Striking clarity with a very clean field around the date. 
Closer inspection reveals only light surface contact marks 
above the head and small contact mark near the tip of the 
right wing of the eagle. overall a pleasing specimen � 1895. 
an excellent complementary piece for this lot. Very few light 
surface marks on an otherwise blemish free piece. (total: 2 
pieces) 
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1150 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 ea les  � 1894 � 1895. a few 
light contact marks, otherwise a pair of very attractive coins 
which any serious collector would be happy to own. (total: 2 
pieces) 

1151 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 ea les  � 
1894. grainy velvet surface with only one significant contact 
mark on each side of the coin � 1899. lovely surface texture 
which plays with the light as the coin is gently turned to view 
the detail which does not disappoint the viewer. (total: 2 
pieces) 

1152 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 ea les  � 1894 
Some light lines and contact points are evident on the obverse. 
� 1901-S. a beautiful eye catcher, the sort of coin you reach 
out to pick up when you notice the way light is reflected off 
of its lustrous surface. (total: 2 pieces) 

1153 1895-O Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Warm and 
lustrous medium gold with rich olive toning highlights. 

1154 1897 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. radiant mint 
lustre gives this bright champagne gold example a charming 
appearance. 

1155 1897-S -58 N . lively honey gold with active cartwheels 
on both sides. Nice for the grade. 

115  1899 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Wonderful silky lustre 
blankets each side for a splendid look. a lack of significant 
contact marks adds to the gorgeous visual allure. 

1157 1899 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Superb cart-
wheel lustre over very well struck surfaces. the reverse is so 
nice that we would unhesitatingly call it Choice. the obverse 
has a few light contact marks but overall this coin has outstand-
ing eye appeal and should command a strong price. 

From Paramount’s sale of he Sherwood Collection, April 1980, 
Lot 1716.

1158 r o of bo t c rc late -50 ea les  � 1899 2  � 1903-O. 
Cleaned, and fields are a little grainy, but apart from that, a 
nice trio with abundant detail. (total: 3 pieces) 

1159 Pa r of Sa  ra c sco t ea les, both ho ce xtremel  
e-45  � 1899-S � 1907-S. (total: 2 pieces) 

11 0 1900 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Frosty and 
bright with solid lustre and pleasing surfaces. 

11 1 1900-S -58 N . lustrous medium gold with good eye 
appeal for a lightly circulated coin. 

rost  em c rc late  1901 a le

11 2 1901 S- 5 N . a frosty gem of the most satisfying quality, 
a rich honey gold beauty with warm olive highlights, broadly 
appealing lustre, and a bold and decisive strike. 

11 3 1901 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a lovely 
champagne gold specimen that is quite close to Choice in ap-
pearance. 

11 4 Pa r of bo t c rc late -53 bert  ea les  � 1901 � 190 . 
(total: 2 pieces) 

11 5 1901-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. beautiful green and 
gold with a touch of pink over creamy lustrous surfaces. the 
strike is exceptional and the eye appeal is outstanding due to 
the lack of any major marks. a suitable type coin for a high-
grade set. 

From Paramount’s sale of he Sherwood Collection, April 1980, 
Lot 1720.

11  1903-O Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous 
honey gold with an overall satiny appearance. 
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S le  1904 Proof a le

11 7 1904 er  ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 4. blindingly reflective 
fields and a needle sharp strike give this example spectacular 
visual appeal. Subtle hints of icy blue and coppery toning at 
the lower obverse add to the look. a marvelous coin for the 
specialist or anyone who appreciates beauty and rarity. one 
of ust 108 minted. 

11 8 1904-O Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Satiny lustre 
traverses over the surfaces of this attractive specimen. a minor 
obverse rim bruise is found at 4:30 and is almost not worth 
mentioning. a pleasing wheat gold example from the New 
orleans Mint. 

a a t a  rost  1905 Proof a le

11 9 1905 Proof- 4 O P S . Sparkling and bright with 
no signs of toning or copper specks. this appears as fresh as 
the day it was struck. the frost on liberty’s face and neck is 
undisturbed, and the fields are magnificent in their mirror 
reflectivity. identifiable by a tiny planchet flake between the 
eagle’s neck and the right wing in the field. the fields are 
nearly perfect save for a couple of random hairlines which 
appear and disappear as the coin is examined under a strong 
light with a loupe. Proof mintage for the year came to 86 
pieces in all, perhaps 15-20 survivors show the Cameo con-
trast seen here, and coins with this degree of contrast always 
bring premiums for their eye appeal. exceptional quality for 
this late Coronet Proof issue and a rare coin indeed. 

PCgS Population: 3; 2 finer (Pr-65 Cameo finest).
From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1170 190  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty honey 
gold with olive highlights. 

1171 190 -  S- 2 N . Satiny medium gold with strong lustre 
and excellent eye appeal for the grade. 

1172 190 -O bo t c rc late -50. average surfaces but lovely 
copper-gold toning on both sides. a scarce issue and popular 
mint for collectors today. 

From our Charles . Patten Auction, May 23-24, 1973, Lot 
601.

1173 1907 bert . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a 
bright and frosty eagle from the final year of the liberty design 
type, though we suspect the surfaces may have been enhanced 
in places. 

2x photo 2x photo

isit stack’s auctions on line at

www stacks co
For i a es oF sin le ite  lots not 
 ictured in the rinted catalo ue
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1174 1907 bert . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. green-
ish gold surfaces display a wonderful degree of silky mint 
bloom giving a pleasant appearance. 

1175 1907 bert . Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Deep yellow gold with 
frosty lustre on both sides. 

U.S. iNDiaN HeaD eagleS

117  1907 a . No Per o s. eara ce of em Br ll a t -
c rc late - 5, lustre artfully enhanced in places. bright yellow 
gold with mark-free surfaces. 

1177 1907 a . No Per o s. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late -
4 al t , deceptively brushed or cleaned. Still, the bright 

golden lustre is essentially unstoppable and the eye appeal is 
certainly commensurate with the assigned grade. 

1178 1907 a . No Per o s. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. 
great looking with clean fields and wonderful mint lustre, 
but there is a very hard to detect rim filing at 12:00 on the 
obverse.  

1179 1907 a . No Per o s. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 2, light obverse cleaning. good lustre and a pleasing 

strike combine to accentuate the lovely eye appeal that this 
example possesses.  

1180 1907 a . No Per o s. S- 0 P S . Called “No Motto” 
by PCgS, a redundancy as all 1907 indian eagles are of the No 
Motto persuasion; PCgS needs to add “No Periods” to their 
adjectival repertoire to be accurate where 1907 indian eagles 
of this style are concerned owing to the three distinct varieties 
of the date, two of which are “With Periods.” bright and satiny 
with strong lustre and impressive eye appeal for the grade. in 
an old green-label PCgS holder—we suspect this will be sent 
to the slab-makers soon after purchase as it is conservatively 
graded in our opinion. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1181 1907 a . No Per o s. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Frosty 
yellow gold with strong lustre and the overall appeal of a finer 
grade. 

1182 1908-  No otto. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. 
Pale yellow-gold toning over decent surfaces. the strike is a bit 
weak at the eagle’s shoulder and the corresponding area on the 
obverse. Still nice and recommended for a closer inspection. 

1183 1908 otto. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. this speci-
men displays exceptional honey gold color and is immersed 
in satiny mint lustre. a small rim mark near 9:00 is all that 
prevents this coin from grading fully gem. a gorgeous coin 
that will be sure to please its new owner. 
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1184 1908 otto. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. this 
lovely lemon yellow example is graced by a wealth of satiny 
lustre. a well struck coin with wonderful eye appeal for the 
assigned grade. 

1185 1908 otto. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous 
yellow gold with frosty orange highlights. From the first year 
of the Saint-gaudens indian design type with iN goD We 
trUSt as part of the design. 

118  1908 otto. ho ce bo t c rc late -58. a pleasing satiny 
coin which is ever so close to full Mint State. 

1187 1908-  otto. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lively 
lustre on pale orange gold surfaces. 

1188 1908-S bo t c rc late -50. Deep honey gold with deep 
rose and violet toning highlights. 

From Stack’s sale of October 1980, Lot 769.

1189 1909 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Satiny mint 
lustre dances over the surfaces for a pleasing look. a well 
struck example from this popular series. 

1190 1910 ho ce bo t c rc late -55. bright yellow gold with 
pale orange toning on the high points. 

1191 1910-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. this well 
struck example displays a nice degree of satiny mint sheen. a 
pleasing specimen. 

1192 1910-  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. this satiny coin is well 
struck and shows just the faintest wear at the high points. 

1193 1910-  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. an attractive cham-
pagne gold coin with some coppery orange color near 12:00 
on the obverse. a lovely coin that is just a whisper away from 
being Uncirculated. 

1194 1910-  bo t c rc late -50. Satiny yellow gold with honey 
highlights and a great deal of retained lustre. 

1195 1910-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0. this example doesn’t appear 
to have circulated but may have been gently wiped. a thin ob-
verse scratch at the left obverse rim is not overly distracting. 

119  1910-S ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Satiny medium gold 
with strong lustre and rose highlights. 

1197 1910-S bo t c rc late -53. rose gold lustre gives a hand-
some appearance to this gently circulated example. 

1198 1911 S- 2 N . Frosty and mostly brilliant with hints of 
olive and lilac. 

1199 1911 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Silky mint blush 
bathes the surfaces of this attractive wheat gold specimen. 

1200 1911 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. lovely original surfaces 
retain a good deal of satiny mint lustre giving this coin a charm-
ing look. 

1201 1911 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. this coin probably never 
actually circulated but there are signs of a past brushing. 

1202 1911 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Pale champagne gold 
surfaces display some rust colored toning at the peripheries. 
a nice deal of silky lustre gives a lovely visual appeal. 
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stro s t State 1911-  a  a le

1203 1911-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. bright yel-
low-gold lustre throughout with a decent strike and pleasing 
surfaces. a few thin lines and scratches can be found with ef-
fort, but this is a tough date that is always in strong demand. 
attractive fields and devices. 

From our Bernard Copeland Auction, April 27-29, 1967, Lot 
1765.

1204 1911-S ho ce bo t c rc late -58. this lustrous example 
is just a touch of rub away from being fully Mint State. an 
attractive piece. 

1205 1912 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. original cop-
pery gold color and satiny lustre give a charming look. 

120  1912-S xtremel  e-40. Modestly circulated but with plenty 
of retained lustre. 

1207 1913 Br ll a t c rc late - 0, lightly cleaned at some 
point. 

1208 1913 er  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. a pleasing coppery 
gold example that is just a hair away from full Mint State. 

1209 1914 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. this honey gold coin displays 
attractive satiny mint blush. 

1210 1914 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Satiny mint brilliance 
gives this lemon yellow example a handsome appearance. 

1211 1914 bo t c rc late -53. lustrous medium gold. 

1212 1914-  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. this attractive coin 
maintains a good deal of lustre and just a touch of cabinet 
friction. 

1213 1915 S- 2 N . brilliant and frosty. a few contact marks 
on the reverse are about all that keep this lustrous piece out 
of the “Choice” category. 

1214 1915 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. broadly sweep-
ing lustre on deep yellow gold surfaces. 

1215 1915 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Honey gold 
surfaces host a good deal of frosty mint sheen. 

121  1915 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. this example 
displays satiny lustre and has great eye appeal for the assigned 
grade. 

1217 1915-S ho ce xtremel  e-45. a good deal of satiny bloom 
remains on this gently circulated specimen. 

s all  St  192  a  a le

1218 192  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. expansive cartwheel 
lustre fairly leaps from the surfaces of this bright and engag-
ing indian eagle. a gorgeous coin, an example of a date that is 
readily available in most grades, but always desirable in gem 
grades; this one holds up admirably to careful scrutiny and the 
rigors of the assigned grade. 
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1219 192  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Superb bright 
lustre over well struck surfaces. Devoid of any major marks, 
this attractive coin is destined for a collector that appreciates 
truly beautiful coins. 

From Paramount’s sale of he Sherwood Collection, April 1980, 
Lot 1750.

1220 192  S- 3 N . lustrous and attractive. Mostly brilliant 
with wisps and blushes of pink, jade green, and lilac. 

1221 192  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty honey gold with 
rose iridescence. 

1222 192  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Satiny mint lustre leaps 
from the surfaces for outstanding visual appeal. a pleasing 
specimen that is free of noteworthy marks. 

1223 192  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. intense satiny lustre 
gives this honey gold specimen a great look. Signs of a light 
obverse wiping are well concealed and are mostly in the 
indian’s headdress. the coin has a rather pleasant overall eye 
appeal. 

1224 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a highly lus-
trous orange gold coin with some light reverse hairlines. 

1225 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a lovely honey 
gold specimen that is steeped in satiny mint bloom. 

122  192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a highly lus-
trous specimen that is just a couple of obverse tics away from 
Choice Uncirculated or better. 

1227 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Satiny mint 
lustre gives a pleasing look to this champagne gold example. 

1228 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Silky mint sheen 
dances over the surfaces for an attractive look. 

1229 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a lovely pale 
lemon yellow specimen which displays silky mint bloom. 

1230 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. brilliant and 
lustrous. Nice eye appeal for the assigned grade. 

Purchased from Stack’s, une 9, 1980.

1231 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a lustrous 
greenish gold specimen. 

1232 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Satiny mint 
lustre graces the surfaces of this wheat gold example. 

1233 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a pleasing 
example with a good deal of satiny lustre. 

1234 192  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. bright honey 
gold with attractive lustre and the immediate eye appeal of a 
finer grade. 

1235 1932 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Medium yellow-
gold toning over exceptionally well struck surfaces. the fields 
are clean with just the tiniest of contact marks seen. Well worth 
a closer examination as this coin is well above the norm for 
this grade. 

From Paramount’s sale of he Sherwood Collection, April 1980, 
Lot 1752.
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123  1932 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. this gorgeous 
example is completely engulfed in satiny mint bloom. out-
standing champagne gold color and a forceful strike add to 
the allure.  

1237 1932 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Vibrant mint 
lustre radiates from the surfaces and screams originality. the 
coin displays majestic champagne gold color and has superior 
eye appeal. 

1238 1932 S- 3 P S . lustrous deep honey gold with pale rose 
highlights. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1239 1932 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. lustrous honey gold 
with good eye appeal for the grade. 

1240 1932 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. intense mint frost 
blankets the surfaces of this attractive champagne gold piece. 
a few faint lines can be found but the surfaces are generally 
quite nice. 

1241 1932 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. this lovely example 
has the first glance look of a gem. a highly lustrous beauty 
with strong yellow gold color. 

1242 1932 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. an attractive example 
which retains strong lustre despite a light wiping at some time 
in the past. 

1243 1932 S- 2 P S . Frosty on the obverse and satiny on the 
reverse.  

1244 1932 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. this attractive 
piece is just a few wispy lines away from a higher grade. a 
wealth of satiny lustre adds to the eye appeal. 

1245 1932 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Champagne 
gold color gives a lovely appearance. a pair of thin scratches in 
the headdress are all that keep this coin from a higher grade. 

124  1932 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Silky mint lustre 
radiates from the surfaces giving a charming look. 

1247 1932 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a champagne 
gold example which displays silky mint sheen. 

1248 1932 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a lovely cop-
pery gold specimen with an ample deal of mint frost. 

1249 1932 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a lustrous 
specimen. 

1250 1932 ho ce bo t c rc late -58. this lustrous specimen 
is rather pleasing and just a whisper away from Mint State. 

Bid with stack’s on the world wide weB

www.stacks.com
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U.S. DoUble eagleS ($20 golD)
U.S. liberty HeaD DoUble eagleS

1251 1850 -30 N . a deep olive gold specimen from the first 
collectable year of the denomination, worn but not heavily 
marked. 

1252 1851 -45 P S . Pleasing yellow-gold toning over rich 
lustre that still remains. a respectable strike gives this coin 
desirable eye appeal. a top drawer example of this early type 
coin. 

1253 1852 Bree -7152. e che  ate. ho ce xtremel  e-45. 
light yellow gold, with decent lustre remaining in the fields. 
lightly cleaned, but generally pleasing. repunching is visible 
just above the final positions of each date digit. a variety called 
“scarce” by Walter breen in his Encyclopedia. 

1254 1852-O ho ce xtremel  e-45. Medium yellow gold, a few 
scattered marks present. 

1255 1853 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. this example 
displays a good deal of satiny mint sheen. the coin is well 
struck and exhibits a pleasing coppery gold tone. an eye 
appealing ecoin which is difficult to locate in Uncirculated 
grades. 

125  1853 -55 N . Deep honey gold with some retained lustre 
in the protected areas. 

a die chip within the upper loop of the 8 in the date resembles the 
remnants of an errant 8.

1257 1854 Small ate. ho ce bo t c rc late -55. good detail 
and nice lustre remain. a few scattered marks and hairlines as 
expected from a lightly circulated double eagle. 

1258 1854 Small ate. -53 N . lustrous in the fields but there 
are the usual minor bagmarks and circulation marks so often 
found on these. liberty’s face and neck show small nicks but 
none are deep or distracting. 
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1259 1854 Small ate. Bree -71 7. e che  ate. ho ce x-
tremel  e-45. Pale yellow gold with good lustre remaining 
in the most protected areas of the fields. a few scattered marks, 
as expected for the grade, the only noteworthy one being just 
behind liberty’s head. Sharp repunching is seen on three digits 
of the date. 

12 0 1857-S -58 N . good lustre over well struck surfaces. a 
few light contact marks are present but none to serious. a date 
that was considered rare and virtually unattainable in Mint State 
until the S.S. Central America hoard was released, which contained 
more than 5,400 Mint State coins of this date. a tough date which 
still commands a premium over common type i double eagles. 

12 1 1857-S er  e-20. Pale honey gold with rich orange high-
lights around the devices. 

12 2 1858 sal e  e Ob erse. ho ce bo t c rc late -
55. light yellow gold with excellent lustre remaining. Well 
bagmarked, but mostly fine marks only and none too severe. 
around the devices, fine die polishing lines are seen. the 
obverse die was very slightly misaligned with respect to the 
reverse, but no design is lost. 

From Bowers and Merena’s King of Siam Sale, October 1987, 
Lot 2022.

12 3 1858 -50 N . Deep honey gold with some retained lustre 
on the reverse. 

12 4 18 0-S -25 N . Deep honey gold with numerous tiny 
circulation marks noted. 

H h- ra e 18 1 o ble a le

12 5 18 1 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. the coin has a 
nice appearance with rich golden toning and a sharp strike. 
Under strong magnification there are some faint hairlines, 
primarily on the obverse along with a few minor rim tics. 
this coin certainly has the right look and should be closely 
viewed by someone looking for that special early double 
eagle. 

12  18 1-S ho ce xtremel  e-45. Warm medium gold with 
nice eye appeal despite a few light marks. 

12 7 18 2-S -53 N . traces of lustre survive and the surfaces 
are average or a bit better for a type i $20. these tend to come 
pretty banged up after even brief circulation, but this retains 
enough eye appeal and surface quality to appeal to most col-
lectors. 
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12 8 18 3-S bo t c rc late -50. light yellow gold with good 
lustre remaining. a few scattered marks and light hairlines are 
noted, but none are distracting. 

From Bowers and Merena’s King of Siam Sale, October 1987, 
Lot 2038.

12 9 18 3-S -45 N . brightly lustrous. the strike is decent 
which adds to this coin’s appeal. a few moderate contact marks 
on the obverse which are somewhat detracting. a popular Civil 
War date. 

1270 18 3-S xtremel  e-40. the present coin exhibits one of the 
most spectacular anomalous marks ever seen by the present 
writer in his 46 years of collecting and 21 years of professional 
numismatic cataloguing—the reversed tops of a 186 can be 
seen deeply imbedded in the reverse rim below Nty of the 
denomination! Well-circulated medium gold with deep orange 
in the protected areas. a crescent-shaped shallow mark is seen 
in the obverse field above liberty’s head. 

are 18 -S No otto o ble a le

1271 18 -S No otto. ho ce xtremel  e-45 eta ls. this cham-
pagne gold example probably saw minimal time in circulation 
and some protected lustre remains. there are numerous thin 
scratches found on either side of this specimen, the equivalent 
of numismatic sacrilege. Nevertheless, this represents an infre-
quent opportunity to acquire a truly scarce coin. O l  12,000 
were str ck by the San Francisco Mint before adding the motto 
to the reverse of the double eagle later in this year. 

ho ce  18 -S otto 20

1272 18 -S otto. -58 N . Deep honey gold with subdued 
lustre and pale orange highlights on both sides. Scarce in aU-
58 or finer despite a sizeable mintage for the issue of 842,250 
pieces—much of that mintage saw heavy circulation with few 
pieces of high quality set aside intentionally. 

1273 18 7 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Flashy lustre and better than 
average surfaces that show just a light scattering of nicks. the 
color and quality are right as rain. 

From our auction of September 12-14, 1984, Lot 1185.

1274 18 7-S -50 N . Deep rose gold with some storage de-
tritus on the high points, light scattered marks on both sides. 

1275 18 9-S ho ce bo t c rc late -55. bright and lustrous 
medium gold with rich mint bloom on both sides. obverse 
rim delicately filed in places. 

127  18 9-S bo t c rc late -53. Medium gold with retained 
lustre, faint scratches evident on the reverse. 
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c rc late  1870-S o ble a le

1277 1870-S S- 1 N . another date that escalates in value at 
the Uncirculated level despite its sizeable mintage of 982,000 
pieces, the vast majority of which saw heavy circulation with-
out benefit of numismatic interest. Frosty golden surfaces with 
nice lustre and no serious marks. 

1278 1870-S -50 P S . attractive mint color that is hidden 
beneath a moderate amount of field abrasion. the strike is 
good for this type and the lustre is better than normally seen 
for this minimal aU grade. 

1279 1870-S -50 N . Deep gold with much mint lustre and 
rose iridescence in the protected areas. 

1280 1871-S eara ce of ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. yel-
low gold and olive surfaces, possibly enhanced at one time. 

1281 1871-S -58 N . Deep olive gold with retained lustre in 
the recessed areas. 

1282 1871-S -53 P S . Cartwheel surfaces are somewhat hid-
den by moderate field abrasion. Deep yellow-gold toning gives 
this coin a decent appearance. a suitable coin for a high-grade 
type or date set. 

1283 1871-S -45 P S . great mint lustre with surfaces that have 
been well preserved. the reverse mintmark is struck from a 
different die than the previous lot, with this mintmark small 
and closed while the mintmark from the previous lot is larger 
and open. both these coins are excellent examples for an early 
double eagle specialist. 

1284 1872-  xtremel  e-40 shar ess. lustrous yellow 
surfaces with numerous tics and tiny blemishes; some light 
smoothing may have occurred as well. Medium honey gold. 
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1285 1872-S er  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Just a touch of 
light wear is found on this wheat gold specimen. there is a bit 
of chatter in the fields but mirror-like reflective lustre is still 
quite evident. 

128  1873 O e  3. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a 
greenish gold specimen with an ample strike and a pleasing 
appearance. 

1287 1873 O e  3. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Pleasing satiny lustre 
remains mostly in the more protected areas. a few rim marks 
are noted for the sake of accuracy. 

1288 1873 O e  3. -58 N . attractive mint lustre over surfaces 
that have attracted only light contact marks. a very good strike 
for this issue with frosty fields. a common date that is quite 
suitable for a high grade set or type. 

1289 1873 O e  3. bo t c rc late -53. More than its fair 
share of mint frost on both sides. there is a trivial obverse 
rim mark at 9:00 as well as some light deposits at the lower 
reverse, however the presentation remains quite accept-
able. 

c rc late  1874 20

1290 1874 S- 1 N . Frosty honey gold with olive lustre. 

t State 1874 20

1291 1874 S- 1 N . Satiny honey gold with rich rose lustre. 

c rc late  1874 o ble a le

1292 1874 S- 1 N . lustrous pale olive gold with good sheen 
and no serious marks. a popular type ii issue. 
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1293 1874-  Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Medium gold with decided 
olive highlights and much retained lustre in the protected 
areas. Scattered marks present, most noticeably a gouge that 
connects the tops of the 7 in the date to liberty’s truncation 
above, another from the rim at 10:00 between stars 4 and 5. 

1294 1874-  Shar ess of xtremel  e-40, but tooled and 
surfaces heated to reduce marks. extensive hairlines and 
smoothing done to impart a satiny appearance. 

From our Gaston DiBello Auction, May 14-16, 1970.

1295 1874-  ho ce er  e-35. Despite the grade designation, 
much satiny lustre can be seen around the stars, letters, numer-
als, and other protected areas of the designs. Mostly brilliant 
surfaces with blushes of peach and lilac iridescence on the high 
points. Worth a generous bid from the alert specialist. 

From our sale of December 1980, Lot 158.

t State 1874-S o ble a le

129  1874-S S- 1 N . Frosty honey gold with olive highlights 
and good overall eye appeal for the grade. 

t State 1874-S o ble a le

1297 1874-S S- 1 N . Satiny honey gold with strong lustre. 

c rc late  1874-S o ble a le

1298 1874-S S- 1 N . Frosty honey gold with lively lustre and 
nice eye appeal. 

c rc late  1874-S 20

1299 1874-S S- 1 N . Frosty honey gold with strong lustre, 
pale olive highlights, and nice eye appeal for the grade. 

1300 1875 Br ll a t c rc late - 0, if not a bit finer. there is a light 
obverse rim mark at 2:00, as well as a shallow scuff at 12:00 
on the reverse. the strike, however, is above average for this 
type, and the lustre is quite vibrant. 
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1301 1875 bo t c rc late -50. traces of lustre in the protected 
areas and the surfaces are pleasing for a type ii $20 which 
often are found quite abraded. liberty’s cheek and the fields 
reveal fewer signs of contact than expected. 

1302 1875-  -55 N . Much retained lustre on deep honey 
gold surfaces, some faint “storage grime” is noted on the 
obverse high points. 

1303 1875-  ho ce xtremel  e-45. Sharpness of about Un-
circulated-55, or even finer, with bold lustre, but both sides 
are heavily hairlined from an old cleaning. a small rough area 
above liberty’s head appears to be a planchet flaw, as made, 
while the reverse shows some light porosity near 5:00. breen’s 
close CC variety, with the two letters of the mintmark being 
less than one letter’s width apart. 

1304 1875-S S- 1 N . lustrous honey gold with bold olive 
highlights. 

1305 187  S- 1 N . Frosty honey gold with olive highlights 
and nice underlying lustre.  From the final year of type ii 
double eagle coinage. 

130  187  S- 1 N . Highly lustrous and somewhat prooflike 
with good overall eye appeal for the grade.

1307 187  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. an orange golden, fully 
frosty example that displays just a hint of light friction. the 
surfaces are nicely balanced, particularly for a type ii liberty 
Head double eagle. 

1308 187 -  xtremel  e-40 in terms of sharpness, but pol-
ished—a procedure evidently intended to obliterate scratches 
on liberty’s cheek and in the reverse field. in-person examina-
tion is recommended. From a mintage of just 138,441 pieces, a 
fairly modest production figure for the era. 
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1309 187 -S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty honey 
gold with strong lustre—the reverse is easily Choice or finer. 

1310 187 -S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty honey 
gold with brightly swirling cartwheel lustre. 

1311 187 -S -50 N S . great mint lustre for the grade with 
the reverse having the look of a Mint State coin. a respectable 
strike defines this type ii double eagle which is probably a bit 
undergraded by today’s standards. 

1312 187 -S -45 N S . Frosty surfaces that have a moderate 
amount of contact marks present. lightly enhanced surfaces 
still give a nice appearance. a decent strike for the type. 

Scarce 1877-  o ble a le

1313 1877-  ho ce xtremel  e-45. Delicate coppery olive 
toning augments lightly muted underlying mint frost on both 
sides. only a few minor marks are present, one of which is 
at 2:00 on the reverse rim. the low mintage of this Carson 
City date (only 42,565 were struck), coupled with a rather tiny 
survival rate has resulted in this issue being quite scarce 
today. 

1314 1877-S S- 1 N . lustrous honey gold with olive high-
lights. 

1315 Pa r of o ble ea les  � 1877-S about Uncirculated-50 � a 
presentable piece which has been cleaned. two clusters of 
surface marks on the obverse do not detract from the overall 
appearance. the reverse is a little weak in areas around the 
shield � 1888-S about Uncirculated-53. a well struck piece 
which has been cleaned taking away some of the sharpness 
which might otherwise be there. a couple of insignificant edge 
knocks but no major contact marks. (total: 2 pieces) 

131  1878 -55 P S . Choice for the grade with incredibly 
lively lustre. a case could be made for Mint State status for 
this double eagle. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1317 1878 e che  8s. bo t c rc late -50. light yellow gold 
with pleasing and uniform lustre remaining. both numeral 8s 
in the date are repunched, but not boldly so. 
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1318 1878-S S- 1 N . lustrous medium gold. 

1319 1878-S -30 N . even wear with the reverse central area 
a bit weakly struck. Pale yellow-gold toning reminiscent of a 
past dipping. Moderate field abrasion is typical of a coin in 
this grade and does not degrade the appeal 

1320 Pa r of ho ce bo t c rc late -58 o ble ea les  � 1878-S 
Solid coin, little weakness to strike around shield on reverse 
� 1882-S Strong strike with velvet mint bloom around the 
devices. (total: 2 pieces) 

1321 1879 -58 N . Full mint lustre over sparkling surfaces. 
this coin is really Mint State but because of the multitude of 
tiny contact marks, NgC has net graded this specimen. Very 
well struck. good appeal despite the problems. a very tough 
date to acquire in Mint State or better. 

t State 1879-S o ble a le

1322 1879-S S- 1 N . Satiny honey gold with some scattered 
marks commensurate with the grade. 

c rc late  1879-S 20

1323 1879-S S- 1 N . Deep honey gold with olive irides-
cence. 

1324 1881-S S- 1 N . Satiny olive gold with nicely supportive 
lustre and the eye appeal of a finer grade. 

1325 1881-S xtremel  e-40. Medium golden surfaces with some 
lustre in the protected design areas. 

132  1882-  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. olive gold surfaces 
with retained lustre, heavy arcing furrow across liberty’s por-
trait. a moderately scarce issue from Carson City, a date that 
saw a production run of just 39,140 pieces; most were heavily 
circulated to the VF range. 

1327 Pa r of -40 bert  o ble ea les  � 1882-S � 1895. (total: 
2 pieces) 
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are a  m ress e 20 e Set-  rror

1330 1883-S e Set-  Str ke. er  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. light yellow gold with nice lustre on both 
sides. on the obverse nearly all of the stars are missing, save for the uppermost four. the date is extremely 
weak, but appears to be either 1883 or 1888. all of the highest areas of the relief on both sides are essentially 
flat. the reverse shows few letters of the legend, but some are completely outlined, and four are nicely de-
fined. the mintmark is clearly visible. original planchet texture is seen on both sides. a dramatic error that 
is extremely rare on a double eagle. While classified as an error, such die set-up pieces are technically only 
errors in that they manage to get released into circulation. they resulted from the process of adjusting new 
dies that had been placed into a coining press. When first secured in place, the dies are farther apart than 
they need to be to effectively and fully strike coins. Presumably, this is a matter of policy, as placing them 
too close would risk damage to the die. the first strike therefore produces a very softly struck coin, or set-up 
piece, which allows the press operator to adjust the dies toward their appropriate position until, through 
trial strikes, it is determined that the distance is correct and that all future coins off the press will be of fully 
executed design. these pieces are not generally released, but they are a part of normal operations. they are 
rarely seen, and this set-up example of a double eagle is a landmark specimen. 

From Bowers and Merena’s 1991 ANA Centennial Sale, August 1991, Lot 751.

1331  bert  a  a Sa t a e s o ble ea le  � 1883-S about Uncirculated-53 � 1914-  extremely Fine-40. 
a nice pair. (total: 2 pieces) 

1332 1884-S S- 0 N . Underlying unbroken lustre supports rich rose iridescence. 

1328 1883-  bo t c rc late -55 in terms of definition. the sur-
faces however, have been polished, and the rims are indicative 
of a coin that has spent a significant part of its life as a jewelry 
piece. Scarce nonetheless and still deserving of a significant 
premium. 

1329 1883-S S- 1 N . lustrous honey gold with warm rose 
iridescence. Nice for the grade. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.
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a est c em ltra ameo Proof 1885 oro et o ble a le
e  ate  ll ra es O e of the est ow

2x photo

1333 1885 Proof- 5  O N . blazingly bright with deeply reflective fields that greatly offset 
the heavily frosted devices and lettering. one of just 78 pieces coined in Proof this year, which happens 
to coincide nicely with the business strike mintage of 751 pieces. these tiny mintages produced one of the 
legendary key dates to the series. to date a combined 19 certified examples are reflected between PCgS 
and NgC, considerably fewer than one would expect from this mintage. it is indeed likely that the majority 
were melted as unsold or unwanted as 1886 began, hard to believe today. breen and akers both believed 
there were fewer than 20 Proofs of this date to survive, a number borne out by 22 years of certified grading. 
this is identifiable by a tiny planchet flake in the field below star 8 and a clutch of minute hairlines nearby. 
Deeply frosted on liberty’s head and the stars, the reverse too with near perfect surfaces. bold Cameo frost 
throughout creates the distinctive eye appeal that renders Mint State examples a distant second place. of 
the 15-20 that do survive, the present coin is likely one of the top three or four examples. 

NgC Census: 1; 1 finer (Proof-66 Ultra Cameo finest).
From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1334 1888 o ble  e e erse. S 20-1888-801. bo t c rc late -53. Frosty honey gold with lively lustre 
and pale rose toning highlights. reverse doubling at tWeNty DollarS with distinctive notches at the 
serifs rather than the typical shelf or die ejection doubling that is often mistaken for the “real McCoy.” at-
tractive and neat! 

1335 1888-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. this well struck, satiny specimen offers a particularly ap-
pealing reverse. 

133  1890 S- 1 N . Satiny olive gold surfaces with underlying lustre. 

1337 Pa r of Sa  ra c sco o ble ea les  � 1890-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Dark dull surfaces yet a very 
colorful coin which demands closer inspection. � 1905-S. Choice about Uncirculated-55. Well struck with 
reflective lustre to devices. (total: 2 pieces) 
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l s e 1891-  o ble a le
ta e  5,000 P eces

1338 1891-  -50 N . Medium gold with worn surfaces that 
show no serious marks. an elusive Carson City double eagle 
from the waning years of production at that facility; just 5,000 
pieces were struck with the typical survivor from that mintage 
in a much lower grade than the currently offered specimen. 

1339 1891-S S- 2 P S . even yellow to orange-gold color with 
strong lustre but average surfaces with scattered nicks and 
scuffs from bag handling. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1340 1891-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Classic 
cartwheel lustre beams from deep honey surfaces. Nice for 
the grade. 

bl she  1891-S o er S o ble a le

1341 1891-S S ho ce bo t c rc late -58. retaining full mint 
frost on either side. the legends and devices are quite assertive, 
however there are some light rim marks, the most noticeable 
of which is at 8:00 on the reverse. in fact, this coin is quite 
mundane were it not for some rather dramatic repunching that 
is most easily viewed below and to the right of the mintmark. 
We are aware of no prior listing of this coin in any specialized 
reference (this variety is l ste  in breen, Fivaz-Stanton, 
and Wexler-Miller), thus it certainly should be of particularly 
interest to rPM aficionados. 

1342 1891-S S- 0 N . Deep orange-gold patina over surfaces 
that have a tiny amount of contact marks. the reverse is quite 
nice and is close to Choice overall. Well struck with nice appeal 
for the grade. 

1343 1892-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. generous 
mint lustre with a good strike gives this coin excellent eye ap-
peal. Curiously the mintmark catches the eye as being a little 
soft but on closer inspection one sees a double “S.” 

1344 1892 1-S Bree -7312. bo t c rc late -53. lustrous light yellow gold with a few faint hairlines. Well 
struck and pleasing. Faint remnants of what appears to be a numeral 1 behind the 2 in the date. 

1345 1893-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a hint of delicate rose toning complements velvet-satin 
underlying mint lustre on both the obverse and reverse. 
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134  1893-S S- 1 N . Satiny medium gold with strong lustre 
and good eye appeal for the grade. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1347 1893-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Cartwheel 
lustre and an above average strike are featured on this deep 
yellow golden example. 

1348 1894 S- 1 N . Frosty honey gold. 
From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1349 1894 S- 1 N . Medium gold with lively lustre. 
From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1350 1894 S- 1 P S . Frosty surfaces that has deep orange-gold 
with pink highlights. the strike is lovely and accentuates this 
coin’s appeal. Some light marks but none too serios.

1351 1894-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. an eye catch-
ing coin with gold toning most evident around the edge with 
peach toning developing as one moves through areas of mint 
bloom to the center. a very attractive well struck coin which 
merits closer inspection. 

1352 1894-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Mint 
bloom appears over most of the surface of this coin. the 
original strike was very strong which leads to excellent im-
age definition which is enhanced with the absence of any 
significant contact marks. the reverse has damage to the 
shield which detracts only slightly from the overall quality 
of this coin. 

1353 1895 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Mint bloom gives this 
coin a dark rather matte appearance to the naked eye. on closer 
inspection image sharpness is simply eye catching and adds 
to the overall appearance. 

1354 1895 S- 2 P S . Creamy surfaces with rich lustre. a few 
inconsequential contact marks, but overall the surfaces of this 
coin are quite nice and above average for the grade. orange-
gold toning with pink overtones. the reverse is fully Choice 
and the obverse is not far from that popular grade. Well worth 
a closer inspection. 

1355 1895 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. original color is 
the most striking feature of this coin. an excess of mint bloom 
and very little surface marking ensures this coin has a very 
high grade. 

135  1895 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a very pleasing 
example. Mint bloom radiates from the center outward on both 
sides of this coin which adds to the overall appeal. 

1357 1895 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a strong strike 
and copious amounts of mint bloom make this coin attractive. 
Closer inspection reveals some very slight surface damage on 
the obverse which is not apparent to the naked eye. 

1358 1895 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. excellent eye 
appeal on the obverse side with a great deal of evident mint 
bloom and very few contact marks visible. on the reverse there 
is a little dark surface contamination in a couple of places which 
is visible to the naked eye. 
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1359 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 o ble ea les  � 1895. Hint 
of pink and orange starting to develop. good clean strike hides 
the presence of a very light surface scratch from 8:00 to 2:00 
on the obverse side. there are a very few insignificant contact 
marks on the reverse � 1899. Very similar piece only this time 
there is a light surface mark from 10:00 to 4:00 on the obverse. 
(total: 2 pieces) 

13 0 1895-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Frosty and 
lustrous with exceptional eye appeal for the assigned grade. 

13 1 189  S- 1 N . Highly lustrous medium gold with loads 
of eye appeal for the grade. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

13 2 189  Bree -7322. e che  ate. er  ho ce bo t -
c rc late -58. bright and lustrous yellow gold with some faint 
rose toning. a few light bagmarks, as expected for the grade, 
but still very attractive. light friction on the cheek accounts for 
the grade. all four digits of the date show clear repunching. 

13 3 Pa r of -58 o ble ea les  � 189  � 189 -S. the reverse 
on the earlier date has small amounts of surface contamina-
tion which have been partially removed leaving light surface 
damage in the legend. (total: 2 pieces) 

13 4 189 -S S- 1 P S . excellent mint bloom over surfaces that 
have little in the way of bad contact marks. Smooth creamy 
fields show a strong strike. Pale yellow-gold toning gives this 
coin superb eye appeal for this grade. in fact, the coin probably 
is a candidate for a regrade since it is very PQ for what is seen 
in MS-61 holders these days. 

13 5 1897 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Highly lustrous with 
pleasing surfaces and great eye appeal for the grade. 

13  1897 S- 2 P S . bright yellow-gold and attractive due to 
the lustre and decent surfaces. the 8 is repunched low. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

13 7 1897 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Copious 
amounts of mint bloom. the fields have no major blemishes. 
only one significant contact mark in the hair, otherwise a very 
clean coin meriting close inspection.

13 8 1897 S- 1 N . Frosty honey gold with strong lustre. 
From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

13 9 1897 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Mint bloom 
over well struck surfaces makes this coin attractive. Closer 
inspection reveals past wiping and two very small spots of 
surface contamination below the nose. on the reverse there is 
surface contamination to part of the legend. 

1370 1897-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 and just 
bordering on fully choice. Chisel-sharp legends and design 
elements are aptly enhanced by a blush of rich orange golden 
toning on either side. 
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1371 1897-S S- 2 N . Pleasing cartwheels over rich, creamy, 
very lustrous fields. the strike is bold and adds greatly to this 
coin’s intense eye appeal. the reverse is fully Choice and the 
obverse is not far from that grade. in fact, we would not be 
surprised if this coin is regraded higher. 

1372 1897-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. bright 
reflective surfaces and a thin surface bloom around the de-
vices. Couple of minor contact marks on the reverse do not 
detract from the overall quality of this coin which has a strong 
strike. 

1373 1897-S -58 N . Strong cartwheel lustre on bright honey 
gold surfaces. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1374 Pa r of ho ce bo t c rc late -58 o ble ea les  � 1897-S 
� 1904. two very sound coins with no serious contact marks. 
the earlier date is pale yellow with a hint of peach, while 
the later date is dark yellow. both have a slightly dull dark 
cheekbone area. (total: 2 pieces) 

1375 Pa r of bert  o ble ea les, both ho ce bo t c rc -
late -55  � 1898 � 1898-S. (total: 2 pieces) 

137  1898-S S- 3 N . Sharp and frosty. essentially brilliant 
with blushes and wisps of pale lilac on both surfaces. 

1377 1898-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. an appealing 
shade of yellow-gold is accented by ample satin-cartwheel mint 
bloom on both the obverse and reverse. 

1378 1898-S S- 2 N . average surfaces and lustre for a Mint 
State coin of this grade, with the 18 showing minor repunching 
low. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1379 1898-S S- 1 N . bright honey gold with powerful lus-
tre. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1380 1898-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. good lustre 
and a better than average strike are characteristics of this coin. 
Some moderate contact points seen, none of which affects this 
coin’s eye appeal. 
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1381 1898-S S- 0 N . Highly lustrous medium gold sur-
faces. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1382 1898-S Br ll a t c rc late - 0 P . bright honey gold with 
strong lustre and highly reflective prooflike mirror surfaces 
that create a modest yet attractive cameo contrast. a pleasing 
coin for the grade. 

1383 1899 S- 3 N . bright golden lustre throughout with at-
tractive surfaces. Minimal handling marks. None are deep or 
detracting, but several tiny ones are present. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1384 1899 S- 2 P S . Frosty and lustrous and undeniably 
choice for the grade; indeed, the present specimen would still 
be considered “choice” another grading point up the scale! 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1385 1899 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. generous mint 
lustre and a good strike give this coin excellent eye appeal. Very 
minor contact marks overall. on the reverse there are three 
small areas of dark surface contamination within the legend. 

138  1899 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. there is an 
obverse rim mark at 11:00, otherwise this warm, orange golden 
example would easily warrant a Choice distinction. the inte-
rior surface quality is far nicer than typically observed, and 
the lustre is wonderfully rich. 

1387 xe  a r of bo t c rc late -50 o ble ea les  � 1899 
� 1913. (total: 2 pieces) 

1388 1899-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a coin with 
mint bloom and center areas of high brightness. Well struck 
and preserved with very few contact marks on the surfaces 
and some very light surface abrasions which are seen under 
magnification or bright light. the reverse has an edge knock 
at 10:00. 

1389 1900 S- 2 N . bright and lustrous with solid lustre and 
clean surfaces. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1390 1900 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. generous mint 
lustre and a good strike give this coin excellent eye appeal and a 
lovely satin appearance which augments the design features. 
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1391 1900 S- 1 N . Medium gold with good lustre. 
From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1392 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 bert  o ble ea les  � 1900-S 
light yellow with a hint of peach toning � 1907. light yellow 
with an unusual center steel lime tone with hints of cyan. two 
very attractive but differently toned coins. (total: 2 pieces) 

1393 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 o ble ea les  � 1901-S � 
1904-S. two very nice examples, sharply struck with chisel 
sharp definition. Some light lines are visible under bright 
light but hardly detract from the overall appearance which is 
striking. (total: 2 pieces) 

1394 1902 -53 P S . Medium yellow-gold over well struck 
surfaces, some light contact marks are noted. a very scarce 
date with only 31,140 pieces struck, the lowest mintage liberty 
Head double eagle of the 20th century. 

1395 1902-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. excellent 
cartwheeling lustre on this frosty coin. light bagmarks. 

139  1902-S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. the words sharp 
and bright immediately come to mind on first sight. exceptionally 
well struck with very minor contact marks and lines. 

1397 1902-S S- 0 N . Full lustre that is quite bright and attrac-
tive. the strike is nearly full and the surfaces are decent but for 
a few heavier contact marks on Miss liberty’s face. a fresh and 
original coin that will fit into someone’s Uncirculated set. 

1398 1903-S S- 2 P S . bright and lustrous with a few reeding 
marks near liberty’s eye that are hidden by the devices. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

m ress e Near em 1904 o ble a les

1399 1904 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Satiny honey gold 
with lively lustre and excellent eye appeal. 

1400 1904 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Frosty honey gold 
with strong lustre. 

1401 1904 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. an abundance of 
deep satin-velvet mint bloom embraces both the obverse and 
reverse of this distinctive deep yellow golden specimen. the 
lustre and color exude unadulterated “freshness”. 

1402 1904 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a luxuriant offer-
ing of unbroken, deep velvet lustre immerses both the obverse 
and reverse. the surface quality is outstanding, and the eye 
appeal quite distinctive. 

1403 1904 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. there are a few 
light obverse reeding marks just in front of liberty’s chin, how-
ever this glistening deep velvet example remains far and away 
finer than the typical liberty Head double eagle survivor. 
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1404 1904 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4, with claims to a 
full gem distinction. the fields and devices are simply rippling 
with ever so rich, unbroken silk-like mint bloom. 

1405 1904 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4, were it not for 
obverse hairlines. excellent color with frosty cartwheel. Small 
dig on lower reverse. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

140  1904 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a beautiful piece that 
immediately catches the eye as superior in terms of quality. 
light dances off the almost perfect surfaces enticing the viewer 
to make a closer inspection of this magnificent specimen. there 
is no disappointment to be experienced here.  

1407 1904 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Sweeping cartwheel 
lustre on distinctively olive surfaces. 

1408 1904 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. this glowing velvet-silk 
jewel exhibits a small obverse contact mark that is evident at 
the top of liberty’s neck. a rich shade of orange-gold comple-
ments needle-sharp definition. 

1409 1904 S- 2 N . this nearly Choice coin is fully lustrous 
and has attractive golden toning. the strike is super and adds 
greatly to this lovely coin’s appearance. a common date but 
this coin is very PQ for the grade and should be closely exam-
ined for a possible upgrade. 

1410 1904 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. although over a 
100 years old this coin looks like new as it has been dipped in the 
recent past. Nevertheless a pleasing specimen. 

1411 1904 S- 1 N . a coin with lovely lustre and surfaces, a 
first rate strike and good eye appeal. these attributes should 
enable this coin to reach its full potential. 

1412 1904 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Soft satin 
surface which has darkened with age around the edge. this 
coin displays a bold strike with just a couple of minor surface 
scratches to the cheek area. 

1413 1904 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. a neat and tidy 
piece. essentially blemish free at low magnification except for 
a slight rim knock on the reverse. at high magnification there 
are only a few very minor surface irregularities around the 
chin. otherwise very pleasing. 

1414 1904 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. bright reflec-
tive fields catch the eye, as this coin has high reflectivity which 
tends to highlight surface blemishes. Close inspection shows 
these marks to be very light and essentially insignificant except 
for a scratch on the reverse around 6:00. this coin should be 
closely viewed.

1415 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 o ble ea les  � 1904 � 
1907. Some light lines are evident on the obverses and on the 
later date there is edge damage at 12:00 on the obverse. (total: 
2 pieces) 

141  1904 am at o . er  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Highly 
lustrous rich yellow gold with some faint orange toning in the 
protected areas. a large retained planchet lamination extends 
from below the center two digits of the date to the rim just past 
star 13. a large lamination not usually seen on double eagles, 
and scarce on any gold coin. 
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1417 1904 Str ck thro h. er  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. 
richly lustrous light honey gold. Slight friction on the high 
points, but rather free of marks otherwise. the obverse is struck 
through a large lamination from another planchet, affecting the 
nose, lips, chin, and extending toward the truncation. a strike 
through error of nice size. 

1418 1904 am at o . er  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. Satiny 
and lustrous medium yellow gold. a somewhat deep, but small 
lamination pit is seen just left of liberty’s nose. 

ho ce Proof 1905 o ble a le

1419 1905 ho ce Br ll a t Proof- 3. a few light hairlines are seen. 
Deep golden surfaces with the obverse devices in strong 
contrast with the deeply mirrored fields. the reverse has 
mostly a brilliant finish which is normal for this date. one 
of only 92 Proofs struck, but experts seem to think only about 
40 pieces have survived to date. Many are impaired due to 
being slightly circulated. this coin is a welcome exception to 
that rule. Heavily collected due to the scarcity of the business 
strikes which did not even reach 60,000 pieces. a great op-
portunity to acquire a lovely coin without any major defects 
for a price that will seem reasonable in a few short years. 

1420 1905-S S- 2 P S . lustrous and sharp enough for this 
date, with typical orange-gold color and scattered bagmarks. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1421 190 -  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Satiny honey gold 
with warm lustre and attractive olive highlights. From the first 
year of Denver Mint coinage operations. 

1422 190 -  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Highly 
lustrous honey gold with mellow olive highlights. 

1423 190 -S S- 2 N . a couple of reeding nicks on liberty’s 
face but pleasing orange-gold color and lustrous for this San 
Francisco issue. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1424 190 -S Br ll a t c rc late - 0. a bit baggy but quite lustrous 
and bright. liberty’s cheek may have seen some attention as a 
few marks look too smooth. 

From our Coin Galleries sale of, April 2004, Lot 2062.

1425 1907 bert . S- 4 P S . bright and lustrous with a few 
patches of haze on the upper reverse. Minor marks on liberty’s 
cheek are not too detracting. Final year of issue. 
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142  1907 bert . ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a lustrous, 
satiny example of the final date in the liberty double eagle 
series. Frosty honey gold. 

1427 1903 bert . ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. lustrous honey 
gold with rich rose highlights. 

1428 1907 bert . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty 
and lustrous with pale rose highlights. 

1429 1907 bert . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. Mint 
bloom radiating from the center where it is thin, to the edge 
where it is thick and dark. a pink tone around the details is 
most evident. two mentionable contact marks, one above the 
bust and one less noticeable in the hair. there is also minor 
edge roughness. 

1430 1907-  Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. bright and 
lustrous with a hint of olive toning. a frosty specimen. 

U.S. SaiNt gaUDeNS DoUble eagleS

ho ce  H h el ef Sa t- a e s o ble a le
O r ost Bea t f l o  Str ck for rc lat o

1431  1907  H h el ef, Part al W re 
m. S- 4 N . a blazing near gem 

that shows strong lustre and very few signs 
of handling. rich orange-gold throughout, 
with radiant lustre in the fields. the nearly 
medallic strike was the genius of augustus 
Saint-gaudens, who studied the three di-
mensional effects of ancient greek coinage, 
which remains the pinnacle of numismatic 
art for Western society. the dies required 
extensive force to bring up the design ele-
ments fully, reportedly seven to nine strikes 
for each coin. Clearly not practical for rapid 
production where a single strike is normally 
sufficient to strike a coin, so production was 
err...strikingly slow. a mere 11,250 were 
coined, most were saved. For the numis-
matist, owning an example is certainly a 
highlight for artistic merit and these have 
remained exceptionally popular since the 
day they were coined. For identification 
there is one tiny scuff above the date on the 
upper end of a ray. 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.
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t State  H h el ef 20

2x photo
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1432  1907  H h el ef, lat m. S- 2 N . 
broadly lustrous yellow gold with olive highlights, deeper 
orange tones toward the peripheries. Nicely presented for 
the grade with no serious marks or other distracting blem-
ishes present to the unaided eye. a high quality survivor 
of the High relief Saint gaudens double eagle, thought by 
most numismatists to be the most beautifully designed and 
executed U.S. coin of all time. 

Pleas   H h el ef 20

1433  1907  H h el ef, W re m. Br ll a t c rc -
late , earl  ho ce- 2. Sparkling lemon gold surfaces with 
broadly sweeping underlying lustre and distinctive olive 
highlights. a sharp and appealing specimen with a good 
overall appearance. No marks present unless prolonged 
magnified scrutiny is your thing; even then the disturbances 
are so minor as to be essentially meaningless. in short, a great 
High relief for the grade. 

t State oma  N meral H h el ef o ble a le

1434  1907  H h el ef, W re m. Br ll a t c rc -
late , earl  ho ce- 1. there is a full measure of icy mint 
frost accented by traces of coppery orange toning in some of 
the protected areas of the design. this well struck specimen is 
free of any particularly unsightly defects that require special 
mention. in fact, the present offering represents a nice bal-
ance between quality and price for those that seek to acquire 
an example of this important issue without “breaking the 
bank.” 
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Scarce  H h el ef 20

1435  1907  H h el ef, lat m. bo t c rc late -
50, or finer, but smoothed around the edge and in the fields to 
reduce the depths of marks or scratches. it is unusual to find 
these with evidence of handling, it appears that a couple of mi-
nor marks were present in the fields and these were smoothed 
out along with most of the edge where the delicate ridge was 
rounded over. Most of the original mintage of 11,250 pieces 
were saved, but as these High relief double eagles have long 
been considered one of the most beautiful coins ever produced, 
their popularity has never diminished with collectors. 

143  1907 Sa t- a e s, rab c N merals. S- 3 N . Frosty 
medium gold with strong lustre and delightful eye appeal for 
the grade. 

1437 1907 Sa t- a e s, rab c N merals. ho ce Br ll a t 
c rc late - 3. Medium yellow with some light green over-

tones. the strike is a bit weak in the central area, especially so 
on the figure of Miss liberty. the fields are clean and give this 
coin decent eye appeal. 

From Bowers and Merena’s ANA Convention Sale, Lot 4549.

1438 1907 Sa t- a e s, rab c N merals. Br ll a t c rc -
late , earl  ho ce- 1. Frosty honey gold with warm olive 
highlights and strong lustre. 

1439 1907 Sa t- a e s. rab c N merals. Br ll a t c rc -
late - 0. the strike is typical for this issue, however the lustre 
is quite vibrant. 

1440 1908 No otto. em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. a frosty gem 
with broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre and pale olive high-
lights. 

1441 1908 No otto. em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Highly lus-
trous with satiny surfaces that exude faint olive toning. 

1442 1908 No otto. em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Satiny honey 
gold with intense cartwheel lustre that sweeps across rich mint 
bloom. 

1443 1908 No otto. er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a 
satiny and bright coin with minor scuffs in the fields from 
handling. the obverse has been wiped. 
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1444 1908 No otto. S- 3 N . Satiny honey gold with rose 
and olive highlights and nicely active cartwheel lustre. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1445 1908 No otto. S- 2 N . Frosty yellow gold with strong 
lustre and pale olive highlights. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

144  1908 No otto. ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a bright 
and colorful example. No obvious imperfections except for a 
wipe on the obverse. 

1447 1908 No otto. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. 
Handsome with pale yellow color and much lustre. a few very 
light surface marks on the obverse does not detract from the 
overall appearance. 

1448 1908 No otto. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. 
generous mint lustre and a good strike gives this coin excellent 
eye appeal. 

1449 1908 No otto. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a 
bit hazy from handling but still lustrous with solid surface 
quality. 

1450 1908 No otto. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Satiny lustre tra-
verses over the surfaces of this coppery gold specimen. 

1451 Pa r of 1908 No otto o ble ea les. Br ll a t c rc late -
0. Nice complementary pair with a very similar degree of mint 

bloom and very few trivial contact marks. (total: 2 pieces) 

1452 Pa r of Sa t- a e s o ble ea les  � 1908 No otto. 
Choice about Uncirculated-55 � 1915 Choice extremely Fine-
45. (total: 2 pieces) 

1453 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late - 0 o ble ea les  � 1908 No 
otto � 1922. one golden and one coppery gold, both with 

mint bloom. the earlier date has a more grainy surface, while 
the later date has an altogether smoother appearance. (total: 
2 pieces) 

1454 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 o ble ea les  
� 1908 No otto � 1923. excellent examples of the two key types 
with and without the motto. Satin mint bloom and smooth sur-
faces make these coins particularly attractive. (total: 2 pieces) 

1455 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 o ble ea les  
� 1908 No otto � 1924. two nice examples. Slightly improved 
definition on the later date piece, but this does not detract from 
the overall quality of these coins. (total: 2 pieces) 

145  o ble ea le o  � 1908 No otto. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. 
Velvety surface and an image which is just slightly short on the 
highlight areas � 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. 
Several minute spots of dark surface contamination at 10:00 on the 
obverse side, otherwise an excellent example. (total: 2 pieces) 

1457 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 o ble ea les  
� 1908 No otto. excellent image detail and plenty of mint 
bloom. � 1925 Slightly softer image detail but just as much 
mint bloom. (total: 2 pieces) 

1458 1908-  otto. S- 2 P S . attractive color and decent 
although there is a scuff in the field at 3:00 on the obverse. 
Housed in an old green label PCgS holder. 

H h al t  1909 O er ate 20

1459 1909 8 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a very strong 
strike, including a partial wire rim, is found on this lovely coin. 
the fields are satiny smooth and give off marvelous mint lustre. 
a very subtle cleaning is found with much difficulty at the upper 
right reverse.  

14 0 1909 8 bo t c rc late -50, but with hairlines from clean-
ing. good lustre in the protected recesses. a popular and bold 
overdate, the only such error in the Saint gaudens series. 

14 1 1909 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous honey 
gold. 
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14 2 1909-  Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lightly cleaned but still 
lustrous and with a patch of copper-gold near the reverse rim. 
Scarce and a great pedigree. 

From our Gaston DiBello Sale, May 14-16, 1970, Lot 1327.

14 3 1910 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Deep honey gold 
with rapidly swirling cartwheels on both sides. 

14 4 1910 S- 4 N . Pale yellow-gold toning over very nice 
surfaces. the strike is good which further adds to this coin’s 
allure. a scarce date in this grade or higher. 

14 5 1910 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. richly lustrous with 
medium golden surfaces and attractive peripheral toning 
highlights. 

14  1910-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. bright and 
lustrous with excellent eye appeal for the grade. 

14 7 1910-  S- 3 N . Deep orange-gold toning over won-
derful surfaces. the strike is excellent with each detail fully 
seen. a minimum amount of contact marks is characteristic 
of this example. a somewhat tougher date. Surprisingly the 
Smithsonian only has an aU-58 in their collection. 

14 8 1910-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Surface haze is the 
dominant first impression. Closer inspection reveals excellent 
detail and only very minor contact marks. on the reverse there 
is a very small spot of surface contamination which does not 
significantly detract from the overall condition of this piece. 

14 9 1911 S- 3 N . Frosty surfaces exhibit a lemon yellow 
appearance. Well struck with just a few very minor contact 
marks seen in the field. another date for which, surprisingly, the 
Smithsonian only has an aU-58 example in their collection. 
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1470 1911-  er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Surface haze is 
the dominant first impression. Closer inspection reveals excel-
lent detail and only very minor contact marks which tend to 
hide inside the detail of the coin. 

1471 1911-  S- 0 P S . light orange-gold toning over surfaces 
that have some light marks. the strike is average but the lustre 
is strong giving this coin a decent appearance. 

rost  em 1911-S 20

1472 1911-S em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Frosty honey gold with 
intense cartwheel lustre and excellent eye appeal. a popular 
branch mint issue. 

Scarce 1913-S o ble a le

1473 1913-S S- 2 P S . rich mint lustre over surfaces that are 
decent for the grade. a few light obverse marks, while the 
reverse is Choice in quality. a relatively tough date with most 
seen pretty scruffy when found in Mint State. this coin is an 
enjoyable exception to the rule. 

1474 1913-S -58 N . Fully lustrous deep golden surfaces with 
minor breaks in the lustre on the design high points. 

1475 1913-S -58 P S . bright yellow-gold toning defines 
relatively clean surfaces. a decent strike and some moderate 
field lines. 

emarkable Near em 1914 20

147  1914 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. outstanding color 
and surfaces with a minimal amount of contact marks present. 
in fact, if it were not for a very faint and hard to detect line 
that crosses the left thigh and right knee of Miss liberty, this 
coin could conceivably be a gem. Moderately scarce in this 
grade. 

1477 1914 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. lustrous with 
pale olive highlights. 

1478 1914-  S- 3 N . intensely rich mint lustre over orange-gold 
surfaces gives this coin a phenomenal appearance. Some scattered 
light contact marks are found but none are too serious. 

1479 1914-S ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. lustrous and frosty 
with attractive rose highlights. 

1480 1914-S S- 1 P S . Moderate golden toning over decent 
surfaces that have just some light marks scattered on both sides. 
a decent coin housed in a first generation PCgS holder. 
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1481 191 -S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a frosty, lus-
trous beauty from the only mint to produce double eagles in 
1916; no more double eagles were struck at any operating mint 
until 1920. 

1482 191 -S Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. lustrous but 
the surfaces were brushed to mask the usual light handling 
marks. 

From our Gaston DiBello Auction, May 14-16, 1970, Lot 
1338.

1483 1922 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. a few minor nicks, 
but the eye appeal is strong as is the lustre. 

1484 1922 S- 3 N . brilliant and lustrous. Not scarce by any 
means, but seen with less frequency in comparable grade than 
the 1924, 1925, 1927, and 1928. 

1485 1922 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. two very small contact 
marks are essentially the only blemishes to the obverse which 
is covered with mint bloom. there are also two contact marks 
on the reverse and two pin pricks of dark surface contamina-
tion. aside from that this is a very nice coin. 

148  1922 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. attractive with fresh 
and vibrant lustre throughout. the color is rich orange gold 
and the lustre satiny. 

1487 1922 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Frosty surfaces are well 
struck and have nice deep golden toning. a pleasing type coin 
for the person who does not need perfection. 

1488 1922 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Quite nice for 
the grade. Satiny orange golden fields and devices are ever so 
delicately accented by wispy rose highlights. 

1489 1922 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. this boldly 
struck pale yellow example enjoys a warm velvet like glow 
on both the obverse and the reverse. 

1490 1922 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. bright mint 
bloom over lightly bagmarked surfaces. Pale gold toning gives 
this coin nice eye appeal. the reverse has two contact marks 
around 3:00 and 9:00. 

1491 1922 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a few scattered 
marks on the obverse are masked by mint bloom. at first glance 
the reverse appears to be even stronger but closer inspection 
shows some slight scratches around the word iN. 

1492 1922 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. generous mint 
bloom over the surfaces with a hint of orange coloration. on 
the reverse a couple of light contact marks around the head of 
the eagle visible under magnification under bright light. 
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1493 1922 Str ck thro h. er  ho ce bo t c rc late -58. 
bright and lustrous light yellow gold. Faint friction is seen on 
the higher points, evidence of minimal wear before this was 
likely saved as a curiosity. Struck through a large lamination 
from another planchet, in the left obverse field. 

em c rc late  1923 o ble a le

1494 1923 em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. a frosty gem with eye 
appeal and surface quality that easily meet the assigned grade. 
rich, frosty rose gold with olive highlights. 

1495 1923 S- 3 P S . lovely mint lustre over decent surfaces. 
Virtually devoid of any major marks and exceptional eye ap-
peal for the grade. 

149  1923 S- 3 N . bright and lustrous honey gold with pale 
rose highlights. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1497 1923 S- 3 N . Medium gold with strong lustre and warm 
rose toning. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1498 1923 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. this lovely champagne 
gold specimen is highly lustrous and free of significant contact. 

1499 1923 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Velvet coppery gold 
surface color gives this well struck coin instant eye appeal. 
the richness of the copper appears as a spot on the obverse 
and as several spots on the reverse. 

1500 1923 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a colorful specimen 
with much orange color appearing like clouds in the sky on 
the obverse. an ultra deep mint bloom accentuates this effect. 
the reverse has the same hint of orange but much more finely 
dispersed. 

1501 1923 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty surfaces 
with a hint of copper satin. a group of small light contact marks 
around 9:00 on the obverse is probably the only detractor hold-
ing this coin back from being graded higher. 

1502 1923 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. thinly frosted 
surfaces with a pale copper tinge adds attraction to this ex-
ample. Strike weakness around “iN” on the reverse side. aside 
from that a very nice coin. 

1503 1923 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a bright coin with 
a thin amount of mint bloom in the fields. on the obverse there 
is a grazing mark, most likely a bagmark, around 10:00. on the 
reverse there are a couple of spots of surface contamination. 

1504 1923 Str ck thro h. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. 
lustrous light honey gold with faint, widely scattered marks, 
but none that are serious. Struck through a laminated flake on 
the reverse, near 12:00. 
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1505 1923 am at o . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. 
light honey gold with nice lustre on both sides. a small lami-
nation error affects the last two digits of the date, and the area 
just above the final one. 

150  r o of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 o ble ea les  
� 1923. obverse has been wiped. the words “oF aMeriCa” 
are slightly damaged � 1924. reverse has been cleaned � 
1927 reverse has been wiped. an attractive group well worth 
inspection. (total: 3 pieces) 

em 1923-  20

1507 1923-  S-  P S . Phenomenal deep orange-peel color 
over virtually perfect surfaces define this pretty coin. the lustre 
is first-rate and adds much to this coin’s exceptional charm. 
if you are looking for that very high-grade type coin, perhaps 
this will fit the bill. 

1508 1923-  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. lustrous honey gold 
with warm rose iridescence. 

1509 1924 em Br ll a t c rc late - . a satiny beauty with 
intense cartwheel lustre on smooth olive-gold surfaces. 

1510 1924 em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Satiny and lustrous with 
all the criteria necessary for the assigned grade. 

1511 1924 S- 4 P S . Pleasing mint bloom over well preserved 
surfaces. a very good strike which further defines this lovely 
coin, which is quite suitable for a high-grade type or date 
set. 

1512 1924 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. impressive satiny 
lustre with a hint of copper coloration. a sprinkling of very 
small dark spots (most likely surface contamination) on both 
sides and around the edge can be seen by a sharp eye. 

1513 1924 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. generous mint 
bloom on well preserved surfaces. Some localized copper 
coloration is noticeable to the naked eye on the obverse. a 
desirable example. 
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1514 1924 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Satin-cartwheel 
bloom is embellished by fiery golden highlights on either side 
of this assertive specimen. 

1515 1924 S- 3 N . Frosty and lustrous medium gold with no 
serious marks, a choice coin for the grade. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

151  1924 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Deep satin velvet 
surfaces with just a hint of copper color. Small piece of surface 
contamination above the head of the eagle. a nice example.

1517 1924 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Colorful matte surface 
with hints of peach and lime. Very light surface marks visible 
under magnification. two very small dark spots on the reverse. 
a pleasing example. 

1518 1924 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a satin surface texture 
with very few surface marks to be seen with the naked eye. 
Under bright light a small contact mark can be seen on the 
reverse within the feathers of the eagle.  

1519 1924 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a generous mint bloom 
with a wispy blush of pale copper toning. a solid strike un-
derpins the quality of this coin. there is really only one small 
contact mark on the reverse side. 

1520 1924 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Smooth satin mint 
bloom with very few surface marks in both the field and the 
image areas. a very attractive coin. 

1521 1924 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Patchy mint bloom 
reveals areas of brightness where rich deep golden color greets 
the eye. Very few light surface marks detract from the overall 
appeal of this example. 
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1522 1924 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Highly lustrous and 
visually enticing, with superb eye appeal for the assigned 
grade. Frosty with pale rose iridescence on both sides. 

1523 1924 Str ck thro h rease. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 2. brilliant and lustrous yellow gold. the entire breast 

and neck area of the eagle is flat due to a grease filled die. a 
common error as a type, but not commonly seen on Saint 
gaudens double eagles. 

1524 1924 S- 2 N . Highly lustrous medium gold with all the 
eye appeal of a marginally finer grade. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1525 1924 S- 2 N . Frosty medium gold with lively lustre. 
From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

152  1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Frosty surfaces 
are well struck. the lustre is first-rate and gives this coin ac-
ceptable eye appeal for the grade. 

1527 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a coin which 
has everything. Mint bloom, gold tone and a strong strike all 
come together to make a very attractive double eagle. Unfor-
tunately there are also two rim nicks on the reverse at 2:00. 

1528 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Deep satin lus-
tre and a deep gold tone create a very strong first impression. 
No obvious surface markings. Under magnification however 
it appears that this coin has been wiped in the past.  

1529 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. even mint 
bloom over the surfaces of this example which extends to the 
devices where there is a deep gold coloration. there is one 
surface dig on the obverse side which tends to catch the eye. 
on the reverse there is some surface contamination around 
the wing tips of the eagle. 

1530 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Satin surfaces 
with a hint of copper color around the details. only one contact 
mark is noticeable to the naked eye on the obverse, and under 
the glass some very small spots of surface contamination can 
be seen on both sides. 

1531 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Satin surface 
with colors ranging from deep gold to a reddish hue give this 
example immediate eye appeal. there is also very little surface 
damage to be seen. Most notable is some surface contamination 
at the top on the obverse. 

1532 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. this coin has 
an overall bright surface, and there is a distinctive burnished 
coloration in the center. on the reverse there are some spots 
of surface contamination above the head of the eagle, an area 
of dark surface contamination extending across the eagle and 
some surface damage hidden in the feathers of the eagle. 

1533 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. this coin 
presents a surface where much of the mint bloom has been 
lost so the field looks a little grainy rather than satin smooth. 
there is a spot of surface contamination which has caused 
some localized copper color to develop. on the reverse there 
is some edge damage at 3:00 but nothing really significant. 

1534 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. the bloom has 
disappeared from the center for some reason to leave an area 
of brightness in a sea of satin texture. the reverse has a similar 
less pronounced characteristic.  

1535 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. generous mint 
bloom and a colorful hue make this coin attractive. the surfaces 
are clean except for a surface scratch below the motto on the 
reverse. 

153  1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. generous 
mint bloom with hints of pastel colors augments the details 
on this example. one spot of surface contamination is visible 
on the obverse. there is also an area of striking weakness at 
the top edge but this is not a serious detraction. the reverse 
appears to fully complement the obverse characteristics of this 
example. 

1537 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. light bloom 
masks a deep golden hue. overall an attractive coin with no 
remarkable surfaces issues. 
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1538 1924 am at o . Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. bril-
liant and highly lustrous. Struck through a thin lamination flake on 
the reverse, affecting the eagles leg and wing feathers just above. 

1539 1924 S- 1 N . Frosty yellow gold with strong, active 
lustre. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1540 1924 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1. bright lustrous 
surfaces that have a few light contact marks, otherwise this 
coin has a decent strike and good eye appeal. 

1541 Pa r of 1924 o ble ea les, Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 2 and ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Nice pair 

of coins of good quality—some very minor spots of surface 
contamination on the reverse of one piece and some very light 
contact marks on the obverse of the other. (total: 2 pieces) 

1542 Pa r of Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 1 o ble 
ea les  � 1924.there are some rim nicks and small pinpricks 
of surface contamination. � 1925. Surface spots and evidence 
of brushing. (total: 2 pieces) 

N ce ho ce t State 1924-S o ble a le

1543 1924-S er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Deep yellow 
gold with expansive, highly active lustre and surfaces devoid 
of all but some trivial scattered marks. greatly prized and 
moderately rare in all grades despite a lofty mintage for the 
date of more than 2.9 million pieces; much of that mintage 
was either melted or shipped abroad, mainly to europe. 
the breen Encyclopedia (1988) notes: “Very scarce. almost 
all survivors came from French banks circa 1953-56; most are 
Uncirculated with extensive bag marks.” as breen noted, this 
one may have been repatriated from France, but his notation 
of “extensive bag marks” is far from the case for the present 
specimen. a splendid opportunity awaits an alert specialist, 
so be on your toes when this one crosses the auction block. 

1544 1925 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Smooth satin surface 
with an iridescent plum color radiating from the center. there 
is also a small rim nick at 12:00. the reverse has a nice satin 
appearance and no major surface defects. 

1545 1925 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Matte surface 
with a splash of deep yellow. an attractive piece. 

154  1925 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. generous mint 
lustre with a good strike gives this coin excellent eye appeal. 

1547 1925 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. at first glance 
this piece has a somewhat grainy feel to it. on closer inspec-
tion one sees many small insignificant surface contact marks. 
there are also a handful of specks of surface contamination, 
but nothing major. 

1548 192  em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Frosty honey gold with 
excellent lustre and eye appeal easily equal to the task of the 
assigned grade. 

1549 192  o ble  e Ob erse. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 2. lustrous light yellow gold with some faint hints of 

toning. Struck from a slightly doubled obverse die, with easily 
seen doubling on the date, designer’s initials and surrounding 
rays. a variety discovered by bill Fivaz in 1984, according to 
breen.

Bid with stack’s on the world wide weB

www.stacks.com
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1550 1927 em Br ll a t c rc late - 5. Warm honey gold with 
lively lustre. rich, deepening shades of gold and peach gather 
at the rims. 

1551 1927 er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Deep orange-
gold toning over exceptionally nice surfaces for the grade. the 
strike is strong and the lustre is rich and gives this coin great 
appeal. 

1552 1927 S- 4 N . olive gold toning complements frosty 
surfaces, attesting to originality. 

1553 1927 S- 3 P S . greenish gold toning over decent surfaces. 
the lustre is creamy which gives this coin excellent eye appeal. 
Housed in a first generation PCgS holder. 

1554 1927 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a rather bright speci-
men with a thin coating of mint bloom. the fields are essen-
tially clean with just one or two contacts marks in the image 
areas. there is also a small amount of surface staining to both 
sides but nothing significant. 

1555 1927 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2 in terms of 
initial appearance. Closer examination, however, uncovers the 
presence of light obverse hairlines from a past cleaning. the 
lustre is otherwise satiny and appealing. 

155  1927 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. a very bright 
rich deep gold with only a small amount of mint bloom to 
reduce the overall brightness. on the reverse there are a few 
insignificant bagmarks and one spot of surface contamina-
tion. 

1557 1927 Br ll a t c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Particularly 
appealing for the condition level. 

1558 1927 Str ck thro h rease. Br ll a t c rc late , earl  
ho ce- 2. brilliant and lustrous light yellow gold. From the 

obverse, considerable weakness in the uppermost peripheral 
details, and at the center. this is extreme in places and remi-
niscent of the die set-up error offered earlier. However, this is 
the result of a heavily grease-filled die. the reverse definition 
is sharp. 

1559 1927 am at o . Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lustrous light 
honey gold, but lightly cleaned and with a couple of small 
obverse scratches. Struck through a lamination flake in the 
left obverse field. 
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15 0 1927 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. Highly lustrous honey gold 
with strong eye appeal that approaches a finer level. 

15 1 1928 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. bright lustrous surfaces 
that have a few light contact marks keeping this example from 
a higher designation. the strike and lustre are excellent and 
lend this coin wholesome eye appeal. 

15 2 1928 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. a very attractive speci-
men with light surface bloom interrupted by very light surface 
scuffs. the reverse has a couple of contact marks. 

15 3 1928 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Satin mint bloom on a 
light color gold base creates a very favorable first impression. 
Closer inspection does not disappoint the viewer. there is 
one small point of surface contamination on the obverse. the 
reverse is beautiful. 

15 4 1928 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. generous mint lustre 
with a good strike gives this coin excellent eye appeal. a few 
light edge bumps at 6:00 on the obverse hardly detract from 
the overall impression. 

15 5 1928 ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. brilliant and highly 
lustrous. Slight doubling is seen on the lower edge of the first 
two digits of the date.

15  1928 S- 1 N . a lustrous, conservatively graded speci-
men of this final collectible year of issue. 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

15 7 1928 Br ll a t c rc late - 0. lustrous honey gold with 
distinctive rose highlights. 
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U.S. MixeD tyPe CoiN groUPS
15 8 r o of 18th-ce t r  .S. co ers  � 1797 half ce t. Pla  e. 

Very Fine-30 for sharpness. Cleaned long ago, die crack from 
rim to liberty’s chin � 1794 lar e ce t. good-6, dark, porous. 
obverse sharper than reverse, reverse legends and fraction bar 
blended into the rim, one of the “Closed Wreath” reverses � 
1797 lar e ce t. Stems. good-6. Dark brown, surfaces faintly 
micro-porous. (total: 3 pieces) 

15 9 clect c tr o of .S. t e co s  � 1810 lar e ce t. S-282. g-6 
(PCgS). Deep brown, sharpness finer but granular and with 
a gouge in the obverse field � 1857 l  a le ce t. Net 
aU-55 (aNaCS), “Cleaned” � 1929 arter. aU-50 (PCgS). 
lustrous. (total: 3 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1570 e Proof t e co s  � 1952 ce t. P - 5  P S  � 1951 
ckel. P -  P S  � 1952 me. P - 7 P S  � 1953 half 

ollar. P - 5 P S  � 1979-S ollar. e . P - 7 P S . 
(total: 5 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1571 Pa r of three-ce t eces, both S- 2 P S  � 1859 s l er 
three ce ts. lustrous golden gray with some prooflike reflec-
tivity in the fields. From the first year of type iii coinage in 
the design type � 18 5 ckel three ce ts. lustrous. From 
the first year of the denomination in the new copper-nickel 
composition. (total: 2 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1572 r o of o lar t e co  ss es  � 18 7 ckel. No a s. 
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3. Pale golden gray � 1872 half 
me. Br ll a t c rc late - 0. rich peach, gold, and neon 

blue iridescence � 1921 me. ho ce er  e-35. Medium 
golden gray. a decent threesome. (total: 3 pieces) 

1573 N ckel a  arter a r  � 1938-  B ffalo ckel. er  
ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 4. Sharply struck with pale 

golden iridescence on satiny surfaces � 1929 arter. Br ll a t 
c rc late , earl  ho ce- 2. Subdued lustre. intermingled 

pewter gray and ice blue toning complements both the obverse 
and reverse. (total: 2 pieces) 

Nickel purchased from Stack’s, 1979.

eND oF Sale
Thank You

1574 r o of 1942 Proof co s  � 1942-P ckel. e . P - 4 
P S  � 1942 me. P - 2 P S  � 1942 arter. P - 5 
P S . (total: 3 pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1575 Pa r of 1942- ate  Proof co s, both em Br ll a t Proof-  
� 1942-P efferso  ckel. e  � 1942 Wash to  ar-
ter. Somewhat cloudy golden toning on both pieces. (total: 2 
pieces) 

157  Select o  of mes, arters, a  half ollars from 1949   
Dimes: � 1949 4  � 1949-  4  � 1949-S 3 . Quarters: � 
1949 3  � 1949-  4 . Half dollars: � 1949 3  � 1949-  4  � 
1949-S 4 . ho ce Br ll a t c rc late - 3 to em Br ll a t 

c rc late - . Many with rich and varied toning highlights. 
(total: 29 pieces) 

1577 oll of 1958 Proof ra kl  hal es a  s x off-ce ter col  
ce ts. the Franklins are Br ll a t Proof- 0 to ho ce Br ll a t 
Proof- 3, and the lincolns are Br ll a t c rc late - 0. bright 
white group. (total: 26 pieces) 

1578 artet of .S. ol  co s, all in PCi “red label” holders: � 
1909 arter ea le. aU-50. “Scratch Damage” � 188 -S half 
ea le. eF-40. “Jewelry Damage” � 1909-  half ea le. eF-45. 
“Cleaned” � 1881 ea le. aU-58. “Surface Damage.” (total: 4 
pieces) 

From the Dominic Gaziano Collection.

1579 arter ea le a  half ea le a r  � 1914-  arter ea le. 
about Uncirculated-50. Wheat gold with very light toning. No 
major marks � 1915 half ea le. Choice about Uncirculated-55. 
light vertical hairline scratch on the reverse. Pretty yellow gold 
color. (total: 2 pieces) 

From the Papyrus Way Collection.

1580 a le a  o ble ea le o  � 1899 ea le. about Uncirculat-
ed-53 � 1899-S o ble ea le. Very Fine-30. (total: 2 pieces) 
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terMS oF Sale
 these terms of sale are designed to conform to the amended rules for Public auction Sales in New york City by the Department of 

Consumer affairs and the bylaws of the Professional Numismatists guild, inc.

1. this public auction sale is conducted pursuant to these terms of Sale by licensed and bonded auctioneers, Harvey g. Stack, #0522763 
and lawrence r. Stack, #0798114.

2. ach b er, b  b   the sale, a rees that a 15  B Y S H  w ll be a e  to the hammer r ce  or w  b  of 
each lot as eterm e  b  the a ct o eer. this 15% bUyer’S Fee will be added to the invoice of each successful bidder over and above 
the actual sum bid or offered. the buyer’s Fee applies regardless of a bidder’s affiliation with any group or organization, and is imposed 
on all bidders. No lots will be delivered or shown at the auction. auction sales are strictly for cash and must be paid for promptly in 
U.S. funds. Stack’s reminds you that all bidders personally guarantee prompt payment in full. Checks are permitted with identification 
acceptable to Stack’s. on any accounts past due, Stack’s reserves the right to extend credit and impose periodic charges as stated in these 
terms of Sale or on the invoice or statement. buyer agrees to pay the reasonable attorney fees and costs required to collect on such past 
due accounts. all lots delivered in New york State are subject to applicable Sales tax. buyer agrees to pay any sales tax, use tax, and any 
other applicable taxes that now, or hereafter, are found to be due by virtue of the sale, and to indemnify and hold Stack’s harmless for 
any sales or other taxes due thereunder, including reasonable attorneys fees, costs and any interest or penalties assessed. buyer shall also 
pay all shipping and handling charges where applicable.

3. Purchasers claiming exemption from such taxes must submit resale or exemption certificates or other proof of exemption. out-of-state 
Purchasers taking delivery in New york must provide an oSr certificate or pay applicable taxes due. all purchasers represent that they 
are not seeking to acquire goods for personal, family, or household purposes, but are bidding for resale purposes; and those submitting 
oSr’s additionally represent that they are professionals, knowledgeable and fully aware of what they are purchasing, a representation 
upon which Stack’s relies in agreeing to sell to Purchaser. buyers picking up lots may be required to confirm this agreement in a separate 
writing.

4. Stack’s is not responsible for your errors in bidding. PleaSe biD oN tHe CorreCt lot.

5. all persons seeking to bid, whether in person, by an agent or employee, or by mail, must have a catalogue and register to bid. by submit-
ting a bid, whether in person, by mail, or through an employee or agent, the bidder acknowledges receipt of the catalogue, and agrees to 
adhere to these terms of sale. the auctioneer may decline to recognize any bidder who does not have a catalogue and has not registered 
and been given a paddle number. any prospective bidder may be required to establish credit references or submit a deposit of 25% of 
their bids. all new bidders should be prepared to establish credit with the auctioneer prior to registering to bid.

. by bidding, purchasing or offering to purchase in this sale, even if as an agent, or on behalf of a corporation or for another individual, 
each bidder personally guarantees prompt payment and agrees to be personally liable for the consequences of bidding; all bidders also 
personally guarantee prompt payment in full, including without limitation, bUyer’S Fee, taxes, surcharges, postage, handling charges, 
storage costs and insurance charges.

7. Stack’s reserves the right to require payment in full before delivering lots to a successful bidder, and reserves the right to require the 
principals, and directors of any corporate bidder to execute a guarantee of payment (which, in any event they do by having an agent or 
employee bid in the sale) prior to allowing a bid to be placed or recognized.

8. Stack’s reserves the right to impose a late charge, based solely upon Purchaser’s failure to remit full and timely payment, and which 
late charge is not related to any necessary storage of the material purchased. Said late charge is calculated at a rate of 11⁄2% per month 
(18% per annum), based on the purchase price if payment has not been made in accordance with these terms and Conditions of Sale. 
Purchases not collected within thirty (30) days of the date of sale may, at the sole option of Stack’s, be resold for Purchaser’s account 
by Stack’s, with Purchaser liable for any deficit after Stack’s receives a commission for the same in accordance with its agreement, and 
thereafter deducts all expenses associated with the sale, including reasonable attorneys fees.

9. bids are Not accepted from minors. by bidding in this sale, the bidder represents and certifies that they are of legal age, are authorized 
to make the bid that they make, and that the purchase is not a consumer sale or consumer credit transaction.

10. tle rema s w th Stack s t l a  for  f ll. Should Purchaser take any action under title 11 of the U.S. Code, or any state insolvency 
law, buyer agrees to promptly return to Stack’s, any lots not paid for. the buyer agrees to keep the lots fully insured until paid for. risk 
of loss is on the buyer.

11. the highest bidder as determined in the sole discretion of the auctioneer shall be the buyer. if the auctioneer determines that a dispute 
has arisen between two or more bidders, the lot may be immediately put up and sold again. bidders with whom the dispute previously 
arose shall be without further recourse for any damages whatsoever.

12. if you bid by mail, ma l o r b  sheet earl . Mail bidders agree to and are subject to these terms of sale just as if they were floor bid-
ders.

13. by placing a bid in this sale, a bidder agrees that this transaction shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New york 
and that neither New york’s nor any other state’s choice of laws and/or conflict of laws shall be applied. any dispute between Stack’s and 
bidders at the auction (except for non-payment) shall be settled exclusively by binding arbitration under the rules then in effect of the Profes-
sional Numismatists guild, inc. (PNg)—if the bidder is a member of the PNg—conducted in the state of New york. if the bidder is not a 



PNg member, then all disputes between Stack’s and the bidder shall be exclusively adjudicated in an appropriate court located in the state 
of New york. the laws of the state of New york, excluding its choice of law provisions, shall govern the adjudication of any dispute between 
the bidder and Stack’s, and the bidder hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of the courts of the state of New york. in the 
event of non-payment, Stack’s and a successful bidder agree that any judicial action shall be heard and determined only by the courts of the 
State of New york and the successful bidder hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of the courts of the state of New york. .

14. auction sales are not approval sales. in the event of non-payment by the buyer, Stack’s reserves any and all rights that it would be entitled 
to under the Uniform Commercial Code, including buyer’s consent to file a financing statement without need of buyer’s signature, and 
to offset any sums due on any future consignment or purchase or monies or goods in possession of Stack’s or its assigns.

15. all bidders are encouraged to carefully examine all lots prior to the sale. No lots will be shown at the sale. Stack’s assumes no risk, liability 
or responsibility for the material (or other) facts stated concerning the numismatic item, except as specified herein. all floor buyers should 
acquaint themselves with the property sold since Stack’s will assume that they have done so and requires that the Purchaser represent 
that they have. bidders are deemed to have satisfied themselves as to all of the matters set forth in the terms of sale.

1 . Stack’s, as agent, offers a liMiteD WarraNty that any numismatic item sold is authentic (i.e., not counterfeit, that its date or mintmark 
has not been altered, and that the coin has not been repaired as those terms are used in the trade). except as set forth in this limited war-
ranty and as may be required by the arts and cultural affairs law, and any other law or regulation, all other warranties of authenticity of 
authorship, whether express or implied, are hereby disclaimed.

17. except as otherwise stated herein, all items offered in this catalogue are gUaraNteeD to be geNUiNe and correctly attributed as 
defined below.

18. (a)  No lot may be returned for any reason whatsoever without the prior written consent by Stack’s, or, in any event, if it has been re-
moved from its original container. No lots rchase  b  those who ha e ewe  the lots ma  be ret r e , unless the limited warranty 
provided in these terms of sale permits it.

 (b)  grading is a subjective description in the opinion of the cataloguer as to the state of preservation, method of strike, and overall ap-
pearance of a particular coin or lot. the term “proof” or “specimen” is used to describe a method of manufacture, and is not a grade or 
condition or an attribution.

 (c)  Stack’s does not represent that a numismatic item has or has not been cleaned; that any toning is natural or artificial; that any coin 
catalogued will meet the standards, or the grade, of any third party or third party grading service; that a numismatic item has a particular 
provenance or pedigree; that a numismatic item is struck or not struck, or produced or not produced in a particular manner or style.

 (d)  adjectival descriptions and terminology (which can and does vary among experts and knowledgeable purchasers), when utilized 
in the catalogue, are strictly the opinion of the cataloguer and shall not be deemed to be part of the description; i.e. it is an opinion only 
and not a warranty of any kind.

 (e)  grading descriptions in this catalogue are provided strictly for the convenience of those who bid by mail and who are unable to 
personally view the coins, and represents the cataloguer’s opinion of its state of preservation. those attending the sale, and those bidders 
who actually view the lots should draw their own conclusions as to the state of preservation or grade of the numismatic item.

 (f)  Stack’s may utilize numerical or adjectival descriptions, and may include lots that have been graded by others. opinions offered with 
respect to numismatic properties offered for sale by Stack’s are made at the time that the numismatic item is catalogued, and do not refer 
to any prior or subsequent time.

 (g)  Where Stack’s sells a numismatic item graded and encapsulated by a grading service, buyer acknowledges and agrees that other 
grading services, Stack’s or knowledgeable purchasers might reach a different conclusion as to the state of preservation of a particular 
item, and that Stack’s has presented the service’s description of the encapsulated item for accommodation only. any such information 
provided by Stack’s is the opinion of the third party, without recourse against Stack’s in any way whatsoever.

 (h)  xce t as otherw se ex ressl  state   the erms of Sale, Stack s a  ts a e ts a  em lo ees make o warra t es or ara -
t es or re rese tat o s, a  ex ressl  scla m all warra t es a  ara t es a  re rese tat o s, cl , w tho t l m tat o , a 
warra t  of mercha tab l t ,  co ect o  w th a  m smat c ro ert es sol  b  Stack s.

 (i)  all oral and written statements made by Stack’s, are statements of opinion only and are not warranties or representations of any kind, 
unless stated as a specific written warranty, and no employee or agent of Stack’s has authority to vary or alter these terms of Sale. any 
alteration shall be effective only if in writing and signed by a member of the firm.

 (j)  if not so stated expressly, the grade, artisanship, provenance, or attribution is the firm’s opinion only on which no third party, includ-
ing the bidder, is entitled to rely.

 (k)  Stack’s assumes no risk, liability or responsibility for the material (or other) facts stated concerning the numismatic item, except as 
specified herein.

19. Unless otherwise stated, Stack’s acts only as agent for a Consignor and makes no independent warranty of title. Stack’s offers the fol-
lowing liMiteD WarraNty to buyers with respect to all numismatic items offered for sale. Stack’s warrants to all buyers that the 
Consignor or the Seller has warranted good title to property offered for sale. any such warranty is predicated on the owner or prior 
owner making the same warranty to Stack’s, upon which the firm relies. in the event that it is finally determined that the Purchaser has 
not acquired transferable title, Stack’s shall reimburse the Purchaser (if full payment has already been made) in accordance with these 
terms of Sale, and buyer agrees that this is full compensation for any loss whatsoever, whether actual or otherwise. tender of the check 
by Stack’s to buyer at the address specified on the bid sheet or registration form shall end the obligation of Stack’s to the buyer, even 
if the check is not endorsed or cashed. Stack’s and the Consignor make no representations or warranty that the Purchaser acquires any 
reproduction rights or copyright in property purchased at the sale.

20. Stack’s further expressly disclaims all warranties relating to the grade, condition, identification of the periods or date of coining or 
manufacture or methods of manufacture of property which is inaccurate, or may be proved inaccurate, by means of scientific process or 
research which is not generally accepted for use until after the sale.



21. Stack’s reminds the buyer that the grading or condition of rare coins may have a material effect on the value of the items purchased; that 
others may differ with the grading opinions or interpretations of Stack’s; that such difference of opinion (including whether the coin 
has been cleaned, or is or is not of a particular grade or quality) is not grounds to return an item purchased; and that all sales of items 
viewed by a Purchaser in advance of a sale, even if the sale is by mail, are final.

22. by purchasing in this sale, buyer agrees that they shall have no recourse against the Consignor for any reason whatsoever. in the event 
that a warranty is offered with respect to grade or state of preservation or condition, it shall be a specific warranty, in writing, signed by 
a member of Stack’s, and shall specify its terms and conditions and duration. if any numismatic item is damaged in its removal from 
encapsulation, or during its encapsulation, it is at the sole risk of the Purchaser. because of the fungibility of numismatic items, any item 
removed from its holder may not be returned for any reason whatsoever.

23. (a)  on any claim made by a bidder, Stack’s must be advised in writing sent within seven days after receipt of the material, or the date 
of the sale, whichever is the later; these dates apply whether or not the buyer has received the material. the disputed property must be 
returned to Stack’s in the same condition as sold by Stack’s, in the same holder.

 (b)  these conditions are binding and absolute unless varied in writing by a principal of Stack’s or if the bylaws, rules or regulations 
of the Professional Numismatists guild, inc., provide for a longer period, or give the buyer a greater right, in which case such bylaws, 
rules or regulations shall prevail. any and all claims of the buyer made in violation of the terms of Sale shall be deemed waived, and 
the buyer shall be without further recourse.

24. if Stack’s, in its sole discretion, determines that any numismatic property is substantially and materially different from that represented 
in the catalogue of sale, or in any written advertisement or material, the sale shall be cancelled and Stack’s shall refund the purchase 
price to the buyer. Unless provided otherwise in these terms or the PNg bylaws, that shall be Stack’s sole obligation to buyer.

25. the auctioneer and cataloguer, Stack’s, reserves the right to include its own material in any auction sale. the auctioneer may have direct 
or indirect interests in these, and other items (other than its commission), and may collect a minimum price in addition to the selling 
commission. this paragraph shall be deemed a part of the description of all lots contained in the catalogue. the catalogue shall also be 
deemed a part of any invoice issued by the auctioneer. the auctioneer may make loans or advances to consignors and/or prospective 
purchasers. the Consignor may be permitted to bid on his, her or their own articles and to buy them back at the sale. any buyer who 
bids on or purchases their own goods is required to pay for them, in full, as the terms of sale provide for together with the full buyer’s 
commission, and any other applicable surcharges, postage, handling, insurance fees and taxes, without rebate of any kind whatsoever, 
unless provided for otherwise by contract with the auctioneer. the auctioneer reserves the right to make accounting adjustments in lieu 
of payment. Settlement will follow the auction. the prices realized reflect the final price called by the auctioneer and may include a bid 
of a consignor reacquiring their lot.

2 . Stack’s, the auctioneer, and employees are “insiders” and may have access to confidential information not otherwise available to the public 
with respect to value, provenance, availability, and other factors. Purchasers should make themselves acquainted with the numismatic 
items that they are purchasing and avail themselves of the services of outside consultants prior to engaging in any purchase. bids are so 
much per lot. No lots will be broken up unless otherwise stated.

27. No bidder shall have any claim against the auctioneer, or Stack’s, for improper sequence of offering a lot.

28. on bullion items, bullion-like items, and encapsulated items graded by a grading service, buyer agrees that there shall be no right of 
return for any reason whatsoever. buyer further agrees that due to market volatility, in event of non-payment, Stack’s shall be entitled 
to damages that are the greater of selling price or market, together with any supplementary or additional costs.

29. Stack’s at any time may rescind the sale in the event of non-payment or breach of the warranty of title.

30. the sole remedy that any participant in the auction shall have, whether bidding in person, by mail, or through an employee or agent, 
for any claim or controversy arising out of the auction shall be a refund of the original purchase price and premium paid, if any. interest 
shall be paid by Stack’s at a rate of no greater than nine per cent (9%) per annum, up to a maximum of six (6) years, unless the rules of 
the Professional Numismatists guild, inc. provide for a higher rate of interest or a longer period of time, in which case such rules shall 
prevail. a lower rate, or shorter period, may be decided by the arbitrators. Upon payment as determined by the arbitrators, or in full 
at the maximum rates set forth above, or at an agreed rate, Stack’s shall be deemed released from any and all claims of the bidder aris-
ing out of or in connection with the sale of such property. Purchaser agrees to execute prior to delivery of any refund any documents 
reasonably requested to effect the intent of this paragraph. by bidding in this sale, all bidders consent to these terms and all other terms 
of these conditions of sale.

31. Stack s hereb  scla ms all l ab l t  for ama es, c e tal, co se e t al or otherw se, ar s  o t of or  co ect o  w th the 
sale of a  ro ert  b  Stack s to P rchaser. all bidders, even if unsuccessful purchasers, agree to abide by this condition, and all other 
conditions of sale.

32. all rights granted to the Purchaser under the within terms of sale are personal to the Purchaser. Purchaser may not assign or transfer 
any of these rights to any other person or entity, whether by operation of law or otherwise. any attempt so to assign or transfer any 
such rights shall be absolutely VoiD and unenforceable. No third party may rely on any benefit or right conferred by these terms and 
Conditions of Sale and terms of warranty on any bidder or Purchaser.

33. “Purchaser” shall mean the original purchaser of the property from Stack’s and not any subsequent owner or other person who may 
have or acquire an interest therein. if Purchaser is an agent, the agency must be disclosed at the time of sale, otherwise the benefits of 
the warranty shall be limited to the agent and not transferable to the undisclosed principal.



34. Should any third party attempt to utilize any warranties contained herein, they shall first give Stack’s thirty (30) days written notice by 
registered Mail or Certified Mail return receipt requested during which time Stack’s may, should it choose to contest the third party’s 
claim, ask the Professional Numismatists guild, inc., or the american arbitration association to appoint a panel of three arbitrators skilled 
in the field to make such a determination at New york, N.y. by seeking to use such remedy, the third party unequivocally and without 
reservation consents to binding arbitration, and its conclusive and binding determination of any alleged damages as a sole remedy. With 
respect to any other pertinent notice requirements, venue and personal and subject matter jurisdiction, said third party is bound to the 
provisions pertaining to bidders, buyers and purchasers, as otherwise provided for in these terms of Sale.

35. in the event Stack’s shall, for any reason, be unable to deliver the property sought to be purchased, its liability therefore shall be limited 
to the rescission of the sale and refund of the purchase price and buyer’s premium. Stack s hereb  scla ms all l ab l t  for ama es, 

c e tal, co se e t al or otherw se, ar s  o t of ts fa l re to el er a  ro ert  rchase , a  all b ers a ree to th s s-
cla mer.

3 . if it is determined that a bailment relationship exists while the material purchased is being held by Stack’s, for Purchaser, said relationship 
constitutes a gratuitous bailment only, solely for the benefit of the purchaser/bailor, as defined by the laws of the State of New york.

37. as a condition of bidding, bidder acknowledges that numismatic auction sales are unique in terms of their tradition and industry practices. 
each bidder agrees that a  cla m or co tro ers  whatsoe er ar s  o t of th s sale shall be settle  as follows  if demanded by either 
buyer, or Stack’s by binding arbitration at New york, New york, under the rules then obtaining of the Professional Numismatists guild, 
inc., or as PNg rules may provide, the american arbitration association. in the event that a dispute arises between Stack’s and a non-
member of the PNg, this means that the american arbitration association, at New york, N.y., shall have exclusive jurisdiction over the 
controversy. in any controversy concerning non-payment, Stack’s shall have the right to proceed by arbitration or by a proceeding in any 
court of competent jurisdiction in the City, County, and State of New york, whichever is first commenced by Stack’s. the arbitrator shall 
not have the power to alter the terms of condition of sale. Judgment on any award may be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction. 
the arbitrators, and any court, shall award the prevailing party costs and reasonable attorney fees. by bidding in this sale you agree to 
be bound by the arbitration provisions of the PNg as described above. Commencement of an arbitral proceeding, or confirmation of 
an award, as well as any notice requirements connected with such proceeding, and any other required service of process, may be made 
by Stack’s upon all bidders by registered or certified mail directed to the address of the bidder or purchaser as listed on the bid sheet or 
application or form required at the time that a bidder number is issued, or by facsimile transmission with proof of receipt. bidder agrees 
that such service shall constitute full in personam jurisdiction. the venue for such proceedings shall be the City of New york, State of 
New york and each bidder agrees to in personam (personal) jurisdiction of the City of New york, State of New york. in all cases, the 
maximum liability of Stack’s for any item sold shall be limited to the official price of record of the item at this sale, without provision for 
consequential damages, or any other damages of any kind whatsoever, unless the PNg rules provide otherwise.

38. if the Purchaser fails to comply with one or more of these terms and Conditions of Sale then, in addition to all other remedies which 
it may have at law or in equity, Stack’s may, at its sole option, either (a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidated damages all payments 
made by the Purchaser, it being recognized that actual damages may be speculative or difficult to compute, or (b) sell some or all of the 
numismatic property and some or all other property of the Purchaser held by Stack’s, in a quantity sufficient in the opinion of Stack’s to 
satisfy the indebtedness, plus all accrued charges. More than one such sale may take place at the option of Stack’s. Such sale may take 
place without notice to Purchaser; if Stack’s gives notice, it shall be by regular mail to the address utilized on the bid sheet, consignment 
agreement or other address known to the firm. Such sale will be at Stack’s standard commission rates at public or private sale, within or 
without the City of New york, at which time (if the sale be at auction) the defaulting party shall not bid. the proceeds shall be applied 
first to the satisfaction of any damages occasioned by Purchaser’s breach, and then to the payment of any other indebtedness owing to 
Stack’s, including without limitation, commissions, handling charges, the expenses of both sales, reasonable legal fees and collection 
agency fees and any other costs or expenses incurred hereunder. if a lot or numismatic item is not paid for, and is sold by Stack’s for 
Purchaser’s account, in accordance with the Uniform Commercial Code, Stack’s shall not be required to account to the Purchaser for any 
excess proceeds. Purchaser is also liable to Stack’s if the proceeds of such sale or sales is insufficient in the opinion of Stack’s to cover 
the indebtedness. if other property of Purchaser is also sold, any excess of proceeds will be remitted to the Purchaser after first deduct-
ing the expenses set forth above. if Purchaser fails to remit sums due to Stack’s, Purchaser grants to Stack’s a lien with respect to such 
sum, with interest to accrue thereon at the judgment rate, until actually paid, which lien shall apply against any property of Purchaser, 
including any future goods of Purchaser coming into possession of Stack’s. P rchaser hereb  wa es all the re reme ts of ot ce, 
a ert seme t a  s os t o  of rocee s re re  b  law, cl  those set forth  New York l e  law, art cle 9, sect o s 200-204 

cl s e, or a  s ccessor stat te, w th res ect to a  sale. Purchaser waives a right to redeem.

39. the auctioneer reserves the right to postpone the sale by auction for a reasonable period of time as a result of any significant event which, 
in the sole discretion of the auctioneer, makes it advisable to postpone the event. No bidder or prospective bidder or purchaser or pro-
spective purchaser shall have recourse as a result of any postponement. in any event, no person may bid without registering, and all 
regiStereD biDDerS including mail bidders and agents by registering or bidding a ree to all of the abo e erms a  o t o s 
of Sale.

40. by bidding or offering to bid, bidders acknowledge that they have read all of the terms and Conditions of Sale and warranty contained 
herein and that they accept these terms and conditions without reservation. Stack’s reserves the right to vary the terms and Conditions 
of Sale by rider or other means communicated to bidders. by purchasing from Stack’s, whether present in person, or by agent, by written 
bid, telephone or any other means, the bidder agrees to be bound by these terms and Conditions of Sale.

41.  S S   O  H   S B N  SO .

 © Copyright 2008 by Stack’s New york City. all rights in this catalogue are reserved. No part of the contents may be reproduced or used 
in any manner whatsoever without the written permission of the copyright holder.
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